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In a remote galaxy, a mutant strain of genetically engineered insects produced a honey

so toxic it wiped out all life on the planet. Quarantined for decades, the planet has recently

been inhabited by the Black Nexus Mob, who genetically re-engineered the insects

and turned the toxic honey into a deadly biological weapon. You must infiltrate

the Black Nexus, save a compatriot, annihilate The Hive, and exterminate the

Hivasects. Awesome action/arcade gameplay, for use with Windows® 95! True 32-bit

autoplay. Killer graphics and non-stop action. Call (800) 424-7070 ext. 3061 for a free demo CD!

Or, reach us on-line: www.trimarkint.com; trimark@aol.com; 7477.3632@compuserve.com

TRIMARK
rm c t i v e

Tho Hive is a trademark of Trimark Interactive. ©1995 Trimark Interactive. All rights reserved. Window® 95 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Windows 95: The New Face of Gaming
After months of

media hype,

waves of press

kits, and countless

hours of hands-on

research, PC Gamer

has come to grips

with the behemoth

that is Windows 95

— all in an effort

to see if this new

Windows can deliver the PC gaming experience you deserve.

Dozens of new games previewed

at the Electronic Entertainment Expo
The PC Gamer staff travels to the City of Angels, L.A., to talk,

walk, and drink with the industry's finest game developers and

publishers as they show off their hottest new products. See

which ones made the grade.

The New Face of Computing

Our cover story on Windows 95 and gaming will

give yon a good idea wlial this brand-new oper-

ating system hopes to achieve, and how it

works. But nothing can prepare yon for the

experience of actually getting your hands on the

thing, loading il on your system and using it.

I have to admit something: I hated Windows

3.1. I've always been a DOS guy, reveling in my

ability to understand its arcana, and frankly feel-

ing a bit elitist. I've been wrestling with beta

builds ol Windows 95 for months now, though,

installing and re-installing as each updated ver-

sion arrived.

Which leads me to another admission: I

don’t miss DOS. I find that I'm able to do just

about everything I want to do, now that I'm

using 95, without having to jump through the

hoops I used to with DOS. Windows 95 ain't per

feet, but it's more powerful and a lot easier to

use than DOS. And that’s something ,

this industry desperately needs il J+r
it's to reach its full potential.
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s Departments
Where you get a glimpse
of the future of gaming.

26 The Pandora Device: Under A
Killing

Moon 2
A gumshoes job is never done.

< Tex Murphy, es Access follows up the star-studded

Jnder a Killing Moon with an even more amazing

new game noir.

30 War College
Think you're the ultimate desktop general? GameTek's latest military sim will

have you fighting through history to prove your abilities in some of the greatest

battles of all time.

32 Fade to Black
It's the amazing sequel to

Delphine's Flashback—
and Steve Poole is trying

to find out why they refer

to it as The Thinking

Man's Doom.

vie w s
Packed with excitement, PC Gamer

reviews really satisfy.

92 Alien Virus

91 Blood Bowl

102 Power

95 Sim Tower

105 ECO: East Africa 111 Super Karts

98 First Encounters 86 Super Street

80 Full Throttle
Fighter II Turbo

110 H.U.R.L.
88 Tank Commander

83 Iron Assault
113 Woodruff & Schnibble

107 Perfect General II

85 Zig Zag

37 Eyewitness
News, Game Previews, the PC Gamer Playlist, and more.

114 Extended Play by T. Liam McDonald

Historical sims and wargames take center stage as Tom strives to find add-ons

to extend the lives of your favorite games.

117 The Learning Game by Heidi e.h. Aycock

something for everyone!

Join Heidi as she scours

this new resource for

educational value.

121 Lupine Online by Scottwoif

When he returns from his extensive online travels, you can always count on The

Wolf to bring back a miscellany of goodies.

125 Alternate Lives by Trent c. Ward

Could the natural progression of mixing virtual reality with traditional RPGs

be just what this niche market needs?

126 The Desktop General by William R.Trotter

The General puts QQP's Perfect General II under the microscope, and has a crazy,

wonderful flashback.

131 Sim Column
At E3, crowds gathered to

compete in multi-player

NASCAR Racing, thanks to

a new online service from

Papyrus.

132 Tim's Tech Shop by Tim Victor

It's the old contest— PCs vs. Game Systems. And as Tim sees it, the PC’s

future is looking rosy.

134 Strategy Central
We can help end those gaming blues, with over 20 cheat codes for Dark Forces,

Lost Eden hints, and answers to reader's questions.

by Lee Buchanan

Getting to Know
Your Disc i

Whether your demo I

is the one-game f
floppy or the CD-ROM
Edition, this is where you'

find ail the info you need

138 Letters

144 Next Issue
Through peace comes understanding. Your lucky numbers are 6-12-14-23-32-30.
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INSTALLING • PLAYING • QUICK TIPS

We're back— and packed

with hundreds of megs
of the latest PC gaming

goodness!

n The CD this month, you’ll

find the latest in Sierra's

Space Quest series, Roger

Wilco in the Spinal Fron-

tier. It's a special demo that contains

puzzles not found in the full game —
so as not to spoil any of the game's

surprises, of course.

And on the floppy this issue,

we've got a double-whammy lined up

for you: Pyrotechnica and Darker, two

sweet-flying arcade games by Psygno-

sis— see page 22 for more details.

We also have the hot new adven-

ture games Discworld, Bureau 13, and

The Orion Conspiracy, as well as two

challenging puzzlers— Spectrum

HoloByte's Clockwerx, and Psygnosis'

Lemmings 3D (and we've just got to

say, you've never seen a Lemmings like

this before!).

There's plenty more, too, including

new Doom II & Heretic WADs, bug

patches, shareware, and, to help you

get your online gaming fix this month,

we have the front ends to the Imagi-

Nation Network, GEnie, PlayNet and

Dwango networks.

These Disc Pages will help get

you started, describe what the games
are about, and provide requirements,

tips and other helpful data. So before

you jump blindly into a demo, give

these pages a quick review. They're

here to help you enjoy the games to

their fullest.

The CD Requirements 18Manual Installation

Minimum Requirements: 386SX; SVGA
(640x480x256 colors); VESA driver; mouse

We Recommend: 486DX2/66;

Double-speed CD drive

These requirements are for loading The CD only.

Each game demo will have its own additional

requirements— so be sure to read the info for

each demo carefully! And for you tech types,

please note that The CD will perform much

faster with Smartdrive loaded.

QuicU Start: The CD
If you’re familiar with DOS, configuring your system,

and all those fun things that make PC gaming such

an adventure, getting started couldn't be easier. But

if you need a little help, here's what you need to do:

1. Insert The CD, and change to your CD-ROM drive

by typing D:, where D is the name of your CD drive.

2. Type PCG, and press Enter.

3. You're now in our point-and-click front end,

where you can look through the text files and help

screens for specific demo requirements. If you

have any problems installing a game, proceed to

Manual Installation.

In the event our front end for The CD does not

load or run properly on your system, you can

still install each game in one of two ways.

First, we’ve included a text-based install

menu on The CD to help you out. To load this

menu, insert The CD, and change to your CD-

ROM drive by typing D:, where D is the name of

your ROM drive. Now type MENU, and press

Enter. Then just follow the directions you see on

the screen.

The other method is to look at the Com-

mand Box, containing the list of games with

their directories and installation commands.

To get running with in this manner, first

switch to The CD, then change to the appropri-

ate directory by typing CD\DIRECTORY, where

DIRECTORY is the one listed in the chart next to

the game you're trying to install. Once in the

appropriate directory, type the Install Command,

then press Enter.

The CD is manufactured by ASR.

Before pressing, it is rigorously tested

and certified virus-free.

If Nothing Works...

We cannot provide technical and
customer support for problems you
may encounter with the many differ-

ent demos and patches on the PC
Gamer CD. Should your copy fail to

run at all, with error messages that

indicate your CD-ROM drive cannot

read the disc, return it to the follow-

ing address for replacement:

PC Gamer

The CD #9 Replacement

1350 Old Bayshore Highway

Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Please do this within the first two
weeks after receiving the PC Gamer
CD. If you're a subscriber, you don't

need to mail us The CD, but if you
purchased the magazine on the

newsstand, please include it.

Also, indicate any error message
you receive.

PC GAMER HuQustmS



Game Directory Installation Command

Discworld \DISCWLD INSTDISC

The Orion Conspiracy \ORION INSTORIO

Lemmings 3D \L3D INSTLEMM
Pyrotechnica \PYR0 INSTPYRO

Bureau 13 \B13DEM0 1NSTB13

CyberBykes \CYBER INSTALL

Darker \DARKER INSTDARK

Void Pirates worn INSTVOID

Clockwerx \CL0CKWRX INSTCLOC

Airlift Rescue \AIRLIFT INSTAIRL

Star Trek: A Final Unity \STTNG INSTALL

Terminal Velocity VTERMINAL INSTALL

PlayNet NPLAYNET D00M1N2& HERETIC

GEnie \GENIE SETUP

ImagiNation Network MMAGINE FUN

Dwango \DWANG0
Heretic WADS NHERETIC

Doom WADS \D00M
Bug Patches \PATCHES

mgamer

LEMMNGS 3D

Psygnosis

675 Massachusetts Ruenue

Cambridge, MR 02 139

(617) 497-7794

System reqvemefits: 486/33; 3MB
extended memory; 568k conventional

memory; UGR

Recommended: 486/66;

Technical Support: (617) 497-7794

INSTALL NOTES

to bjs@ the Front End
Table of contents. Click on the SSyST/S — Choose this to

program you wish to run — your install the program to your hard

selection will be highlighted.
drive, and to set up program options.

PSUtkll — Click here to run the
Once a title is selected, this will

give a brief description and system
game from The CD.

requirements for the program.

The PCG Logo. Click here to return

MOTES — Select this icon for

more information on each program.

to the welcome screen at any time.
L-ltEkL- — This icon offers basic

information about the user interface.

The Icons— when highlighted, the EXIT — Click on this one, and
following options are available:

it's back DOS City.

Free Demos!
And our new PC
Gamer Web Site!

First off, remember: You won't find the

Floppy Edition of PC Gamer on the

newsstand anymore. Only our floppy

subscibers will get the floppy disk —
delivered right to their homes — each
month. But you can still nab the free

demos on the floppy disk, and a whole
lot more!

Flere's the deal for newsstand buy-
ers: You now have the choice of pur-

chasing either the CD-ROM Edition of PC
Gamer for $7.95, or PC Gamer without a

CD-ROM or floppy disk for the new low
price of $3.95. PC Gamer newsstand
buyers still have the opportunity to get

free game demos, though, in several dif-

ferent ways:
1 • You can download game demos and
other good stuff from our World Wide
Web site at html://www.pcgamer.com on
the Internet. You can access this site

either via an Internet account or through
one of the major online services, such as
America Online, GEnie, or Prodigy. Our
new web site will let you download this

month's floppy demos, access Strategy

Central Plus, and more. Check it out!

2. You can mail us the envelope that's

bound in this issue. The order form on
the envelope gives you four options:

• Get a HD disk ( The Floppy) mailed
directly to you for just $2.95 ship-

ping and handling.
• Get a CD-ROM disc ( The CD)
mailed to you for just $5.95 ship-

ping and handling.
• Subscribe to PC Gamer with HD
disks for $47.95.

• Subscribe to PC Gamer with

CD-ROM discs for $47.95.

With all these options, you're sure

to find one that's best for you!

Company: Psygnosis

Phone:(617)497-7794

Release date: Late summer
Category: Flight arcade shooter

Requirements: 486/29; 4MB RAM: 2MB hard

-drive space

Install: \PYRO\JNSTPYRO.BAT

Company: Psygnosis

Phone:(617)497-7794

Category: Flight arcade shooter

Release date: Late summer
Requirements: 386/40; 1MB hard-drive space

Install: \DARKERMNSTDARK.BAT

For more info on Pyrotechnica and
Darker turn to page 22...

PC GAMER flugusf 1995D
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Jagged AllianceStar trail
New Heights in Multimedia

PC Gamer
Best Role-Playing Game of 1994

"Although it is truly a genre-busting product,

it does fit into one category: Must-buy!”

JeffJames,
Computer Gaming World

CD-ROM Today
"Best in Entertainment:

Fantasy Role-Playing Game of 1994

*****RATING

HIGHS: An utterly

Computer Gamins World
Finalist, "1995 Premier Awards"

VERDICT engrossing experience

PC Gamer

Strategy Plus Magazine
Best Multi-Character CRPG of 1994

Superb turn-based mercenary action and

great role-playing, all in one package. If you

like strategy, you'll love this game."...and many more
International Awards

Electronic Entertainment

For the dealer nearest you call: 1-800-447-1230. Ask for operator 22. Available on CD-ROM.

P.0. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fox: (315) 393-1525

Realms of Arkania® and Jagged Alliance® are registered trademarks of Sir-tech Software, Inc. Realms of Arkania is manufactured and distributed under license by Sir-tech

from Attic Entertainment Software, Fantasy Productions and Schmidt Spiel + Freizeit GmbH. Other trademarked names are the property of their individual owners.
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THE CD

Space Quest VI: Roger
Wilco in The Spinal Frontier
Company: Sierra On-line

Phone: (800! 743-7725

Release Date: Available now
Category: Graphic adventure

Required: 486/25, 5MB RAM, Double-speed

CD-ROM, Sound card

Install: MNSTALL

T he galaxy's favorite janitor

returns in the newest space
spoof by Sierra, Space Quest 6:

Roger Wilco in The Spinal

Frontier. The demo on our CD is its own
little adventure, with puzzles that aren't

found in the final game. But this preview

will give you a good idea about how the

game works and what the final product

will look like.

The story opens with Roger doing

what he does best — cleaning. He's cur-

rently assigned to Deepship 86, a ship

that looks less like the Enterprise than an
athletic supporter. Suddenly, weird aliens

appear in an Escher-looking ship, and
take over the Deepship by turning the

crew into scoops of lemon sorbet. The
aliens — half-humanoid, half-kitchen

appliance — have an eerie resemblance
to the Borg of Star

Trek fame, and fall

prey to the com-
mon assumption
that Roger is

insignificant. As a

result, he's the only

one to avoid an icy

transformation into

a dessert dish.

So, once
again, it's up to

you to guide our
cleaning expert on
his journey to keep

himself alive, and
solve the problems of the universe in the

process. Be sure you pick up anything
you can, and leave no stone (or com-
puter terminal) unturned.

The interface is all point-and-click,

with icons directing movement, use,

viewing, and talking. Scroll through the

options by right-clicking the mouse, or

just select the action on the menu bar

under the viewing window. Game options

are also accessed from the menu.
Although you can't save your game

in this demo, don't worry about it. If you
manage to get yourself killed, you'll be
given another chance without having to

start over.

Click on anything and everything; if

nothing else, you'll get a chuckle out of

some of the responses. Make sure you
check out all of the ships in the bay
where you start. You might recognize a

few of them from their fame on the big

screen. Also, check out the computer ter-

minal database on alien races. Not only

will you get a clue there (hint hint) but

you'll find interesting (and funny) tidbits

on some of the alien species in the other

Space Quest games.

HINT
In the shuttle bay

where the game

starts, there's only

one shuttle you can

enter. Be sure to

check the Personal

Effects Stowage

Compartment in the

cockpit for some
necessary items!

Look carefully; it's

easy to miss.

DEMC
SIMUL>4Ti

Talk about a rough system of transportation! The vacuum method probably worked better on The Jetsons.

This form of transporation will not only move you to different parts of the ship, it will rearrange your clothing

in the process. It’s a good thing Roger isn’t too modest!

...but it doesn't have to be drudgery. Just use the commands below to help Roger clean up the

Universe. Maybe you should start with Roger's room (below). You'd think a janitor would place

more emphasis on cleanliness!

Changes Changes Changes Changes Look in Online Brings up

icon to icon to icon to icon to inventory help menu to

walk mode look mode pick-up or

use mode
talk mode adjust

sound,

speed,

quit, etc.
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PUMPS 1 BALLON A MINUTE.

left subclavian artery

left pulmonary artery

ending aorta

left atrium

left coronary artery

great cardiac vein

descending aorta

right atrium -

right coronary artery

FlG. 34.— THe Human Heart.



PUMPS 25 BALLONS A MINUTE.

Put your pulse in overdrive. Fade Ta Black is the adrenaline-pumping sequel to Flashback from Delphine. It's a mind-bending combinatinn

nf fluid, life-like animation and complete control over seemingly unlimited character movements. Along the way, multiple camera angles

mirror every heart-stopping turn. Even the sound and music score won't give you a moment's peace. Until you rest in eternal peace.

http://www.Ba.cam/eastudla.html for pc-cd
Delphine Software International, its logo. Fade To Black and Flashback are trademarks of Delphine Software International. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on game ratings.
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MechWarrior, BattleTech and 'Mech are registered trademarks of FASA CORPORATION.

Activision is a registered trademark of Activision, Inc.
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THE CD

Discworld

Though they really don't have any information to give you, don't miss the opportunity to talk to the wizards in

the dining hall. Crotchety old geezers like them are full of comedy.

Company: Psygnosis

Phone: (617)497-7794

Release date: Available now
Category: Adventure game
Required: 486/33; 4MB RAM; mouse; 1.5MB hard-

drive space

Install: \DISCWLDMNSTALL

G et ready to experience one of

the funniest adventure games
we've seen in quite a while

with our demo of Discworld

from Psygnosis. This tongue-in-cheek fan-

tasy/adventure game is based on Terry

Pratchett's popular Discworld books, and

casts you as the sometimes heroic, often

hapless, wizard Rincewind.

As the demo starts, a dragon has

been unleashed on Discworld, and
Rincewind is enlisted by the arch-wizard of

Unseen University and sent on a quest to

find the items that can get rid of the

dreaded dragon.

You'll get a good sampling of puzzles

as you search the University for some way

HINT
After the arch-wizard tells you of your

quest and sends you to the library,

you'll need to give the librarian a little

incentive to get the right book for you
Use the broom from the closet on the

lower level to wake up your luggage,

then look inside. You'll find a banana
that'll get that monkey-man moving.

to defeat the dragon, and get a taste of the

game's odd humor as well, by talking to the

characters and listening to the wonderful

voice acting provided by "Monty Python"

alumnus Eric Idle (who plays Rincewind),

and a couple of other famous British actors,

like John Pertwee ("Doctor Who") and

Tony Richardson ("Black Adder").

The game uses a mouse interface for

movement, talking, and inventory manage-
ment. Just move the cursor where you
want Rincewind to go, then give a click on
the left mouse button. To pick up items or

talk to someone, double-click with the left

button. To access Rincewind's inventory or

his luggage's, just left-click on Rincewind or

the luggage. To examine items, right-click

on the object you want to learn more about.

Company: Domark

Phone: (415)513-8929

Release Date: Available now
Category: Graphic adventure

Required: 386/33; Double-speed CD-ROM; SVGA;

6MB HD space; mouse; 3MB extended memory
lnstall:\0RI0N\INST0RI0

G et ready for sci-fi with an atti-

tude in Domark's newest
graphic adventure. The Orion

Conspiracy. In this beauti-

fully rendered game, you'll play Devlin

McCormack, the father of a young man
killed in a routine operation on the Cer-

berus research station. But once Devlin

arrives for the funeral,

he finds that his son's

death was no acci-

dent, so he investi-

gates the murder.
During the course of

his search, there is

another death, and
Devlin is accused of

the crime.

The demo starts

when Devlin is placed

in the observation

pod on the station to

await his trial for

murder. Your job is to

get him out of the

pod and continue his

search for the real

murderer. The con-

trols are simple; when
the cursor is placed

over an item or place

HINT
This will get you out of the observation

pod: First, take the telescope and dis-

mantle it until you separate the tube
from the lens. Also, search your food ra-

tions so you can separate out the piece

of biscuit. Click on the vent grate, and
you'll be given the opportunity to use

the lens to open it. Attach the hollow
tube to the air-flow pipe, and stuff the

piece of food into the other end. This will

cause the computer to think there is no
oxygen flow to the room, and the doors

will open. The rest is up to you!

that can be affected, you will either hear

a description of it, or be given a choice

of actions. As you gather items, you'll be

given more choices. To view your inven-

tory, move the cursor to the bottom of

the screen. To access game options, such

as toggling the subtitles, press the Escape
key. To end the game, press Alt-X.

Full voice and music is included in

the demo, although the adult language
you can look forward to in the full ver-

sion of the game has been cut out of the

demo. If you're squeamish, be warned
that the full game also contains some
pretty violent scenes.

PC GHMER Rugust 1935



THE CD

Lemmings 3D
Company: Psygnosis

Phone: <617) 437-7794

Release date: September

Category: Puzzle game
Requirements: 466/33; 3MB extended mem.; 560k

conventional memory
Install: \L3D\INSTL3D

F
ans of the popular Lemmings
puzzlers will find new surprises

are in store with Psygnosis' in-

novative twist on those classic

games. In this exciting 10-level demo of

Lemmings 3D, the two dimensional lev-

els of the original Lemmings games
have given way to a 3D environment
that allows you complete freedom to

view the puzzle from any angle, and
even get a lemmings'-eye view of the ac-

tion with a virtual-lemming option.

While the look of this one is brand
new, the heart of the game remains the

same; these little knuckle-heads still walk
aimlessly toward their death, through a

variety of unique settings from medival

castles and winter landscapes to our
staff personal favorite, the "Aliens"

movie-inspired Aliemms level. And it's

up to you to figure out a way to guide

them safely home by using special skills

to build, block, and bomb through each

level's obstacles.

Thankfully, you'll be able to get

things under control in no time, with a

combination of mouse and keyboard
controls that are fairly easy to master.

You'll view the action through use of

fixed cameras or

a movable cam-
era perspetive,

which you'll con-

trol with the cur-

sor keys or the

mouse.
Once you've

got the camera in

position you can

change the eleva-

tion of your view
by using the +

(lower) and -

(raise) keys on
the numeric key-

pad to get a

bird's eye view
of the lemm-
mings in action or

to move around
obstacles.

The mouse is used to select a skill

you want to give a particular lemming.
Then to enable that skill, just move the

pointer over the lemming and left click.

While it's pretty easy to get a han-

dle on, we do recommend that you take

advantage of the practice mode before

moving on to the actual levels.

And if you find the game is running

slowly on your system, you can use the

options menu to customize detail levels,

set the screen size and reduce the num-
ber of camera views to optimize the per-

formance for your system.

The first level of Lemmings 3D can be a bit tricky, so have the first lemming

begin building a bridge to tbe upper level almost Immediately.

Before you get overrun by a horde of

lemmings while you're still trying to

solve a puzzle, use the - key to decrease

the release rate of the lemmings to give

you time to plan your attack. Then,

once you've got the puzzle solved, use

the + key to get those lemmings flow-

ing freely again.

And if you're a sci-fi fan you'll want

to take a peek at the Aliemms level —
just type in the password PADUASOY.

PIS

Lemmings 3D: The Next Generation

'lib ID 2

t.flUTi E

* * #
*

,
-

..
.

M. mit

- vV *

Number of Lemmings
successfully saved

Number of Lemmings
left on the level

Time left

Time Advance

Nuke Lemmings (end level)

Switch to camera view

Pause

Rotate camera

Slow Lemmings release

Speed up Lemmings release

By clicking your right

mouse button on the scroll

bar, you can adjust the ele-

vation of the camera view.

Map Virtual Blocker Turner Bomber Builder Basher Miner Digger Climber Umbrella

Lemming Shows number of times you can use a skill
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The best CD to completeyour office suite

Internet Web Browser

and Fax

Corel Web Mosaic™
* Built-in playback support for

AIFF and AU audio files

«• Direct display of GIF and JPEG
images

*> Full printing applications

CorelFAX™

* Send faxes from within any

Windows application

* Built-in OCR and TWAIN-
compliant scanning

*• Send and receive faxes in the

background

Personal Information

Manager

Corel PLANNER™
* Cross-reference information

easily by linking related items

together

* Daily, weekly, monthly and

yearly calendar views for

planning appointments and

activities

Fonts

Corel FONT MASTER™
*> 500 high-quality Bitstream ' and

URW™ fonts

« Preview fonts, assemble font

groups, install and de-install

TrueType'fonts on the fly

CorelFLOW

15.000
cLiinur

RSONAL
AMOIK Kill- I.KLNCE

ram500 FONTS

Business Graphics

CorelFLOW“2*
v 2,000 “drag and drop” symbols

* 90 customizable Smart Symbol
Libraries

fc Built-in spell checker

* Automatic shape connectors

Clipart and Photos

Corel GALLERY™ 2’

«* 15,000 clipart images
fc 200 photos and 75 sound clips

*• Full-color reference guide with

thumbnails of each clipart

image

Complete Electronic

Reference

Corel BOOKCASE™
* 6 comprehensive references

*> Correspondence Library—
700 standard business letters

Multimedia Utilities

v Corel CD Audio 1"—
Listen to

your favorite audio CD from

your CD-ROM drive

*> WinTune'"2.0—System

diagnostic indicator to optimize

the performance of your PC
». WinDat™. WAV Editor—Record

and edit sound clips

*> Corel Screen Saver and

Wallpaper Flipper

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft

Corporation, PerfectOffice is a trademark of Novell, Inc.,

and SmartSuite is a registered trademark of Lotus

Development Corporation. Microsoft Corporation, Novell,

Inc. and Lotus Development Corporation make no

endorsement of Corel or Corel CD Office Companion.

You’ve got your office suite... but to maximize your
productivity you need Corel CD Office Companion.
It’s value-packed with World Wide Web and fax

communications, business graphics, PIM, clipart,

fonts, reference libraries and multimedia utilities

—all on one convenient CD-ROM!

Corel CD Office Companion—
the ideal complement to:

• Microsoft' Office

• Novell' PerfectOffice"
• Lotus SmartSuite *

Incredible

power and value
all on one
convenient
CD-ROM

* Clipart, font and photo libraries vary from the

standalone versions of CorelFLOW 2 and Corel

GALLERY 2.

£corel
Call now for faxed literature!

1-613-728-0826 ext 3080

Document #1058
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Void Pirates

TIP
For some real fun, try this: Close your

eyes, scoot your mouse around the

screen, and keep clicking. We managed to

down two ships in sixty seconds by using

this old Jedi trick! Now, no peeking...

Company: SofSource

Phone: {505)523-6789

Release Date: This summer
Category: Space simulator

Required: 366/33: 4MB RAM; 4.5MB hard-drive

space; Windows 3.1 or higher

install: WOIDMNSTVOIO

n this tiny little peek at Void Pirates,

you get to climb behind the stick of a

pirate ship and terrorize your way
through the galaxy— for sixty sec-

onds. This short demo will give

you a sample of just one aspect of

the game; sitting in the gun turret,

moving your cursor around the

screen to blow ships out of the

sky. The mouse-clicking is fast

and furious, so you better get

yourself ready for a fight.

In the full version, however,

you're able to control ship func-

tions, take over helpless

freighters, trade with other

rogues, and generally avoid the

authorities. You also get a bit of a

preview slide show — judging

from some of the screen shots,

Void Pirates might turn out to be

a pretty hot title. Look for this

space action/adventure sometime
this Summer.

Company: GamnTek Inc.

Phone: (600)439-3995

Release Date: Late fall

Category: Action

Required: 486/33; 8MB RAM; 9MB hard-

drive space

Install: \CYBEfNNSTALL

C yberBykes is a polygon-

based, high-speed action

shoot-em-up reminiscent of

Spectre VR. The year is

2007, and the World Treaty Organization,

the military arm of the Central Govern-
ment, has taken over several cities in a

fascist revolt. When the Central Govern-
ment realizes that military secrets and
items were left behind in the takeover,

they pull you out of retirement.

Riding a souped-up motorcycle and
armed to the teeth with missiles and a

chain gun, your job is to enter the occu-

pied cites and rescue the equipment and
documents left behind. You'll have to

dodge missiles, avoid gun turrets, and
duke it out with the enemy's own Bykes.

Keep an eye on your armor, and make
sure you get out of there before the

timer runs out, or you'll soon be a quiv-

ering mass of seared parts as the bad
guys find out you're in their city.

There are many options to help the

game run more smooth, but there's no
getting around the demands it'll make of

your system. Be sure you do not have
EMS memory loaded, or it will not run.

For the highest and best resolutions and

IRBYKES

Keep <\ sharp eye out and a steady hand on the

mouse, and you'll ride this hnliy to victory!

most detail, you'll definitely need a Pen-

tium computer.
Control ultimately is best with the

mouse, although it takes a bit of getting

used to. By pushing both mouse buttons

at once, you enter "Look Around" mode.
You can look in any direction you want
while your byke keeps going straight.

The trick is to fire in the direction you're

looking, not necessarily the direction

you're traveling. Pretty handy when
you're getting nailed from behind!

CqberBqhes

a
A Brakes

ft Left

a Ridht

« Fire Weapons

Toggle Weapons

Look behind

ft -Extend view to max

Look Around

View mao

Mouse Buttons:
Accelerate

Brake Right button

Look Around.. Both buttons

The Battle Screen
—Compass

.Fuel Gauge

Full Screen Radar
It’s a top-down per-

spective with the top

in front of you.

Speedometer.

Time
Time remaining before you're discovered

—Armor

The highlighted item fires when you hit

the spacebar
|
—Items remaining
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HE'S THE
VILLAIN ...

AWAKENINGPAftKUGHT

ATTACK WITH
HAND-TO-HAND
WEAPONS, RANGED
WEAPONS AND
SUPER POWERS

CAN YOU SURVIVE WHEN THE BAD
GUYS DON'T STAY ON THE PAGE ?

STEP INTO THE ADVENTURE AND
LIVE THE COmC BOOK.FIND THE

ALLIES
WHO CAN
TEACH yOU
TO USE
yOUR NEW
FOUND
POWERS EXPLORE TEWPLBS,

LABS, SLU/HS,
CITIES, FORESTS,
BATTLEFIELDS,
AND WORE

FLT AIR CARS
AND DRIVE TANKS

IWWERSE yOURSELF
IN A FUTURISTIC
SVGA WORLD

REAP THE CXBERMACE COMIC BOOK FROM THE EPEN MATRIX PRE55,
FIRST ISSUE INCLUPEP WITH THE CAME!

CHECK OUT THE PEMO AT OUR WORLP WIPE WEB SITE.

HTTP://WWVV.6/A.COM/ORIC3IN.HTML
ORIGIN SySTEMS IS AN ELECTRONIC ARTS’ COMPANy • 12940 RESEARCH BLVD. • AUSTIN, TX 70750-3235

® IWS, ORIGIN SYSTEMS, INC, CyBERMAGE AND DARKLIGHT AWAKENING ARE TRADEMARKS OF ORIGIN SYSTEMS, INC. ORIGIN IS A
REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ORIGIN STSTEMS, INC, ELECTRONIC ARTS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ELECTRONIC ARTS.
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DEVELOPERS’ NETWORK CD
From the cauldrons of CyberSpace, the most

comprehensive collection of DDDM II levels,

editors, utilities, and documentation ever

attempted by earthlings. Hell on CD-ROM was

compiled from sources found on the Internet and

other on-line services. This all new CD-ROM

includes: LMP Player-a tool that lets you

point and click your way through the archives of

prerecorded DDDM II games and launch the

recording without having to exit to DOS. You can

watch DDDM II Master Players slug their way

through every level. Ever wonder how they do

it? Now see for yourself! View actual multiplayer

DeathMatches from any player's perspective,

demos of new levels, and training examples.

ADD-ONS FOR DOOM li

“For sheer megabytes of files,

the best out there is...from

CyTech CodeHouse.”
fS PC Gamer Magazine,

IMk . 'tyy 1995

Read the synopsis as you go or print the full

descriptions. WadFest II .WAD runner lets you

point and click your way through an archive of

thousands of new DDDM II levels. Pick the .WAD,

the level, the skill, view/print the description, and

more. You have full control over how the game

is played with the easiest, fastest interface on the

planet. Play directly from the CD or copy to your

hard drive. H CDGofer 2.0 gives you instant

access to the vast archives of the largest

collection of DDDM II related shareware and

freeware. There are thousands of files organized

into descriptive discrete volumes, all accessible

from the new friendly, intuitive graphical user

interface with on-line context-sensitive help.

Hell on CD-ROM $39.95 ^9^
(THESE DEALS ARE SD GE3DD, HDU'bb CbEAfl UP!)

or THE DDDffl

HAGHER'S GUIDE
for $9.95 (MSRP $21.95)

With "HELL"

Purchase

add

for $29.95 (MSRP $39.95)

With "HELL"

Purchase

Offer Good Thru 1 West Seminary Street, Brandon, VT 05733

JULY 31. 1995 CO»lS«»lJ95 1-BOO-3BB-565S
MasterCard/VISA/Discover/AMEX/check/money orders accepted. All orders shipped within 24 hours. DoomWare requires registered version of Doom. Hell on CD-ROM requires Doom II. Doom and Doom II are registered trademarks of id Software, Inc. © 1995 CyTech CodeHouse
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Company; GameTek Inc.

Phone: 1800) 439-3995

Release Date; Available now
Category Graphic adventure

Required: 386/33, 2MB RAM, 8MB HD space

Install: NB13DEM0MNSTB13

D o you get tired of graphic

adventures that always have
you playing a boring good
guy — without any special

supernatural skills? Yearning to throw in

a bit of magic when you just can't find

the item you need? Well, now's your
chance. In GameTek's graphic mystery
Bureau 13, you can choose to play as a

vampire, a thief, a hacker, a priest, a

witch, or a woman in mechanized body
armor. You choose two members from
the list to investigate the attempted mur-
der of a small-town sheriff.

And why do you get to do all this?

Because you're part of Bureau 13, a top-

secret organization dedicated to the pro-

tection of the innocent. A member of the

team, a certain J.P. Withers, has gone
renegade, and after his attempt to blow
the sheriff to bits, your team is sent in to

uncover the mystery of Stratusburg and
bring Withers in.

The team you choose will affect the

way you solve problems, as each mem-
ber has his or her own special skills. To
get past a locked door, for example,
Jimmy Suttle (the thief), will pick the

lock. But Alexander Keltin, the vampire,
can transform into mist and float

through to the other side. So choose
carefully who you take with you, and
remember their special skills. It'll take a

combination of talents to reach the end
of this demo.

Unlike other games with two team
members walking around, you can split

up the characters in Bureau 13. Simply tell

one to follow, or stay put. If he stays, he
will be at the same spot when you return.

You choose which character to con-
trol by moving the mouse to the top of

sm Nall: Tn

cl: V

Tiiroui

P 8.15 It/' f'lil 8 Talk Tn

Right-click at the top of the screen to bring up the menu bar to check inventory, switch characters, and per

form special skills.

Displays current character

Inventory list Action menu

the screen and
right-clicking to

bring up the charac-

ter menu. Click on
the left or right side

to choose. If your
characters are split

up, your view will

shift to the location

of the one you want
to control. This

menu also contains

the commands to

perform your spe-
cialized skills, like

turning the vampire
into a cloud of mist.

It'll take a bit of

ingenuity to get

past this deputy.

Take the super glue

from the counter,

weld the fire extin-

guisher door shut,

and knock the ash-

tray into the waste-

basket. That will get

the deputy out of

the way of your
investigation.

Star Trek.: A Final Unity
Company: Spectrum HoloByte

Category: Adventure

Phone: (510) 522-3584

Release date: Available now
Requirements: 386: SVGA, 3072k conventional

memory, mouse, 6MB hard-drive space

Install: \STTNGMNSTST

T here's no doubt about it: This is

one of the most eagerly (and

long) anticipated computer
games ever, and for fans of the

"Star Trek: The Next Generation" televi-

sion show who've been waiting patiently

during the lengthy development, it looks

like it's worth the wait.

In this demo of A Final Unity, you'll

view the progress that's been
made over the past year and even
take a tour of the bridge of the

famous Enterprise 1701-D. You
also can view the opening screens

and watch the landing party tackle

the mysteries of the universe.

The demo as well as the full

game features the complete cast of

"ST:TNG" providing voice-overs

for all of the game's dialog.

To get the best performance
out of the demo, you'll want to use
the auto-detect option when select-

ing a video mode, as some anima-
tions will not run if you select an
option not supported by your par-

ticular system.
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THE EPIC CONQUEST 900 YEARS IN THE MAKING!

sanaar

An adventure that combines detailed fief-management and long-range

strategy with lots of bone-crunching, first-person action'.'

— William R. Trotter, PC Gamer

H
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Terminal
Company: 3D Realms Entertainment

Phone: (214)278-5655

Release Date: Available now
Category: Action shooter

Required: 486/33; 4MB RAM; 10MB hard-

drive space

Install: \TERMINAL\INSTTERM

H ere's the updated version of

Terminal Velocity we
promised in the July issue. It

fixes the memory-related

problems and gets things running

smoothly. So grab your joystick and get

ready for this sci-fi shoot-'em-up.

In the distant future, the people of

Earth have journeyed beyond the edges of

the Milky Way and have met many strange

and often violent species. Yet under the

watchful eye of the Alliance of Space-Faring

Alien Races, Earth has been able to enjoy

Velocity
years of peaceful co-existence with species

throughout the galaxy. But now Earth finds

itself under attack from these former friends

and is on the verge of collapse. Armed with

a state-of-the-art fighter-craft, your task is to

breakthrough enemy the perimeter

defenses and discover what's behind

Earth's sudden unpopularity.

Nine challenging missions on three

separate worlds await you in this demo,
with a variety of weapons to test your

bogey-busting abilities on a host of air-

borne enemies and ground-based threats.

You'll also find plenty of power-ups,

weapons and secret mines to help even the

odds against the superior forces.

The demo also includes modem and
network options to allow you and your

friends to fight for the safety of Earth collec-

tively or against each other over the planet

of your choice.

Terminal Velocity

Point nose up

& Turn Right

—Adjust size screen

Return to menu

Company: Spectrum HoloByte

Category: Puzzle game
Phone: (510) 522-3584

Release date: Available now
Requirements: 386/33 4MB RAM; Windows 3.1;

SVGA; 2MB HD space; mouse
Install: \CLOCKWRX\INSTAU

I
f you've been looking for a chal-

lenging puzzle game you can play

under Windows during those long

downloads or print jobs, then give

this demo of Clockwerx a try.

Though the full game features 100

demanding levels, our 10-level primer
should prove more than enough of a

challenge to keep you coming back for

more, as you try to control a spinning

clock hand through a maze of dots and
devious hazards, spinning toward the

ever-important Goal Dot.

Getting to the goal ain't easy — but

thankfully, as a Windows based-game,
controlling the action couldn't be sim-

pler, with the mouse used as the default

controller for all the movements and
menu selections (though the keyboard
can be selected). To move your clock

hand to an adjacent dot, just click the left

mouse button on the dot nearest your
hand, and you're off. And if you find it's

too tough, or you want more time to

complete a level, there are a number of

customizable features that allow you to

fine-tune the action to suit your particu-

lar skill level.

TIP
You can avoid the sweeping movements of an enemy clock hand on an adjacent
dot by reversing the rotation of your hand with a left click.
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Play Net
Play Net

Phone: (800) PLAY-NET

Install: \PLAYNET\APCIDIVI55.EXE

o you want to play Doom
across the phone lines, but

you just can't seem to find

anybody that's willing to join

you in a Deathmatch at 1 a.m.? Well,

look no further. Play Net is a multi-player

network that's been established specifi-

cally to take advantage of Doom and
Doom II's modem capability and to give

you the opportunity to play with like-

minded Deathmatchers.

In addition to support for Doom
and Doom II, Play Net now supports

Heretic, and will soon support Descent.

You'll also get other features you'd
expect from an online service, like shop-
ping, file libraries, chat areas and e-mail.

To run Play Net you'll need Doom,
Doom II, or Heretic, a 9600 baud modem
and, of course, this front end.

After installation, you'll need to fill

out the configuration screens. After that,

you'll be able to make new friends and
then kill them. Payment info is online.

Your initial call is 100% free.

As of this writing the rates for Play

Net, Inc. were:

Target Class $10.00 5 hours

Killer Class $25.00 13 hours

Assassin Class $50.00 30 hours

ImagiNation
Network,
ImagiNation Network

Phone: (800) IMAGIN1

Required: 18MB NO space

Install: MMAGINE\fUN.BAT

I
f you're looking for an online ser-

vice that's devoted to having fun,

then check out the ImagiNation

Network. Where most services

have bland screen after screen of indeci-

pherable jargon, or at best glitzy colors

with the same mindnumbing jargon,

ImagiNation offers an entirely different

interface — a town motif where the vari-

ous utilities and services are couched in

a friendly, familiar surroundings. The
friendliness even extends to your own
online persona, a graphic representation

of you that you can customize to show
people what you're really like.

E-mail, conferences, entertainment

areas, and the promise of future on-

ramps to the Info Autobahn make Imagi-

Nation a viable alternative to millions

who don't really want to know the ins

and outs of ZModem and Wildcat, or

learn the lexicon of the Internet.. .at least

not yet. Install ImagiNation and get all

the info on how to get online.

After you install ImagiNation, type

INN at the DOS prompt and you'll go to

the sign-on screens. Because the Imagi-

Nation Network ain't free, here are the

various user plans and the rates that we
received by time of publication.

Welcome Plan $9.95/month

5 hours/month

10 Plan $19.95/month

10 hours/month

15 Plan $29.95/month

15 hours/month

25 Plan $49.95/month

25 hours/month

50 Plan $99.95/month

50 hours/month

GEnie tor
Windows
Sl/GA Air Warrior

GEnie

Phone: (800) 638-9636

Required: Windows 3.1, 4MB HD space

Install: \GENIEMNSTGENI

F
or our readers who prefer human
opponents over some program-

mer's idea of artificial intelligence,

you'll want to check out the

online network GEnie. Like most online

networks, GEnie offers e-mail, BBS access,

conferencing and, as our readers will be

glad to note, multi-player gaming. To take

advantage of the multi-player games,
we've included the front ends to run

Cyberstrike and SVGA Air Warrior, two of

the most popular games on GEnie.

Flight sim fans will want to try out

SVGA Air Warrior, which will have you fly-

ing all types of warplanes through several

eras of air combat, from biplanes to mod-
ern aircraft. The controls are fairly simple,

but with all those human opponents, the

missions can get pretty challenging.

Cyberstrike takes you into a futuristic

battle scenario where you pilot a massive

battle-mech. It's a pretty demanding sim,

but once you've got a handle on the con-

trols, you'll be able to roam around blast-

ing the armor off of other on-line pilots.

Energy runs everything in this game —
shields, guns and engines — so stay pow-
ered up.

The GEnie front end will require Win-

dows, 4MB hard-drive space and VGA
graphics. Cyberstrike will require an addi-

tional 2.5MB hard drive space, and SVGA
Air Warrior will require a whopping 38MB
of additional hard drive space. Each game
comes with a README.TXT or

MANUAL.DOC file that details the various

controls.

For basic service including e-mail,

multi-player games and online chat, the

current rates are $8.95 per month for the

first four hours non-prime time and $3.00

per hour after the initial four hours have

been used. There's an additional sur-

charge of $9.50 per hour for prime-time

usage. All rates are for the continental U.S.

jjj
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INSTALLING • PLAYING • QUICK TIPS

Take to the skies in the latest arcade flight

games from Psygnosis. We have TWO,

count 'em TWO, of these ultracool

space shoot-'em-ups.

*

fij§ " —
,

8 *
- 52?

Quick Start:
The Floppy...

I
The HD dish
Installation couldn't be easier!

1. Insert the 3.5" diskette and change to that

drive.

2. Type INSTALL and choose the hard drive

you wish to install (to type C where "C" is

the letter of your hard drive).

3. Select the game you wish to install.

If Nothing Works...
Unfortunately, we can't provide technical support

for problems you may encounter with The Floppy,

Pyrotechnics or Darker. But should your copy fail

to run at all, or display error messages that indi-

cate the disk itself is bad, send a letter to the

address at the right for replacement.

The Floppy is manufactured by MegaSoft, one of the

foremost disk duplicators in America. Before duplica-

tion, it is rigorously tested and certified to be virus-free.

The Floppy Replacement

August 1995

PC Gamer

1350 Old Bayshore Highway

Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Indicate any error message
you receive.

Pyrotechnics
Company: Psygnosis

Phone: (617) 497-7794

Release date: Late summer
Category: Flight arcade shooter

Requirements: 436/25; 4MB RAM; 2MB hard-drive

space

Install from CO: \PYRO\INSTPYRO.BAT

P ilot a craft on retrieval and res-

cue missions set in the core of

planets left by ancient, extinct

civilizations. You'll need to

pivot through caverns, and avoid or

destroy the automated defense drones
left in place.

Maneuvering can be entrancing as this game
exhibits a stark beauty you don't see too often

these days.

CHALLENGE
It'll take 100,000 points, but can you make the High Score table?

Movement Joystick, Cursors

Primary weapon Button 1, Space
Radar homing missiles FI

Infrared missile F2

Rockets F3

Grenades F4

Select secondary
weapons Button two or S

Light laser F5

Cannon F6

Heavy laser F7

Mines F8

Select speed 0-9

Weapon view W
External/internal view E

Pause game P

Release flares F

Release Chaff C
View map M
Exit game End key

Company: Psygnosis

Phone: (617) 497-7794

Release date: Late summer
Category: Flight arcade shooter

Requirements: 386/40; 1MB hard-drive space

Install from CD: \DARKEWJNSTDARK.BAT

ou're a fighter pilot flying a

Caero Fighter above Delphi

City. The object is simple: just

knock out everything in the

skies, while keeping your ship out of dan-

ger. This demo provides one of the three

fighters available in the full game, and lets

you test three of its eight weapons.

Fire primary weapon Space, button 1

Fire secondary weapon Alt, button 2

Assign pinner direct

to main weapon 1

Assign pinner mimic

to main weapon 2

Secondary weapon 0

Press and hold with Cursors

to increase power CTRL
Brakes Backspace

Clear target lock on Capslock

Engage engine E

Boost engine Enter

Aircraft control Cursors

Altitude fix mode toggle A
Initialize joystick j

1
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“Co-produced by the

Heretic features 27 levels ol

world where magic andrif;

tiiacs behind DOOM ,.

eautifully depicted medieval

hi rule.” -The Washington Post“ out of iourn-USA'Today

> *• I

. fantastic monsters that look good, sound great die

impressively . . .an exemplar heirtoghe legendary DOOM”
-Computer Gaming Worlds Ljfr

setting a new standard that will be h
-Computer Currents

The Full Version with Episodes 1-3 PLUS 20 levels never

seen before! Coming to a software store near you.
Published by id software Inc.; created by Raven Software, Inc.; distributed by GT Interactjyfi^oft^are Corp.

DOOM and id are trademarks of id Software, Inc. Packagmg<©1 994 id Software, Inc^A^gfits reserved.
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FLY IN THE FACE OF

Wind gusting. Clouds building.

You set the conditions, then you conquer them.

New Microsoft® Flight Simulator™ 5.1 on CD.

You choose the cities and airports,

now more than 200 airports worldwide.

Cities and places so detailed you can

spot the landmarks and rattle their windows.

Buzz airport towers from Guantanamo Bay to

Auckland, New Zealand.

Circle the pyramids.

Fly barrel rolls over the Taj Mahal.

Try a zero-vi si bi 1 i ty landing between

the mountains at Geneva International.

Microsoft



Try stunts you wouldn't d

Set the weather so you can

around a fog-shrouded Golden Gate

and then land in 40 mph gusts at

Fly Lindbergh's path from New York to Par

your instruments to plot your way, us

to handle the bone-jarring turbulence

With Microsoft Flight Simulator 5.1, real-life

flight equations and models let you find

out what it's like to actually fly,

to fly in the most frightening real-life conditions

Fly patterns that would get you arrested.

Test your flight skills with 20 new gameplay scenarios. Land on the USS Nimitz.

Slalom between buildings on Park Avenue, the Champs Elysees, North Michigan Avenue.

Land a plane in the Los Angeles Coliseum. Touch down at some of the world's

most difficult airports on days you would never get clearance to land.

Your ability to customize weather patterns, choose airports, and fly above 3D clouds and scenery

that changes with the time of day and time of year makes flying as realistic as possible.

Get new Microsoft Flight Simulator 5.1. It's as close to reality as you want to get.

For cool information on computer flight simulation, try out the Flight Simulation Forum on CompuServe (“GO FSFORUM").© 1995 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Microsoft is a registered trademark and Where do you want to go today? is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Flight Simulator is a trademark of Bruce A. Artwick.
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EXCLUSIVE! BEHIND-THE-SCENES OF THE HOTTEST GAMES

Tex Murphy is back, and the Pod People have him!

Access' new Tex

Murphy adventure

promises to be as big a

leap beyond Under a

Killing Moon as UKM
was over Martian

Memorandum.

Game: The Pandora Device

Designers: Aaron Conners, Chris Jones

Publisher: Access Software Inc., 4750 Wiley Post Way,

Salt Lake City, UT 84116 (801) 359-2900

Projected Price: TBA
Percent Complete: 50%

fla nutshell: I
Retro-private-eye Tex Murphy dons his trench coat

and fedora to uncover a sinister plot centered on the

most famous of all true-life "X-Files," the mysterious

UFO crash at Roswell, New Mexico.

I What's so speelel? I
As dynamic and pathbreaking as Under a Killing

Moon proved to be, this follow-up (it's not really a

sequel) features a better story, a superior cast, and

perfected technology.

I Why should I caie? I
Access has come closer than any other company to

realizing the full potential of the interactive movie

genre. There's a legion of Tex Murphy fans waiting on

this game, and we don’t think they'll be disappointed.

I find lien s il comino out? I
Access says the game is right on schedule for a

Christmas 1996 release.

T
he soundstage in Access'

new building is about
three times the size of the

old one, but it's still pretty

cramped when produc-
tion is in full swing:

power cables; camera
booms; microphones;
great, fearsomely hot
lights; bundles of wires

held up by bungee cords; chairs; props;

ice chests; and a snack table so buried
beneath bags of Ding-Dongs, Cheese
Doodles, bean dip, and Twinkies that it

looks like the central collection depot of

Junk Food for UNICEF.
All around, the unsung heroes of

the production are handling their all-

important tasks with quietly intense

aplomb: Dave Brown, video director;

Jon Clark, lighting and sound director;

Brad Henrie and George Maousakis,
boom operators; and Mark Hula, cine-

matographer. Art Director Neil

Galloway — the artist chiefly responsible

for all those moody alleys and lush inte-

riors — works in a small room off to the

side, manning the teleprompter and the

electronic slate.

It's four in the afternoon, and
shooting has been going on since eight

in the morning. Working against the

bluescreen, Chris Jones and veteran

actor Kevin McCarthy are doing retakes

of one of the game's climactic scenes.

McCarthy is not a young man (his film

career goes back more than forty

years), but he is the consummate pro-

fessional, and only a slight redness in

the eyes betrays the fatigue he must be
feeling at this point.

He and Jones are huddled over a

blue-painted prop that will eventually be
the control panel of a flying saucer.

"We've got to get out of here right

now, Tex!" cries McCarthy, jabbing at

imaginary control knobs.

"What's happening?" says "Tex."

"This ship is filled with highly

explosive anti-hydrogen pods and it's

going to blow in two minutes!"

Tex leans in conspiratorially, his

expression incredulous.

"Pods?" he inquires.

"Yes," responds McCarthy, his

voice dropping to a barely audible men-
acing whisper, "Pods!"

"Cut! That's perfect!" says director

Adrian Carr, while McCarthy, Jones,

and everyone else on the set chortles at

the nudge-nudge reference to

McCarthy's classic 1956 sci-fi movie.
Invasion of the Body Snatchers.

If the film-noir detective genre set

the tone for Under a Killing Moon, this

successor game takes its cue from not

only the science fiction classics of the

1950s, but from today's hottest sci-fi

series (after the Star Trek shows, of

course), the Fox network's already-leg-

endary "The X-Files."

The story begins when Tex
Murphy is retained by a mysterious
older gentleman named Gordon
Fitzpatrick (Kevin McCarthy) to track

down an old friend named Thomas
Malloy (played by John Agar, who
starred in such Fifties classics as

Tarantula, The Mole People, and The
Brain from Planet Aros). After much
investigating, figuring out several baf-

fling puzzle-clues, and committing the

odd felony or two, Tex locates Malloy.

Malloy, who once worked at the

top secret Roswell base, confirms that

the UFO crash was real and that some
of the alien technology back-engineered
from the wreckage was used in the

weapons of World War Three. Malloy
has devoted his life to deciphering the

alien hieroglyphics found on the UFO
and has finally made a breakthrough.

Just as he's about to reveal the transla-

tion to Tex, however, two "men in

black" burst in and assassinate him.
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Barry Corbin (Maurice on TV's "Northern

Exposure") wields that dock pistol as

though he means business. Corbin seemed to

relish the chance to play the heavy.

while Murphy— in a truly spectacular

sequence — manages one of his cus-

tomary hairbreadth escapes.

Before he bit the dust, Malloy
managed to send out a number of mys-
terious "Pandora Boxes" to trusted

associates; once Murphy locates the

boxes and figures out how to open
them, he initiates a holographic mes-
sage from Malloy that mobilizes Tex,

Fitzpatrick, and some other Good Guys
to uncover the UFO conspiracy and
thwart an impending global catastrophe.

Stalking Murphy at every turn is a

menacing NSA agent (played to perfec-

tion by Barry Corbin, best known for

his role as Maurice, the crusty ex-astro-

naut, on "Northern Exposure"), and
tempting him along the way is a lus-

cious and very available femme fatale

played by former Charlie's Angel Tanya
Roberts (Beast Master and Sheena,

Queen of the Jungle).

The script is a vast improvement
over the one for UnderA Killing Moon

:

darker, tighter, sharper in its character-

izations, and peppered with (mostly)

funnier gags. Writer Aaron Conners
asserts that he really paid attention to

the negative criticisms leveled at the

earlier game and planned this new
script accordingly.

"We were cutting our teeth on
Killing Moon," he told me during a

break in the shooting, "and sometimes
it showed. We were in uncharted terri-

tory; it was fun, it was challenging, and
it was also a nightmare. We had no real

idea of how big a story we could man-
age, for one thing, so we were con-

stantly chopping stuff out and smooth-
ing over the seams.

"This time, we started the project

knowing precisely what we could work
with: a set number of characters, a set

number of locations, and a definite cast

in mind. One problem with UKM, as

some reviewers were quick to point out,

was that the main story took too long to

get cracking. We did that on purpose,

so that the player could get used to the

interactive system before plunging in.

But this time, we hit them with the main
plot right from the opening scene in the

Brew and Stew cafe."

Another common complaint about
UKM was that the player never could
manage to arrange a date between Tex
and the sexy mutant woman Chelsea,

despite her obvious interest. In this

game, if the player successfully follows

an admittedly tricky and delicate path,

Tex can end up with Chelsea, in what
promises to be a fairly steamy finale.

In fact, one of the strongest

threads through the story is the erotic

tug-of-war between the radiant, rather

angelic Chelsea character (who is pos-

sessed of unspecified but highly intrigu-

ing mutant sexual abilities), and the

Tanya Roberts seductress, who is dark,

dangerous, and alluring. They both

want Tex— for some reason.

The main "path" through the

game, the so-called "B Path," will be
very similar to the main path of Killing

Moon. The hard-to-follow "A Path" will

lead to a happy union with Chelsea.

And there's something new to this

game: a "C Path" that positions Tex on
the Dark Side and permits the player, if

he or she desires, to experience a fairly

grim, nihilistic adventure.

Some of the perceived unevenness
of Chris Jones' performance in Killing

Moon was attributable to the stress of

his triple role in the production: direct-

ing and co-authoring as well as acting

the lead. This time, Jones is free to con-

centrate on being Tex, and he really

inhabits the role.

"Honestly," said director Adrian
Carr, "I was a little worried about how
Chris would play in the company of

experienced Hollywood veterans, but

the guy turned out to be a natural actor.

He's phenomenally good; this time out,

he's not distracted by also having to

direct, solve unprecedented technical

problems, and do re-writes. He's lived

the part of Tex Murphy for a long time,

and there's a certain ease and flow to

his delivery now that was present only

intermittently in the earlier movie."

Men in Blade
Tex confronts Malloy and learns a little of the truth about the Roswell incident.

But, wouldn't you know it? Just as Malloy is about to reveal the secret of the alien

hieroglyphs, one of those sinister Men in Black appears and blows him away.
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

Carr is a protege of the

brilliant Australian director

Fred Schepisi and comes to

directing from 23 years' expe-
rience as an editor (his first

big editing job was on The
Man From Snowy River; he
also edited-down four days'

worth of chaotic footage to

create the spectacular cavalry

charge in The Lighthorsemen,
and he was second-unit direc-

tor on the hugely entertaining

Quigley Down Under). Long
before shooting began, he dis-

sected the triple-layered nar-

rative with his own story-

boards, and his intense previ-

sualization of scenes enables
him to shoot out-of-sequence

with perfect confidence.

"This is very different from a con-
ventional shoot," he remarks, during a

brief time-out to change the lighting

set-up. "On a modular set like this, you
can go anywhere you like within the

digital realm, as if you were behind a

phantom camera.
"The hardest part is to keep the

continuity flowing, because if you put
an actor in the wrong place, he could
end up in the finished frame standing in

the middle of a digital oil barrel.

"The shots we're doing now are

tricky— I have to integrate Chris and
Kevin perfectly with the already-taped

images of Tanya Roberts and Barry
Corbin, so that in the finished scene,

you'll never guess that they were not all

here on the set at the same time."

I ask Adrian how he got interested

in this multimedia game project, and
why he elected to come to Salt Lake
City rather than stay with the more

lucrative offers in Hollywood.
"Simply put, my professional

curiosity was piqued," he said. "I read
the script, saw all the different paths
and how each action had this fascinat-

ing 'ripple' effect on subsequent

actions, and I liked the chal-

lenge of it. I'd had all this edit-

ing experience, which gave
me the flexibility to shoot
what is, in effect, three movies
in one, and some experience
working in a blue-screen envi-

ronment, so I thought I could

handle the technical prob-
lems. What clinched it for me
was the quality of the cast: the

chance to direct actors like

these was something 1 could
not pass up."

By day's end, thanks to

the lack of a physical set and
props and the simple, stable

lighting set-ups, Adrian has
smoothly and energetically

directed his dedicated troops
through about sixty scenes,

comprising fifteen pages of dialog,

which is a phenomenal amount of

progress by any standard.

After two days of observing this

cast and crew at work, I can testify that

the amiable-but-shaggy quality of

Killing Moon has been supplanted by
total professionalism. This production
boasts a compelling story, a tight,

punchy script, and some of the best act-

ing yet seen in any interactive movie.
Carr has no doubts that this pro-

ject will set a new standard: "Access
may be a little-known company to the

entertainment world at large now," he
said with utter conviction, "but they
won't be when this comes out."

If all goes well in the post-produc-

tion phases, expect to see this new Tex
Murphy adventure in the stores by
Christmas. On six CDs, no less.

"They're Coming! They're Coming!"
A brief interview with Kevin McCarthy

I
f there is one scene that has become a

paradigm of the whole 1950 s sci-fi genre, it’s

the harrowing finale of Invasion of the Body

Snatchers, where a disheveled Kevin McCarthy

stands in the middle of a freeway, waving his arms

and desperately trying to warn America that the

Pod People are invading. (Where do you think

Newt Gingrich came from?) The film scared the

hejeezus out of me when I saw it at age thirteen,

and it has become recognized as one of the true

classics of its genre.

Kevin McCarthy's long and distinguished

career encompasses not only genre films, but

extensive Broadway experience (for more than ten

years, he has been captivating audiences with his

tour-de-force portrayal of Harry Truman in the

touring stage production of Give 'em Hell, Harry).

He was nominated for an Oscar in 1951 for his

superb portrayal of Frederick March's son in

Death of a Salesman.

A dapper gentleman with a puckish sense of

humor, McCarthy graciously took time out from his

busy schedule for a quick interview with PC

Gamer. Here are some brief

excerpts:

PCG: How do you

like this whole "interactive

movie" experience?

KM: It's interest-

ing and challenging. I’ve

never done anything like it

before, of course. And at

first it was off-putting,

working in the Great Blue

Void... but actors often have McCarthy

to call on their imaginations, and all the plays I did

on the Broadway were rehearsed on similarly bare

stages— because the union charges you a fortune

to move real props and furniture!

But I’ve learned to relax and roll with it; I'm

ready to uncork and be as natural as I can.

Basically, I’m having a swell time. The biggest

challenge is the leap of imagination required to

play scenes with actors who are not physically

present on the set, even though you can see them

on the monitor! That was disconcerting at first.

because even the slightest wrong movement could

have you materializing inside a piece of furniture.

PCG: You seem to get along well with

Adrian Carr...

KM: Indeed. I like working with this

director very much, and I think he's very gifted. His

editing background is a great plus, because editors

know so much about the camera. Some of the best

directors I ever worked with — Billy Wilder,

George Stevens— they also came out of editing,

and that was one of the secrets of their art.

PCG: What opinion have you formed

about the future of the interactive medium?

KM:: The creative possibilities of this new
medium seem boundless. I remember many a dis-

cussion during past productions when someone

would bring up a wonderful possibility to add to a

movie, and it would get shot down for technical

reasons: "Oh, we can't do that." But now, with this

technology, if you can visualize it, by God, you can

do it! I find that very exciting.

If the medium has a limitation, it might he in

the field of serious, realistic drama. But even there,

you wordsmiths will probably discover ways to do

things that nobody's thought of yet. Tell me: Aren't

you challenged by that?
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PILOTS

Welcome to Sky View. An fmusement pork looming

with mystery, bizorre employees, and challenging

midway games and puzzles. You'll encounter

state-of-the-art animation, photo-redistic 3-D

environments and full screen video pel|rmances

by over 30 characters. With increasing skill

levels and more than 200 outcomes, it's’hard to

experience this amusement park the same, way

twice. For a cinematic-quality adventure like rtf

other, Panic in the Park is definitely your ticket.

For more information, coll 1*800-*.* Y-DEALER or H|fP!//www.wGrneF8Ctree.com

Distributed by WEA Visual Entertainment ©1995 Warner Musk Group. WAMRAQiVF

Panic in the Pork ©1995 Warner Music Pilots, Inc. Windows is a registered

trodemork of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is c trcdemcrk of Apple Computet Inc.
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

The Universal Military Simulators Born Again

Lots ofwargames give

you the chance to be a

famous general. The

War College lets you

assume four roles; sort of

the wargaming equiva-

lent ofThe Three Tenors.

—William JR. Trotter

Game: The War College

Developer: Intergalactic Development, Inc.

Publisher: GameTek, Inc., 2999 Northeast 191st St.,

Aventura, FL (305) 932-8651

Projected Price: TBA
Percent Complete: 75%

I In a nutshell: I
It's a state-of-the-art battle simulator, featuring 3D,

solid-modeled, fully rotating terrain maps and real-

time combat.

I What's so special? I
As tbe direct descendant of the original Universal

Military Simulator, this game has an especially distin-

guished pedigree— it s a mature, thoughtful, and

extremely good-looking program.

[¥liil should I cate? I
This game's historical range is vast and allows you to

explore tactical possibilities from the age of the

Roman legions to the great tank battles of the Eastern

Front in WWII. This feature alone should make it a

desirable addition to any wargamer s library.

I And mhen's it comino nut? I
Third quarter, this year.

he original Universal

Military Simulator (UMS
for short) was not much
to look at, by today's

standards, when it came
out in 1987. It was all

black and white — except

for a couple of rancid

CGA title screens — and
its terrain maps were

nothing but wire-frame grids. The inter-

face was a yo-heave-ho! affair that

required your fingers to dance over the

keys like a pianist trying to hammer out a

Chopin mazurka, and the units were
floating icons tethered to the field by
arrows — so many of them, in the larger

battles, that at first glance the screen

looked like a deck of cards stood on end.

And yet, the game under the hood
was, for its time, unprecedented in its

power. It also sported a feature that has

since become common-place, but was at

the time considered fairly revolutionary:

the game allowed you to go inside the

program and modify existing units, or

create new ones, then save these custom

variants as separate game files.

I have a great fondness for the

original UMS; it was, in fact, the first

computer wargame I ever played, and
for all its primitive graphics and vexa-

tious interface, it really sucked you into

the battles in that "just one more turn,

dammit!" way that only the best games
can manage.

Ezra Sidran, founder of Intergalactic

Development and designer of the original

UMS, considers The War College to be
his magnum opus.

"This is, finally, the wargame I fan-

tasized about creating back in 1987,"

Sidran said during a recent interview.

"The technology has caught up with my
original vision, and is allowing me to

design the game I've always wanted to

see. In a very real sense, this is the

wargame of my dreams."

To judge from the Beta version I've

been looking at. The War College (which

could really be titled UMS-III) could be
that for a lot of players. The rotating ter-

rain maps are beautiful, the byzantine

interface of old has been replaced with a
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Gnaeus Pompous - commonly known aj Pompey the Great - was torn ~s

September 29, 106 B.C. His father, Gnaeus Porapeno Strabo, was also a military i

commander ofsome reknown. Pompey served with his
|

father during the Sodal Waron the side of Sulla against

Jg?r \ the albas of (aim M«riu< Pompey was extraordinarily

ambitious though publicly he shewed nothing but disdain

ft® \ for honors. "How sad it males me, this endless succession
|

> r Pj of duties!" he once moaned before hb friends, yet heM 1 I j
secretly maneuvered behind the scenes for a triumph

that he was not legally entitled to. Among ha
military victories were the defeat of Spanacus (71

B C ), suppression of the Mediterranean pirates (67

B.C.) & the conquest of Mithradates VI ofPontus I

v
' (66-63 B.C. ). Pompey, hoping to cement a political I

alliance, married Caesar's daughter Julia (59 8>C.), I

With Caesar &Crassus, Pompey formed the 1st
|

Triumvirate. However, the deaths of Julia (54 B.C.) & Crassus (53 B.C.) spelled
j

the end of this alliance. Soon Pompey & Caesar were openly feuding. Pompey I

was made sole consul in52 B.C. & civil war in earnest broke out 2 years later,
j

After being forced from Italy in 49 B.C. , Pompey fled to Greece to raise fresh
j

! troops. After his defeat at Phamius Pompey was assissinated in Egypt (48 B.C. )
.J

Full biographies of all commanders

are included in the useful online ref-

erence material of The War College.

smooth point-and-click system
of pull-down menus, and the

extra space on the CD-ROM
has been used to provide excel-

lent reference material on tac-

tics, weapons, and leaders.

The basic package comes
with five preloaded scenarios:

Pharsalus (Caesar vs. Pompey),
Austerlitz (Napoleon), Antietam
(American Civil War),
Tannenberg (Russians vs.

Germans in 1914), and an as-

yet-undetermined Eastern

Front tank battle.

Numerous expansion

discs are planned, enabling the

gamester to pick and choose from every

historical era, all the way back to the

Battle of Kadesh (Hittites vs. the Egyptian

army of Ramses II, 13th Century B.C.).

Units will be represented by 3D
"lines of battle" rendered in three differ-

ent scales. On the closest zoom, you can
give orders to individual brigades,

legions, what-have-you (depending on
the historical period), and deploy them in

any formation suitable for the time

period of the battle being fought. The
more distant views are used to give

orders to larger formations.

When you click on a unit, a box
opens containing full information on its

current status: morale, efficiency, ammo,
casualties — everything relevant.

Another click lets you specify its forma-

tion — line, column, square, wedge,
whatever you think the situation calls for

— and then you watch what happens.
Graphic blandishments will include

rolling clouds of smoke from volley-fire,

and arcing shells from the cannon.
No hex-based system is used to con-

trol movement and combat, although the

conventional zones of control are still

present, as indeed they have to be. All

calculations governing movement and
distance are mathematically precise, and
battle results are determined by 14 differ-

ent calculations — all of which can be

modified by the user to

test out "what-if?" theo-

ries. Combat results can

be printed out for later

reference and for ease of

play in multi-player

games, since network
play is also available.

GameTek also

promises that the game's
artificial intelligence will

be "superior" to that

found in most other

wargames. Since the Beta

version 1 tested lacked

any actual combat
sequences, I can only take

their word for it, but it

should be noted that the

AI in the original UMS
was pretty darn good.

With its handsome
graphics, superior inter-

face, and first-rate online

reference material. The
War College looks like an
ideal sequel, one that ful-

fills all the promise of its

antediluvian ancestor.

Welcome back,

UMS; we've missed you.

PRfi

west

d them east von Hindenburg & Ludendorff decided that the 8th

t immediately stop its retreat, swing south & destroy the Russian 2nd Army
s 1st Army could close in on their northern flank. Samsonov pushed his army to

ist pursuing, what Russian HQ had assured him , was a retreating 8th Army

.

Tannenberg makes a fascinating simulation, if only because the average

wargamer could hardly do worse than the incompetent Russian generals,

Rennenkampf and Samsonov. There's plenty of chances to change history here.

What's on the menu, m
General?
Here's a run-down on the battles included in the basic game:

Battle of Pharsalus, August 9, 48 B.C.;

Caesar vs. Pompey
With numerically inferior forces, Caesar lured Pompey down

from his strong defensive position in the mountains, then

baited him into an attack by advancing the legions to within

150 yards of Pompey's line. As Caesar had hoped, Pompey

launched a rash cavalry attack, which Caesar crushed with 8

reserve legions.

Enveloping Pompey's left— now unprotected by the

retreating cavalry— Caesar rolled lip the enemy line with a

massed attack of his veteran infantry. Pompey's army disinte-

grated and Pompey himself fled in disgrace. He did not stop run-

ning until he reached Alexandria, Egypt.

Battle of Austerlitz, Dec. 1, 1805; Napoleon
vs. allied Austrian and Russian armies
Faking a retreat, Napoleon suckered the Allied armies into a

premature advance that disorganized their formations; he then

turned and struck them with a massive coordinated assault.

Hemmed in by the terrain, the reeling Allied forces were forced

to retreat over a frozen lake, where the weight of their cannon

broke the ice, causing panic and heavy casualties. One-third of

the Allied force, some 16,000 men, were lost, and Napoleon's

ascent to power was guaranteed.

Battle of Antietam, Sept. 17, 1862;
Lee vs. McLellan
Keeping up momentum following his success at the 2nd

Battle of Bull Run, Lee decided to invade Maryland, hoping to

gather recruits from Confederate sympathizers (of which, it

turned out, there were very few). Eluding Union pickets, Lee

struck deep, sending Jackson to surround and capture the

arsenal at Harper's Ferry and generating great fear that he

might attack Baltimore.

The chance discovery by Union scouts of Lee's complete

orders for the campaign gave McLellan a golden chance to

destroy the Confederate army in detail, but, as usual, McLellan's

habitual slowness prevented that. Lee had but a single day's

breathing space to organize for battle, but that was enough.

Both armies collided near Sharpsburg, separated by

Antietam Creek, and from 7:30 in the morning until late after-

noon, they hammered each other in a series of brutal, back-and-

forth attacks. Tactically, the battle was a draw (both sides lost

about 12,000 men, making this the single bloodiest day in

American military history), but Lee's Maryland campaign was

effectively ruined.

Battle of Tannenberg, August 26, 1914;
von Hindenburg and the German 8th Army
vs. Rennenkampf and Samsonov, Russian
1st and 2nd Armies, respectively
In the famous Schlieffen Plan, the German general staff assumed

that it would take 30 days for the "Russian steamroller" to mobi-

lize, by which time, it was hoped, France would be defeated and

troops could be transferred to the Eastern Front.

But the Tsarist forces moved much more quickly, and by

August 24, they had pushed the Germans back. Only a single

German force, the 8th Army, blocked the way to Berlin.

But with rare incompetence, the two Russian generals

seemed to be conducting two separate campaigns. The gap

between their forces was so great that Hindenburg was able to

mass his entire strength against the Russian 2nd Army and crush

it, with no interference from the distant and aloof Rennenkampf.

Rarely in modern warfare has there been such a one-

sided defeat. At the cost of only 12,500 casualties, Hinden-

burg's forces killed or captured 145,000 Russian troops, along

with 200 guns.

Tannenberg presents the wargamer with exciting possi-

bilities, if only because the Russian commanders were such

blockheads that it would not take much expertise to

improve on their performance.
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Vive la difference!

France-based Delphine

Software thumbs

its nose at the first-

person action craze—
and the results are

unlike anything youVe

seen before.
••••••

—Steve Poole

Game: Fade to Black

Developer: Delphine Software

Publisher: Electronic Arts, 1450 Fashion Island

Boulevard, San Mateo, CA 94404-2064 (415) 571-7171

Projected Price: S45-S65

Percent Complete: 60%

I In a nufshel!: I
Fade to Black is the sequel to Flashback, the award-

winning action adventure that was a hit on both the

PC and on various videogame systems.

I What's so special? I
Delphine Software has gussied up those great

Flashback features with brand-new 3D technology.

Instead of the first-person perspective that’s all the

rage now, Delphine has created an adjustable

"chase'' camera perspective, and the result is a game
that looks and plays like no other.

I Hltu should I care? I
Because this is more than a great-looking actionfest

— there are some pretty devious puzzles facing you

here, too. Add some powerful cut scenes and a top

musical score, and you've got the makings of a real hit.

I fluil lien's it coming oof? I
September 1995

n
t's the never-ending dream of

game developers: To create a

product that has all the inter-

action gamers crave, but that

also uses cinematic elements to

add the qualities of drama,
suspense, character develop-

ment, and plot twists that

make movies such a gripping
form of entertainment.

The French seem to have found the

key to achieving this tricky hybrid. Out of
this World, the Alone in the Dark games.
Creature Shock, Dragon Lore— all pro-

duced by French design teams — are

perfect examples. They boast plenty of
action, a healthy dose of puzzles, and
enough movie-style elements to further

the plot and keep things moving along at

a good clip.

In fact, one of my favorite games.
Flashback, was a French import, devel-

oped by Delphine Software. It combina-
tion of white-knuckled action, clever puz-

zles, and a twisting and turning sci-fi plot

that was part Total Recall and part They
Live made it a commercial and critical

success. It was also a real technological

achievement— the animation of the main
character ran at an eye-popping 24
frames per second.

Now Delphine Software has signed

an exclusive distribution and publishing

agreement with Electronic Arts, and is

busy at work on Fade to Black, the sequel

to Flashback. I've been playing an alpha

version, and I can honestly say I've never

seen a game that looked, played, or felt

like this one.

Fade to Black picks up precisely

where Flashback left off. In the first

game, scientist Conrad Hart uncovers a

plot by extraterrestrials to take over
Earth by disguising themselves as

humans. After blasting his way through
countless aliens intent on silencing him.

Hart found a spaceship and took offjust

after detonating a nuclear reactor on the

aliens' home world. Once he was safely

away from the planet, he put himself into

cryogenic sleep, with no idea of when,
where, or even ifhe would be rescued.

In the opening sequence of Fade to

Black, we see Conrad's ship grabbed by
a tractor beam from a huge space vessel
— one that bears an unsettling resem-
blance to the buildings he's just escaped.
He's awakened by a voice coming from a

wall monitor, and as he looks up, we
become aware that Hart's adventures are

far from over. A Morph — a race able to

assume a variety of shapes at will, and
the same creatures Hart just escaped
from — informs him he's a prisoner on
New Alcatraz, and that escape is hope-
less. But even as the Morph utters these

words, you see a pistol enter into the pic-

ture on the monitor, and then a spray of
blood and flesh as the Morph's head is

blown off.

Hart's savior left a pistol and com-
munications device in Hart's cell the

night before. Beginning with only these

two items. Hart must find a way to

escape his captors — and, though he
doesn't know it yet, save the human race
from extinction.

"Like in Flashback, you start Fade to

Black unsure of who you are or what you
need to do," says Matt Wolf, the game's
assistant producer. "But as you explore

the game world, you meet new charac-

ters who give you insight into the story-

line." These scenes are portrayed in the

The chase camera in Fade to Black

allows you to see your character fight-

ing his way to freedom, something that you’re

never show in most first-person action games.
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He looks peaceful enough now, but there's no telling what might bring this Golem-like creature

to life. Once he does start moving, though, you can bet that he’ll blame Hart for disturbing him.

same sort of cinematic cutaways that

were so important in giving Flashback its

distinct movie-like feel.

"They called Flashback the first CD-
ROM in a cart," say Wolf, "and it was
really a great game. The cinematic cut

scenes were very effective— but the

ones you'll see in Fade to Black will blow
you away."

Some might scoff that these cut

scenes are eye candy, but they serve two
vital purposes: They reveal key plot and
story elements as you move through the

game, and they add a strong movielike

feel to the game that elevates it above
your garden-variety shooter.

Another component that makes
Fade to Black unique is its emphasis on
puzzle solving. True, Flashback also had
puzzles, but Fade to Black has many
more inventory items you can manipu-
late, allowing for more complex puzzles.

"I'm hesitant to call it a 'hybrid' game,
but it really does encapsulate the best of

both worlds," says Wolf. "It's an action

game in the truest sense, in that you
have a one-to-one control ratio over the

main character— you run and jump on
the fly, shoot, duck, etc. — but there's

also a lot of problem solving. You just

aren't going to progress unless you use

your mind.
"Around the office we call it ’The

Thinking-Man's Doom' — you're moving
through mysterious hallways and pas-

sages like in a lot of the first-person

hunt-and-kill games, but since it uses a

'chase-plane' view you can actually see

your character performing all these

actions."

Indeed, the first thing many players

will notice about Fade to Black is that

chase-plane perspective. As Hart runs

down halls and moves around corners,

the camera stays just above and behind

him, swinging around to keep him in

sight at all times. And when you pull

your gun and take aim, the viewpoint

zooms in to allow you to see the action

from directly behind him.

It's similar to the approach fellow

French developers Infogrames use in the

Alone in the Dark games, but there are

two big differences. First, the viewpoint

remains fairly constant, except when it

swings around as Hart rounds a corner

or turns in place; in the AITD games, the

camera perspective switched automati-

cally, often to one that was aesthetically

pleasing but less than satisfying in terms

of gameplay. Second, there'll be a fea-

ture that allows you to customize the

perspective, the way many flight sim-

ulations allow you to customize your

external views.

"The chase-plane view allows you
to identify with your character, like in a

movie," says Wolf. "A lot of the first-per-

son games are fun, but how often do you
wonder just what you look like? It's hard
for the player to care about his character

without that knowledge."
Players with Pentiums and PCI

video cards will get to see all this

640x480 SVGA. But don't worry if you
haven't upgraded your machine yet;

there are two other modes, 320x200 and
320x240, that should run nicely on 486s

with fast video cards. There are also

options for toggling detail and Gouraud
shading to pep things up, as well as a

"speed limit" control. "If you're running
the game on a 486/66 in VGA mode and
turn the speed limit off, you'll go from 17

or 18 frames per second to around 30,"

Wolf says. "Right now, the SVGA runs at

around 12 frames per second on a

Pentium, full screen— you can decrease

the viewing window incrementally—
and with the speed limit off it goes to 15

frames per second."

That may not sound so hot com-
pared to the 24 frames per second of

Flashback, but that was a 2D game. The
numbers sound more impressive when
you consider that every object and crea-

ture in the game is rendered in true 3D.

Wolf says that Fade to Black is on
track for a September release, and I

believe him: another thing French devel-

opers are pretty good at is staying on
schedule. Now if we can just get them to

change their minds about Jerry Lewis...

PCC

Wahe-up Coll
In this stunning intro sequence, we learn what

happened to Conrad Hart after escaping the

Morphs in Flashback. He runs smack-dam into

them again! Taking his emergency vessel aboard

their mothership, they awaken Hart with the

news that he’s now once again a prisoner. Before

he can even rub the sleep from his eyes, someone

kills his captor, and tells him where to find one of

his oldest and dearest friends— a pistol.
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10,000 years of strategic time travel.

The power is yours. Are you wise enough to use it?

You are the master of time and space. The Microids will rule

the Echelon Galaxy in the year ten thousand by destroying

all other living entities. Four decimated alien civilizations

and your life depend on your strategic decisions.

Travel through time to alter events and battle an interstellar enemy.

Your actions will change history. And save the galaxy.

"Millennia: Altered Destinies

could be the most exciting

game design of 1995.

"

Steve Honeywell,
Computer Game Review

“Here's a God Game' with

a difference...Millennia will surely

be one of the most elaborate,

ambitious, and sophisticated

galactic-adventure games ever

to hit the market.

"

Bill Trotter, PC Gamer

"This game has it all! Time travel,

space battles, diplomacy,

trade...everything! Count me in!"

Peter Smith, Strategy Plus

Another cutting-edge strategy game from award-winning designer Ian Bird.

Introduce inventions and technologies-from the wheel to laser fusion-and transport them to and from worlds.

Colonize and control 100 worlds as you communicate with alien races and attack alien cities.

Lavish animation, video, and 3D-rendered graphics. Digitized speech and orginal music,

MILLENNIA: ALTERED DESTINIES. THE ULTIMATE GOD
©1995 Take-Two

Millennia: Altered Destinies and Take 2 Interactive

are registeretfjrademarks of Take-Two Interactive Software.

575 Broadway. New’Yf§|pf

Product lnf<



maximize theyprtffitability

of your simulation.

Manage your empirewiselyT
At A-IV success equals

succession.

Your application is now available on PC CD-FlOM.f
CEO is Windows compliant and Sound Blaster ” compatible
For information or to place an order, call 800-443-3386. Product Information Number 106
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Descent Online
GEnie, Interplay join forces to produce multi-player games

M nterplay Productions has

Jr announced an agreement
* with GEnie Online Services to

develop two games available

exclusively online from GEnie for

the next six months.

The first title, available in

August, will be a "deluxe version"

of Interplay's 3D mega-hit,

Descent, with many new features

and several options designed to

capitalize on the multi-player

possibilities inherent in an online

service like GEnie.

"This is an excellent oppor-

tunity for us to provide our high-

quality games in a unique forum,"

said Interplay president Brian

Fargo. "GEnie has given us a

chance to bring Descentto an

even wider audience, with some

very cool features."

The special GEnie version of

Descent will feature new varia-

tions, new fighters, tournament

competition, and a new level

every week.

The new variations include

a soccer-style game played by

two four-player teams, and a

"capture-the-flag" game, also

using teams of players. The GEnie

version will also add two

new hovercraft to the origi-

nal Descent s Pyro GX

fighter, giving players a

choice between a heavy

armor/light weapons config-

uration or a light armor/

heavy weapons setup.

Tournament play,

complete with a seeding

system, will be included so

players can pit themselves

against similarly-skilled

opponents based on their

gameplay record.

GEnie has an excellent

track record with games;

their Air Warrior, Multi-

Player Battletech and

CyberStrike games have all won

industry awards for online games.

GEnie's lineup also includes an

online version of Harpoon, widely

considered the best modern naval

wargame ever designed.

"GEnie's commitment to

showcasing the world's most

innovative games has never been

stronger," said Todd Lefkowitz,

GEnie’s director of games and

entertainment. "Multiplayer

Descent and Interplay Produc-

tions are an exciting part of that

commitment."

Descent, designed for Inter-

play by Parallax Studios, held the

No. 1 spot on the Internet's Top

100 Games list for more than four

months. In the game, you pilot a

hovercraft through a series of

subterranean mines scattered on

planets and moons throughout the

solar system. The robots that ser-

vice the mines have been taken

over by an alien intelligence, and

it's your job to stop them. With

modem and network options

already included in the original

game, Descent is a natural for

online gaming.

GEnie and Interplay haven't

said what the other online game

specified in their agreement will

be, but their fantastic pool simula-

tion, Virtual Pool, which already

has options for modem and net-

work play, would probably be a

safe bet.

P90 Hits the Road
Intel introduces fastest portable Pentium yet

otebook and subnote-

book PCs just got a little

faster; Intel has intro-

duced a 90MHz Pentium proces-

sor designed specifically for

mobile computers.

The portable P90 uses

Intel's Voltage Reduction Tech-

nology, which lets the chip run at

3.3 volts and work with off-the-

shelf components while its inner

core runs at a lower 2.9 volts.

The new chip also uses the

SL power-management technol-

ogy Intel introduced in earlier

processor chips. It consumes as

much as 30 percent less power

than its desktop counterpart.

That means it runs cooler and

conserves battery life, making it

perfect for today's tiny PCs.

The portable P90 also uses

Intel's new Tape Carrier Pack-

age, a postage stamp-sized

package for the processor that's

thinner than a dime, freeing up

space so notebook manufactur-

ers can make systems smaller or

add new features.

"Mobile users can run

today's advanced desktop appli-

cations on a Pentium processor

notebook without compromising

performance or battery life," said

Stephen Nacthsheim, vice

president of Intel's Mobile

Products Group.

He predicted that by the

end of the year, most notebook

PC makers will be offering lines

composed entirely of Pentium

systems, with entry-level prices

ranging from $2,000 to $3,000.

More information on the

new P90 is available via the

Internet on Intel's World Wide

Web page; just tune your Web

browser to http://www.intel.com/.
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O

ur E3 cover story (begin-

ning on page 62) covers

most of the new games com-

ing out in the near future, but

the industry is always grow-

ing, and there are already

products on the horizon that

we didn’t see at the Los Ange-

les expo. Here’s the late-

breaking news...

Enigma
Even after 55 years, Bletchley

Park is still a place of mys-

tery. As the hub of Allied sig-

nal intelligence during World

War II, the quiet English coun-

try manor played host to some

amazing inventions, including

Colossus, the first large-scale

electronic computer. It was at

Bletchley Park that a device

known as Enigma was used to

Enigma puts you in the middle of Allied signal

intelligence during World War II.

decode Axis radio messages,

often giving the Allies a criti-

cal advantage; Winston

Churchill called it "the secret

weapon that won the war."

News Multimedia's Enigma:

Discover the Secrets of

Bletchley Park takes you

back to those tense, exciting

days to face the same chal-

lenges real recruits faced in

1940. You'll help win or lose

the war by decoding mes-

sages, tracking German U-

boats and creating deception

plans. In addition to the

adventure-game element,

Enigma will have a reference

mode designed to let players

Continued on page 39
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We're World Wide
PC Gamer Web site opens to public

WinWeb - Back Issues of PC Gamer
File Options View Navigate

Get up to speed with back issues of the best game magazine around!

To understand what lies ahead, you need to know what's come before. Now you
can order back issues of PC Gamer, complete with The CD-ROM disc packed with

interactive demos for only $9.95!

Here's a rundown on what'll you find in our earlier issues:

Vol.1
,
No. 7 December 1994

Cover Feature: Wing Commander III

With Wing Commander III, Origin has forever redefined PC gaming Find out why
-ibis w»H be the hottest game of the year!

PC Gamer's World Wide Web page is your source for game demos, back issues,

and news about the magazine.

> t hadda happen. We've been

m. dragged kicking and

f screaming into the Informa-

tion Age. Now you can visit your

buddies at PC Gamer on the

Internet, via PC Gamer's new
World Wide Web page.

The PC Gamer home page,

located at html://www.

pcgamer.com, is chock full of

information about your favorite

magazine. You'll always be able

to find out what’s in the current

issue; what demos and share-

ware games are on our latest

CD-ROM; and what wonderful

features, latest scoops and

hottest reviews we're working on

for the next edition.

You'll also find listings of

back issues and their contents,

and you'll even be able to order

them— or subscribe to the mag-

azine — online.

Best of all, you'll be able to

download game demos you may

have missed, and you can check

out the latest hints and tips in our

online version of Strategy Cen-

tral. We'll also keep our virtual

home updated with the latest in

bug patches, Doom WADs, game

cheats, and walk-throughs, so

you'll have an ever-growing data-

base of wholesome gaming

goodness to explore.

So come on, pay us a visit!

Read Matt's Letter from the Edi-

tor, download some free soft-

ware, drop us an E-note, order a

back issue, or just look at the

pretty pictures. Our door is

always open, and we love to

have guests over.

Memory-Impaired?
GameRunner offers solutions to common problems
* f you've been struggling

» with a game that wants

m- more memory that you can

free up, if you're tired of waiting

for long disk loads— or if you

simply can’t get past level three

of your favorite action game—
Quarterdeck Corporation may

just have the answer to your

gaming prayers.

The company's new Game-

Runner package combines three

handy utilities: a Game Edition of

the QEMM memory manager,

Cache86 disk caching software,

and AXIS - The Gamecheater.

The QEMM Game Edition is

a special version of Quarter-

deck's best-selling memory man-

ager. It includes all the function-

ality of QEMM 7.5, minus the

Windows version of Manifest,

the Windows Setup program and

the QuickBoot utility.

QEMM uses patented

Stealth and DOS-Up technologies

to free more base memory than

the EMM386 program that comes

with DOS can manage. Its auto-

matic optimization program does

all the thinking, looking at your

system's startup configuration

and determining what files can

be loaded into upper memory to

maximize the amount of RAM
available for running games.

Owners of the Game-

Runner package can upgrade to

the complete version of QEMM
later if they want to have the

Windows features.

Cache86 is a CD-ROM and

hard-disk cache program that

increases the speed at which a

computer reads and writes to

disk. Quarterdeck says Cache86's

performance is much better than

DOS's SmartDrive cache.

Rounding out the package

is a pop-up program designed to

help gamers beat those tough

games. AXIS - The Gamecheater

has special modules that let you

hit a key to get more time,

money, ammo, or whatever you

need to beat a game that's giving

you headaches.

Some games currently sup-

ported by AXIS are Lemmings I &
II, Populous II, Secret Weapons

of the Luftwaffe, X-Wing, Wing

Commander, Civilization, and

Dune II. Quarterdeck says

they've been talking with major

game publishers, so we expect

that AXIS modules for more

games will be available in the

near future.

GameRunner is expected to

retail for less than $50. For more

information, call Quarterdeck at

(310) 392-9851.
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Laugh While

You Learn
CD-ROM tutorial

for Windows 95 also

provides a good chuckle

J
l
f the thought of learning a whole new operating

system sounds scary, check out the latest title

from Graphix Zone, The Improv Presents Win-

dows 95 for the Technically Challenged. This pro-

duct's goal is to teach Windows 95 in a laid-back

fashion, using comedy-laced lessons in an environ-

ment that represents the well-known Improv com-

edy club, based in Manhattan and L.A. The user is

seated at a front row table in The Improv's show-

room, and chooses lessons from the club's menu.

The disc will accommodate all skill levels, from the

beginning users to the most advanced users.

Budd Friedman, the Improv's founder, says, "I

was the proverbial computer-phobic going into this.

But I find I'm being gently nudged into the cyber-

genertaion. I believe this CD-ROM will be great for

people who want to learn how to use computers

because it substitutes laughter for drudgery in the

learning process."

This product is the first collaboration in a

series of edutainment CD-ROMs from Graphix Zone

and The Improv Comedy Club. The two groups feel

like it's a good mix of two creative companies:

Graphix Zone looks to have a hit on its hands with

their recent title, Bob Dylan: Highway 61 Interactive',

and The Improv Comedy Club is a well-established

institution on the comedy circuit with its syndicated

TV comedy show broadcast on the A&E network for

the past ten years.

The Improv Presents Windows 95 for the

Technically Challenged should be available in Sep-

tember, with a suggested retail price of $39.95.

ABC Sports

Goes Multimedia
Spectrum HoloByte
and ABC sign a deal

F
ihe next football sim you play may be named

"Monday Night Football." Capital Cities/ABC

Multimedia Group and Spectrum HoloByte

have signed an agreement to establish a joint ven-

ture company that will produce sports games for

PCs and other game machines. The joint venture will

be split right down the middle, with each company

holding a 50 percent interest.

"ABC Sports is a leader in television sports

broadcasting. This venture gives us the opportunity

to translate that leadership into a new medium that

can reach a different audience in new ways," says

Stephen Weiswasser, president of Capital

Cities/ABC Multimedia Group. Dennis Swanson,

president of ABC Sports, says, "Our venture into CD-

ROM and interactive games further expands our

global multimedia reach. We're looking forward to

combining our television production and program-

ming expertise with the expertise of our new part-

ner, and by doing so, to enter the fast-growing,

exciting, home-based game market."

Gilman Louie, president and CEO of Spectrum

HoloByte adds, "This venture with ABC will allow us

to combine their programming with our interactive

experience. We look forward to creating a dynamic,

next-generation sports brand."

Spectrum HoloByte's MicroProse division will

help oversee the development of the new games,

which will use the "ABC Sports" trademark, along

with "Monday Night Football" and "Wide World of

Sports." There will probably be five games devel-

oped over the next two years, covering everything

from football to racing.

fiiii
Continued from page 38

wander the halls of Bletchley

Park and learn its fascinating

history. Enigma will be avail-

able this fall.

Microsoft Joystick

No official announcement has

been made yet, but we're told

that Microsoft is working on a

joystick designed specifically

for the Windows 95 operating

system. The stick will be

entirely digital to capitalize on

the capabilities of Win 95’s

Directlnput API (Application

Programming Interface), but

Microsoft says it'll also be

backward compatible with

earlier joysticks, so it can be

used with DOS and Windows

3.1 games. It's intended to be

competitive with high-end

sticks like the CH Flightstick

Pro, and it should retail for

around $60. We'll keep you

updated as Microsoft releases

more info.

Riddle of the Runes
U.S. Gold’s first screen saver

is an intricate puzzle as well

as a useful utility. While it

Continued on page 40
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Riddle of the Runes is a screen saver based

on art produced for the Advanced Dungeons

and Dragons game.

serves as a screen saver, it

also challenges you to find an

ancient, lost treasure chest

hidden within its imagery. If

that sounds like an Advanced

Dungeons and Dragons game,

it's no coincidence; Riddle of

the Runes: The Worlds of TSR

uses some of the best fantasy

artwork produced for the most

popular AD&D game worlds,

including Forgotten Realms,

Dragon Lance, and Ravenloft.

Clues to the location of the

treasure are built into the pic-

tures, so you can play a game

even as your computer is idle.

TIE Fighter

Collector's CD-ROM
We featured this in Under Con-

struction a couple of months

Continued on page 43

Let the Buyer
Be Net-Aware
Better Business Bureau opens Web site

F
hinking about going

into business foryour-

m self? Been ripped off,

and you want to complain to

someone who can help? Just

hit the Internet and fire up

your Web browser. The Bet-

ter Business Bureau has gone

high-tech, setting up a home

page on the World Wide Web.

"There's a great

untapped demand for timely

marketplace information from

well-respected, unbiased

organizations like the Better

Business Bureau," said Jim

Bast, president and CEO of

the Council of Better Busi-

ness Bureaus, Inc. "Our BBB

Web server is a first step in

our strategic plan to utilize

leading-edge technology to

help respond fully and quickly to

all inquiries from the public and to

help resolve all marketplace com-

plaints from consumers."

The BBB Web server offers

details on Better Business Bureau

services at both the local and

national levels, covering informa-

tion about the latest scams, a

directory of BBB offices nation-

wide, and copies of recent BBB

press releases and publications.

The BBB home page also

provides information about adver-

tising self-regulation, evaluations

of national charities, and any

news of upcoming seminars and

special events.

"Consumers are asking for

convenient access to high-quality

information they can use to make

wise purchases," Bast said. "The

Better Business Bureau intends

to meet those demands."

The Better Business Bureau

home page's Web address is

http://www.cbbb.org/cbbb/.

(L Came, I saw, I looked great in a toga.)



Caesar II gives an award-winning game new life—

A great sim with a real game to it!

• Eye-popping graphics

• Streamlined interface

• Extensive 3-D city-building

Build a City. .

.

Start with a province in the early Roman
Empire and build a capital city with exquisite,

detailed structures. Then master your unruly province

by exploiting its resources, opening trade routes, and raising

armies. Rule wisely and promotion will soon follow...

Build an Empire!

Develop other provinces and take on their unique challenges. Move up the

ranks and confront invading Carthaginians (with elephants!) and upstart

Gauls. Your job is to keep the barbarians out, your cities thriving, and your

citizens cheering.

For a future Emperor, it’s all in a day’s work!

IBM PC screenshots may vary

BUILD ACIIY...BUILDAN EMPIRE!
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Mac Users on
Highway to Hell
GT announces Macintosh version ofDoom II

he old PC-versus-Mac

debate will soon be fought

with chainsaws, shotguns

and rocket launchers. GT Interac-

tive Software has announced a

Macintosh version of Doom II—
and it's network-compatible with

the PC version!

“Doom fans have cornered

me at trade shows begging for us

to release Doom II for the Mac,"

said Jay Wilbur, business man-

ager for id Software, the develop-

ers of the incredibly successful

Doom games. "And when it

comes to the rivalry between PC

lovers and Mac aficionados,

Doom II for Macintosh will cer-

tainly give players a satisfying

way to help settle the score."

The Macintosh port, done by

Lion Entertainment, offers the

same intense, violent 3D combat

as the PC version, plus options for

higher-resolution graphics: in

addition to standard 320x200 reso-

lution, the game can be played in

640x200 and 640x400 modes.

Doom II for Macintosh has

flexible support for Mac-to-Mac

and Mac-to-PC connections over

modems and networks. Apple's

Communication Toolbox supports

protocols like TCP, and AppleTalk

(both LocalTalk and Ethernet) for

play between as many as four

Macs, and MacIPX for use with

the IPX or Novell networks more

familiar to PC users. The Mac ver-

sion also lets you use those home-

made .WAD levels you find on

BBSs and online services. Doom II

for Macintosh should be available

in stores as you read this.

Imagine the Savings
AT&T offers savings on entertainment network

T&T's ImagiNation

Network, an online

entertainment

service, is offering AT&T

long-distance customers a

special 10 percent dis-

count off its monthly mem-

bership fees.

The discount comes

in time to promote this

summer's release of ver-

sion 2.4 of the ImagiNation

Network, which will intro-

duce 10 new multi-player

games to the service. The new

games include Free-For-All Fled

Baron, a WWI air combat game;

Front Page Sports: Football Online

;

Team Bridge

;

and six games

aimed at younger customers. In

addition to more than 40 games,

the network offers real-time chat

areas, bulletin boards and per-

sonal advertisements.

"Offering this 10 percent dis-

count is just one of the many ways

that our customers can reap the

rewards of being both an AT&T

long-distance customer

and an ImagiNation mem-

ber," said network presi-

dent and CEO Dean DeBi-

ase. "We're giving cus-

tomers a double reward."

ImagiNation Network

members who provide

proof that they make their

long-distance calls via

AT&T will have the 10 per-

cent discount applied to

their next full billing cycle.

Network members who

aren't AT&T long-distance cus-

tomers can switch by calling (800)

336-TRUE. The promotion is valid

through the rest of the year.

For information, or to join the

ImagiNation Network, call (800)

IMAGIN-1.

fiiii
Continued from page 40

ago, but we've learned some

exciting news: Just as

LucasArts enhanced the

graphics of X-Wingfor the CD-

ROM version of that game,

they're dressing up TIE

Fighter's visuals, too. There's

really only one way they could

improve on TIE'S beautifully

shaded, 3D graphics; add a

Super VGA mode for higher

resolution. So, naturally, that's

what LucasArts is doing.

Sound will be enhanced, too;

more than 5,000 lines of studio-

recorded dialog will go onto

the disc. The TIE CD will also

include all the missions on the

Defender of the Empire cam-

paign disk, plus 22 original

missions and four new 3D-ren-

dered cut scenes. Looks like

LucasArts is going above and

beyond the call of duty again.

The TIE Fighter Collector's CD-

ROM will be out this fall.

S a ROCKETS UPCROOED r

S

Bullfrog's Hi-Octane promises some hard-dri-

ving, lead-slinging action.

Hi-Octane

The folks at Bullfrog just don’t I

quit. The Electronic Entertain- I

merit Expo just ended, and

already the British company

has announced a new game

that wasn't on display at the

show. Hi-Octane will be a

futuristic, arcade-style racing

game that puts you behind the I

wheel of a heavily armed hov- I

ercar capable of speeds

exceeding 200mph, You'll

need that speed and firepower I

if you're going to stay alive

Continued on page 44 I
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Continued from page 43

long enough to make a name

for yourself on the sled circuit,

which will take you through

cities, wastelands and

deserts. Hi-Octane will feature

Super VGA graphics, 3D

sound, and multi-player

options for as many as 12

gamer players.

Battle Beast uses feature-quality animation

done by professionals from TV and movies.

Battle Beast

The creators of Monty

Python's Complete Waste of

Time are ready to release their

first full-fledged game, a fight-

ing game called Battle Beast.

The game features more

than 8,000 frames of hand-

drawn animation, digitally

inked and painted by artists

who've worked on episodes of

"Beavis & Butt-Head" and

"Ren and Stimpy.” Battle

Beast's head animator is Dan

Kuenster, a key animator on

the Hollywood features "The

Land Before Time" and "All

Dogs Go to Heaven."

Like most fighting

games, Battle Beast chal-

lenges you to take on a series

of bad guys on your way to the

inevitable punch-up with the

big boss. But Battle Beast

features secret rooms where

players can exchange special

moves and weapons.

Battle Beast should be

out in August.

PCG

Hacker Pack
Construction Kit collects, explains Doom tools

CONSTRUCTION KIT
MASTERING AND MODIFYING DOOM

JOSEPH^ BEU mW
Doom Construction /T/f explains the process of creating

WAD files and gives you the tools you need to do it.

r
ou've seen 'em

online and on the

_ CD-ROM we bun-

dle with this magazine. If

you're a Doom fan,

you've probably even

played some of them. And

you may have wanted to

try your hand at creating

some yourself.

We're talking about

.WAD files, of course,

those little doo-dads that

add new levels, sounds

and graphics to every-

body's favorite 3D action

game. There are literally

hundreds of Doom

.WADs in circulation, so

they can't be too hard to

make, right?

Right— as long as

you have the proper tools

and a good game plan.

That's where The Doom

Construction Kit: Mastering and

Modifying Doom can help; it's a

combination book and CD-ROM

from The Waite Group that gives

you the most popular editing pro-

grams for Doom and Doom II and

guides you through the process

of making your own .WADs.

All the top utilities are here:

DMGRAPH, for replacing Doom's

graphics and texture maps with

your own; the Doom Editing Util-

ity (DEU), which lets you map

brand-new levels; DMAUD and

DMMUS, tools for editing the

sound and music; and

DEHACKED, the handiest pro-

gram for changing parameters

like firepower.

More importantly, there's

an illustrated, 300-page manual

that explains just how you go

about designing new levels

and using the editing pro-

grams to turn your dream

into a Doom player's worst

nightmare.

The book opens with

a discussion of Doom's

history and a brief "Battle

Guide" designed to help

novices get through the

unmodified versions of

Doom and Doom II— after

all, you can't design a

really good .WAD file until

you've become one with

all of the games' twists

and turns.

After that, the fun

really begins, with basic

and advanced chapters on

both DEU and DEHACKED,

sections on editing graph-

ics and music, and chap-

ters on the finer points of

level design. By the time

you finish the book, you'll be

more than ready to create great

new .WAD files on your own.

Also included on The Doom

Construction Kit CD-ROM are 100

new, ready-made Doom levels

you can play or edit and, as a

bonus, shareware versions of

three other 3D shoot-'em-ups:

Rise of the Triad, Body Count,

and Corridor 7.

The PC Gamer Playlist

W e had a blast in L.A.

at the Electronic

Entertainment Expo, checking

out all the new games that

are just around the comer.

But the problem with trade

shows is that you can't take

the games with you when you

go. Origin's CyberMage was
a lot of fun, and we kept

going back to the Blizzard

booth for another look at

Warcraft II, but we won't get

to play them here in PC
Gamer-land for a while yet.

Thank goodness we've

got some good games to tide

us over until the new ones

come out. And frankly, as we
staggered through the Ameri-

can terminal at LAX and fell

into our seats on the shuttle

back to San Francisco Inter-

national, there were a hand-

ful of games we actually

looked forward to getting

back to. After all, we'd hardly

had a chance to look at Full

Throttle before we left for

L.A., and meeting the real

Perfect General at the QQP
booth (a distinguished-look-

ing gentleman in a silver

Army helmet) made us anx-

ious to play the game named

after him.

It didn't take us too long

to get back in the gaming

swing of things around here.

Here are the games we've

been wearing out this month;

1. Full Throttle/ToAA, Dan,

Michael, Dean

2. Virtual Pool/Matt, Joe,

Todd, Carol

3. Dark ForcesfToAA, Dean,

Lisa, Dan

4. Flight Unlimited/Matt,

Carol, Michael

5. Jagged Alliance/BWi, Dan

6. Slipstream 5000/Dan,

Matt, Todd

7. The Perfect General III

Joe, Bill, Todd

8. Star Trek: TNG: A Final

Unity/Dan, Carol

9. Magic Carpet/Dan, Dean,

Lisa, Joe’s wife Beth

10. X-COM: Terror from the

Deep/Joe, Matt, Todd

El PC GAMER flugusM995
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PC GAMING.
by Tim Victor & Matt Firme

I
t's all too easy to wish bad luck on Microsoft. Its chairman. Bill

Gates, is sometimes described as a nerdy boy genius, some-
times as a ruthless tycoon out to dictate the way the world

does its computing. He's the richest man in America— a distinction

that doesn't engender charitable well-wishing in most people.

Then there's Microsoft's previous track-record in the Disk

Operating System department— namely, our old friends DOS and
Windows 3.1. With its overwhelming jumble of base-memory prob-
lems, CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT editing, and archaic

text-based commands, DOS has probably done more to scare new
computer users away from the world of PC gaming than all the bad
games ever created.

You know those Apple commercials, where a couple of busi-

ness men sit in a diner trying to figure out how to reconfigure a

laptop PC? They're effective, because they're so close to the truth.

Who knows how many more PCs there might be in homes today—
and how many more people might now know the joy of PC gaming
— if only there had been a better operating system than DOS?

Microsoft's answer to DOS anxiety was Windows, culminat-

ing in Windows 3.11 for Workgroups. But while Windows has
proven itself a capable operating system for handling applica-

tions such as spreadsheets and word processors, it's been an
abysmal game platform— primarily because Microsoft was only
concerned that it be a good apps platform, ignoring the needs of

gamers and game developers almost entirely.

Now comes Windows 95 — and suddenly, Microsoft claims

to have seen the light, and says that it realizes the importance of

the game market and is ready to support it. And considering

their years of designing great PC games despite DOS and Win-
dows, it would be easy to understand why the development com-
munity would roll its collective eyes, mumbling "yeah, right. Tell

us another one." It would hardly be a surprise to see the game
designers turn their backs, preferring to keep working around
the known problems of DOS than start dealing with a whole suite

of new ones.

But that's not going to happen. Despite what a few nay-
sayers might think, Windows 95 is going to be the platform of

choice for new game development within a year of its August
24th release, if not sooner. Just about every publisher in gaming
is gearing up to support it— including Origin, Mindscape,
Activision, Spectrum HoloByte, Papyrus, Electronic Arts, Sierra,

Virgin, and many more. There'll be stragglers, but not many.
Because this time, Microsoft really has listened.

You Have to Want to Change
We'll get into exactly what Windows 95 is— and the specific tech-

nologies that'll make it such a good gaming platform— in due
course. But one of the most interesting things about Windows 95
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T here's more to Windows 95 than

gaming. It’s a brand new disk oper-

ating system, with new features, a

new look and feel, and new abilities. For the

majority of us, it’ll be the way we do every-

thing on our PCs, from accounting to net-

surfing. We'll use Windows 95 to bring our

work home (or work at home), pursue our

hobbies and interests, communicate online

with people worldwide, and educate our-

selves and our kids.

For some people, the new look of Win-

dows 95 will come as a bit of a surprise—
especially DOS users, who're used to jump-

ing into Windows only when they have to use

Windows applications. Although Windows 95

still starts your computer using a special ver-

sion of "DOS 7," it lingers only long enough

to load any legacy (read: old-fashioned) device

drivers and TSRs ("terminate and stay resident"

utilities) that you may still require. All of this is usu-

ally hidden behind the new Windows "splash"

screen, so you don't have to stare at incomprehen-

sible DOS gobbledygook at bootup (you can press

Esc to reveal these sordid details, if you wish).

Welcome to Windows
jflfndowiTour

What's {jew

The inderfried lettersn memo *e shortcuts.

PressALT « the underfried letta to choose the

Nerflip

What does Windows 95 mean for intensive Win-

dows users? To them, the transition may be almost

jarring. Gone are the familiar (if frustratingly

obtuse) Program Manager and File Manager.

Instead, you have a desktop that's a lot like Norton

Desktop or the Apple Macintosh Finder, replete

with desktop icons and file folders. No longer will

new users try in vain to figure out where to click

Windows 95 new "face" is clean and elegant, but dramati

cally different than good old Windows 3.1

.

Papyrus' incredibly realistic racing sims, IndyCar Racing

and NASCAR Racing, typify the kind of realism and depth

you can only find in PC games; they're also the type of

high-end products that simply couldn't be attempted under

good old Windows 3.1. But IndyCar Racing 2.0— shown
here, in its considerable glory— will be a Windows 95

game. It promises all the SVGA detail of NASCAR Racing,

and should run just as well under Windows 95 as NASCAR
Racing does under DOS. If not better...

has been its evolution, and particularly

the decision to produce an all-out game
Software Development Kit— first code-
named Manhattan, and now the full-

fledged Game SDK— in collaboration

with some of the biggest software

designers and hardware manufacturers
in PC gaming.

Windows 95— a.k.a. Chicago, or
Windows 4.0— was originally slated to

ship well over a year ago. But when it was
presented to the industry in 1994, most felt

the system still had a long way to go. By
some reports, it was just barely an
improvement over Windows 3.1, and not
at all the generational leap many were
expecting. Among those most disap-

pointed were the few game developers

attending that roll-out.

Mindscape's staff scientist David
Petchey had high hopes for this new Win-
dows. Mindscape had already decided
that it could reach a larger market with

Windows games, if for no other reason
than that Windows games are less likely

to intimidate new users than DOS games.
But to do the kind of games they wanted
to do, Petchey and the other programmers
at Mindscape had invested months in

finding ways to work around 3.1's clumsy
video and sound capabilities.

Petchey was hopeful that the new
Windows would make game design much
easier, and result in better performance
than was possible under 3.1. But when the

new operating system was rolled out,

Petchey and most other attendees were
surprised. "We were very dismayed,

because the program Microsoft was pre-

senting us just wasn't that much different

than 3.1 anyway. They'd fixed some
things, but pretty much everything was
the same when it came to using the

graphics system and the sound system.

We complained bitterly."

The hardware vendors attending the

show were also unimpressed. Like the

game developers, they knew that com-

But Can it Handle
NASCAR Racing?

ffMgjBshe thing about Windows is that it's

SI just not a very good environment for

i real-time applications, something where you

have a lot of interrupt handling and critical

timing. There were a lot of things Microsoft

just didn't think about when they were doing

Windows 3.1 — like joystick support. But it

looks like, with Windows 95, Microsoft has

really been trying to make an upgrade to

Windows that will allow platform-indepen-

dent game development in the same way
Windows 3.1 allowed independent business

and productivity development. And from what

we've seen, it looks like we should be able

to do pretty hot products under Windows 95."

— Dave Kaemmer, vice president & chief

technology officer, Papyrus
whole thing began fermenting, going back
and forth with the hardware guys and
designers like us, EA, Origin, and others.

"We agreed to start fooling around
with a demo program for ATI," Petchey
continues, "which showed that you
could actually get to the video RAM, in

a window, going straight to the hard-
ware by bypassing the Windows code.

Then ATI began taking those demos up
to Microsoft, and they started getting a

little nervous."

Around August of last year, the soft-

puter gaming was the key to tapping into

the home market— and that if new com-
puter users had an operating system that

would allow for games at least as complex
and graphically appealing as were possi-

ble under DOS, but without all of the

headaches of DOS installation, the market
would increase dramatically.

And to help them find new ways to

differentiate their individual product lines,

the hardware designers were hoping for

an operating system that would let game
developers take advantage of their video

and sound boards' special features—
something Windows 3.1 simply would not

allow. But the new Windows didn't look

like it would solve those problems.

"A few months after that," Petchey

says, "the hardware guys approached us

(the game guys), asking 'What can we do
to get you to use the special features on
our boards?' And that's sort of when the

Why Should Gamers
Adopt Windows 95?

"t's simple. They don't have an option.

It's the inevitable flow of progress.

Before long, the games are all going to be

running under Win 95. The applications will

all be Win 95. They're not going to have an

option, so they'd better just learn to love the

bomb.”

— lack Simpson, director of technology,

Origin Systems
•••••••••••••••••••••••••A
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Proof of Performance

ii B ook at a game like Accolade's Super

mmBubsy. Running under 3.1 and doing it

the traditional way— with WinG— we tied up

the CPU virtually 100% of the time, and we were

getting about 9 frames per second. And that

was on a Pentium 60. If we move to Bubsy run-

ning under Windows 95, on a 486DX2/66, using

the ATI mach 64 chip, we still have about 40%

of the processor free in even the un-optimized

version of the game. And we're getting around

50 fps on a 486. On a P90, we can get 72 frames

per second, with something like 20% CPU uti-

lization. So that means the CPU is free to do

other things, which just adds to the potential

richness of the game."

— Henry Quan, vice president.

Marketing, ATI Technologies

gin Systems. One of the things that con-

vinced many in the gaming world that

Windows 95 just might be all it promises
was word that Origin would begin work-
ing on games for Windows 95— some-
thing Simpson and company very publicly

swore they'd never do for Windows 3.1

"We said we'll never do a Windows 3.1

product, and we never will. We're going

to go from DOS to Windows 95, and
bypass 3.1 altogether."

Spectrum HoloByte is so confident of

the Game SDK that it will design Falcon

4.0— the long-awaited sequel to one of

the hottest flight sims in history— for

Windows 95. And Spectrum's Steve

Weinstein, vice president of product
development, says the game will not only

perform well, but will actually be easier to

design. "Look at the things they take care

of, that we won't have to worry about
anymore. They take care of the video

boards, the sound drivers— all of the

problems of DOS and Windows 3.1 go
away for game developers."

ware and hardware interests formed the

PC Games Consortium. This group
agreed on several issues: that DOS was
simply unacceptable if the market was to

reach its full potential; that Windows, with

its graphical user interface and easy pro-

gram installation, was better, but that

Windows as it stood wasn't adequate to

producing top games; and that if

Microsoft couldn't help to address these

problems, the game industry would have
to do it on its own. "It was a very grass-

roots kind of situation," says Petchey.

"You had the chip guys, the board guys,

and the game guys in the same room, say-

ing 'We want this.' And we were all in

unison. We all wanted the same things."

Microsoft took this all quite seriously,

and began working closely with the gam-
ing industry to put together the OS every-

one had always hoped for, and to build the

Game SDK (Software Developer's Kit). And
now, as Windows 95 nears completion, it

looks like their efforts are going to pay off.

"Microsoft has worked incredibly

hard to fix the problems, and I'm not the

easiest person to convince," says Zack
Simpson, director of technology for Ori-

amongst a screen full of confusing symbols; the

eye is immediately drawn to the Start button. Click

Start, and a menu pops up with all your programs

Game SUR

T hese cutting-edge publishers' will-

ingness to support Windows 95 is

probably the best indication of

how far the product has come since its

unsuccessful first showing. Compared to

Windows 95, MS-DOS is just barely an
operating system— but game developers

have clung to DOS despite this, or maybe
because of it. Other than reading and
writing files, MS-DOS doesn't do much
for them, but at least it doesn't keep them
from doing anything else they want to do,

the way Windows 3.1 did.

To write an intense, high-perfor-

mance game, programmers need effi-

cient access to the lowest levels of a PC's

hardware. For them, all of Windows
3.1 's services and libraries just get in the

way. Windows 95's new game subsys-

tem, the Game SDK, is Microsoft's offer-

The Start menu can get cluttered, but you can

run most programs with just a few clicks of the

mouse.
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/our desktop with big, friendly icons.

laid out in neat, cascading menus. You can launch

any program by choosing it from a menu, and—
get this— no double-clicking required.

Even the Start button is optional. Thanks to

CD AutoPlay, one of Windows 95's new features,

you can just insert an AutoPlay CD-ROM, and the

game or application automatically installs itself (if

ing to the PC game community, a way to

make life easier for game developers.

With the Game SDK's five new game
Application Program Interfaces, Win-
dows 95 games should be able to not only

match, but actually exceed the perfor-

mance of games that run under MS-DOS.
The DirectDraw API gives game

programmers total control of the screen

and allows complete access to any accel-

eration hardware on the video card,

while the Reality Lab API provides high-

performance real-time 3D graphics

either with or without hardware accel-

eration. The DirectSound API improves
the quality of music synthesis and sound
effects in games. The Directlnput API
provides an interface to innovative new
game controllers and also helps games
make better use of standard mice and
joysticks, and the DirectPlay API adds
support for multiplayer network games
to the Windows 95 operating system.

DirectDraw
This isn't the first time that Microsoft has
tried to improve the performance of Win-
dows graphics. Video for Windows
already includes the DisplayDIB graphics

library and the DCI device interface, two
systems designed to speed up the process

of transferring image data to the screen.

And Microsoft introduced the WinG
library last year, written specifically to

improve Windows games.
These libraries helped, but they just

weren't enough. WinG works fine for

certain types of games, particularly for

games that do a lot of 2D rendering in

software. But without access to the basic

hardware of video cards, WinG wasn't

all that game developers might have
hoped for. That's what makes the Direct-

Draw API the keystone of the Windows
95 game subsystem.

To game programmers, DirectDraw
means 32-bit, ring-zero, device-indepen-

dent, direct-to-video memory blitting,

mode-setting, page-flipping, and trans-

parency. For game players, that translates

into the smoothest, fastest graphics for

every type of PC game. With DirectDraw,

Microsoft is making sure that game devel-

opers can use the same programming

necessary), then runs immediately, just like a game

cartridge. Pop in a music CD, and the CD Audio

Player pops open and starts playing automatically.

To go beyond Start, you can open My Com-

puter to explore your disk drives, CD-ROM, printer,

and Control Panel. If you're on a network, Network
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Multimedia Programm.

MS-DOS

Prompt

Calculator Character

Map

Notepad Phone Dialer WordPad

FreeCel
-jp Programs

Neighbor^.

You can identify a Shortcut icon

by the little "jump arrow" in the

lower-left corner.

At long last, Windows supports joystick configuration. You can calibrate your joystick just once, rather

than in each game you play. (Run the Joystick applet from Control Panel.)

Neighborhood is your

gateway to all the file

servers and other shared

resources, without hav-

ing to attach to servers

or even map drives.

Experienced users

will prefer Explorer, a

twin-pane alternative to

file folders that's remi-

niscent of File Manager,

yet more powerful in

subtle ways. If you don’t

like climbing through

your "directory tree,"

use the new File Finder

to organize related files

in a non-hierarchical fashion.

So that explains what happened to File Man-
ager, but what about Program Manager? For one

thing, you don't really need such a crutch, since

you're free to explore your hard drive. Just open up

Graphic Potential

•• m ’m amazed to see how much money peo-

pie are willing to pay in the arcades for

just a few minutes of fun, yet what terrible

graphics there are. I've been involved in com-

puter graphics for years now, and you get so

used to looking at high-res, high-color and true-

color stuff that you forget what most people are

working with. So when I look at the arcade

games, I just think, Wow! People will pay a dol-

lar a minute for this? We can do much better on

the PC. People are just going to go gaga when

they see what we can do."

— Craig Rush, product marketing manager,

video products, Diamond Multimedia

If Ip m
Add New Add/Remove Date/Time Desktop
Hatdwate Programs

l§> A
Themes

Fonts Joystick Keyboard Modems

SSL- iTat

Display

Gravis Gamepad

techniques that they've been using under
MS-DOS, and that performance under
Windows 95 should be at least as good as

it would be under DOS.
As a bonus, Microsoft went out and

bought Britain's RenderMorphics, Ltd.,

the creators of an extremely advanced
real-time 3D graphics library called Real-

ity Lab. Developers of 3D-based PC
games previously faced the tough choice

of deciding whether to develop their

own 3D polygon rendering engine— no
easy task— or to swallow the cost of

licensing an engine from a vendor like

RenderMorphics. With the Reality Lab
engine becoming a part of Windows 95,

that choice has become much easier for

most developers to make.
The game subsystem is a recent

addition to Microsoft's plans for Win-
dows 95, and some signs of its history

can be seen in the relationship between
DirectDraw, Reality Lab and Windows'
standard GDI (Graphical Device Inter-

face). DirectDraw and Reality Lab are

each complete, stand-alone graphics sys-

tems, independent of the GDI, and each
software system uses its own device
driver software; Reality Lab drivers con-
form to the new 3D DDI standard, while
DirectDraw has its own HAL (Hardware
Abstraction Layer). Microsoft promises
to integrate DirectDraw more tightly into

Windows 95's standard graphics ser-

vices in future versions.

The DirectDraw API is designed to

run quite well on a common 66MHz 486
PC, and even better on systems that have

Pentium-class CPUs or advanced graphics

accelerators. As Microsoft's evangelists

are fond of saying, there's no good reason
why a $2500 Pentium shouldn't be able to

outperform a $300 video game console.

DirectDraw can even take advantage of

the accelerator features of some existing

video cards, long neglected by PC games.
And with a software standard in place

that makes it easy for games to use new
accelerators, we might be in for an explo-

sion of innovative video hardware.

Graphics &

View Help

Microsoft

Exchange

Dial-Up Direct Cable HyperTer

Networking Connection
1 object(s) selected

Start Accessories

Right-click the Start button, choose Open, and then open the Programs folder to get a

Program Manager-style window of program folders and icons. You can copy your

favorite Shortcuts directly to your desktop for quick access.

your hard drive, then the folder for the application

you want, then double-click on the application.

You can also organize your programs by cre-

ating your own folders, then filling them with Short-

cuts. A Shortcut is an icon that looks like the origi-

nal program, but is actually only a link to the original

file. You can create

new folders with

Shortcuts on the

desktop, or place

Shortcut icons on

your desktop.

There's a spe-

cial folder for Short-

cuts in the \Win-

dows\Start Menu

folder, called Pro-

grams (Many users

will put a Shortcut to

Programs on the

desktop for quick

access.) And

together, the Pro-

grams folder and the

Start Menu directly

replace Program

Manager. Each folder

within the Programs folder contains Shortcuts to the

programs you like to use most often.

As in Program Manager, you can view large

icons and arrange them in folders. You can move,

rename, even delete Shortcuts without harming the

original file. Unlike Program Manager, you can put
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“Rise of the Triad is sure to have every DOOMfreak in the
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This is the game you've
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all-out blast-fest. The
unrelenting blood and
fire rampage of your
most twisted night-

mares. With ten incredibly

vicious weapons, you
annihilate the enemy.
Your machine gun blasts
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blow apart everything in

sight. Mass destruction

has never been this fun!
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T he new Windows Desktop is like a

virtual workspace. It lets you
access your files and programs in

a number of ways, and can be customized
to suit the way you like to work.

u wanted, you could keep your desktop almost

entirely clean. Just about all the programs and files you

might want can be accessed by clicking and holding the

Start button...

...to let you at its contents. This obviously saves steps, but

you'll have to decide if you'd rather click a few extra times,

or keep your desktop clutter-free.

folders inside of folders to reduce clutter. Best of

all, the organization of these Programs folders is

directly updated on the Start menu, so you have

easy access to your programs even if the desktop

is covered up with open windows.

Under the Hood
While the look and feel are as important as any

other improvement to Windows 95, Microsoft has

also been tinkering with the Windows engine, and

they've come up with some supercharged

enhancements— most significantly, support for

true 32-bit applications. It's technical stuff: With 32-

bit memory access, programs no longer need to

...which opens the automatically unfolding Start

Menu. Just slide your pointer to the item you're

interested in and let go of the mouse button. You

can also get at your computer's contents by dou-

ble-clicking on folders or items placed on the

desktop itself...

PH
P P
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...like the Programs folder. This opens a window
specific to that desktop item, and you can keep

double-clicking to investigate contents. But

rather than having to first open the Programs

folder to get at, say, your online folder...

...you can click on the

Online folder and drag it

out to your desktop,

where a double-click will

open it..

The ultimate click-saver,

though, is the Shortcut. By

first opening the specific file

you want and locating the

launch icon, then dragging

that icon to the desktop, you

create a Shortcut. From

then on, you can instantly

access the program you

want without opening all

those windows.

SHORTCUT

& Control Panel HECl
1 file Edit j^iew Help

W HI «
32bit ODBC Accessibility Add New Add/Remove Date/Time

Options Hardware Programs

Display Find Fast Fonts Internet Joystick Keyboard

0 3
ft H

d Fax Microsoft Modems Mouse Multimedia Network

i klL a m
Passwords Printers Regional Sounds System

Fersonalee your computer

The revamped Control Panel gives you full access

to customization and configuration features.

divide their workspace into 64K blocks. Now they

can directly access large, continuous regions of

memory, which is much more efficient, and instead

of scanning memory in two-byte (16-bit) chunks,

they can manipulate their data in four-byte (32-bit)

pieces: twice the data, at no additional cost

(although this can make the program's code

larger).

Efficient memory management also helps to

virtually eliminate the resource limitations that

could bring Windows to its knees when running

many large programs at the same time. System

resources in Windows 3.1 draw upon limited 64K

heaps of memory that are all too easily consumed.

Most of these resources are now supported via 32-

bit memory access, limited only by your free mem-
ory. With 8 megabytes or more (the minimum we

PC GAMER August
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file
MANAGEMENT

O n the one hand, Windows 95 makes file management easy; you

just arrange the desktop the way you like, and don't worry

about whether an item is a file, a folder, or a program. But if

you're used to DOS and prefer knowing all there is to know about the

locations ofyour files, directories, and executables, you may find that

Windows 95 blurs those distinctions a bit. Fortunately, there are a num-
ber of ways to keep track of things.

It can be tough to

remember that the

Programs folder

isn't the physical

location of all the

files you find there,

but really a collec-

tion of like programs

and a few pertinent

files. To get to your

hard drive (the way

you would by typing

DIR in DOS), you

have to open the

My Computer icon,

then select your

hard drive...
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...to display the drive's contents. This brings up

a menu a lot like File Manager in Windows 3.1.

Select Explore

to launch the

Explorer, the new
applet that pretty

much replaces the

old File Manager.

With the drive contents window open, you can get

specific info folders and their contents by right-click-

ing on the item you want to learn about This brings

up a menu with a number of possibilities, including

Properties and Explore.

Select Properties

to see specific infor-

mation on that folder in

a single, easy-to-use

dialog box. This will

tell you when the

folder was created,

how much space it

and its contents are

using, and more.

multi-
tasking

f you've never tried running five different programs at once, you're

in for a treat. And even if you think you've been multitasking for

years with Windows 3.1, just wait 'til you experience Windows 95.

Here's multitasking at its most useful

— and impressive. I'm downloading

a new image viewer for Win 95 while

editing this article. In doing so, I ran

across a few facts I had to check, so

I also opened up the Control Panel to

checkonmy joystick's properties.

Then I opened up Stunts to make

sure my joystick setup was working

properly. And the whole time, I had

the CD player running. The Taskbar

at the bottom of the screen shows all

the open programs...

recommend for Windows 95), it’s now possible to

open documents using every application in a com-

plete office suite, and still have resources to burn.

(You may have read about of resource limits with

32 bit applications, but these premature reports

were based on an earlier beta version that has

since been updated to prevent the problem and

free up even more system resources.)

32-Bit Multi-
computing
With 32-bit applications come true multitasking and

multithreading. Windows 3.1 relied on cooperative

multitasking (as does even the latest release of

Apple's Macintosh System 7.5); each application

has to voluntarily relinquish control periodically to

give other applications an opportunity to run. A

busy application can "hog the system," making you

stare at an impotent hourglass until it's done. With

Windows 95

uses 32-bit

components

extensively for

better perfor-

mance and

reliability. And

that's not a

typo: free

resources are

typically well

over 85% with

Windows 95,

even with

many applica-

tions running.

clicking on the Start menu, then

selecting the appropriate program.

And when you're done-

like the rest of the desktop,

the Taskbar can be customized.

You can choose to use small

icons on the taskbar, for example,

if you find you have a lot of tasks

open at once. And regardless of

the number of jobs you're doing...

System Properties

General) Device Manager
]
Hardware Profiles jT‘«forrnance

;)

Performance status
—

Memory:

System Resources:

File System:

Virtual Memory:

Disk Compression:

PC Cards (PCMCIA):

32.0 MB of RAM

94% free

32-bit

32-bit

32-bit

No PCMCIA sockets installed

Your system is configured for optimal performance.

Advanced settings

File System... I graphics.- I Virtual Memory...
j

...a single click on the appropriate

Taskbar item will take you directly

to the running program.

pre-emptive multitasking, the oper-

ating system takes over the schedul-

ing of programs, forcing even busy

programs to yield control and provide

a fair playing field for all your running

applications. Multithreaded applica-

tions spin off pieces of themselves,

which also run smoothly in the back-

ground. Threading really takes

advantage of multitasking. For exam-

ple, an arcade game could use one

thread to monitor the joystick,

another to move your player, a

thread to update the score, and a

thread to play sound effects.

Remember that these benefits only

achieve full potential in 32-bit appli-

cations. All 16-bit applications pre-

flUfl list 1335 BE1
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Audo Video
j

MIDI
|

CD Music
|

Advanced
J

Optimized video drivers give

accelerated punch to even aver-

age Super VGA cards, and there's

fast, generic support for most

other video cards, including all

boards based on Cirrus Logic or

S3 video accelerators.

The new, 32-bit Video for

Windows is amazing, with full-

screen movie playback on high-

end 486 and Pentium systems

without MPEG chips or other

hardware. Even "average" 386

and 486 computers will enjoy

smoother video playback in a

larger window, with fewer

dropped frames and better sound

synchronization. Windows 95 also

encourages wider acceptance of

MPEG and MPEG II add-on hard-

ware, with "universal" support for

MPEG and related technologies

such as Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) chips.

Show video in

ySmteM ["

emptively multitask together, as a block with other

32-bit applications; but within that block, 16-bit pro-

grams continue to cooperatively multitask.

Windows 95 itself relies extensively on 32-

bit components, such as the 32-bit VFAT disk

and CD-ROM file system, a 32-bit TrueType font

rasterizer, and a 32-bit graphics engine (GDI32).

3ISt«ft| slPaintShopPro

:dia Proper-tier

If you have a fast computer and video card, you

can set movie playback to default to full screen,

which works best in 640x480 mode even without

a “movie acceleration" video card. (Run the Mul-

timedia applet from the Control Panel and click

the Video tab heading.)

Activision's Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure is a pretty straight port of the Gen-

esis and Super NES game of the same name. It's impressive, though,

because it shows that developers can achieve very high frame rates ( the

red number in the center of the screen) under Windows 95— something

that was nearly impossible under 3.1

,

r 16 or AWE-32 Properties H ESI

Run the System applet from Control Panel and click the Device Manager tab,

and you can browse through your computer's configuration, making it easy

to solve hardware conflicts even with non Plug and Play machines.

Everybody Wins

uWBhey've really fixed the problems we
I were facing. At this point in time, it s

easier to write a game under Windows 95 than

it is under DOS. And from a user's point of view,

we'll be able to give them a game where they

just pop the disc in, and we'll take it from there.

The configuration problems, all of those install

issues, will seem to vanish."

— David Petehey, staff scientist,

Mindscape

DirectSound
When we talk about hot PC games,
graphics and video usually get most of

the attention, but audio is also tremen-

dously important. If you doubt this, try

playing your favorite game with the

sound turned off. Compared to its per-

formance in some other areas, Windows
3.1 actually has a fairly good sound sub-

system— although not good enough for

real-time gaming. (In Windows 3.0, the

sound library was part of the Windows
Multimedia Extensions.) For Windows 95

games, the DirectSound API offers even

better audio performance with less of a

load on the system's CPU and more pre-

cise control of a game's soundtrack.

The biggest improvement offered

by DirectSound is reduced latency. From
the time a game posts a request to play a

sound, it can take several hundred mil-

Gerund
]
Olive*

j
Resource*

)

Genual Ounce Manage.
]
H*dw*e Piofle.

|
Performance

|

View device* by type f~ View device* by connect**

Device type. Sound. v«Jeo and game ccrtrofets

Manufacture Cieabve Lab*

Hadwae version: Not avaiabie

Directlnput
Of all the parts in a PC system,

input devices have probably

been the most resistant to

progress. We've seen amazing
improvements in CPU chips,

video displays, disk drives and
sound cards, but we're still

Since DirectSound now handles all of the system's

sound devices. You can use a single panel to tailor

sound as you like.

liseconds before the Windows Wave
library actually begins playing the sound.

Under DirectSound, this latency is cut to

less than 50 milliseconds, and that's a big

difference when you're trying to synchro-

nize sound effects with a game's video.

DirectSound also takes over

the task of mixing sounds,

making it easy for a game to

play several sound effects at

the same time while its musi-

cal soundtrack keeps playing.

Like the relationship

between DirectDraw and the

Windows GDI, DirectSound is

a self-contained system of audio

software, operating indepen-

dently of the WinMM Wave
and MIDI APIs. But they're able

to coexist peacefully for the

time, and Microsoft plans to

integrate them more completely

in a future version of the oper-

ating system.

stuck with just two popular controllers: an
analog joystick that's been part of the PC
since its very first days and a standard 2D,

two-button mouse. It's just another case

of the old chicken-and-egg problem.

Developers usually don't want to modify
their games to use some new controller

that only a few gamers own. And how
many people are going to buy an innova-

tive new controller when it only works
with one or two games?

The Directlnput API might be what it

takes to break the logjam. It acts as an
interface layer between games and the

controller devices that they use. Even if a

new type of controller has an entirely dif-

ferent interface than anything that's come
before, it'll work with Windows 95 games
as long as it comes with a Directlnput

device driver, the small piece of system

software that tells Directlnput how to

operate it.

The most immediate payoff from
Directlnput might come from digital joy-

File Options Window

iH Diskdrive*

S> Ditplayadapt**
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Hover! looks like a first-person shooter, but there's no shootin' to

be done. You just grab the other guy's flags before he gets yours.

Microsoft's first stand-alone action game. It's

Microsoft:
Game Publisher

C learly, the potential for profit

in PC game publishing is one

of the motives behind Microsoft's

push to make Windows 95 a good

gaming platform. And it looks like

Gates & Co. is preparing to take a

dip— at least in the shallow end—
of the Game Publishing Pool.

Just take a look at a few new

items thafve popped up with Win-

dows 95 and the upcoming Plus!

add-on pack from Microsoft. There,

amongst the usual Solitaire and

Minesweeper, we found a new 3D

pinball game and Hover!, a first-per-

son action game. Neither is particularly note-

worthy, but they do offer proof of Microsoft's

awareness of the importance of gaming.

Further proof can be found in Fury
3
,

based on Apogee's Terminal Velocity and features

3D flight and combat over a texture-mapped land-

scape. You get to blow up all kinds of things— a

new option, as you Flight Simulatortans know.

The Multimedia settings box in the Control Panel

gives you total access to video, sound, and more.

sticks. Reading an analog game port car-

ries a serious overhead, burning as much
as 12% of the CPU's processing power, so
a digital interface would be much more
efficient. Directlnput also opens the door
to entirely new types of game controllers,

with more buttons, more axes, and sup-

port for more players. Another new fea-

ture available via Directlnput is its support
for sending data back to an input device,

which could bring us force-feedback

game controllers. That would be a huge
boon for driving and flying games. After

all, the single most important difference

between a PC driving game and one in an
arcade is the arcade game's force-feed-

back steering wheel— when you can "feel

the road," it's much easier to drive the car

at its limits.

PC joysticks add to the CPU load,

and they're also a recurring nuisance

when you have to recalibrate your joystick

for every new game. Directlnput's Device

Console should provide a standard way to

calibrate the controller once and for all.

The system will also give complete control

over device mapping, letting you decide

which button or stick on which input

device controls each game action. Input

mapping support won't be available until

early in 1996, but when it shows up it'll be
a great way to deal with games where the

input mapping isn't as obvious as the

flight yoke in a flying game or a steering

wheel in a driving game.

DirectPlay
Computerized non-player opponents can
be challenging, but there's something spe-

cial about playing a game with other peo-

ple. They're usually tougher competition,

and you can be their opponents or their

allies, or even both at different times in the

same game. It's that subtlety of human
interaction that makes multiplayer games
a lot more fun, one which computers
might never be able to grasp. And with
long-distance multiplayer game networks,

you stand a good chance of finding some-
one to play against, somewhere in the

world, at any time of the day.

Networked games are hot, but

IBBMultimedia Piopeities

y Easy Upgrades

O ne of the most welcome new compo-

nents of Windows 95, for everyone

concerned, is Plug and Play support.

The promise of Plug and Play is that you can pop

open the case of your computer and insert a card,

a hard drive, or CD-ROM, or hang any peripheral

off the back, without worrying about complex

configuration hassles such as coordinating

unique IRQs, DMA settings, or I/O addresses. This

type of "stick it in and it works" capability has

long been taken for granted by Macintosh own-

ers, with some degree of smugness.

At bootup, a Plug and Play computer initially

disables all its optional hardware, then inventories

the equipment automatically resolving any con-

flicts, before enabling the Plug and Play hardware

with compatible settings.

A Plug and Play computer can work with

any expansion architecture, from ISA to EISA,

MCA, VESA, or PCI, although PCI looks like it will

carry the day, with support in even non-Intel sys-

tems such as new Apple PowerMacs and other

RISC systems.

In many cases, your computer needs only a

BIOS upgrade to fully comply with Plug and Play,

although you'll also want to purchase PnP cards

and peripherals to take full advantage of its ease of

use. Some PCs, equipped with a Flash BIOS, can

be upgraded with a diskette or a file downloaded

from the vendor's bulletin board system. With older

PCs, you'll have to swap your BIOS ROM chips or

replace your computer's motherboard to get a true

Plug and Play system.

Even without fully PnP-compliant equipment,

Windows 95 goes out of its way to support legacy

hardware with a minimum of fuss. During Setup,

Audio
i

Video
|

MIDI
|

CD Music Advanced
|

Multimedia devices:

[Multimedia Drivers

ft) Audio Devices

S3- MIDI Devices and Instruments

|

Mixer Devices

j—gl Line Input Devices

Si Media Control Devices

&--<M Video Compression Codecs

S3-<$] Audio Compression Codecs

!• tar Video Capture Devices
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"Sure, PC gamers have been promised

this kind of thing before. What makes

the Infinity Machine different from

earlier utilities is this: it works."

—PC Gamer, June 1995

COPY PROTECTION REMOVAL

LOCKSMITH

REM SOFTWARE

REMOVES:
• Codewheel Checks

• Password Checks

• Document Checks

• Key Disk Checks

Works with over
800 popular games!

Infinity Machine has the critics—and many of you—smiling

broadly. What could be simpler than altering game variables at

the touch of a key? Unlimited health, ammo, money, shields

means no more hassles from those ugly computer meanies.

Talking of hassles, while you're busy killing aliens is no time

to be pestered by annoying copy protection routines. Squelch

them permanently with Locksmith PC. No more code wheels,

document checks, secret passwords, or key disks to clutter up

your life.

Infinity Machine and Locksmith PC. The new dynamic duo of

PC gaming.

Now available

every major place

where games are sold.

Or order direct by calling

1 -800 -457-1161

for rush delivery.

Computer game utilities from REM Software. Revolutionizing the way you play.

Product Information Number 139 ® 1995 REM Software
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The Warhammer Fantasy Battle system will take full advantage of Direct Draw to offer an amazingly high frame
rate and super-smooth animation. Even in the pre-alpha version we've been looking at, the intro sequences are as
impressive as any feature-length animations.
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adding code to handle this stuff to a game
isn't easy. It's hard enough just handling
all the things that can happen on one PC,
but a networked game also has to deal

with things happening on another PC,
which might even be running the game at

a different speed. Then there's the possi-

bility of a communications glitch, where
the network seems to disappear for a few
moments, or of another system in the

game hanging temporarily or disappear-
ing completely at any moment.

DirectPlay spares programmers
from having to worry about a lot of these
details. Games can use the DirectPlay API
to open a network connection, to register

a player in a game and to send messages
to other players, and it's designed to work
over a modem, a local-area network or
the Internet. With DirectPlay providing
the interface to a full range of modems,
network interface cards and network
operating systems, game programmers
can spend more of their time on the more
interesting parts of their jobs.

With the Windows 95 game subsys-

tem and the Game Software Development

Windows 95 attempts to detect your equipment

and install the necessary drivers preconfigured

with the correct IRQ settings and so forth. When
you want to add non-PnP hardware, first install the

drivers with Windows 95, and it will tell you how to

configure the card to avoid conflicts with existing

hardware. With Device Manager, you can browse

your computer's configuration information and let

the Conflict Troubleshooter walk you through the

steps needed to correct any problem.

— Charles Brannon is the co-author ofThe Win-

dows 95 Book (ISBN 1-56604- 154-6), published by

Ventana Press.

Kit, developers can worry less about hard-
ware support and system software and
concentrate more on what they do best:

creating compelling characters and envi-

ronments, and designing exciting, chal-

lenging, playable games.

Motives,
and Results
When you consider the Game SDK and
all the rest the OS itself has to offer,

Windows 95 is an impressive package —
and the first to go so far out of its way
to make itself gamer-friendly. But why,
after so many years, would Microsoft
suddenly decide that PC games were
worth supporting? No one we spoke to

was naive enough to think the Game
SDK is the result of a sudden compas-
sion for the long-neglected game com-
munity.

"I can tell you very simply what's at

the base of this," says Origin's Zack
Simpson. "Microsoft wants to be in the

games business. They don't do things
for other people's benefit; they do things

To begn rnlatng youmm hardware, cfck Next

The Hardware Wizard makes it sound simple—
and with PnP hardware, it really is!

for their own benefit. Their really bril-

liant strategy is that what's in their com-
petitors' interest is in their interest also."

Spectrum HoloByte's Steve Wein-
stein also suspects selfish motives. "I

think Microsoft suddenly realized 'Hey,
we don't have a compelling reason for

home users to buy Windows 95. So how
can we get the old users to jump on
board? We'll make the games run well!"'

No matter what Microsoft's

motives, the results so far are convinc-
ing enough that the hardware and soft-

ware players are enthusiastic about sup-
porting Microsoft's new OS, and look-
ing forward to better performance,
fewer problems, and potentially much
better games than were previously pos-
sible under any operating system. DOS
included. Besides, the publishers have
there own selfish reasons for supporting
Windows 95 — all of them relating back
to the very real potential for Windows
95 to help boost the reach and impor-
tance of gaming.

"Let's face it," Weinstein says.

"Every machine that's shipped in the

near future will be Windows 95. So
we're basically committed to it. I don't
see how it won't succeed; it's just a

question of how long it'll take for older
users to jump on board."

Papyrus' VP and chief technology
Officer, David Kaemmer, is excited at

the prospect of no-hassle software
installation; 80% or more of the calls to

any game company's tech support
department are related to hardware
configurations, memory, and other
machine-related problems that really

have nothing to do with the software.
"A lot of our customers are not neces-
sarily PC gamers, but just racing fans.

So we get a great many calls from peo-
ple who're having a lot of trouble just

getting the games running. I think Win-
dows 95 could help out with that a lot."

Zack Simpson and Origin are sign-

ing on partly because of the opportunity
to use the Game SDK's APIs to access
exciting new video hardware — a fea-

ture just about everyone we talked to

was excited to use. "The truth is that

there's a lot of neat hardware on almost
everyone's videocards," says Simpson.
"All kinds ofjunk that's primarily there

to accelerate Word and Excel and those
kinds of programs. It's been there since
like 1990, but we've never had the

chance to play with it because there was
never a DOS driver set for those fea-

tures. So the way I look at, they've given
me access to the frame buffer so now I

can get at least the performance I did
under DOS. And in addition to that,

there's this whole new bag of tricks I get
to play with that I didn't get to play with
under DOS."

"Aside from being a developer,"

Simpson says, "I'm a satisfied customer."
We put the question to Mind-

scape's David Petchey quite simply: Are
you saying, as staff scientist, that Win-
dows 95 is actually a better game devel-

opment platform than DOS? ""Oh,
yeah," he answered immediately.

"It's going to be a big hit." ECfi





Heart-thumping terror

UNFOLDING IN SUSPENSE-FILLED

CHAPTERS, COMBINING THE BEST OF

CLASSIC HORROR AND MODERN

PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLERS

Blending the talents of

RENOWNED ADVENTURE GAME WRITER

Roberta Williams

AND THE MOST ADVANCED

DIGITAL EFFECTS EVER

Phantasmagoria

CREATES AN EXPERIENCE SO

STARTLINGLY REAL

YOU'LL LIVE THIS INTERACTIVE

NIGHTMARE AS IF IT WERE

YOUR VERY OWN





PREVIEW

f you've never been to a really big

trade show like the Electronic Enter-

tainment Expo, nothing can prepare
you for it. A dozen viewings of

Kubrick's 2001, backed by the best

hallucinogenics money can buy,

couldn't prepare you for the sensory
3 overload. The finest sneakers known
to man— so light and airy even Ray Brad-
bury on his best day couldn't describe

them, and lined with insoles Dr. Scholl

never imagined in his wildest dreams—
couldn't prepare your feet for the pain.

See, that's what a trade show really

is. You spend nine hours a day, walking
and standing (mostly walking) on hard
concrete floors veiled by only the thinnest

indoor-outdoor carpeting. You meet an
endless succession of weary marketing
people and game producers, and you lis-

ten as they recite the litany of their prod-
ucts' innovative features. Occasionally,

you meet someone you've gone drinking

with at previous shows, and you have an
actual conversation— but mostly you just

smile and nod in the appropriate places.

You load your briefcase, gym bag or back-

pack down with sell-sheets, CD-ROMs,
floppies, and business cards. Then, at the

end of the day, you try to sort it all out.

What was the name of that sharp-looking

space combat sim we saw this morning?
Or was that yesterday morning? And,
come to think of it, was it a space game or

a racing game?
Thank God for press kits.

By the end of the first day, you're

simply hoping to see something— any-

thing— that could make this death-march
worthwhile. Something that looks inter-

esting, innovative, or just plain fun. And,
fortunately, there was a lot of that to see at

E3. That's because this was the first show
ever dedicated to our industry alone, the

first show where computer gaming wasn't

treated like a red-headed stepchild, rele-

gated to a corner of the exhibition hall

behind the VCRs, cell phones and sub-

woofers. So virtually everyone in the

industry was there, from the biggest

multi-label publishers to the newest two-
game startup companies. And so was the

mainstream media, from CNN to NBC to

Daily Variety. It was glorious.

As is true of most shows, though,

there was plenty on display at E3 that

we've already told you about, a few com-
panies we just didn't have time to talk to,

and some products that simply weren't
worth covering. You won't find that stuff

here. This is our list of the most important
new products of the show...

ACTIVISION
The biggest news at the Activision booth
was the long-awaited— and long-delayed
— MechWarrior II, the robot-combat game
based on FASA's BattleTech roleplaying

universe (for a more detailed report on
MWn, check out the Eyewitness section in

our June issue). This sequel to one of

Activision's most successful titles ever is

looking very sharp, and it should be sitting

on store shelves as you read this.

Veteran gamers will be just as

excited about Pitfall: The Mayan
Adventure. In this sequel to the classic

Atari 2600 cartridge. Pitfall Harry's son
braves the wilds of a Mayan jungle to res-

cue his father from an evil warrior. The
Mayan Adventure will be a Windows 95
game, and it should quiet anyone who's
still skeptical about the new operating sys-

tem's gaming capabilities. It's set to hit the

stores in September.

n BETHESDA
At the Bethesda booth, a game called The
10th Planet was the center of attention.

This space-combat sim is being developed
in cooperation with Centropolis Entertain-

ment, creators of science fiction films like

Universal Soldier, Stargate, and the

upcoming Fox production. Independence
Day. Its state-of-the-art graphics are made
ultra-realistic by some truly remarkable
lighting effects. Watch for this one in the

first quarter of next year.

Around the end of the year,

Bethesda will release X-CAR: Experimental

Racing, a near-future driving game that

lets gamers design and test their own
high-tech automobiles. X-CAR will feature

3D, texture-mapped graphics at SVGA
resolutions up to 640x480.

Bethesda's sports line will expand
with PBA Bowling. This official computer
game of the Professional Bowlers Associa-

tion will feature a painstakingly realistic

physics model, digitized players, and full-

motion video. No word yet on whether or

not you'll get to break for virtual beers

after the fifth frame. PBA Bowling is slated

for the third quarter of 1995, so it may be
available as you read this.

Also very close to release as we go to

press are Daggerfall, the sequel to Bethes-

r
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Dozens of new games previewed — our

port from the Electronic Entertainment Expo
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The Terminator: Future Shock, features

smooth-scrolling 3D graphics and a bunch of

Arnold Schwarzenegger's clanking cousins.

da's highly-acclaimed RPG, The Elder

Scrolls: Arena; and The Terminator: Future

Shock, a 3D action game featuring every-

one's favorite marauding cyborg.

9 BLIZZARD
WarcraftU: Tides ofDarkness, the sequel

to one of last year's best strategy games,

drew a crowd to Blizzard's booth. The
designers have included almost every sug-

gestion they got from the original game's

rabid fans, and they've added some
improvements of their own. Tides (cov-

ered in last month's Scoop! section) will

feature veteran scenarios for advanced
players; modem and network support for

as many as eight players; Super VGA
graphics; a map, scenario and unit editor;

and a whole slew ofnew military units,

including fantasy-style aircraft carriers,

airships, and destroyers.

Pax Imperia 2 was on display right

beside Tides, but it earned its own share

of oohs and ahhs. It's a complex space

strategy game that just may make Master

of Orion look simplistic. Look for this one
around Christmas, too.

Next year will bring two more
impressive new experiences from Bliz-

zard. Diablo is a supernatural roleplaying

game with modem and network support

for multiple players, and Shattered Nations

is a futuristic strategy game that chal-

lenges you to rebuild civilization in a post-

holocaust world.

l| BULLFROG
The guys who inspired us to put a frog on
our June cover brought a whole slew of

great-looking games to L.A. The Inde-

structibles (which carried the working title

ofMy Incredible Super Team) is a super-

hero game that takes spectacular advan-

tage of Bullfrog's hot 3D technology. Gene
Wars is a unique strategy game that'll

have gamers morphing harmless animals

into deadly mutants and pitting them
against the enemy's unholy creations.

Theme Hospital, the sequel to Theme Park,

is another "god-game" with a sense of

humor. Creation, based on the amazing
Magic Carpet 3D engine, is a futuristic

undersea action game in which you work
with intelligent sea life (dolphins and killer

whales) to save a distant planet.

The most innovative product at the

Bullfrog booth (and one of the most cre-

ative at the whole show) was Dungeon
Keeper, a fantasy "god-game" that turns

the tables on all those valiant adventurers,

putting you in charge of a dangerous dun-

geon. Gorgeous graphics depict the action

as you populate your home with monsters

to deal with bands of invading heroes.

Two sequels are as newsworthy as

any of Bullfrog's original stuff: Magic Car-

pet II: The Netherworlds will have faster,

smoother graphics, and night missions

with some incredible lighting effects; and
Syndicate Wars, the sequel to Bullfrog'

s

dark, near-future strategy game.

Syndicate, will have radically improved
graphics and multi-player action.

CAPSTONE
These guys are breaking away from their

reputation as a publisher of competent

casino packs and traditional strategy games
with a handful of promising titles. TekWar,

an action/adventure game based on the

novels and TV series created by William

Shatner, features a new. SuperVGA 3D
engine and modem/network play for as

many as 16 gamers. The graphic adventure

Chronomaster is a time-travel game written

by legendary science fiction writer Roger
Zelazny. Witchaven is a more traditional

adventure, a swords-and-sorcery game set

in a detailed 3D environment.

DOMARK
Domark had a nice mix of games to show
us, ranging from fantasy through air com-
bat to science fiction. A 3D, texture-

mapped environment and advanced AI
grace Lords ofMidnight: The Citadel, a

fantasy RPG. Confirmed Kill is Domark's
multi-player Internet air combat game that

has flight-sim fans drooling in anticipa-

tion. Berzerker combines first-person and
air-to-air combat set in a futuristic setting,

and Absolute Zero is a space combat
game with a graphic twist: It supports

most of the popular graphics accelerator

chips, and it'll run at Super VGA resolu-

tions as high as 1,024 x 768 if you've got

the hardware horsepower required.

Berserker is a science fiction action game that

blends air-to-air combat and first-person fighting.

FOX INTERACTIVE
20th Century Fox's software division

showed us Bluestar, a science fiction

adventure set on a space station where
Earth's brightest minds— humans and
dolphins— work together on the most
ambitious scientific projects in history.

The twist: Your character is one of those

clever dolphins.

Monster Island looks a little like a

1990s update of the arcade classic Ram-
page; it lets you take control ofyour

favorite movie-style monster and wreak
havoc on an urban landscape.

Ironically, Fox showed only one
movie-based product: Hellraiser: Virtual

Hell is a stylish graphic adventure based

on Clive Barker's gruesome horror

movies. Posters decorating the Fox booth

hinted at other film- and TV-inspired

games, though, including Die Hard with a

Vengeance, Return ofthe Apes, Alien 4,

The X-Files, and Virtual Simpsons.

| GAMETEK
Check out the Scoop! section in this issue

for an in-depth look at The War College,

GameTek's sequel to two ground-break-

ing wargames. Universal Military Simula-

tor and UMS II. Another sequel in the

works at GameTek is RoadWarrior, a fol-

low-up to Quarantine that'll take you and
your killer cab outside of Kemo City in

high-res SVGA graphics.

If you bought the CD-ROM edition

of this month's PC Gamer, pop The CD in

your computer for a demo of CyberBykes,

a futuristic two-wheeled racing game
spiced up with plenty of combat.

0 GREMLIN
Thanks to a distribution deal with Inter-

play, UK-based Gremlin has a stronger

presence in the states than ever— and
thanks to Slipstream 5000, they've got a

stronger reputation than ever. So what's

next from our British friends? Well,

they're promising that Fatal Racing will be
the "best PC racing game of all time." It's

too early to tell whether or not that's brag

or fact, but what we saw at the expo

looked pretty impressive, with its slick.

With Realm of the Haunting, Gremlin puts you

in the thick of a gothic horror adventure.

PC GAMER August 1995
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texture-mapped 3D graphics and stunt-

filled tracks. Realm of the Haunting looks

fairly sharp, too; it's a horror adventure
set in an shadowy, atmospheric 3D man-
sion with detail so realistic you'd swear
you could reach out and touch the oak
paneling and imported rugs.

0 EMOTION/
INFOGRAMES
The Lyon, France-based designers of the

acclaimed Alone in the Dark series had
some intriguing adventures to show off at

the expo. In Prisoner of Ice, their second
"Call of Cthulhu" game, Nazis summon
H.P. Lovecraft's shambling horrors to

threaten the free world, and only Ryan, an
American agent working with the British

Royal Navy, can stop them.
Knights Chase is a time-travel adven-

ture that has the player taking on the role

of William Tibbs, a young law student

who must investigate the secrets of the

Knights Templar and travel back to

medieval days to rescue his fiancee. This

one will be done in a 3D style similar to

Alone in the Dark, but it'll be enhanced
with Super VGA graphics.

Outside the adventure arena, there's

the space-combat game Chaos Control,

with its Japanimation-style graphics; and
C.E.O. (formerly known as A4 Networks),

an empire-building strategy game devel-

oped in cooperation with CNN — that's

right, the Cable News Network. C.E.O. will

feature full-motion video sequences with
veteran actor James Coburn as millionaire

Dwight Owen Barnes.

9 INTERACTIVE
MAGIC
Software cowboy William "Wild Bill"

Stealey's Interactive Magic has a truckload

of games set to come out in the near
future. Exploration is IM's bid for a share

of the suddenly-booming market for buy-
low-sell-high games. Set in the great age
of tall ships and uncharted oceans, it'll

have support for as many as four players.

War Patrol, a Windows-based sub-

marine sim, lets gamers take command of

American or Japanese vessels during in

more than 40 WWII-era missions.

IM's entry in the increasingly com-
petitive space race is an action game
called Space Rangers. In addition to fast-

paced combat, the game will have a strate-

gic campaign element, in the tradition of

the Atari classic. Star Raiders.

Last, but certainly not least, is F-16
Fighting Falcon — a high-tech simulation

of General Dynamic's F-16C jet, developed
by Digital Integration, the firm that cre-

ated Tornado for Spectrum HoloByte. Dig-

ital Integration also designed Interactive

Magic's own Apache helicopter sim.

I PC GAMER August 1995

^ IMPRESSIONS
You can always expect a few surprises

from the folks at Impressions, and that

was certainly the case when we stopped
by their booth at E3. Though we knew we
could expect to get an update on the com-
pany's most anticipated titles. Powerhouse
and Breach 3, (which should be on shelves

by the time you read this), we soon found
ourselves mesmerized by Caesar himself

(portrayed by a very convincing, if long-

winded, actor) reveling in the wonders of

Impressions' Caesar II.

This sequel to the dynasty-building

classic Caesar lets players conquer the

world as only a true Caesar could. Boast-

ing beautiful SVGA graphics and a wealth
of tools to begin the conquest, this one
will sit high on the "must play" list when
it's released in mid-summer.

Another title drawing admiring looks

from the PC Gamer staff was Star Bucks,

which is best described as a far-future

version of Detroit, where you build space-
faring vessels instead of four-door sedans.

Wargamers will also get the chance
to take on the world, as Impressions pre-

pares to roll out a wargaming tour de
force titled World War II: 1939-1945 later

in the year. You'll have a choice of historic

battles or those infamous "what if?" cam-
paigns throughout the course of the war.

f LUCASARTS
Even though LucasArts is riding high on
the summer charts with their current

release Full Throttle and gearing up to do
the same in the fall with The Dig, don't

expect these hard-working folks to take a

break anytime soon.

Production has begun on Rebel
Assault II, the sequel to the best-selling

arcade/adventure game, and this time
LucasArts is pulling out all the stops by
filming new full-motion video sequences

using actual Star Wars sets, props and
costumes, doing it all with the blessing of

George Lucas.

Then there's Calia 2095, an ambitious
project with an eye towards redefining the

first-person genre. With elements of

adventure gaming combined with a
healthy dose of shooting action, this

highly stylized thriller stands to turn

gamers on their ears sometime in the fall.

^ LEGEND
Though the last major release from Leg-
end, Death Gate, came out about 5 months
ago, it's obvious they haven't been sitting

on their hands during the downtime;
they've got three new adventure games
scheduled for release this fall.

The first. Mission Critical, is a sci-fi

adventure game with a top-notch story

line, and it features some stunning SVGA
graphics as well as some choice full-

motion video starring actor Michael Dorn
(best known as Worf on "Star Trek: The
Next Generation"). Best of all, MC uses the

tried-and-true Legend interface, ensuring
the game will be very playable.

Roleplayers tired of the usual hack-

PC GfiMER READERS' CHOICE RWRROS
PC gaming's top publishers joined us at L.A.'s Westin Bonaventure Hotel on the first night of the

expo for snacks, beer, and some star-watching (Johnny Depp and Christopher Walken were
shooting a movie in the hotel bar). Oh, and somewhere in there, we found time to present the first

PC Gamer Readers’ Choice Awards...

Game of the Year

Doom * id Software

Best Rolepiaying Game
Ultima VIII * Origin

Best Wargame
Aces of the Deep • Sierra

Best Arcade Game
Mortal Kombat • Ultratech

Best Strategy Game
X-COM • MicroProse

Best Historical Simulation

Colonization • MicroProse

Best CD-ROM Enhancement

X- Wing * LucasArts

Design Excellence

Doom II • id Software

Best Educational Product

Microsoft Encarta '95 •

Microsoft

Best Puzzle Game
Lode Runner: The Legend

Continues * Sierra

Best Sound Card

Sound Blaster AWE32 •

Creative Labs

Best Action Game
Doom * id Software

Best Graphics

Wing Commander III • Origin

Favorite PC Manufacturer

IBM

Best Adventure Game
System Shock « Origin

Best Acting

Under a Killing Moon » Access

Favorite Advertising

Electronic Arts

Best Simulation

NASCAR Racing » Papyrus

Best Joystick

Phoenix • Advanced Gravis

Favorite CD-ROM Drive

Sony

Best Sports Game
NASCAR Racing < Papyrus

Best Speakers

Bose

Favorite Mail Order Company

Computer Express

MB



WELCOME TO THE
new world order. A gritty, high-tech world where the art

of electronic intelligence and covert surveillance reigns

supreme. Where guerrilla strategies and savage combat
are the norm. Build bases, muster forces and lacerate

your enemies to the bone. All for the love of power.

POWER SUIT

PROTO-TYPE

X-DUNIT

IN THE HYPER-REAL
combat experience of Command & Conquer,"' you’re thrust into

the heat of an all-out race for global control.

DOMINATE YOUR
opponent through modem or network play. Will you
side with the humanistic GDI or bring the world to

its knees with the Brotherhood of Nod? Decide fast.

Your adversaries are without mercy. And so are you.

Westwood

distributed,

exclusively

by aCOMMAND & CONQUER is a trademark of Westwood Studios, Inc.

©1995 Westwood Studios, Inc. All rights reserved.

Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.
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"it you want to go all out for games, the Falcon is the

best bet for your money."

-Paul C. Schuytema, Computer Gaming World

NEW!
BIGGER HARD DISK-
SMALLER PRICE!!!

The Pentium 90 they sent me is a beautiful

piece of work, primarily because they don't look

for the lowest bidder when shopping for

standard componentry.

96% Overall Score

"

- Ted Chapman, Computer Game Review

THE FALCON MACH V: THE ULTIMATE GAMING MACHINE ™
If you don't care about playing games, buy any computer.

If you don't care how fast your games run, buy any "multimedia" computer.
If you're a serious gaming enthusiast, you need a MACH V Gaming PC.

The MACH Vp-100 MHz Pentium - NOW ON

Standard features as of 6/1/95:

Intel Pentium™ 100 MHz Processor

100% Compatible with All IBM™ PC Software

Falcon PCI Bus Motherboard, 256K Cache exp. to 1 meg
64 Bit PCI Graphics Board with 1 Megabyte - 16.8 Million Colors!

Falcon PCI Bus Enhanced IDE Hard Drive Controller

8 Megabytes of RAM expandable to 128

1 .44 Floppy Drive

730 Megabyte Enhanced IDE 8ms Hard Drive with 128K Cache- IL

195 ms QUAD-Speed CD-ROM Drive

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16™ & Shielded Multimedia Speakers

CH Products FlightStick PRO™ 4 Button Joystick with Viewing Control

CH Products Automatic Speed Sensitive Dual Gameport

Mini Tower Case with 250 Watt UL approved power supply

14" Non- Interlaced SuperVGA Monitor, .28dp, Edge-to-Edge Display

101 Key Keyboard, 3 Button Serial Mouse
MS-DOS, Windows™ (latest versions) & 10 free CD-ROMs!
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty, One Year On-site Service

UL, CSA, TUV and FCC class B certified

16550 UARTS, Temperature sensitve fans, Customized BIOS' and many other unique features!

To Order Call:

1-800-258-6778

VISA,MasterCard & Discover Accepted

Financing Available On Approved Credit.

FALCON NORTHWESTEach MACH V is custom built to meet your specific needs. There are hundreds of options to choose

from. When you're ready to buy, please call or fax us for the latest quote.

263 South Bayshore Dr. Coos Bay, OR 97420
Ph: (503) 269-0775 Fax: (503) 267-2575Product Information Number 102Trademarks are the property of their respective owners
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With a cast that includes "ST:TNG'' veteran

Michael Dorn, Mission Critical may become

the Wing Commander of adventure games.

and-slash games will want to check out

The Sword ofShannara, based on the

works of fantasy writer Terry Brooks. This

epic tale encompasses a vast game world,

and it should make for some pretty inter-

esting adventures.

For fantasy of a different sort, fans of

The Companions ofXanth will be happy to

hear production has begun on the second

installment in the Xanth series. Legends of

Xanth. Based on Piers Anthony's Xanth

novels, Legends should have even more of

the humor and punderful puzzles that

made the first such a hit.

f MERIT
The guys at Merit must have seen us com-
ing, because before we could even intro-

duce ourselves, the first words out of their

mouths were “Harvester will definitely

ship in the fourth quarter!" Well, after a

brief peek at the latest build of this long-

delayed game, it looks like they were
telling the truth— but we've gotta say, we
still wish they'd do something about that

annoying clown fellow.

We didn't have any complaints as we
checked out the rest of their titles, though.

CyberJudas, the sequel to The
Shadow President is shaping up quite

nicely as it approaches its July release,

with even more of the back-stabbing

intrigue that characterized the first game.

For release later in the year. Merit is

working on two adventure games with a

cyberpunk flair. Archangel and The Roga-

rian Agenda, and a flight sim based on the

famous Flying Tigers squadron from
WWI1, titled simply Flying Tigers.

Ip MIIMDSGAPE
Ifyou were intrigued by our Scoop! of

Savage Warriors, we're happy to report

the very violent and stylish fighting game
has improved by leaps and bounds since

we last saw it. But even as impressed as

we were by the latest incarnation of the

life-and-death struggle of Warriors, noth-

ing could hold a candle to Mindscape's

graphic adventure. Aliens. Though we'd

seen many of the same scenes when
preparing our March cover feature, those

creepy xenomorphs still managed to scare

the bejeezus out of us. Very cool.

Mindscape even manages to bring

thrills and chills to the stratosphere, with

the air combat simulation Air Power: Bat-

tle for the Skies. They've rewritten the his-

tory ofWWII (the Allies have lost) and put

you in the cockpits of some of the oddest-

looking aircraft ever created as you fight

for survival against an evil regime. Defi-

nitely one to watch for.

Fans of fantasy games will be getting

a double whammy from Mindscapes'

newly acquired Warhammer license as

they gear up to release the Warhammer
Fantasy Battle System and Warhammer
40,000: Dark Crusaders this fall. The FBS is

a strategy game based on the rules of

FASA's Warhammer miniatures game,

while Dark Crusaders uses a first-person

perspective as you take command of a

squad of Terminator Marines to fight off

hordes of menacing Ores. Both titles

should be available in the late fall.

With an eye towards the future,

Mindscape was proudly showing off a

beta ofNCAA Football for Windows 95. It

one of the best football sims we've seen,

complete with customizable plays and
player stats, and great SVGA graphics.

Best of all, it performs much faster under

the new OS than it could under DOS,
meaning you'll hit the gridiron in less time.

f MICROPROSE
After a few months of back-to-back

releases, we weren't sure what to expect

from the folks at MicroProse. Had the well

run dry? Would there be any new games
planned for the rest of the year? Well, the

good news is MicroProse has been hard

at work the whole time and has six new
titles heading our way.

Strategy fans will have Weird War II

and Aztec: Empire ofBlood to occupy the

summer months as they await the long-

promised and much-delayed Across the

Rhine, now slated for early fall. And if

you're eager to try the computer adapta-

tion of Magic: The Gathering, you won't

have long to wait. We're still puzzled by

the popularity of this strange card game,

so it'll be interesting to see if the PC ver-

sion can make believers out of us.

And what would a MicroProse

schedule be without at least one air-com-

bat sim? Navy Strike, though suffering

from a few delays, will jet its way across

PCs soon. We don't want to speak too

soon, but if the game is done as well as

PAW: 1942, Navy Strike just might be the

sim to beat.

While Virtual Karts isn't exactly a

sim, the down-and-dirty action of go-cart

racing provides challenges of its own,
with network and modem options allow-

ing players to hit the track and each other

on a variety of difficult courses.

IMEW WORLD
COMPUTING
There wasn't much new to report from
the New World Computing booth; just

updates on when titles like Heroes of

Might and Magic, Wetlands, Metal Lords

(formerly titled MechLords: The Inner Cir-

cle), and Empire II will be ready to hit store

shelves. All ofthem should arrive some-
time in the late fall/early winter of '95.

There was one new title we hadn't

seen before, though: Anvil ofDawn, a fan-

tasy roleplaying game where players take

on the armies of an evil overlord.

^ OCEAN
After years of producing cartridge games.

Ocean has made steady progress into the

PC market with titles like Robocop 3D,

Inferno and TFX, and while those prod-

ucts were met with a lukewarm reception,

it looks like things may begin to heat up
for Ocean, starting with their fall lineup.

The action starts with TFX EF2000, a

terrific-looking flight sim where you'll fly

the EuroFighter 2000. Featuring texture-

mapped SVGA graphics and designed

with network and modem play in mind,

EF2000 will let players engage in combat
with as many as eight people, as well as

try their bogey-busting abilities in a series

of challenging single-player campaigns
over realistic terrain.

And if you've been waiting to sink

your teeth into a chopper sim with easy

networkability and realistic action, Blades

ofRage takes EF200ffs hi-res graphics

engine and multi-player features and
incorporates them into a fast-flying heli-

copter simulation that's sure to please

chopper jocks everywhere. Expect Blades

ofRage sometime around Christmas.

IP ORIGIN
After attending a press and cast party to

kick off the start of production on Wing
Commander IV, meeting Malcolm
McDowell and Mark Hammill, and taking

a brief tour of the new sets at Hollywood's

Renmar studios, we might have found it

easy to overlook the work Origin has put

into the rest of their lineup.

But once we'd shaken the stars out

of our eyes and taken a second look at the

other games Origin has in the works, we
realized the folks in Austin aren't putting

all of their juevos in one basket.

The first title we want to get our

hands on is CyberMage, a comic-book
inspired adventure that takes 3D, first-per-

son action to a new level of interactivity,

letting your character take control of all

sorts of vehicles (cars, tanks, motorcycles,

etc.) and explore a vast city in search of

his identity. The game features an
incredible SVGA mode that really has to

be seen to be believed, and features a

non-linear story line.

Crusader: No Remorse is an action

game that uses an updated version of the

top-down Ultima 8 engine. Although we
really didn't like the arcade feel of Origin's

Ultima 8, the way the engine's been

revamped for use in the intentionally

arcadey Crusader: No Remorse is simply

amazing. In this futuristic shoot-'em-up,

the player controls an assassin who's try-

ing to shed his killing life and free the

world of an oppressive regime. We want
it now! Both CyberMage and Crusader:

No Remorse are due in the fall.

^ PSYGNOSIS
It's almost inevitable; when you visit Psyg-
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The Best of file Shotu
Los Angeles isn't a city known for its sincerity. Hollywood’s form-over-substance reputation

has led to a distinct feeling that you have to take everything you hear in the City of Angels with

a grain of salt.

The locals seem to know that. It’s probably why the big, angry Los Angelino who wel-

comed us to his town with a hale and hearty shout of “I'm going to kill everyone m that cab!"

felt the need to assure us of his earnestness by adding "And you can believe that!"

It's no coincidence that computer entertainment is sometimes referred to as the "New
Hollywood." Just like the movie business of many moons ago, PC gaming is enjoying explosive

growth, and the shock wave is sweeping a lot of people along with it, driving them to new heights

of ecstatic enthusiasm. As a result, every new PC game is presented to the public as the hottest,

newest, biggest, fastest, greatest thing on the market. So how do you know what to believe?

Well — if you don’t mind taking our word for it— here’s a quick rundown of the most

impressive games we saw at E3. Keep in mind that most of these games are still far from fin-

ished, so we can only give you our educated guesses on which games will be your best bets in

the coming year.

The 10th Planet has to be seen to be believed;

this still frame doesn't begin to do it justice.

THE lOTH PLANET
What kept this space combat title from disap-

pearing into the crowd of Wing Commander
clones we saw? Two words: superb

graphics, r/re 10th Planet's visuals put it light-

years ahead of most other space sims. Special

lighting effects give your deep-space surround-

ings a starkly realistic look. Playing the demo of

the game, we were amazed to see how our

laser blasts lit up the dark side of a nearby

asteroid. The feel of floating far from the sun

was really convincing. It might seem subtle, but

a game that shows this sort of attention to

detail usually turns out to be something special.

Bullfrog had a lot of great stuff to show off,

but Dungeon Keeperwas seen by all of us as

the most innovative of the bunch.

DUNGEON KEEPER
Picking the best of Bullfrog's new games was
just about the hardest part of writing this

report. But Dungeon Keeperwas probably the

most original; it takes the "god game" concept

that has been so good to Bullfrog and uses it to

turn the fantasy roleplaying genre on its ear. In

this game, you've got complete control of a

classic swords-and-sorcery-style dungeon.

You decide how to populate your dank, dark

domicile, strategically placing monsters to fend

off those pesky heroes who keep invading your

privacy. You can view the dungeon from a 3/4

top-down perspective, or put yourself in the

thick of things for a first-person tour.

Score! CyberMage, Origin's comic book hero,

discovers a tank just waiting for a test drive.

CYBERMAGE
Origin’s comic book-inspired action game is a

marvel; there’s just so much to do. We played

this one for just a few minutes, and yet we saw
the hero battle his enemies in a tank, then

attack on foot, and finally steal a hovercar and

take to the sky for some aerial combat. All this

action is executed in smooth-scrolling 30 with

a first-person perspective, Ooom-style.Con-

sider the fact that Origin’s last few first-person

games were Ultima Underworld I & II and Sys-

tem Shock, and you can understand why we’re

excited about this one. It looks like it's going to

be a blast.
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What can we say about Warcraft II that we
haven't already said five times? It's coming, it

looks fantastic..,enough said.

WARCRAFT II:

TIDES OF DARKNESS
Ware raft: Ores and Humans was a big favorite

in the PC Gamer offices. Its blend of fantasy,

strategy, action, and humor earned it an Edi-

tors' Choice award, and it looks like the sequel

is going to have more of everything that made
the original great. Tides of DarknesswiW fea-

ture much larger maps, more resources to

gather and fight over, and lots of exciting new
units, including airships, carriers, and destroy-

ers. We're always cautious about recommend-

ing a game this early in its development, but if

Tides of Darkness isn't one of the best games

of the coming year, well eat an ore.
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nosis, you're going to catch a glimpse of

one of those little Lemmmings. This time
around, we got an eyeful. In the upcoming
Lemmings 3-D (check out the demo on
this month's CD), you'll have to guide a

whole herd of the little buggers through a

completely new environment, making for

some challenging gameplay.

While Lemmings are always a treat,

the rest of Psygnosis' lineup looked espe-

cially sweet, with two arcade racing

games. Wipeout and Destruction Derby,

showing exceptional use of SVGA graph-
ics. For multi-player fun, Psygnosis

showed us a rough version of the tank

combat game Assault Rigs.

And if you think Ecstatica is one of

the most creative graphic adventures
around, that game's creators are hard at

work on another ground-breaker, tenta-

tively titled Urban Decay. Using the same
ellipsoid-modeled graphics and cinematic

camera angles as Ecstatica, Urban Decay
won't be a strict adventure game, but an
action game where the player must shoot
it out with bad guys in a fully rendered
city. It's very impressive stuff— an
extremely violent game that feels like the

movie Sam Peckinpah and John Woo
might have directed if they'd ever worked
together— but it won't be out until some-
time in '96.

9 QQP
While we have to wonder what gives him
such a poor sense of direction, wargamers
will be happy to see that the Lost Admiral
has finally found his way back to the PC
with QQP's upcoming Lost Admiral U: The
Admiral's Revenge. As with the Perfect

General n, QQP pulled out all the stops in

creating Lost Admiral n, adding a host of

new features that increase playability and
difficulty to a delightful new extreme.

Battles in Time has extremes of a dif-

ferent sort, letting players try their hand at

commanding major battles throughout
history, from the Napoleonic era to the

U.S. Civil War and even back to prehis-

toric times. And with the clever "What if?"

options, you'll even be able to send
dinosaurs up against the U.S. Cavalry for

a truly bizarre gaming experience.

But for something really different,

QQP has turned the board game Awful
Green Things From Outer Space into a

fun, family-oriented computer game
where players use such outrageous and
unique weapons as fire extinguishers,

electric fences and those dreaded canis-

ters of Zgwortz in an attempt to stop

those Awful Green aliens from invading

their spaceship.

Finally, QQP's newest roleplaying

game, Northlands, is making steady

progress towards its December release.

9 SALES CURVE
INTERACTIVE
Sales Curve was quiet when we saw them
at the January Consumer Electronics

Show, but they came to E3 bringing all

their toys. XS: Shield Up - Fight Back was
the most exciting of the bunch. Its use of

Silicon Graphics imagery for a 3D gladia-

tor-style game with 60 computer-gener-

ated opponents was impressive, and its

multi-player options should make it a hit
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with the head-to-head crowd. Kingdom O'
Magic is a downright weird comedy, a

graphic adventure that also uses Silicon

Graphics models. It's set in Ye Olde Days,

but pleasantly devoid of the usual fantasy

heroes who take themselves so seriously.

One of the more intriguing sci-fi

ideas to become adapted for a PC game is

Gender Wars. As you might imagine, it's

war between the sexes. And we mean
war! You can play as a male or female

character and kill, kill, kill, until you realize

your twisted dream of a unisex planet.

Owning the rights to the Lawn-
mowerMan game license has SCI lining

up a new game to capitalize on the Holly-

wood tie-in. Now that there's a LM2:
Jobe's War movie in the works, you can

expect the PC version in early '96.

0 SANCTUARYWOODS
Sanctuary Woods debuted two new
games at the show. Following up on
Wolfs success. Lion will once again have

you looking through the eyes— and living

the life— of a cunning predator. It's life

on the Serengeti, and the livin' ain't easy.

The other debut was Orion Burger, a

cartoon adventure that deals with getting

along with alien races; well, one race in

particular, actually— the owners of a

chain called Orion Burger. Ever in search

of new food sources, they're trying to

decide if the human race should be
ground up as hamburger meat. It's up to

you to convince these alien burger-meis-

ters that humans are an intelligent life

form and don't deserve to die. Good luck!

We were pleased to see progress on
Buried in Time: The Journeyman Project 2
and Ripley's Believe it or Not!: The Riddle

of Master Lu. Both were looking very

sharp, and we know it takes time to

develop games with such long titles.

0 SIR-TECH
There was excitement at Sir-tech's booth

over the just-released Jagged Alliance. It's

been in development so long, we were
ready to call it vaporware— but it turned

out to be well worth the wait, and now the

designers are gearing up to release a

multi-player version.

We saw several other titles to get

excited about, too. Most notable was
Shadows over Riva, the sequel to Star

Trail, which PC Gamer's editors named
Best Roleplaying Game of 1994. Another
RPG on its way is Druid: Daemons of the

Mind, a really sharp 3D game using 3/4

top-down views and detailed cinematics.

And falling into the stunning image

From Shallows over Riva, Gwandler here

wants something, and I’d imagine you’d better

give it to him or get ready to run.

department was An Odyssey, a graphic

adventure in the Dragon Lore vein.

0 SSI

If you're into wargames and roleplaying,

SSI is still the booth to visit ifyou only

have time to visit one. After showing us

the latest builds of their great-looking sub

sim. Silent Hunter, and the Thunderscape

RPG (both of which should be out as this

issue hits the newsstands), SSI kept the

hot titles coming.
Due out by August is Steel Panthers,

the latest from Gary Grigsby, author of

such titles as War in Russia and Pacific

War. You control a single tank squad or

an entire platoon, along with support

units, in both the European and Pacific

WWII theaters.

There's an intriguing RPG on its way
titled Entomorph: Plague of the Darkfall. A
plague is transforming all humans into

insects, including the game's hero, Kyan.

This develops into a race against time.

Kyan must find the root of this evil before

he becomes a giant mantis-like thingie.

The game takes place in the World of

Aden, SSI's new roleplaying universe that

debuted in Thunderscape.

Fans of the Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons line should enjoy the latest in the

series, DeathKeep. It's set on a frozen

wasteland with 25 dungeons (8 floors

each), gobs of monsters and puzzles, and
the usual AD&b stuff.

And what does the more distant

future hold for SSI? Well, these titles

should give you a clue, and as you can

see, they're definitely worth keeping a

keen eye on; Renegade: Return to Jacob's

Star, Wargame Construction Set III: Ages
of Rifles, and Allied General.

9 SONY
With Sony's big-budget multimedia

adventure Johnny Mnemonic already on
store shelves to coincide with the even

bigger-budget movie release, we half

expected this corporate giant to turn all of

its attention to pushing its multi-billion-

dollar PlayStation video game machine,

but that's just not the case.

Sony told us they're dedicated to

producing their line of PC titles and intend

to keep up the pressure by focusing on
the arcade sports market with a series of

action-packed games geared to fill the gap
between strict simulations and arcade fun.

Due out some time in the fall, the first two
offerings, ESPN National Hockey Night

and NBA Airborne '95, boast the arcade-

style playability of cartridge-based games,

balanced with the options and features

you'd expect from a PC game.
And for late in '95, Sony will be

offering a sports game that's truly out of

the ordinary: ESPN Extreme Games,
where players get the chance to

rollerblade down danger-filled hills or try

their hand at skateboarding through
obstacle-laden courses.

TAKE 2
Take 2's new lineup is looking "Dyn-o-

mitel", and that's not just because they

bagged Jimmy "J.J." Walker for one of

their products (but it's always a good rea-

son to say "Dyn-o-mitel"). Jimmy's part of

the star-studded cast that will appear in

Ripper, a game set in a future where the

infamous Jack has returned. Other cast

members include Christopher Walken, PC
game veteran Karen Allen, and John
Rhys-Davies (of Wing Commander III

fame), Burgess "The Penguin" Meredith,

Ossie Davis, and Tahnee Welch. Fittingly,

this game-noir features the music of Blue

Oyster Cult, best known for their rock hit,

"Don't Fear the Reaper."

With considerably less video than

Ripper, Millennia: Altered Destinies (pre-

viewed in our June issue) is a massive,

conquer-the-galaxy game with more than

10,000 possible time/space locations.

Using time travel, you shape the develop-

ment of four alien civilizations. This one
comes complete with arcade-style space

combat and encounters in the "fifth

dimension." Should make fans of Master
of Orion mighty happy.

We got our first chance to see more
than just pictures of Maximum Roadkill, a

racing-combat game we Scooped as

Thrash Race in our April issue. Expect to

see something playable by the fall.

Ahh! My eyes! Looks like another unfortunate

encounter with the Ripper.

TEAM 17

Team 17 has been developing games in

England for some time, and thanks to

Ocean, they're finally getting some atten-

tion over here. Team 17 will supply three

PC titles through Ocean for '95. A wise

move on Ocean's part, considering the
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quality of Team 17's games.
Of the three, Rollcage seemed the

closest to being in the finishing stages. It's

a 3D racing game played on set courses,

but the trick is to find the best "off-road"

short cuts. It features assorted vehicles

and many different viewing angles, and
Team 17 says it'll run at 70 frames per sec-

ond on a high-end Pentium.

Worms is a little tougher to describe;

it's sort of a combination of Cannon Fod-
der and Lemmings. You lead a team of

worms against other teams equipped with
bazookas, missiles, and other implements
of destruction on different battlegrounds

ranging from woodlands to snowscapes
to a 1970s get-down-funky psychedelic

scene. It's a cute game with cute touches;

you can give your wriggling soldiers

names and celebrate their birthdays—
should they live so long. Expect both titles

out by Christmas.

^ TRIMARK
INTERACTIVE
Trimark's booth was all abuzz with the

recent release of The Hive. In this fast-

moving arcade game with 3D-rendered
graphics, you basically blast your way
through mutant bees, and as you can
imagine, there are swarms of 'em. The
game shows off their Trimark's Panorac-

tive Sequences, which are similar to the

kind of rail sequences used in Creature

Shock (auto-piloted travel allowing gunfire

within a fixed screen). The Panoractive

technology permits a player 360-degree
rotation as well as up and down mobility

from a fixed position.

MagBall is another arcade game; it

challenges players to race magnetic cars

in zero gravity, simulating speeds up to

600 mph inside a 3D arena. The object is

to gain control of a magnetic geodisc ball

and fire it into an opposing team's goal.
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Swarms of mutant bee-men wreak havoc in

The Hive. Isn’t that always the way?

f VIACOM
People at the Viacom booth couldn't seem
to get enough of ZOOP, one of those

addictive Tetris-like puzzle games. But

what the PC Gamer contingent found
most interesting was MTV's Beavis and
Butt-Head in Virtual Stupidity. In this one,

the dumbnamic duo go through the

wringer in an attempt to join their buddy
Todd's gang. Another TV series spin-off is

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine: Harbinger, an
action/adventure game sure to interest

any Trekkie.

Viacom is hoping the potential block-

buster summer movie release of Congo is

a big success. Their game, Congo: The
Movie - Descent into Zinj, will be riding its

coattails. Check out the movie, and you'll

"Hey, Beavis, if we do stuff for Todd, he’ll let

us in his gang, huh-huh. That would be cool."

have a good idea what this adventure

game will be about.

• VIC TOKAI
The game we're waiting to see more of

from Vic Tokai is Deadline. It has a look

and feel similar to X-COM, but instead of

battling marauding aliens, you're dealing

with anti-terrorist missions.

The rest of Vic Tokai's lineup is com-
prised of graphic adventures that have
somewhat similar storylines. In The Scroll,

you deal with the mystery of an ancient

Egyptian curse. Silverload is a mystery
based in an old western town taken over
by an evil force. And Alien Virus 2 deals

with the mysterious, evil goings-on in a

space station.

• VIRGIN
Virgin is huge. They're working with so

many developers it's near overwhelming.
They even had a private viewing room.
And with that hugeness comes lots and
lots of games. Ready? The J 1th Hour,

Heart ofDarkness, Lands ofLore II, Z,

Screamer, Zone Haiders, Agile Warrior: F-

1 1 IX, Converse Hardcore Hoops, Rivers of
Dawn, Tri-Tryst, and Command & Con-
quer are all scheduled for '95 release, and
we've probably missed a title or two.

The first thing we did was get tickets

to enter their viewing room for a sneak
preview of Heart ofDarkness, where a boy
must confront his bedtime demons to sur-

vive. It's sort of a Prince ofPersia using

the hottest new animation technology.

While waiting for the sneak preview,

we enjoyed a game of Zone Raiders, a

hovercar combat racing game, and
Screamer, an arcade auto-racing game
that was tough to pull Matt away from.

Another game we were drawn to

was Z; a science fiction wargame that's

part Warcraft and part Perfect General II.

How could it miss?

The wildly successful The 7th Guest,

which set new graphics standards for

adventure games, now has a sequel. The
II th Hour will continue the spook-

inspired mysteries that surround the

works of one Henry Stauf, deceased.

There were several arcade games
showing at the Virgin booth. Agile War-
rior: F-t I IX is a flight shooter/elite

squadron/blow up regional targets sort of

game. Then there's Hyper 3D Pinball, a

compilation of six pinball tables with con-

vincing 3D graphics, and Tri-Tryst, a tile

removing game.
Rivers ofDawn is an RPG where you

explore a fantasy universe in search of

missing mystical stone fragments. And the

sports title Converse Hardcore Hoops is a

multi-player game that puts a spin on the

popular 3-on-3 half-court tournaments
held in most cities. The winners meet
Larry Johnson's Grandmama (played by
Johnson himself) and get to compete
against her famous grandson and his

friends, Kevin Johnson and J.R. Rider.

With titles such as Dune II and Lands
ofLore under their collective belt. West-
wood has done some of the best titles for

Virgin. And there's no slowing them
down. Westwood's currently working on
sequels to both these titles. Command &
Conquer, based on an update of the Dune
II engine, should be out by the time you
read this. Lands ofLore II: Guardians of
Destiny continues their evolution in inter-

active adventures using the awesome 3D-
rendered visuals that made Lands of Lore
so impressive.

And what does the future hold?

Well, it seems Virgin has entered into a

joint venture to publish an interactive

game based on the movie Blade Runner,
and they're turning to Westwood Studios

to develop it.

^ZOMBIE
Zombie was the new kid on the block. We
ran into them at the GT Interactive booth.

GT will be distributing their first two titles,

both due out in late '95.

Locus, a fast-paced cybersport, has

you driving electromagnetically-powered

cycles in a game of elimination. It's one of

the first computer games developed

specifically for virtual reality headsets.

Zombie's other title. Ice & Fire, was
developed by Alexey Pajitnov and
Vladimir Pokhilko, creators of Tetris. In

the game, you navigate a spacecraft over

an asteroid on tactical flights between sta-

tions. When you encounter enemies, it's

up to you to decide ifyou should freeze

'em or torch 'em.

pen
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extinct. Except for a handful who

beat the game. The few. The proud.

The totally weird. Now, you must stop

these demented dictators from

rebuilding the world in their own

images. Because if they succeed in

War, things could get pretty ugly.

Looking for fun and excitement?

Try This Means War!™ The year is

10 AG (After Game). A decade after

the hideously addictive Snark Hunter

made computer gamers its helpless prey.

Following a series of riots, explosions

and bad hair days, mankind was nearly

The strategy building game for

people who like to blow things up!

For IBM®-PC & Compatibles on CD-ROM. 1-800-879-PLAY. http://www.microprose.com
©1995 MicroProse Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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‘APACHE’ The

new flight simula-

tor from Inter-

active Magic

promises action,

stunning visual

effects and long

lasting appeal.

You are quickly

pulled into the

thick of down in

the dirt action

without ever

compromising
authenticity or

depth of game-

play. CD $45

FREE
INTERACTIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
Receive an episode of Interactive

Entertainment CD ROM magazine FREE
with any in stock software order. Offer subject

to change or cancellation without notice.

Valid from 7/1/95 to 8/31/95 or while supplies

last. Quantities limited.

IBM HARDWARE

CONTROLLERS
Auto Cockpit $159

Batter Up: Vrtl Bseball $52

CH Pro Pedals $75

CH Pro Throttle $89

CH Trackball Pro $85

CH Virtual Pilot Pro $75

Dolphin Vertual Helm $139

Flight Cockpit $219

Game Zapper $47

Joyswitch $38

Logitech WingMan Ext $45

Notebook Gameport $42

PC Virtual Golf Club $119

Spaceball Avenger $165

Thrustmaster DCS $110

Thrustmstr F16 TQS $110

Tmaster FC Sys (M2) $59

Tmaster Pro Play Golf $550

Tmaster Rudder Sys $99

Universal Cockpit $219

VFX 1 Virtual Reality $949

CD HARDWARE
4 Plex Quad Drive $429

Diamond 4000 (4x) $379

Digital Edge 3x Int $699

Mitsumi Quad Speed $215

Plextor 6 Plex 6x Int $529

Sanyo Concord 3 4x $215

SB Omni CD (4X) $412

SB Omni CD (3X) $329

Teac Super Quad $220

AUDIO HARDWARE
Snd Blaster 1 6 Value $99

Snd Blaster 32 AWE $263

Sound Man Wave $125

Vivid 3D Plus Sound $72

8/95 pcgr t

IBM ADVENTURE

7th Guest 2:11th Hr $51

Adrenaline Factor CD $35

Alien Alliance CD $44

Alien Trilogy CD $46

Alien Virus CD $38

Aliens CD $44

Alone in Dark 3 CD $42

Beneath a Steel Sky $33

Bioforge CD $44

Black Diamond CD $44

Bloodnet CD $41

Blown Away WIN CD $39

Body Count or CD $29

BrainDead 13 CD $38

Buccaneers CD $48

Bureau 13 CD $33

Cadillac & Dinosaur $49

Chronomaster CD $47

Commander Blood CD $39

Companions of Xanth $32

Corridor 7 or CD $29

Creation CD $52

Creature Shock CD $48

Crossfire CD $44

Cyberia CD $45

Cyberwar CD $48

Daedalus Encounter $47

Dark Forces CD $47

Dark Seed 2 $42

Discworld or CD $35

Dreamweb $34

Ecstatica or CD $36

Entombed CD $37

Entomorph CD $44

Evolution or CD $29

Extractors CD $34

Flash Traffic CD $39

‘STAR TREK TNG: A FINAL UNITY COLLECTORS
EDITION’ Along with the CD In this collectors editon,

you will recieve a starship Enterprise LCD Pin, “A Final

Unity Collectors Box” and an exclusive poster. CD $76

#» ’ V
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‘VAMPIRE'S
KISS’ Journey

through the

corridors of the

vampire's
ancient virtual

3D castle.

Astounding
interactive
graphics allow

you to search

for the secret

passageway
that leads to the vampire's private chamber.

Your actions determine the outcome, but

beware of things that go bump in the night they

just might suck more than your blood! CD $44

IBM ADVENTURE

Flashback CD $35

Fortress of Dr. Radiaki $32

Fred Pharkas Pharm 2 $44

Freelancer 2 1 20 $35

Full Throttle CD $46

G-Nome or CD $43

Gabriel Knight 2 CD $48

Gadget CD $45

Gateway 2 or CD $29

Gender Wars CD $49

HardJack CD $48

Harvester CD $42

Heart of Darkness CD $55

Hell CD $45

Hell Cab CD $38

Hellraiser CD $52

Heretic 2 CD $46

Heretic w/Extra Levels $46

Hired Guns $36

Hook $32

I Have No Mouth $44

Ice & Fire CD $48

In Extremus $42

Inca 3 CD $39

Indestructibles CD $44

Into the Shadows $48

Jagged Alliance $46

Johnny Mnemonic CD $41

Journeyman Project 2 $55

Jurassic Park $29

King’s Quest 6 CD $45

King’s Quest 7 CD $49

King’s Ransom CD $33

Kingdom O’ Magic CD $54

L-Zone CD $40

Lands of Lore 2 $42

Legend of Kyrandia 3 $39

IBM ADVENTURE

Leisure Suit Lrry Anth $47

Little Divil CD $39

Loadstar CD $49

Lost Eden CD $39

Lost Mind of Dr Brain $36

Lost in Town CD $44

Myst CD $48

Night Trap CD $48

Noctropolis CD $47

Out of this World 2 CD $45

Phantasmagoria CD $54

Pitfall or CD $38

Police Quest 5 CD $48

Quest for Glory 5 CD $44

Relentless CD $44

Return to Zork $39

Riddle of Master Lu $48

Scroll CD $38

Sentient CD $37

Shadows of Cairn CD $39

Simon the Sorcerer 2 $37

Space Quest 6 CD $45

Space Ship Brainlock $49

Star Reach $36

Star Trek:TNG Collect $76

Star Trek: Jdge Rite $42

Star Trek: Star Fleet $46

System Shock $41

Terra Nova CD $48

Terror of the Deep $35

The Dig $40

Thief of Dreams $42

Under Killing Moon CD$44
Virus CD $37

Voyeur CD $46

Witchaven CD $46

Wolf:Hunt or Be Hnted $39

‘LINKS PRO 386

CD’ The most

award winning

golf game in soft-

ware history has

now been

enhanced for the

CD platform

.

From tee to green

Links 386 CD is

unrivaled in recre-

ating a true golfing

experience. Play

at Hilton Head

Island or Banff

Springs Resort,

Canada. CD $19

‘HARPOON II

DELUXE’ You are

about to take com-

mand of the awe-

some power of the

world’s modern

naval and air forces.

Harpoon II Deluxe

puts you in the com-

mand center action

like never before.This

is more than just a

game, ifs an experi-

ence that will provide

you with hundreds of

hours of entertain-

ment. CD $42

IBM ACTION

4X Frenzy CD $48

Doom 2: Hell on Earth $39

Duke Nukem 3D $35

Heretic or CD $42

Magic Carpet 1 or 2 CD $44

Maximum Roadkill CD $42

Rise of the Triad $34

Road Warrior CD $30

Skull Cracker CD $41

Space Hulk 2 CD $44

System Shock CD $47

Tek War CD $46

Twisted Metal CD $42

Ultimate Doom CD $29

Warhammer 40K CD $44

IBM ARCADE

Breakthru WIN $35

Cannon Fodder CD $23

Corpse Killer CD $48

Dragons Lair 2 CD $39

Dragon’s Lair 3 $34

FX Fighter CD $45

Monty Python’s Waste $48

Mortal Kombat 3 CD $47

Novastorm CD $35

Pinball Fantasy Dlx CD $29

Pinball Illusions or CD $29

Pinball Worlds or CD $35

Raiden $29

Rise of the Robots $45

Royal Flush Pinball CD$30
Slam City CD $48

Space Ace 2 $34

The Last Bounty Hnter$35

Ultimate Pinball CD $29

IBM ROLEPLAYING

AD & D Collectors CD $35

ADD Collector’s Vol 3 $19
ADD Three Worlds CD $24

Al-Qadim CD $39

Alien Legacy $36

Amberstar $16

Anvil of Dawn CD $34

Arena $39

Berserker CD $48

Betrayal at Antara CD $48

Campgn Cartographer $46

Cobra Mission $29

Curse of Azure Bonds $15

CyClones $39

Cyber Space CD $38

CyberJudas CD $32

Daemonsgate or CD $19

Dark Sun 2 or CD $49

Dark Sun or CD $49

Darklands $19

Death Knghts of Krynn$15

Devil’s Gate CD $40

Disciples of Steel $34

Dragon Lore CD $47

Druid:Daemon of Mind $46

Dungeon Master $19

Dungeon Mstr 2 or CD $37

Elder Scrolls 2 CD $48

Eye of Beholder 1-3 ea$19

Goldtree Dark Tower $15

Goldtree Engine $26

Hunters of Ralk CD $48

Ishar 3 CD $33

Kingdoms CD $40

Knights of Xentar CD $38

Lands of Lore $34

Legacy $39

©1995 CHIPS & BITS, INC.



OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 per

order. Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require

additional shipping charges. Cannot gurarantee customs clearance. Order at own risk.

Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as

cash. COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Shipping

times may vary. Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details.

FREE GAME OFFER*
See details below

SPACE QUEST 6:

THE SPINAL

FRONTIER’ Join

farces with hun-

dreds of your

favorite outer space

heroes, past & pre-

sent, in the most

uproarious, out-

rageous Space

Quest ever. No

video game, TV

show or sci-fi movie

is exempt from the

comic parody of the

Space Quest 6

creators. CD $45

IBM roleplayingMibm simulations

A ‘ U LTI M AT E

DOOM’ Prepare

yourself for the

ULTIMATE DOOM.
Now you can get

the complete origi-

nal megahit plus

an all new episode

that will blow you

away: Thy Flesh

Consumed. These

nine never seen

before expert lev-

els will make the

first 27 seem like

a walk in the

park! CD $32

‘THRUST-MAS-
TER F-16 TQS’

You’ve got one of

the best flight sim-

ulators on the

market and the

software is more

sophisticated than

the best the mili-

tary had just a few

years ago, but

you’re still using

your keyboard to

fly it? With the ‘TQS” you’ll be flying that bird from an F-

16 Cockpit! User configurable, thumb trackball, fore and

aft throttle movement, dogfight switch and throttle tension

adjustment wheel, as realistic as the real thing. $110

‘THE INTER-
ACTIVE
A D V E N -

TURES OF
SEYMORE
BUTTS’
Follow the

adventures of

Seymore Butts

and his cam-
era and help

him meet and

mate with the

girl of his dreams. This full length interactive

quicktime adventure features over 90 min-

utes of digital video with the freshest talent

in adult entertainment. CD $39

IBM SIMULATIONS IBM SIMULATIONS

*FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose a

FREE IBM game from the corresponding list below. Offer subject to

change or cancellation without notice. Valid from July 1 st - Aug 31 st

or while supplies last. Request must be made at time of order.

SPEND $60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, All IE up to Episode 9, Cohort 2 3.5,

Conquered Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5, GNB Seen Disk 3.5, Gunship 5.25,

Mercenaries 5.25, Pirates 5.25, SDI 5.25

SPEND $100
Bridge 7.0 3.5, DRAGON Force 3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 Mig 29 3.5,

MacArthur’s War 3.5, Megatraveller Zhodani 5.25, Return of the

Phantom 3.5, Terminator 2029 3.5

SPEND $160
Alone in the Dark 3.5, Battles of Destiny 3.5, Links Pro 386 3.5, FI 5

Strike Eagle II 3.5, Rules of Engagement 5.25, Silent Service 2 3.5,

Simon the Sorcerer 3.5, Star Trek Judgement Rites 3.5, Ultima

Underworld 2 3.5, Worlds at War 3.5/5.25

SPEND $200
Harpoon Coll CD, Falcon 3.0 3.5,Jutland CD, Links Pro 386 CD, V
Victory: Market Garden 3.5

IBM SPORTS IBM STRATEGY

Lord of Rings 2 CD $38 A10 2: Silent Hntr CD $48

Lord of the Rings CD $36 A320 Airbus $29

Lords of Midnight CD $48 AH-64 B Longbow $54

Menzoberranzan $42 Absolute Zero CD $48

Might & Magic 5 $19 Aces over Europe CD $25

Pirates Gold $19 Aces of the Deep $44

Pools of Darkness $38 Aces of the Pacific CD $39

Ravenloft 2 CD $46 Across Desert ‘41 CD $48

Ravenloft or CD $49 Across the Rhine CD $47

Realm of Arkania 3 CD $46 Air Combat Pac 42 Gld $48

Red Crystal $19 Air Combat Series CD $47

Return to Ringworld CD $19 Air Havoc Ctrl WIN CD$39

Riftwar Legacy CD $23 Air Warrior 2 or CD $34

Rings of Medusa Gold $18 Airpower or CD $45

Rng of Medusa Gld CD $23 Apache CD $45

Robinson Requiem CD $29 Armored Fist $43

Rome: Pathway Power $29 Army Air Corps: 1942 $48

Shadow Caster CD $18 Battle of Britain 2 WIN $34

Sherlock Holmes 1-3 ea$29 Battlecruiser 3000 $43

Skyrealm of Jorune CD $39 Big Red Racing CD $40

Star Reach CD $36 Chaos Control CD $39

Star Trail $41 Chopper Pack CD $38

StarTrail Speech Pack $18 Chopper Strike $48

Star Trek Deep Spce 9$41 Combat Air Patrol CD $25

Star Trek TNG Unity CD$47 Confirmed Kill CD $44

Stonekeep CD $44 Cyber Race CD $32

Stronghold $19 Cyclemania CD $34

Sword of China $42 D-Day: Op Overlrd CD $39

Syndicate $37 Dark Ride CD $49

Syndicate Plus CD $40 Dawn Patrol 2 CD $42

Thunderscape CD $40 Descent 2.0 CD $46

Treasure Savage Front$19 Destruction Derby CD $36

Ultima 9 or CD $52 Dream Web CD $34

Unlimited Adventures $19 EarthSiege 2 CD $48

Vampire: Masquerade $48 FI 6 Fightg Falcon CD $44

Wizardry 7 Crusaders $19 FI 5 Strike Eagle 3 $34

World of Xeen CD $24 FA18 Hornet CD $54

Product Information Number 92

Falcon 4.0 CD $49 Phoenix Fighter CD $49

Fast Attack CD $48 Power Boat Sim 3 $46

Fighter Duel Pro 2 $33 Raven Project or CD $45

Fighter Wing or CD $39 Renegade CD $41

Fleet Defender FI 4 $42 Retribution CD $32

Flight Sim Toolkit CD $39 Sail ‘95 $40

Flight Unlimited CD $48 Sailing Simulator 3 $52

Flying Aces CD $49 Silent Hunter CD $46

Flying Circus $39 Silent Steel or CD $46

Flying Tigers CD $42 Sky Warriors CD $35

Great Naval Bttls 2 CD$39 Slipstream 5000 CD $40

Indy Car Racg 2.0 CD $40 Space Clipper $42

Inferno or CD $44 Spectre VR CD $35

Interactive Sailing CD $45 Star Base $42

Iron Angel CD $44 Starlord $39

Iron Assault CD $39 Stim Slum $42

Jet Fighter 3 $41 Sub Battle Simulator 2
: $39

Lawn Mower Man CD $35 Sub War 2050 Pis CD $40

Lode Runner $36 Super Tank Com CD $48

Ml Tank Platoon 2 CD $48 TFX or CD $36

M4:Sherman Tank Sim $34 Tank Com Network $46

Maximum Overkill Bun $40 Tie Fighter $39

Max Ovrkill Multi-Plyer $48 Top Gun CD $39

Mech Commander CD $42 Tower or CD $44

Mechwarrior 2 or CD $45 Trophy Bass CD $48

Metal Lords CD $34 U-Boat 2 $36

MetalTch:B-dromeCD $37 Virtual Karts CD $40

MetalTech: EarthSiege $45 War Patrol CD $42

MiG 29 $39 Warhawk CD $42

Microsoft Fight Sim 5.0$44 Werewlf Vs. Comanche$48

MS Flight Sim 5.1 CD $53 Wng Commnder 4 CD $54

Msoft Flight Sim 6 CD $54 Wings of Glory CD $40

MS Flight Sim F Shop $36 World Circuit 2 or CD $42

MS F Sim F Shop CD $44 X-Car Exprmnt Racng $44

Msoft Space Sim 1 .0 $44 X-Wing $39

Mig 29 Gold CD $49 X-Wing Collector’s CD $46

Nascar Racing $39 Zone Raiders CD $48

©1995 CHIPS & BITS, INC.

3-Decathlon CD $42

Barkley:Shut Up&Jam $42

Blood Bowl CD $34

B Hull Hckey ‘95 CD $34

ESPN 2 Extreme Gms $38

EuroGolf CD $44

FIFA Intmt’l Soccer ‘96 $40

Fairways to Heaven $29

F Page FB Pro ‘96 CD $48

F P Sprts BsB ‘96 CD $48

Internat’l Tennis Open $44

Links Pentium CD $49

Madden Ftball 96 CD $44

Microsoft Baseball CD $51

Microsoft Golf 2.0 CD $45

NBA Jam or CD $44

NBA Live 95 CD $47

NFL Chllnge Premium $59

NFL Coach Club FB 2 $44

NFL Q-back Club ‘96 $45

NFL Super Bowl CD $39

NHL Hockey ‘95 CD $40

Nick Price Golf CD $45

PBA Bowling CD $44

PGA Tour Golf 486 CD $47

Picture Perfect Gif CD $42

Proleague FB Com CD $38

QB Attack CD $46

RBI Baseball ‘96 CD $36

Road to Final Four 2 $38

Rugby Wrld Cup ‘95 $40

Skins Gme at Bighorn $37

Time Out Sports Bball $39

Tony LaRussa Bsball 3$48

TroyAikman Ftball CD $49

Ultimate Ftball ‘95 CD $40

Unnecessry Rough ‘95 $34

8/95 PCGR 2

1830: RR & Rob Bar $34

18th Air Squadron $36

A Train $34

A-Train w/Construction $29

Advncd Civilization CD $34

Ancient Art of War Sky $26

Archon Ultra $32

Arctic Baron $29

Ares CD $42

Aztec CD $40

Baldies or CD $34

Battle Bugs $37

Battle Isle 2200 CD $34

Battle of Chickamagua $38

Battles in Time or CD $35

Black Beard or CD $34

Breach 3 or CD $34

C.E.O. CD $40

Castles 2 CD $48

Celtic Tales CD $34

Chessmster 4000 Trbo$36

Civilization $44

ClockWerx WIN CD $24

Colonization or CD $46

Colonization Gold CD $48

Colonization WIN $48

Conquered Kingdms 2 $38

Conquerer CD $46

Conquest $36

Corporate Colonies $35

Crisis in the Kremlin $29

Crusader:No Remorse $46

Darklegions or CD $38

Dead Zone CD $52

Deadline CD $38

Dungeon Keeper CD $48

Empire 2 CD $34
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‘11TH HOUR’
Sequel to 7th

Guest except the

stakes are higher,

the puzzles more

clever & the return

visit even more

unsettling. Solve

puzzles & investi-

gate clues that

take you through

Stauf's haunted

house with movie-

like plot twists,

special effects &
music sound-

track. CD $51
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‘SPACE
SIRENS 2:

MEGABABES
FROM AJIA'

You have

encountered the

Space Sirens

and lived to tell

the tale.Now you

must face the

new challenge, a

deadlier form of

alien. Gorgeous

women and

Touch and Feel

User Inter-

face. CD $49

SHIPPING!
Place an order for an out of

stock software item and recieve

FREE overnight shipping when
product becomes available.

Handling $2 per shipment.

POLICE QUEST
ANTHOLOGY’ is

one of the most

successful adven-

ture game lines

ever released for

the PC. Called

“reality role playing”,

each game puts

you on the front

lines as a cop. This

two CD collection

includes the first 4

games plus video

interviews and

action arcade

games. CD $48

1 IBM STRATEGY 1 1 IBM WAR GAMES 11 IBM HINT BOOKS 11 IBM ADULT INTERACTIVE 1

Empire Builder CD $35 Action North Atlantic $26 7th Guest 2: 11th Hr $16 Come Play With Me $36
Exploration or CD $42 Bttle Tank Barbarossa $29 Across the Rhine $16 Cyber Strip Poker $49
Fantasy Empires CD $42 Battle of the Atlantic $29 Air Combat Pacific $16 Dark Tunnels $29
Fantasy Fiefdom CD $48 Battle of the Bulge $39 Alone in the Dark 3 $16 Dirty Debutantes 2 $39
Feudal $39 Beyond Squad Leader $45 Arena $16 Dream Girl $28
Flight Commndr 2 CD $38 Blitzkrieg or CD $39 Bioforge $17 Dream Machine 2 $49
Front Lines or CD $39 Blue & The Grey CD $39 Colonization $16 Electric Swing $39
Genesia $35 Carriers at War or 2 $39 Dark Forces $16 Girlfriend Nikki $49
Genghis Khan 2 $34 CincPac: Midway CD $39 Doom 2 $12 Girlfriend Teri $46
Great Naval Bttls 3 CD$46 Civil War: 1861-64 CD $39 Dungeon Master 2 $16 Internat’l Strip Poker $22
Hammer of the Gods $39 Command & Conquer $48 Fleet Defender Official $16 Intimate Journey $24
High Seas Trader CD $39 D-Day or CD $39 Full Throttle $16 Midnight Stranger $45
Incredible Machine 2 $39 Dreadnoughts Deluxe $59 Jagged Alliance $16 Mind Teazzer 1 or 2 $32
Jagged Alliance CD $46 Fields of Glory $37 Jet Fighter 3 $16 Mustang Interactive $42
Lemmings 3D CD $32 Fifth Fleet or CD $39 King’s Quest 7 $17 Neurodancer $39
Lemmings Paintball $31 Flight Commander 2 $38 Legend of Kyrandia 3 $12 Nightwatch 3 $49
Little People CD $40 Grey Seas,Grey Skies $29 Master of Magic $16 Paradise Club $39
Lords of Realm or CD $39 Harpoon 3 CD $39 Mechwarrior 2 $16 Penetration $24
Lost Admiral 2 CD $39 Iron Cross 2 CD $39 Menzoberranzan $12 Penthouse 3 or 4 ea $59
Master of Orion or CD $40 Last Blitzkrieg $40 MetalTech: EarthSiege$16 Pleasure Zones $33
Millenium CD $42 Man of War $36 Might & Magic 5 $16 Poker Party $45
New Horizons CD $34 Operation Crusader $36 Noctropolis $12 Scissors N’ Stones $29
Opration Crusader CD $39 Operation Europe CD $34 Panzer General $16 Secrets Interactive $35
Pizza Tycoon or CD $40 Panzer General or CD $39 Phantasmagoria $16 Sorority House $34
Romance 3 Kingdm 4 $39 Red Sky Morning $36 Ravenloft 2 $12 Space Sirens 1 or 2 $49
Second Conflict WIN $34 Seventh Fleet $36 Rise of the Triad w/CD $19 Spy Club $49
Sid Meir's Civil War $58 Sid Meir’s Civil War $58 Sim City 2000 $16 Strip Poker Pro $29
Sim City 2000 $29 Stalingrad or CD $39 Skyrealms of Jorune $12 Strip Pot $36
SimTower or CD $33 The Pure Wargme CD $29 Star Trek TNG $16 Texas Table Dance $39

Space Raiders CD $42 Third Reich or CD $34 Star Trek: Judge Rites $12 Vampire’s Kiss $44
Star Control 3 CD $39 Tigers on the Prowl $42 Stonekeep Official $16 Virtual Strip Tease $25
The Orion Conspiracy $40 USS Ticonderoga CD $34 The Dig $16 Virtual Valerie 2 $42
Transport Tycoon CD $48 V Victory:Mrkt Garden $24 Under A Killing Moon $16 Virtual Vibrations $8
Warcraft 2 $40 V Victory:Gld,Juno,Srd $34 Wing Commander 3 $19 Virtual Vixens $39
Warhammer Fantasy $44 V Victory: Utah Beach $29 Wings of Glory $17 Virtually Yoursl or 2 $49
Worlds of War CD $48 V Victory: Velikye Luki $24 X-Com 2 $16 WanderLust $44
X-Com 2 or CD $39 Victory at Sea $41 X-Wing $16 Winner Takes All $39
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‘SILENT
HUNTER’
Authentic W.W. II

film footage, cine-

matics & narration

throughout, gives

the game a histori-

cal feel of what it

was like to com-

mand a sub during

the war in the

Pacific. Choose a

variety of American

submarines used in

W.W.II the Gato,

Balao, Tambour or

Salmon. CD $46

‘ESPN SPORTS
SHORTS’ Stop

working so seri-

ously! Use hun-

dreds of ESPN
videos and high

resolution photos

as slideshows,

Screenbreaks,

wallpapers or

backdrops. Like

SportsCenter on

your PC, get foot-

ball, hockey, base-

ball, basketball,

golf, auto racing

and more. CD $12

IBM ADULT MOTION

All Beauties 2 $19

Always $39
Amateur Models 3 $25

American Blond $24

American Built $24

American Swinger 2 $26

Asian Heat $24

Bankok Beauties $19

Blondage $24

Bobbit Uncut $32

Bonnie & Clyde $26

Busen Extra V. 1 $28

Bsty Babes 3 $38

Candy Snacker $24

Danish Girls Exlusive $25

Deep T Girls 2 $29

Dirty Duo $22

Erotic Film Sensation $22

Fantasies 2 $26

Fantasy $24

Freak Club $26

Girlfriends V. 1 $24

Hot Stuff $36

Kelly Eighteen $24

New Machine 6 Pack $42

Novel Desires $33

Oriental Treatment 3 $28

Parlor Games $25

Pleasure Dome $28

Sharon Starlet $24

Sindy Does it All $29

Spring Break Girls $32

Stocking Stuffers $33

Tokyo Nightlife $59

Urotsukidoji Collectn $59

Voice in my Bed $24

Wide Open Spaces $34

IBM ADULT STILLS

Amateur Allstars $26

Asian Palate V. 2 $36
Babe Watch 3D $26

Blond Bombshells $29

Celebrity Nd’s $25

Erotic Fantasies $26

Erotic Giant $24

Femme Fatale $33

Garo Collection $24

Girls of J Steve Hicks $34

International Beauty $24

Ona Zee $34

Private Video Mag 1 $29

Select A Pet $29

Tabloid Beauties $28

Total Fantasy $24

Undrground Adit Ref $26

CDI ADULT

American Blond $32

Dirty Looks $32

Endlessly $32

Ice Woman $32

Mask $32

Shame $29

Suite 18 $32

3DO ADULT

Blond Justice $32

Endlessly $32

Immortal Desire $32

Intimate Journey $32

Neurodancer $39

Passion Files $36

Winner Takes All $32



OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 per

order. Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require

additional shipping charges. Cannot gurarantee customs clearance. Order at own risk. FREE GAME OFFER*
Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as

cash. COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Shipping

times may vary. Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details. See details below

‘BREACH 3’ puts

you in command

as Squad Leader

of the Federated

Worlds. Do you

have what it takes

to command your

marines in dan-

gerous missions

against destruc-

tive enemy

forces? Features

turn based and

real time play and

individual person-

alities for each

marine. CD $41

‘A TASTE OF
EROTICA’ The

sampler of all

samplers! This

includes inter-

active demos,

movie clips and

photos of over

30 different

titles from New
Machine
Publishing.
Adventures of

Seymore Butts, Nightwatch, Hidden Obsession to

name a few of the best adult titles ever produced

for CD Rom. This is the ultimate try before you

buy experience! $8

JHINt

—
/
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TOP GUN’ Relive

the awe inspiring

experience of the

popular film Top

Gun”, only this time

YOU are Maverick!

All the thrills of this

dogfighting adven-

ture story come to

life. Begin with vivid

competition for the

Top Gun trophy

while experiencing

all the sights,

sounds and char-

acters of the origi-

nal movie. CD $39

THE LOST
VIKINGS’ It’s just

another day of

Nordic seafaring

and pillaging when

Erik the Swift,

Baleog the Fierce

and Olaf the Stout

are sucked into an

alien spaceship.

Only you can help

them find their way

home. Hundreds

of puzzles to play

and conquer and

over 35 rip roaring

levels. $9

THE LOST
ADMIRAL 2’

Dare to enter the

waters once

again, with The

Admiral’s Re-

venge. The pre-

designed maps

are monumental,

the randomly

generated sce-

narios are

tremendous and

the campaigns

round out a titan-

ic gaming experi-

ence. CD $39

*FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose a

FREE IBM game from the corresponding list below. Offer subject to

change or cancellation without notice. Valid from July 1st - Aug 31st

or while supplies last. Request must be made at time of order.

SPEND $60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, All IE up to Episode 9, Cohort 2 3.5,

Conquered Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5, GNB Seen Disk 3.5, Gunship 5.25,

Mercenaries 5.25, Pirates 5.25, SDI 5.25

SPEND $100
Bridge 7.0 3.5, DRAGON Force 3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 Mig 29 3.5,

MacArthur’s War 3.5, Megatraveller Zhodani 5.25, Return of the

Phantom 3.5, Terminator 2029 3.5

SPEND $160
Alone in the Dark 3.5, Battles of Destiny 3.5, Links Pro 386 3.5, FI 5

Strike Eagle II 3.5, Rules of Engagement 5.25, Silent Service 2.3.5,

Simon the Sorcerer 3.5, Star Trek Judgement Rites 3.5, Ultima

Underworld 2 3.5, Worlds at War 3.5/5.25

SPEND $200
Harpoon Coll CD, Falcon 3.0 3.5,Jutland CD, Links Pro 386 CD, V

Victory: Market Garden 3.5

3DO Sys Panasonic $399

7th Guest 2: 11th Hr $54

Alone in the Dark 2 $52

Blade Force $54

BrainDead 13 $52

Cyberdillo $52

Daedalus Encounter $64

Doom $52

FIFA Internati’l Soccer $52

Flight Stick Pro $69

GEX $52

Grandest Fleet $56

Hell $45

Icebreaker $52

KingdonrFar Reaches $46

Myst $54

NHL Hockey 96 $52

NovaStorm $52

Panzer General $54

Perfect General $56

Psychic Detective $52

Quarantine $34

Seal of the Pharaoh $39

Shanghaii:Triple Threat $52

Shootout at Old Tucsoni $54

Syndicate $54

Theme Park $52

Top Gun $54

Wing Commander 3 $54

7th Guest Digital Vid $52

Bum Cycle $46

KingdonrFar Reaches $44

Merlin’s Apprentice $44

Voyeur 2 $52

GENESIS JAGUAR PLAYSTATION | SUPER NINTENDO |
Earthworm Jim 2 $64 Jaguar CD System $149 Sony Playstation Sys $299 Brandish 2 $64

Kingdom CD $52 Jaguar Controller $19 PSX Controller $32 Casper $58

Phantom 2040 $58 Jaguar Power Kit $149 PSX Memory Card $35 Chrono Trigger $72 :

Star Trek Deep Spce 9$48 Alien Vs Predator $54 3-D Golf $45 Congo $58

Eternal Champions CD$46 Blue Lightning CD $52 After Shock $54 Cutthroat Island $62

Fatal Fury Special CD $44 Club Drive $29 Agile Warrior: F-111X $54 EarthWorm Jim 2 $64

Maximum Carnage 2 $56 Demolition Man CD $52 Ball Blazer $58 Mega Man 7 $59

Primal Rage $59 Doom $56 Blazing Dragons $52 Mutant Chronicles $59

Streets of Rage 3 $56 Highlander CD $52 Cyber Sled $54 Ogre Battle $58

VR Troopers $52 Hover Strike $52 Destruction Derby $52 Road Runner 2 $56

WeaponLord $58 Mortal Kombat 3 $59 Doom $59 Seventh Saga 2 $62

Beyond Oasis $68 Pinball Dreams $54 ESPN Extreme $52 Star Trek Deep Spce f5$48

New Horizons $62 RayMan $58 GEX $52 The Dragon $62

Phantasy Star 4 $82 Rise of the Robots $59 Galaxy Fight $54 The Mask $59

Popful Mail CD $49 Supercross 3D $56 Hyper 3-D Pinball $52 Warlock $59

Shining Force 2 $66 Syndicate $58 Jumping Flash $52 Breath of Fire 2 $64

Uncharted Waters $59 TroyAikman Football $56 Krazy Ivan $54 Dragon Warrior 5 $72

Crime Patrol CD $49 Ultra Vortex $64 Minnesota Fats Pool $54 EarthBound $64

Exo Squad $48 Valus Force $54 Myst $54 Final Fantasy 3 $66

Lethal Enforcers 2 $26 Varuna’s Forces CD $56 Novastorm $54 Secret of Evermore $66

Vector Man $52
1

PGA Tour 96 $52 Bass Masters Classic $59

ATP Tennis $46 MARS 32X Panzer General $54 Brett Hull Hockey 95 $39

Bass Masters Classic $56 Power Sports Soccer $54 Looney Tunes B-Ball $59

ESPN Baseball CD $49 College Basketball $62 Primal Rage $54 Madden Football 96 $58

Hardball 95 $49 Cosmic Carnage $49 RayMan $54 NBA Jam Tourn Editn $64

Links Pro Golf CD $56 Doom $59 RazorWing $52 NHL Hockey 95 $54

Madden Football 96 $58 Kingdom:Far Reaches $59 Ridge Racer $56 RBI 94 $54

Minnesota Fats Pool $54 Midnight Raiders CD $56 Road Rash $54 Super Bases Loaded 3$62

NBA Action 95 $54 Mother Base $49 Shock Wave $54 Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $59

. NHL All Star Hockey $49 Night Trap CD $59 Solar Eclipse $54 WWF Arcade $66

Rugby World Cup 95 $54 RBI 95 CD $57 Space Ace $54 Aero Biz Supersonic $56

Rally CD $54 RayMan $58 Tekken $54 Bust-A-Move $42

Road Rash 3 $52 Slam City CD $52 Toh Shin Den $59 Lord of Darkness $56

Super Bike Challenge $49 Supreme Warrior CD $56 Top Gun:Fire at Will $54 PTO 2 $62

Liberty or Death $56 VR Troppers $59 VR Hockey $56 Romance 3 Kingdm 4 $64

Shanghaii 2 $39 Virtua Fighters $59 WarHawk $52 Tetris & Dr. Mario $54

Syndicate CD $54 Virtua Racing Deluxe $59 Wing Commander 3 $59 Jeopardy CD $49

e ,995 chips s bits ,Nc Product Information Number 93

SATURN

Saturn System $399

3-D Soccer $52

3D Baseball 95 $58

AD&D Fighters $46

Agile Warrior: F-111X $54

Batman Forever $52

Blades of Rage $54

Blazing Dragons $52

Bug! $38

Clockwork Knight $38

Cyber Sled $54

Daytona USA $52

DefCon 5 $54

GEX $52

Ghen War $52

Gran Chaser $46

Horde $52

Legacy of Kain $58

Mortal Kombat 2 $48

NBA Basketball $52

Night Warriors $54

Off World Interceptor $52

Panzer Dragoon $52

Pebble Beach Golf $46

Pinball Arena $54

Primal Rage $64

RayMan $54

Road Rash $54

Solar Eclipse $52

Space Ace $52

Supreme Warrior $52

Total Eclipse $54

VR Hockey $56

Virtua Cop $52

Virtua Fighters 2 $56

Virtua Racing $54

X MEN $54
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Your Ultimate Guide to New Game Releases

ast month's dictionary of

PC gaming terms was
met with such a wonder-
fully lukewarm recep-

tion, we've decided to do
it again!

Back by lack of popular demand,
here's the latest installment in our ever-

evolving gamer-speak glossary. Snip it

out! Save it! Collect 'em all! Trade 'em
with friends!

3D-rendered: Refers to high-end 3D
graphics created with sophisticated soft-

ware packages like 3D Studio or on
high-end hardware like a Silicon

Graphics computer.

Al: Artificial Intelligence. Refers to the

code that controls your computerized

opponents in a PC game. A game with

really great AI will respond to your

moves as if you were playing against

another human being.

CRPG: Short for Computer Roleplaying

Game.

Editor: A program designed to let you
change an existing game. Some editors.

like XALTER for X-COM, allow you to

make a game harder or easier by chang-

ing your characters' statistics. Others

can be used to significantly change the

look and feel of a game; for instance,

DeHackEd and DEU are some of the

tools clever hackers have used to create

all those new Doom levels you can find

online and on PC Gamed

s

CD.

General MIDI: MIDI stands for Musical

Instrument Digital Interface, an elec-

tronic language that lets computers and
synthesizers communicate. General MIDI
is a standardized set of musical instru-

ment sounds; the theory is that any song
written for General MIDI will sound
right on any synthesizer compatible with

General MIDI, regardless of make or

model.

Keyboard: If you don't know what this is,

we're not going to tell you.

Rue d'lnfo: What our Cajun cousins call

the Information Superhighway. Known
to those of German descent as the

Infostrasse.

Shareware: Software sold on the honor

system; you download a free game from
an online service or get a copy from a

friend, and if you like it, you send the

developer some money. Shareware pub-

lishers rely on the honesty and ethics of

their fellow man — despite that, some of

them have become quite wealthy. Doom
is the all-time grand champion of share-

ware games; until recently, it was only

available as shareware, and yet it made
the guys at id Software a humongous
wad of dough.

Shovelware: The practice of putting sev-

eral old, inferior games on a CD-ROM
and selling them at bargain-basement

prices to unsuspecting gamers.

TSR: Terminate and Stay Resident.

Refers to programs that load into mem-
ory and stay there even while you run

other programs. A pop-up mixer to con-

trol your sound card is a popular TSR.

Vaporware: Software that never appears

on store shelves, despite repeated

promises from the publisher. Harvester,

previewed in our very first issue more
than a year ago and still unreleased, is a

good example.

With each PC Gamer review, you'll find two very important pieces of

information: the game's minimum hardware requirements, and the

hardware configurations we recommend as the least you'll need to

really enjoy the game. While a game will run on the minimum system

the manufacturer specifies, it might not run all that well. Because of

this, we test each game on several systems so we can bring you a more
realistic assessment of what you'll really need.

THE PC GAMER RATINGS SYSTEM

100%-90% Classic

Not many games can earn a rating

over 90%, and even fewer can

approach the magic 100. Anything

that we rate over 90% is an instant

classic— a game that’s truly sig-

nificant in both content and design,

and one that we’d recommend with-

out reservation to anyone interested

in PC gaming.

89%-80% Excellent

These are excellent games. Anything

that scores in this range is well

worth your attention, though it may

not make any significant advances

over its rivals. Also, some genuine

benchmark games of decidedly spe-

cialist taste will fall into this area —
it may be the best 7th Cavalry simu-

lation on the market, but not all of us

want to relive Little Bighorn.

79%-70% Very Good

Good games, which we d recom-

mend to fans of the particular genre

— although there are probably bet-

ter games out there.

69%-60% Good
A reasonable, above-average game.

It may be worth buying, but proba-

bly has a few significant flaws.

59%-50% Fair

Very ordinary games. Not completely

worthless, but not a very good way

to spend your gaming dollar, either.

49%-40% Below Average

Poor quality. Only a few, slightly

redeeming features keep them

from falling into the abyss of the

next category...

39%-0% Don’t Bother

Just terrible games— and the

lower you go, the worse they get.

Avoid these titles like the Black

Plague — and don’t say we didn't

warn you!

PC Gamer Editors'

Choice(Ms
Each and every month, we honor the best games

we see — those earning 88% or above— with

our coveted Editors' Choice award. It's not easy

to earn the Editors' Choice, and there are a lot

of excellent games that fall just short of the honor. So

when you see the PC Gamer Editors' Choice logo on a game at

your local software shop, you can bet it's among the best of the best.

Perfect General II

| wir
‘ ~V#

Woodruff and the Schnibble
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REVIEWS

Required We Recommend

FullMle
Category; Graphic Adventure

Developer; LucasArts Entertainment

Publisher: LucasArts Entertainment,

P.0. Box 10307, San Rafael,

CA 94912 (800)782-7927

What kind of game does a

200-pound biker choose to

star in? Any one He wants to, of course.

M.S.R.P.: $49.99

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive;

486DX/33MHz; 8MB
RAM; DOS 5.0 or

later; 1MB hard-

drive space; VGA

486DX2/66MHz;
Local Bus or PCI

video card; Mouse;
Supported sound
cards

Whenever Ben picks up a new weapon on the Mine

Road, you hear a crunching power chord and see a

cut scene like this one. Very cool.

Wouldn’t you know it? As soon as you find the keys to your bike and hit the road, you run into a

Rottwheeler! After he's finished talking trash, just ease your Corley to the right and start punching.

Veteran gamers can expect to finish the

game in under seven or eight hours,

while newcomers can look forward to

about double the gaming. In fact, if all

you care about is duration of gameplay,
you’ll probably be a bit disappointed. But
if you’d like to see just how sophisticated

and exciting computer gaming can be,

you really should give it a try.

Set sometime in the future. Full

Throttle is the story of Ben, leader of a

motorcycle gang called the Polecats. The
Polecats ride Corley motorcycles, so it’s

only fitting that the game opens with
Ben driving his hog onto a hovercraft

carrying the president of Corley Motors,
Malcolm Corley, to a shareholders meet-
ing. A biker himself, Corley orders his

limo driver to follow the gang because
he likes their style a lot.

But Adrian Ripburger, vice-presi-

dent of Corley Motors, is also in the

limo, and he’s got other plans. After ask-

ing Ben to have the Polecats "escort" the

limo to the meeting, Ripburger has his

thugs bushwhack Ben and toss him in a

dumpster. The rest of the Polecats, are

left thinking Ben has agreed to

Ripburger’s proposal, and follow

Corley's limo on to the meeting.

Ben eventually catches up with his

buddies, but not before Ripburger mur-
ders Corley and makes it look as though
the Polecats — Ben in particular— are

responsible. And with Corley out of the

way, Ripburger plans to cease produc-
tion of Corley motorcycles in order to

manufacture minivans. Your goal: clear

Ben of the murder rap, and expose
Ripburger to the shareholders.

One of the first things that sucks

you into the action is the soundtrack.

LucasArts hired the Gone Jackals ("an

authentic hard-hammerin' biker band!")

to do much of the music in the game,
and the results are incredible. Nearly

every song complements the action on-

screen, from the staccato guitar riff of

the opening number ("Legacy") to the

two-chord rocker that plays as Ben
cruises the highway. It's the best sound-
track I've heard, hands-down, and adds

W

e've all heard the saying

"You never get a second
chance to make a first

impression," but appar-

ently the LucasArts' team
that worked on Full

Throttle took it a little

more seriously than most
of us do. They must have,

because the opening
sequence they created is

one of the most stun-

ningly effective I've seen
in a game, and for a

moment or two, I honestly felt as though
I were watching the start of an animated
feature film — and a good one at that.

Plenty of games start with a bang
and end with a whimper, but Full

Throttle's not one of them. This is a

rollercoaster ride of an adventure, a styl-

istic masterpiece that truly deserves the

"interactive cartoon" moniker. From
start to finish, every element— plot,

score, characters, dialog, artwork, ani-

mated cut scenes, and soundtrack—
works together almost perfectly, creating

an astounding experience that feels as

much like a movie as it does a game.
But while Full Throttle is a roller-

coaster ride, it's also a pretty short one.

PC GAMER August
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ou may have finished Full Throttle, but did

you find all the in-jokes and references that

LucasArts put into the game? Most are easy

to spot— if you’re really paying attention, that is.

One of the funniest is when Ben finds Miranda in

the dumpster „ ,Help we, Ben, you're wy
behind the only hope?
Kickstand Bar.

After explaining W
how she took

some incriminat- #'~~

ing photos of

Adrian Ripburger,
*

Miranda cries, What’s Princess Leia doing in a dump-

"Help me Ben ster? And whV 11065 *-u '<e 'iave 00 6

„ „
'

i,,’
leather jacket and a severe case of five

you re my only , . .

1 ,. ,’

,
o clock shadow?

hope! — the

same words the hologram of Princess Leia said to Luke

Skywalker in Star Wars.

Another movie reference comes when Ben’s trying

to stop the cargo plane the Vultures have converted into

a massive over-the-road vehicle, but because of the

trial-and-error nature of the puzzle many players won’t

see it. Buried in a series of sub-menus is a Self-Destruct

option that’s activated by the code words "Purity of

The drawings on this diagram detail how Ben and Mo plan to turn

the tables on Ripburger at the Demolition Derby, but a closer look

shows that it also contains a list of revealing comments.

Essence"— the same code used by Sterling Hayden in

Dr. Strangelove to prevent the Pentagon from recalling

the bombers he’s sent to Russia to start World War III.

Two of my favorite inside jokes pop up at the

Demolition Derby. As the announcer introduces Ben and

Mo, you see two other drivers whose names aren't men-

tioned, one of whom looks to be none other than George

Lucas himself. (Check out the picture to the right—
— . CnnciHorlnn hie

What UO VOU tllTk?l

If you’re a fan of Dr. Strangelove, you won’t have any problem

figuring out the self-destruct code on the Vulture's plane/truck.

Considering his

driving style, it's

appropriate that

a drawing of

Max (of Sam
and Max Hit the

Road fame)

shows up on the

walls of the

Smash-a-

Torium.

And fans of Sam

and Max Hit the

Road will be happy

to see the likeness

of that game's

lunatic lepus plas-

tered right on the

walls of the

Smash-a-Torium.

This unnamed Demolition

Derby contestant looks a lot

like George Lucas. Nah,

couldn't be...

immensely to the movie-like ambience of

the graphics and plot.

The voice acting, too, is outstand-

ing. Roy Conrad, the voice of Ben, is

superb in his characterization of the

slow-to-anger biker who just wants a lit-

tle peace of mind; in fact, he almost
steals the show. That honor, however,
goes to Mark Hamill, who does the voice

of Ripburger and two other characters

in the game, none of which sound
remotely alike (or even like Mark Hamill,

for that matter).

Compared to most graphic adven-

tures, the puzzles you'll have to solve

here are pretty simple — find item A to

We need newrsforks and a* 1 i tt le g a s .

9

I
3

;

.

Maureen's eager to fix Ben's bike, but first

he's got to dig up a few parts. Luckily, she

can give you tips on where to start looking.

use on item B. But complicated

problems wouldn't really fit the

theme of this game. Ben's a biker,

and he really prefers the direct

approach whenever possible — if

he needs to get into a locked

room, for example, your best bet

is to try kicking the door down.
There's one annoying trial-and-

error affair near the end of the

game, but otherwise you shouldn't

find yourself stuck very often or

for very long.

The only time Full Throttle

slows down is when Ben's cruis-

ing a lonely stretch of road, duk-

ing it out with a series of bikers

equipped with various types of weapons.

The problem is that you can't avoid com-
bat, even if you know ahead of time that

you don't have the weapon you need to

beat a certain enemy.
A lot of players are going to be

wary of buying Full Throttle because

they've heard it's too short. But if you'd

like to see just how far computer games
have come, you really ought to pick it

up. Even if you wait a month or two for

the price to go down, you'll be amazed.

—Steve Poole

Nothing like a shot of the hard stuff after a long day on

the road! Then again, if Ben knew the trouble that was

headed his way, he’d make it a double.

FINAL VERDICT

907.long adventure that

will take your

breath away from

the very start.

Veteran players will finish the game

fairly quickly, and gameplay is rigidly linear;

arcade sequences can get old pretty fast.

It may be a little short, but it s

one wild ride while it lasts.

RugusM995lJ



Just when you thought it was safe to go

back onto your PC...Activision spawns

Action Pack 2! Witness the return of fifteen

more pulse-pounding video games from

the dawn of gaming— now in Windows™!

It’s Part Two of Activison’s Atari 2600

video game collection back with the

same riveting graphics and gripping

sound effects of the

- originals. Activision’s

^Mw T Atari 2600 Acti°n pack 2

— more addictive fun

!

=m ~~

than you remember!

Available on PC CD-ROM and 3.5" disks. Coming soon for Macintosh!

Check out what's new for the nineties at http://www.activision.com A
Activision is a registered trademark of Activision. Inc. Atari 2600 is a trademark of Atari Inc.

Windows is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. © 1995 Activision. Inc. All rights reserved.

Product Information Number 84
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Iron Assault
Category: Robot combat simulation

Developer: Graffiti Software

Publisher: Virgin Interactive Entertainment,

18061 Fitch Ave., Irvine,

CA 92714 (714)833-1999

First, it was the Dance of the Doom Clones;

now "mech" way for another entry in the

Miss BattleTech Pageant...

Augustus

Required We Recommend

486/33; 4MB RAM
(3 MB EMS); DOS
5.0; 256 color VGA;
mouse; CD-ROM
drive; 3 MB hard-

drive space

Joystick; rudder

pedals; Sound-
Blaster compatible

card; modem or null

modem cable

M.S.R.P.; $59.95

H

s much as I love high-tech

machinery and massive

weapons of assault and
destruction, I've never fallen

under the spell of the

BattleTech mystique. While
the concept is cool— tower-

ing, bipedal war robots

manned by skilled human
pilots — 1 could never get

past the essential impractical-

ity of their design, and how
easy they must have been to

tip over.

Still, the category seems to have a

life of its own, beginning with

Activision's MechWarrior and running

up through Virtual World Enter-

tainment's BattleTech Centers. We've
seen NovaLogic's Ultrabots (attractive,

but gameplay was muddled and some-
what illogical); Simutronics' Cyberstrike

(the online game, which makes up for its

graphic simplicity with multi-player

excitement), and most recently

Dynamix's one-two Metaltech punch —
the mechanized arena combat of

BattleDrome, and then EarthSiege. A lot

of time, and a number of titles. But

Use the in-game map to recon the mission area, set your

waypoints, and control the movements of your squadron (the

radio works, too).

whether you call 'em
Mechs, Bots, or Hercs,

the song remains essen-

tially the same.

It's therefore no
surprise that Virgin's

new entry. Iron Assault,

doesn't have much to

distinguish it from the

rest of the pack. At
best, it's a marginally

less cultivated version

of EarthSiege (a cam-
paign and mission-based

structure); at worst, it's

sometimes as incomprehen-
sible as Ultrabots.

Your missions take

you through cities and
over desert, mountain, and
arctic terrain, with the ultimate goal of

reclaiming the world for democracy.

You're briefed and given objectives, you
select and arm your Machine (FASA
snatched away the game's original title,

Mech Commander, and Graffiti appar-

ently never bothered to come up with a

snappy new name for their robots) and
are then dropped into the combat zone.

To be honest, the desert, mountain,

and frozen wasteland scenarios look

awful. They're mostly murky and fea-

tureless, and the enemy war machines'

animations are absolutely primitive. The
city scenarios are great fun, though,

especially in serial or modem play, as

your Machine clomps down the generic

building-lined streets of Chicago, Boston
and Philadelphia, crushing cars and
lampposts and doing more than a little

collateral damage to the architecture.

By carefully using your radar,

maps, and doing a little strategic plan-

ning, you'll achieve many victories —
which make new technologies

available (weapons and up to

ten different robot Machines)

and bring advancement in

both rank and responsibility.

Eventually you'll get to com-
mand a squadron of three

other units in addition to your
own unit.

The one thought I kept

having while playing Iron

Assault was what an outstand-

ing Amiga game it would have

been. It makes economic,

effective use of video clips,

and it has that certain look,

that sound and feel, common
to so many Commodore clas-

sics, but which strangely lose

An enemy war Machine rounds a corner in Da Windy City A Chicaga.

Logged on to the World Net Computer, you can choose

and outfit your Machine for the upcoming mission.

their appeal on the PC.

No single one of these Battling Bot

games captures the full potential of the

genre, although some come closer than

others; perhaps the upcoming
MechWarrior 2 will remedy that. In the

mean time, if the idea of driving a 50 foot

tall walking tank appeals to you. Iron

Assault may be enough for you. It's not a

bad game — but it's not a distinctively

good one, either.

—Scott Wolf

S3 GAMER
Easy to

manage; fun for two

players in the city

FINAL VERDICT

Primitive

enemy animation and ill-conceived play areas.

Pretend it's an old Amiga

game, and you'll love it.



Have you ever wondered what it

would feel like to be on top of the

world? How about beneath it? There are those who have

mutiny and vicious battles with rival ships, you may be

lucky enough to reach the New World. However, your

journey is far from over. You must now embark on your

Cobay, you could be on top oftbc world.
already experienced such exhilaration. Their

names? Columbus, De Gama, Le Maire, Cook

and Bougainville — the world’s most famous

explorers. Now you can create your

own adventures in Exploration -

a remarkably in-depth

game of strategy

and world conquest,

new from Interactive Magic.

Before you set sail from Spain,

Portugal, England,

France or the

Netherlands, you

at

quest to found a colonial empire. Conquering

villages, winning over

the natives and tilling

the land are

but a few of the challenges

facing you and your

weary crew.

The graphics are

nothing short of brilliant.

Complemented by unlimited,

realistic animation scenes, every new

game brings new territories to conquer.

New adversities to overcome. The

tour your home port. Oversee tomorrow, beneath it.
adventures and newfound

the construction ofyour shipyard. fortunes are virtually limitless.

Enlist your crew. Equip your ship. Buy p4', For more information on Exploration,

and sell commodities. In fact, you may simply give us a call at 919-461-0948.

even want to make a trip to the local The New World awaits your

banker for information about funding arrival. Do you have what it

~~r'

your expedition. After surviving possible takes to make it there?

INTERACTIVE

MAGIC

A game of strategy and world conquest for PC CD-ROM.
© 1995 Interactive Magic

Product Information Number 1 12
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Category: Puzzle game

Developer: Castaway Software

Publisher: Quantum Quality Productions,

495 Highway 202, Flemington,

NJ 08822 (908)788-2799

The search for "The Next Tetris

"

goes on.

Zig-Zag is a definite contender, though, and

should please a wide audience.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

386/25 MHz;
Windows 3.1 or

higher; 4MB RAM;
3MB hard-drive

space; VGA

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

Supported sound
card

M.S.R.P.: $49.95

O

riginally published in 1972 as

"My Word!," Zig-Zag proved
wildly popular, selling more
than 100,000 units in its

paper-and-pencil configura-

tion. When it was reissued in

1982 under its current title, it

was hailed as a classic word
game, and it has appeared
regularly on Games Mag-
azine’s 'Top 100 Games" list

ever since.

Now available for

Windows, Zig-Zag should do
equally well as a computer game. It's a

classic time-waster: as with Tetris, you
cannot play "just one game." It'll suck you
into a time-warp and, by the time reality

intrudes again, you'll be amazed at

how many hours have passed.

The idea is elegantly simple: the

computer picks a secret word (from 4

to 7 letters, with 9 difficulty-levels),

represented by empty letter-boxes at

the top of the screen, then lines up a

varying number of blank "test words"
beneath it.

The player then types in a test

HU word (using vowels first, of course,

rB5: f°r obvious reasons) and the com-
puter awards points according to

how useful the letters in that word are

toward solving the puzzle-word. A "Zig"

is worth 1000 points and is awarded
each time you find a letter that is not

only in the secret word, but is in the

same position as it appears in the test

word. A "Zag” gets you 250 points and
denotes a letter that does appear, but in

a different position.

Since the object is not only to

guess the secret word, but also to rack

up high scores, you'll quickly become
obsessed with finding test words that

not only give you additional 1000-point

Zigs, but that also can help you zero-in

on the puzzle word.
You can keep track of which letters

you've used by clicking to access an
alphabet screen during the game— a

convenient feature, but really no more

^ Try for high scores fay using "zig" letters in identical spaces in as many test words as you can devise.

JH

Quest games feature colorful Hawaiian

motifs and offer a different kind of challenge.

helpful than taking notes on a pad.

Zig-Zag features several different

takes on its puzzles including a "secret

number" variant on the basic game, but

this didn't hold my attention very long;

it's just more fun to play with words.

And then there's a challenging

series of quest games in which your
progress across the quest screen is mea-
sured by your success or failure at solv-

ing individual puzzles.

I did not care too much for the

quest-games; after the elegance of the

basic games, they seemed labored and
cumbersome. Others players may very

well have just the opposite reaction—
certainly the quest-game concept offers

an additional plateau of challenge which
Zig-Zag addicts will want to explore.

QQP has dressed this simple pencil-

and-paper game in bright, colorful graph-

ics (a charming Hawaiian motif prevails,

since the original game was developed by
Hawaiian games-meister Joli Kansil, who
holds the copyright to 30 published

games), and added snappy sound effects.

No doubt about it: Zig-Zag has all

the stuff to become a PC classic— simple

to grasp, fiendishly hard to master, and
so addictive that the FDA will probably

ban it six months from now. You know
how those guys can be...

—William R. Trotter

Kg GAMER FINAL VERDICT

85
A classy

brain-teaser that will

challenge even the

most experienced

word-game maven.

The quest variants didn’t turn me on,

although others will surely respond differently.

A crossword puzzle with attitude

— if you play one game and like it, you'll be hooked.

PC GAMER Rligusl 1995
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Super Street Fighter It Turbo
Category: Fighting game

Developer: Capcom

Publisher: GameTek, 2999 Northeast 191st

Street, Suite 500, North Miami
Beach, FL 331 80 (305)935-3995

It's here! It's late! But Super Street Fighter It

Turbo finally slugs its way to the PC with all

of the style and flash of the coin-op.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM; 486\25; 4MB
RAM; 30MB hard-

drive space; VGA

486DX2\66; 8MB
RAM; Supported

sound card;

Gamepad

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

D

espite having one of the most
annoying titles in the history

of gaming. Super Street

Fighter II Turbo is a giant step

forward for PC fighting

games. Though it's not the

first time the Street Fighter

name has appeared on a PC,
this is a far cry from the

pathetic jerks and lousy ani-

mations that crippled Hi-tech

Expressions' translation of

the original SFII. Gametek's
developers have managed to

bring all of the action, playability, and fun
of the arcade stand-up to the PC without
cutting any corners.

This time, the World Warriors are

up against a completely new foe, the

dreaded Akuma. Oddly enough, he (like

every other villain) has decided that he
just can't go on living without beating the

bejezus out of the Street Fighter gang.

But he'll have more than just the stan-

dard cast of characters to deal with. Four
newcomers have appeared on the scene

to join the somewhat quarrelsome team:

I Deejay is a well balanced addition who's perfect for new players.

Cammy, a British special

agent who'll make you for-

get about Chun-Li; Dee-Jay,

a Jamaican kick-boxing

fanatic; T. Hawk, a Native

American who has the

strength of five men; and
Fei Long, a Bruce Lee look-

alike with a host of agile

moves. You can also choose
to play as any of the boss
characters from the origi-

nal game, with all of their

attacks and special moves.
After all's said and done,

you're left with a total of

sixteen different fighters to

choose from.

One of the first things

you'll notice about SSFIIT is its clean

look. The graphics are exactly like those
found in the arcade, and use the same
fluid style that made the original a hit.

The animation is just as impressive,

taking each of the characters through a

score of different positions without so

much as a flicker. The character closeups

use the angular art style created for the

update, showing off your favorite fight-

ers in an intense new light. Sound is also

crisp and aggressive, with enough effects

to keep even the pickiest pugilist happy
for hours.

Yet, regardless of how the game
looks, it's the fighting that makes SSFIIT
such a treat to play. New moves have
been added for every character, includ-

ing Zangiefs new glowing hand attack,

Chun Li's fireball, Ryu's red fireball, and
Dhalsim's yoga inferno. Then there's the

super-combos for each character that

unleash a devastating attack on oppo-
nents with brutal con-

sequences. And while a

lot of these moves
require some pretty

ridiculous controller

motion to pull off, with

practice (and a Gravis

pad) there's nothing

here that can't be mas-
tered eventually.

For those players

who got tired of long,

drawn out battles in the

arcade, there's a new
turbo option that allows

for play at three differ-

ent speeds. In the end
there are enough new
features to ensure that

the game stands apart

from its predecessors.

Blanka's roll makes him hard to attack from above, and his

unsightly orange skin and green hair make him hard to look at.

With 16 fighters to choose from, there are

hours worth of new play combinations.

The only downside to the whole
translation is that it's so horribly dated
now. Most fighting game fanatics have
long since gotten over their Street Fighter

cravings to play MKII, or are preparing

to take on the three dimensional chal-

lenges of FX Fighter. And as good as it

is. Super Street Fighter II Turbo is proba-
bly too far behind the curve to appeal to

the cutting edge gamer. But if you
haven't tried your hand at the original

yet, or if you just can get enough of this

classic 2D fighting game, this is exactly

what you've been looking for.

—Trent C. Ward

Si GAMER FINAL VERDICT

7ff
Great

graphics, solid con-

trol, white-knuckle

fighting action.

All of this

still isn't enough to bring a very old, 2D fighting

game up to today's standards.

A great translation of the

arcade game, if you're still interested in trying it.

«
1 PC BAUER August 1995



You've played

Mortal Kombat®, Street

Fighter and Primal

Rage;" but nothing

matches the spectacular

game play and visual

power of Battle Beast;"

the ultimate fight game

from 7th Level.

Master more than 100 fight moves. Discover hidden bonus rooms and secret

weapons. Marvel at feature-film quality audio and animation. There is no game out

there like this one. See for yourself. On August 19, 10,000 FREE COPIES
of Battle Beast CD-ROMs will be in your face, only at participating stores?

1 Or Preview

a demo today. 100,000 FREE INTERACTIVE DEMOS of one

awesome Battle Beast fight scene are available now at local retailers.

For more Information: Download Battle Beast Promos on A0L or CompuServe @ SEVENTH; Browse the

Web to see what's next from 7th Level; or call 1-800-884-8863 ext. 103 and order Battle Beast today.

Where will you be
AUGUST 19? COMPUSA software© Babbage’s^^ computer

THE COMPUTER SUPERSTORE. mh America’s Software Headquarters v

7th LEVEL .

Product Information Number 81
‘See each store for details.

©7th Level, Inc.® Battle Beast is a trademark of 7th Level, Inc. All other products are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Tanh Commander
Category: Arcade

Developer: Big Red Software

Publisher: Domark Software, 1900 S.

Norfolk Street, Suite 110,

San Mateo, CA (415)513-8929

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM; 486/25; 4MB
RAM; 4MB hard-

drive space; DOS
6.0 or greater; EMS

486/50; 16 MB RAM;
Supported sound
card; 9600-baud

modem or above

M.S.R.P.: $54.95

H

fter the disappointment of

NovaLogic's Armored Fist, I

came to Domark's new Tank
Commander import looking

for a solid tank sim that could

compare to MicroProse's clas-

sic Tank Platoon. What I got
was a first-person shooter in

a tank. Like a kid hoping for

Ringling Brothers and getting

Cirque de Soleil, I knew I was
in for something far less than
I had anticipated when I

turned a page in the docu-
mentation and came across a section

headed "Power Ups."
Oh yes, now I remember those

famous "power ups" that U.S. Armored
Cav troops found lying around the

desert as they raced for Kuwait. They
just drove over them and restored their

shattered armor, cured their injuries,

replaced depleted ammunition, and —
holy cow! — even increased the range
and power of their weapons and called

in air strikes! Just lying around! In the

Ignore the repeated use of the word
"simulation" on the box; this is pure arcade

stuff — with some serious problems

desert! No wonder
we won...

Tank
Commander starts

off with what just

might be the ugliest

and most bass-ack-

wards menu in

memory, where
you'll use a series

of hideous and
largely unnecessary
icons placed on a

white background
to configure your
game options. A
few ugly screens

later brings you to

crew selection.

There are four men
in a crew, and
twelve men to pick

from altogether.

But since absolutely

no stats or descrip-

tions are available

for crew members,
the only difference

is in the picture and
the name. So basi-

cally, you just pick

who you think has
an honest face. It

makes you wonder
why they even
bothered including

crew selection, if

the differences

between soldiers

aren't even worth
mentioning.

^ We have a winner! The ugliest game shell of the year.

Next come the

scenario sets. There
are seven locations

and setups altogether,

with room for later

expansion disks.

Ranging from
Beginner to

Advanced, these

include Desert

Campaign,
Archipelago (a sort of

marshy location),

Arctic Station, Urban
Assault (they made it

a night mission, so

you can't really see

the buildings very

well). Fortress

Invasion (a landing

force scenario).

Volcanic Island (a

variety of terrains), and Night Rescue
(night ops again). Each of these includes

a number of missions based around sce-

narios (terrorism, infiltration, etc.) with

their own objectives. There are no save

functions whatsoever, so the game
tracks what mission you last completed
in a particular scenario and returns you
there at startup.

After selecting a mission and going
through a debriefing, there is a long

pause and then — huh? — a title

sequence, complete with three developer

logos, a grainy animated scene, and full

credits. After this, you're re-briefed on
the scenarios you were just briefed on,

spend a good minute waiting for the

mission to load, and then pop right into

the action, often being fired on with

lethal force the second it starts.

After all that, you end up with

gameplay that's a huge let-down. You

PC GHMER flugusf 199S
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command up to four

tanks in any number
of missions, from
rescue to search-

and-destroy. A tacti-

cal recon screen

allows for paths to

be set for each tank

in the group, includ-

ing your own (which

means the tanks can

be driven while you
fire: something
Armored Fist could

have used). But

while the idea makes
sense, the problems
are: a) the tank

crews are thick-

headed, so you'll

have to jump from
tank to tank during

combat; and b) there is only one way-
point, so you either travel in a straight

line or keep resetting waypoints. You
can get a pretty good overview of the sit-

uation from this screen (though the

zoom only worked occasionally on
mine), and even send a "chopper cam"
up to scout ahead for you.

All this might make it seem like

there's a strategy element to Tank
Commander

,

but there isn't. It is, very

simply, a shooting game. You shoot at

people. You shoot at vehicles. You move
on. Repeat if necessary. That's it. No
nuances, no levels of realism or diffi-

culty, all of which is compounded by the

fact that many missions begin with the

tank in the heat of action, as though
tanks were beamed into a hot area and

expected to come out firing.

Tank Commander doesn't even try to

bring realism into the picture. Trajectory?

What's that? Doesn't that mean that the

barrel has to be elevated higher than the

target in order to hit it? It sounds too con-

fusing, so let's just pretend it doesn't exist

and have you fire dead on at anything you
want to hit. Just set them cross-hairs on
the center of the target and fire. What else

could players weaned on Doom and its

clones want? What about the laws of

physics, you ask? Pshaw.

A tank at close range from the driver’s view. Did you know you that you

can fire at a tank from three feet away and not suffer any collateral

damage? Neither did I.

The graphics are occasionally good,

occasionally bad, with a number of view-

ing options that allow you to watch all of

the carnage you're creating. But Tank
Commander is still just an arcade game,
and not the long-awaited Next Great

Tank Sim. It's better than Armored Fist,

with stronger playability and better visu-

als, but a sim it is not. Tank Commander
will be fun for those who're starving for

more multi-player first-person shooting,

but in the end it fails on too many levels

to be considered a success.

—T. Liam McDonald

[kgGAMER FINAL VERDICT

Some

good features (way

points, helicopter

views), and multi-

player action.

Inconsistent graphics and sound qual-

ity, thick headed crews, awkward controls

A fair action game, but cer

tainly not a sim or strategy title.

A buggy from the gunner's POV. The graphics in Tank Commander are occasionally good, but it's

not enough to outweigh the awkward controls and stupid tank crews.

The Weapons of
Tanlc Commander
There's no shortage of things to shoot

at or with in Tank Commander. All kinds

of weapons and shells are packed into

your tank, and though some seem pretty

vague and improbable, they all do lots

of damage.

Co-axial machine gun:
Your one-stop infantry and jeep killer.

Just spray the horizon with bullets like a

space marine from Doom and you'll kill

some vaguely human-shaped things firing

guns at you.

Normal Shells:
Normal is relative, I guess, but in Tank

Commander, these are your basic "girlie

man" shells which do minimal damage

against vehicles.

High Explosive Shells
(H.E.A.T.):

These are supposed to be your High-

Explosive Anti-Tank shape-charged

shells. In the game, these are your

medium weapons.

Armor Piercing Shell:
Your "big shells," which do maximum

damage against tanks. I'm not sure what

these are supposed to represent, since

H.E.A.T. is also an armor piercing shell,

but here they are.

Mine Destroyer:
Again, I’m not exactly sure what this rep-

resents, but it does destroy mines (at

least that's what it’s supposed to do).

Homing Missile:
Another mystery weapon (is it supposed

to be a TOW?). Less powerful but more

accurate than normal shells.

Flame Thrower:
Short range, but turns those infantry folks

into crispy critters.

A-1 0 Air Strike:
In some scenarios you can call in an air

strike to sweep the area immediately

before you. May also damage your objec-

tives, however.

PC GAMER flugusfWn
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Category: Strategy

Developer: Destiny Software Productions

Publisher: MicroLeague, 1001 Millersville

Rd., Lancaster, PA 17604

(717) 872-6567

Blood Bowl finally made its way to the PC —
although it probably won't make fans of the

miniatures game stop painting those trolls.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

486SX/25; 4MB
RAM; 15MB hard

drive space; VGA

486DX2/50; 8MB
RAM; Mouse;
Sound Blaster or

supported sound
card

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

I

t's a good idea. Simple, but clever;

one of those high-concept things

that'd make a good pitch in a

Hollywood producer's office. "It's

football, see, but it's set in the far

future, with fantasy characters like

Ores, Elves, and Undead."
As anyone familiar with the

original Games Workshop board
game knows. Blood Bowl is a

strange, violent strategy game set in

the Warhammer roleplaying uni-

verse. As in football, the idea is to

carry an inflated animal skin into the

opponent's end zone— but in Blood
Bowl, almost anything goes. Spiked hel-

mets and shoulder pads are sanctioned,

and fangs and claws are as common as

Stick-um and Ace bandages. You can

even stomp on a fallen opponent in the

hope of dealing an injury that'll keep him
out of the game, disable him for the rest

of the season, or kill him outright.

In other words. Blood Bowl is almost

as brutal as Australian Rules Football.

Blood Bowl has a lot of elements

you'd expect to find in a serious sports

simulation: it lets you view statistics;

make substitutions; trade players and
claim free agents; and coach a team

This free-agent vampire could really put the

bite on the opposition, if you can afford to

pony up his asking price.

through a full season.

But that's where the simi-

larities end; no one is going to

mistake this game for Front

Page Sports: Football. For one
thing. Blood Bowl isn't exactly

action-packed. You don't grab a

joystick and run your players

downfield in real-time; this is a

turn-based game. You select

your players and give them
movement commands via the

mouse or keyboard, X-COM-
style. Your turn continues until all

your players have used up their

movement allowances or until a

turnover occurs— then you sit and
watch the computer take its turn.

That's where the game gets a

little tedious; the computer can take

as much as two minutes pondering

its position and moving its players.

That might not sound like a lot of

time, but try spending it watching little

sprites creep across the screen, and you'll

realize just how long two minutes can

feel. And since your own turn will often

end quickly when one of your blockers is

knocked down or your runner drops the

ball, you can sometimes spend more time

watching the computer do its thing than

you spend actually playing the game.
The lack of action is understandable,

considering Blood Bowl's origins. But a

PC adaptation of a board game should

bring something new to the equation,

something that couldn't be done except

on a computer. Blood Bowl does a little

of this, but only on a skin-deep level.

There's an instant-replay feature that

kicks in after a good play, for instance,

and a couple of announcers occasionally

chime in with digitized speech.

There's also a computer opponent,

of course, which is nice if you're a Blood

Bowl enthusiast and can't find a living

player to match wits against. But the

game's AI is pretty darn predictable and
doesn't take full advantage of the players'

special traits and abilities, so it doesn't

present too much of a challenge after a

couple of games.
Blood Bowl is much more interest-

ing with two human players. Unfor-

tunately, that brings us to another sore

point. Two gamers can go head-to-head

for a game of Blood Bowl at the same
computer, but there's no modem support

for remote play. That wouldn't normally

be a problem; despite what trends might

indicate, a game doesn't have to include

modem support to be entertaining. But

the Blood Bowl box says the game

Yikes , Bob ? It was thrown
so bard it left spike narks
on Tullai'is * s Jei'sey t

Instant replay sequences repeat a play with animations ren-

dered in a nice three-quarters, top-down perspective. Too bad

the actual game couldn't be played this way.

includes modem play! Just like with New
World Computing's Zephyr, it's only

when you've bought the game, taken it

home, and opened the box that you find

a slip of paper informing you there is no
modem support because the program-
mers haven't finished it yet. MicroLeague
has promised the modem module will be
shipped to registered Blood Bowl owners
as soon as it's finished, but this is still

another case of a company releasing a

product that's clearly unfinished.

Still, for strategy or sports gamers
looking for something different. Blood
Bowl certainly fits the bill. And for fans

of the board game, it's a must. Since it's

based on an established game, all the

rules and play elements are well worked
out. So, aside from the long waits during

the computer opponent's turn, it's very

playable. An enjoyable game, as long as

you don't think too much about how
good it could have been.

—Dan Bennett

CS GAMER FINAL VERDICT

71
Original

concept; clean

design.

AI is really

slow and none too

bright; promised modem support is a no-show.

2 UTl O&J iI... A faithful translation of a

popular board game, but the PC version adds

nothing new.
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Category: Adventure game

Developer. Nova Spring

Publisher: Vic Tokai, 22940 Lockness Ave.,

Torrance, CA 90501

(310)326-8880

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive; 386;

4MB RAM; SVGA;
Mouse

Double-speed CD-

ROM; 486; 8MB
RAM; Supported

sound card

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

F

or some strange reason, I

really wanted to like Alien

Virus. After admiring the sim-

ple design of the interface and
gamescreens, I was under the

impression that the designers

had decided to avoid the bells

and whistles that typify most
adventure games, just so

they'd have room to cram
Alien Virus full of devious puz-

zles that would keep me play-

ing for weeks and weeks, if

not months. But unfortu-

nately, that's just not the case.

And it's a shame too, because the

story could have made for a pretty good
romp. The plot bears a strong resem-
blance to those in the Alien films, as your
character journeys to a lonely outpost

deep in space on a routine cargo mission.

Upon arrival, instead of finding the usual

complement of station crew, the outpost

seems strangely deserted. What little

information you can get out of the station

robot leads you to believe that something
very deadly is inhabiting place, stalking

the few remaining survivors— and that

it'll soon begin stalking you.

The race to find survivors and avoid

an unseen enemy should be enough to

carry the adventure, but once you start

investigating the station you'll find the

The main computer could provide helpful

information— if the stupid thing worked right.

gpcgPC GAMER luiist 1995

An eerie plot and sleek interface

Just aren't enough to make up for this

game's other weaknesses.

This store room just isn’t very interesting

(like much of the game), except for maybe a

couple of locked doors.

game never really makes use of the eerie

plot. Instead, Alien Virus presents you
with some of the lamest puzzles I've seen.

While I expected a few of the usual find-

the-key-to-open-the-door puzzles, I didn't

expect to spend nearly two-thirds of the

game searching for ways to open doors.

To make matters worse, you never

get the feeling you're making any head-

way, or gaining any useful information

about the alien or surviving crewmates as

you're exploring the station. You're just

there, opening doors and picking up items.

Then there's the complete lack of

atmosphere. The gamescreens are all sta-

tic SVGA— reasonably attractive, but

without animations to give a little visual

break or even a reference point, these

scenes quickly begin to look the same.
This point becomes painfully obvious as

you explore more of the station and find

yourself covering the same ground, won-
dering if you're ever going to find your
way out again.

Thankfully, the mouse interface

doesn't present any problems of its own.
It's a simple point-and-click affair, allow-

ing you to move from room to room and
manage your inventory with ease.

In fact, the interface was probably
the only thing that kept me playing as

long as I did; no matter how many rooms
I had to go through to use a new key or
try an item, I always knew I could cover
the distance in a short amount of time.

But after a while, even that just didn't

seem to matter.

If the puzzles had been more inter-

esting, or more closely related to the

story, I might have at least stuck with the

game to its end. But ultimately. Alien

Virus proved to be too much of a snooze

to be worth it.

—Todd Vaughn

12 GAMER
LLlCSctSv Crisp

high-res graphics;

simple point-and-

click interface.

LOWi Very slow,

uneventful gameplay. You're a space-age lock-

smith, trying to open doors just to play the game.

The puzzles aren't very chal-

lenging, and there's little else to hold your interest.

FINAL VERDICT
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C
ommand a single squad or an

entire battalion as any Allied or

Axis nation - and get ready to rumble!

Game play is tun, easy and gorgeous!

Explosive SVGA graphics and intense anima-

tion help you feel the destruction as buildings

burn and tanks explode! All this plus digitized photos

of over 200 tanks make Steel Panthers as exciting to

watch as it is to play. Add digitized sound effects and

this WW II blockbuster will have you running for cover!

To Order: Visit your retailer

or call 1-800-601-PLAY

with Visa/MasterCard

(North America

only, please).

Screens shown: 256-color SVGA.

A MINDSCAPE 7 COMPANY

STEEL PANTHERS is a trademark of Strategic Simulations. Inc.

©1995 Strategic Simulations, Inc. All rights reserved.
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REVIEWS

SmTouier
Category: Software toy SimTower is another addictive little sim
Developer. Yoot Saito from the folks at Maxis — but this time.
Publisher: Maxis, 2 Theater Square, , . . _ . . .

Orinda, CA 94563
,t s a ffa,r|Y easV hab,t to k,ck-

(510)254-9700 —
Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive; 386;

Windows 3.1 or

later; 4MB free

RAM; 5MB hard-

drive space; SVGA;
Mouse

486DX2\66MHz;
Windows-compati-
ble sound card

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

imTower, the latest in Maxis'

successful sim series, is

almost SimCity under a

microscope. Instead of laying

out and managing an entire

city, you build a single sky-

scraper, working above and
below ground to create your
very own mini-city of shops,

offices, condominiums, and
so on. Your ultimate goal is to

earn those prized star ratings

(they're based primarily on
the population count), and

hopefully find yourself the owner of a

five-star tower.

You'll run into the same kinds of

problems as in Sim City,

but on an appropriately

smaller scale; so where
you once had to worry
about traffic flow and
mass-transit, SimTower
puts the problem in

terms of providing ade-

quate elevator access to

your tenants. And you'll

have to be sure there's

adequate parking so that,

as your tower grows,

those thousands of workers
will have someplace to keep

their cars. The workers will

get hungry, too, so you have

to make space available to

restauranteurs. And if you
want to make sure all those

condo dwellers have some-
thing to do on the weekends,

you'll put in theaters and
shopping centers.

Other problems peculiar

to the skyscraper trade

include keeping those noisy fast-food

joints away from condos and offices;

keeping noisy hotel rooms and suites

away from condos and offices; and keep-

ing noisy offices away from condos. No
one ever complains about noisy condos.

Straightening out the neighbor situ-

ation is really no big deal, though. You
quickly learn to build your tower in har-

monious rows, one floor devoted to con-

dos, the next two to office space, etc..

And when you do occasionally have to

place incompatible units next to one
another, you just lower their rents; that

makes everybody happy.

In fact, it's almost too easy to

appease your tenants — which is odd,

because keeping everyone happy is so

important. If tenants grow too dissatis-

fied, they'll move out on you. And in the

case of condos, which the tenants actu-

ally buy, this means you'll lose a big

chunk of cash. But all you have to do is

make sure to keep an eye on the overall

satisfaction of the building, which you
do by clicking the Eval button on your

map window, and you can almost always

quell unrest before it gets serious.

Probably the most difficult problem

you'll face in achieving a high satisfac-

tion rating is making sure the elevators

are well-placed. And since each standard

elevator shaft can extend no more than

30 floors, this means placing them at

reasonable intervals across the width of

your building, allowing enough space to

begin new shafts to take over at the 30-

floor limit. You have to make sure the

new shafts overlap the old ones by a

couple floors, too, or you risk congestion

and even cutting off those higher floors

to the people below.

Like the friendly neighbor thing.

PC GAMER fluguslW
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P*!! Drag elevator shafts

Get info on specific areas

Place elevators and shafts

V 1 st WD/4Q/1 2th Year Fund $100952500

Port 4903

The status bar— fairly self-explanatory, but quite important! As the clock makes
its circuit, your tower folk will rise, go to work, eat, sleep — and pay rent!

Building and examining your tower is easy, thanks to SimTower's

Windows interface. You can even name your little inhabitants!

Here are all those vital

elevator shafts {black

for passenger elevators,

blue for express, and

red for service). It's also

a handy way to move
your main view of the

tower; just drag the rec-

tangle to the section you

want to see.

* iK'uiT'r 1 st WD/4Q/1 2th Year IFund $100952500

Pop" 49fii

I Party Hall. Floor 57

IfilitMMlMiMfifitMMf

A Party is happening!

The Tool Bar; click

here to pause the

game, on the other

icons to perform

specific functions.
Iwoman

From

I Office, Floor 3Demolish it, baby!

Lay lobby sections

Office space

Eval

Going To ! Office, Floor 3

StressSingle, double and suite hotel rooms

Restaurants and shopping center

Security and housekeeping

Condominium

HTIH
Clicking on a tower area brings up info on the space, and clicking on

the people in that space lets you study and even rename them!
Parking garage, etc

though, elevator problems are easily

addressed. Express elevators, which only
stop at lobbies (you place these every 15

floors), ease the problem, as do strategi-

cally placed escalators and stairways.

And the most important key to the prob-
lem— smart elevator placement— is

something you'll figure out after your
first tower hits that 31st floor.

I'd have to say that the general lack

of any real challenges to achieving a big,

four- or five-star tower is the game's
biggest drawback. But a close second is

the fact that, other than initially

constructing the thing, there's

just not enough to do. You'll

spend most of your time just

waiting, letting the revenues pile

up so you can go on with your
next construction phase. True,

there are the occasional terrorist

threats or visiting V.l.P.s, but
even these diversions won't
require any special attention if

you've built your tower right in

the first place.

Still, watching the tower's

little occupants go about their

business is a lot of fun. A lot of
that's due to the game's nice,

high-res graphics, which fill the

screen with enough detail and
variety to create the convincing

illusion that you really are watching a

tiny tower full of people, almost a "peo-

ple farm" of tiny skyscraper-dwellers

sandwiched between panes of glass.

Your wards will move from their condo
homes to work in their little offices, and
you can even "tag" individuals to track

their specific movements throughout the

day by clicking on individuals and nam-
ing them. This is a great way to find out

what life is like in your tower, as you can
watch a person do the 9 to 5 work thing,

go grab dinner after work, maybe take

in a movie, and then disappear over the

weekend for a much-needed break out
in the country.

I'd say it's this quality of SimTower
— the ability to get to know the game's
wee inhabitants — that I ultimately

enjoyed the most. It reminded me of that

old Commodore 64 game Little

Computer People— high praise indeed
in my opinion. No, it's not the most chal-

lenging sim around. But SimTower is a

great program to get started, then mini-

mize and return to when you want to

tweak settings, add floors, and check on
those little city folk.

—Matt Firme

FINAL VERDICT
Good-

looking SVGA
graphics, and an

interesting concept.

Oh yeah, and little

people to lord over.

74
Not enough to do, and not enough real

challenge.

At first, you'll play it a lot.

Too soon, though, you'll figure out the strategy

and find yourself just watching the thing.
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first Encounters
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Science Fiction Trading Sim

Developer: Frontier Developments Ltd.

GameTek Inc., 2999 NE 191st

St., Suite 500, Aventura,

FL 33180 (305)935-3995

Required

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 5MB RAM;
6MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse

We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/50;

local-bus video

card; Gravis or

Sound Blaster-

compatible sound
card

In First Encounters, the transition from liftoff

to interstellar travel is seamless; instead of

watching a cut-scene that gets you from the

planet's surface to deep space, you can

watch the spaceport, then the city, then the

entire planet become a dot in your rear view.

It creates a real sense that you're traveling

huge distances.

M.S.R.P: S59.95

It's a tough call. This one has a lot going

for it, but the frustration factor means only

hard-core space-simmers need apply.

T

his is another one of those

games that should have been
great fun, but didn't quite

make it.

There's certainly nothing

wrong with the basic con-

cept. After all, what could be
more fun than living the life

of a space trader, flitting from
one star system to the next in

your own starship, building

your fortune and developing

a galaxy-wide reputation as a

dangerous man to cross?

Doing your taxes, maybe. For all its

good intentions and nifty graphics. First

Encounters suffers from a serious case of
poor execution. It's obvious the design-

ers had an excellent game in their heads;

unfortunately, it lost something in the

translation to the computer.

That's partly because
First Encounters is the

sequel to two other tragi-

cally flawed space-trading

games. Elite and Frontier,

and it still has a lot of the

problems that often made
those games tedious and
frustrating.

At its heart. First

Encounters is just another
buy-low, sell-high game.
You know the drill: you
travel from port to port,

looking for bargains on
cargo you can unload

somewhere else at a

profit. That's where the

tedium comes in. It's only

slightly more interesting

than watching paint dry, so First

Encounters livens things up in the usual

way, with some combat.
And that's where the frustration

comes in. From your very first interstel-

lar jump, you'll encounter enemies that

have you severely outgunned. While
you're still struggling along in a ship

with no shields and a pathetic one-
megawatt pulse laser, you'll be forced on
almost every trip to fight enemies with
20-megawatt continuous-beam lasers

and homing missiles that will kill you
with a single hit. And since there's

apparently no way to avoid combat,
you're going to end up being blasted out

You plot your course on the star map. There are hundreds of star

systems, but with no way to search for a specific star, some pas-

senger and courier missions can be next to impossible.

Your past has a way of following you around

in First Encounters. The Profile screen keeps

track of your reputation and criminal record.

of the sky with alarming frequency.

That makes it incredibly hard to get

anywhere in First Encounters. In order
to do any of the more interesting things

in the game, like hauling passengers or

becoming a pirate or bounty hunter,

you'll need a much better ship with lots

of extras. To get it, you'll need a ton of

money— and that means hours of

monotonous trade runs.

Which brings us to another prob-
lem. Buying and selling is made unnec-
essarily tough by a lack of information;

you can't find out the going price for a

|| PC GAMER AugusIK
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I The 3D, texture-mapped graphics are a big improvement over those in Elite and Frontier.
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Major Imports Minor Imports,
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Minerals -> t Liquor ,

j -,y.uxury ‘Goods

given item in a given star

system until you're actu-

ally docked at a planet or

space station in that sys-

tem. That lack of informa-

tion is understandable in

historical trading games
like High Seas Trader and
New Horizons, where the

technology of the day
made information hard to

come by. But in 1995, 1 can
pick up my phone in

California and find out the

price of tea in China, so I

find it hard to believe that

I'd have no way of finding

out the cost of robots in

the next star system in an
era when faster-than-light

travel is as routine as a quick drive to the

grocery store. It's an obstacle that adds
nothing to gameplay, since simply stay-

ing alive is challenging enough.
Given all the frustration and repeti-

tion, it'd be easy to give First Encounters

a negative review; it has a lot of prob-

lems. But for some reason, I keep com-
ing back to it.

The fact is, ever since I first saw
Han Solo in the "Star Wars" movies. I've

loved the idea of an open-ended game
that lets players conduct their own
galaxy-spanning careers, deciding for

themselves how large their operations

should get and whether or not they

should live as pirates, bounty hunters, or

honest traders. And First Encounters

Major Exports Minor Expr

Mediums Synthetic I

Fertilizer'. Hydrogen I —
Heaey Plastics HarttHWeapons

Metalfllloys

Precious Metals

Industrial Parts

[ommjtPiT
f " iK

-

Rir

Farm Machinery

^Robots

Minor Exports Illegal Goods

Synthetic Meat Narcotics?
Hydrogen Fuel Crve Rninlals

Slaves 1

Battle Weapons

Hers# Gas

IIUU

The Economy screen gives you an overview of a star system's

major and minor imports and exports. It can help you decide what

products are likely to bring a profit when you visit.

^ You can afford this Spar fighter, but you

won't have enough money left over to outfit it

properly— and it's not much better than the

Saker you're already flying.

comes closer to being that game than

any other I've seen.

There's a lot of depth here. As hard

and time-consuming as it is to make
money in First Encounters, it opens up a

world of options. Amassing a surplus of

cash lets you buy new starships and
select from a wide array of add-ons. Do
you save your money for the Cobra Mk.
Ill you've had your eye on, or does it

make more sense to simply buy improve-

ments for your current starship, at the

expense of precious cargo space? Will

you jump into the risky but profitable

world of drug-smuggling, or will you
decide you can't afford trouble with the

local authorities? You can do whatever
you want, but if you get caught breaking

the law, you'll have a criminal record

that stays with you wherever you go.

It's that depth that makes First

Encounters so believable— and so hard
to stop playing. For all its problems, it

fills a niche that no other program can

touch today. The bottom line is this: if

you've got a low tolerance for frustra-

tion, don't even think of playing this

game. But if you can put up with some
hair-pulling and desk-pounding in

exchange for a unique experience, give

First Encounters a shot.

—Dan Bennett

In the world of First Encounters, it’s hard

enough to survive the hop between star

systems, much less turn a profit and earn

the coveted Elite ranking. Here are a few

tips that should keep you and your busi-

ness thriving long enough to do that.

Before things get interesting, you'll need to

make a ton of money. There's no need to set up

a complex trade route with three or four plan-

ets; just pick two star systems with different

industries (like a farming system and an indus-

trial system) and determine which products

bring the best prices. For instance, running

robots from Titican to Gateway and animal

skins from Gateway back to Titican is a good,

short hop that will yield a respectable profit.

In general, the more

expensive a product is, the bigger the profit

you'll make when you sell it. So go for the big-

ticket commodities, especially at the start of

the game when you have so little cargo space.

Chances are,

the first starship you can afford won't be signif-

icantly better than the Saker fighter you start

with. When you finally lay out the cash for a

new ride, make sure it has considerably more

cargo space than your current vessel. And

don't buy any new ship until you're sure you'll

have enough cash left over to deck it out with

all the essentials, like an automatic pilot, mis-

siles and a decent gun.

It actually makes fighting harder, not easier.

When it comes time to improve your ship's

chances in battle, go for the items that will do

you the most good: Navy Grade Missiles, Beam

Weapons, Shield Generators, the Radar

Mapper, and the Naval ECM package.

Even when you've worked your

way up to a really nice starship with top-notch

weapons and defenses, you'll occasionally

encounter attackers that can blow you away in

a matter of seconds, so it's good to have a

recent save to fall back on.

FINAL VERDICT

Impressive depth

and variety; nice

texture-mapped

graphics.

Can be painfully repetitive, and combat

is frustratingly tough.

7tt
First Encounters is an ambi-

tious game — but it has a lot of problems that

drag it down.
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11th Hour: 7th Guest 2 $55 Bioforge $43 Ecoquest $30 Iron Cross $41

12 Roads to Gettysburg $49 Blackthorne $33 Ecstatica $37 Ishar 3 $34
1830: Robber Barons $36 Blake Stone: Planet Strike $26 Empire 2 $42 Jagged Alliance $46
1942: Pacific Air War Gold $48 Blood Bowl $35 Entombed $36 Jetfighter 3 $47

1944: Across the Rhine $48 Bloodnet $42 Eric the Unready $36 Jewels of the Oracle $46
5th Fleet $40 Blown Away $44 Exploration $40 Journeyman Project $30

7th Guest $49 Breach 3 $40 Extractors $49 Journeyman ProjectTurbo $40

Absolut,e Zero $41 Brett Hull Hockey $36 Eye of the Beholder 3 $44 Journeyman 2: Buried in Time $50

Aces Collection \ $49 Bureau 13 $39 F14 Fleet Defender Gold $50 Jump Raven $41

Aces of the Deep $47

Aces of the Deep 2 $52

AD&D: Bundle $19

AD&D: Genie's Curse $40

AD&D: Gold Box Collection $42

AD&D: Menzoberranzan $52

Adventures of Woodruf Schnibble $52

AEGIS: Guardian of the Fleet $47

Air Havoc Controller $40

Why pay retail?

Air Warrior $26

Airship $50

Alien Legacy $42

Alien Virus $50

Alone in the Dark 3 $45

Apache $42

Arc of Doom $37

Arctic Baron $26

Are You Afraid of the Dark? $40

Armored Fist $46

Atari 2600 Action Pack $26

Award Winning War Games $40

Awful Green Things $45

Battle Isle 2 $40

Battle Isle 2200 $35

Battlecruiser 3000 $46

Battles in Time $36

Beneath a Steel Sky $43

Berserker $45

Betrayal at Krondor $26

Beyond Squad Leader $46

Big Red Racing $39

Preorder

Price Protection
Any game you preorder from us

has the chance of its price

changing when it finally

arrives. We guarantee you will

get our best price, regardless of

any previous quote, when you

preorder—and remember: 1/2

price shipping on preorders.

Burncycle
,

$50

Buzz Aldrin's Race Into Space $40

Cannon Fodder $26

Capitol Punishment $42

Card Players' Paradise $33

Casino Tournament Champions $41

Celtic Tales: Balorofthe Evil Eye $36

Central Intelligence $26

Civil War: 1861-1865 $40

Civilization Network $48

Club Dead MTV $40

Colonization $46

Colonization Gold $48

Command and Conquer $48

Commander Blood $46

Companions of Xanth $36

Corridor 7 $31

Creature Shock $48

Crime Patrol $39

Cyberia $46

Call for new
FREE catalog

Cyberjudas $44

Cyberwar $47

Cyclemania $36

Cyclones $45

D-Day: Operation Overlord $41

Dark Forces $49

Dark Legions $38

Dark Seed $43

Dark Sun: Shattered Lands $50

Dark Sun: Wake of the Ravager $49

Dawn Patrol $40

Day of the Tentacle $41

Death Gate $35

Descent $39

Discworld $36

Dominus $39

Doom 2: Hell on Earth $44

W Occurence 1: Doomware $29

Occurence 2: Hell on CD $29

Dracula Unleashed $46

Dragon Lore $35

Dragon's Lair $36

Duke Nuke'Em $45

Dungeon Master 2 $38

Earth Siege 2 $50

1/2 Price

shipping on

preorder games

F15 Strike Eagle 3 $51

Falcon Gold $52

Fantasy Fest $42

Flash Traffic $38

Flight Commander 2 $40

Flight Sim Toolkit $54

Flight Unlimited $49

Fortress of Dr. Raidiaki $35

Frankenstein $52

Front Lines $40

Front Page Baseball $46

Front Page Sports Football Pro 95 $48

Full Throttle $45

FX Fighter $38

G-Nome $48

Gabriel Knight $46

Gabriel Knight 2: The Beast Within $48

Gadget $46

Gateway 2 $35

Gazillionaire $28

Ghosts $30

Goblins 3 $21

Gone Fishin $41

Great Nav. Battles 1: N Atlantic $50

Great Nav. Battles 2 $41

Great Nav. Battles 3: Fury Pacific $49

Gunship 2000 $34

Hammer of the Gods $40

Hand of Fate $38

Hardball 4 $36

Harpoon Classic $30

Harvester $52

Hell: A Cyberpunk Thriller $46

Hellcab $43

High Seas Trader $41

Incredible Machine 2 $45

Incredible Toon Machine $34

Indiana Jones: The Fate of Atlantis $42

Inferno $46

Inherit the Earth $35

Interplay's 10 Year Anthology $46

Iron Assault $41

Kingdom of Far Reaches $41

Kings Quest Bundle (1-6) $59

Klik & Play $38

LZone $41

Lands of Lore: Throne Of Chaos $38

Lands of Lore 2 $46

Last Bounty Hunter $45

Legend of Kyrandia $42

Legend of Kyrandia 3 $41

Links Collectors Edition $36

Links 386 Pro $31

Loadstar $50

Lords of Midnight $46

Lords of the Realm $40

Lost Eden $41

Lost Files of Sherlock Holmes $34

Lost Treasures of Infocom 1 $35

Lunicus $41

Maabus $35

Machiavelli: The Prince $40

Mad Dog McCree $38

Magic Carpet $43

Magic: The Gathering $40

Marco Polo $48

Master of Magic $39

Master of Orion $39

Maximum Overkill $42

Mechcommand $42

Mechlords $36

Large selection

of CD games

Mechwarrior2 $46

Megarace $40

Metal Lords $48

Metaltech: Earth Siege $48

Metaltech: Earth Siege—Missions $34

Microcosm $49

Might & Magic: World Of Xeen $41

Millennia $46

Mortal Kombat2 $46

Nascar $48

Navy Strike $41

NBA Live $46

New Horizon $34

NHL Hockey 95 $40

Noctropolis $46

Nomad $36

All products carry full manufacturer’s warranty and documentation.
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Perfect General 2 $35

PGA 486 $49

Phantasmagoria $52

Phoenix Fighter $51

Picture Perfect Golf $45

Pinball Arcade $31

Pirates Gold Plus $48

Police Quest 4: Daryl Gates $45

Police Quest 5: SWAT $49

Power House $40

Privateer $50

Pro League Baseball 95 $38

Psychotron $38

Quarantine $40

Ravenloft: Stone Prophet $49

Ravenloft: Strahd's Possesion $50

Rebel Assault $48

Red Baron with A10 $41

Redshift $51

Relentless: Twincen's Adventure $46

Renegade: Battle For Jacob's Star $49

Retribution $50

Return to Ringworld $42

Return to Zork $49

Reunion $36

Riddle of Master Lu $52

Ringworld $36

Rise of the Robots $45

Rise of the Triad: Dark War $41

Robinson's Requiem $50

Sabre Team $36

Sam & Max Hitthe Road $41

Shadow Caster $44

Shadow of the Comet $38

Shadows of Cairn $41

Shanghi: Great Moments $40

Sherlock Holmes CD Trilogy $20

Silent Hunter $48

Silverload $50

Sim Ant $41

Sim City 2000 $55

Sim City Classic $49

Sim Town $34

Skyrealms of Jorune: Alien Logic $52

Space Ace Classic Pack $36

Space Hulk $35

Space Pirates $39

Spear of Destiny Complete $42

SSN-21 Seawolf $43

Stalingrad $40

Star Control 1 & 2 $20

Star Crusader $41

Star Reach $39

Star Trail: Realms of Arkania $35

Star Trek: TNG A Final Unity $48

Star Trek: TNG Collectors Edition $74

Star Trek: 25th Anniversary $39

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 $41

Starfleet: Academy $47

Stonekeep $52

Novastorm

Oceans Below

Operation Body Count

Operation Europe

Orion Conspiracy

Outpost

Panzer General

$26

$30

$35

$35

$48

$40

$40

Strike Cmndr/Privateer Complete

Supercarts

Syndicate Plus

System Shock

Tank Commander
Tekwar

Terra Nova: Strike Force

The Chaos Engine

The Elder Scrolls: Arena

The Elder Scrolls: Daggerfall

The Horde

The Lemmings Chronicles

The Pure Wargame
The Scroll

Theme Park

Thunderscape

Top Gun

Tornado: Operation Desert Storm

Tortoise and the Hare

$45

$35

$22

$46

$45

$47

$49

$52

$46

$52

$41

$48

$30

$50

$47

$48

$41

$25

$36

Total Distortion

TransportTycoon

Ultima 7: Complete

Ultima 8: Pagan

Ultima Underworld 1&2 Bundle

Ultimate Football

Under a Killing Moon
US Navy Fighters

Vikings

Virtuoso

Voyeur

Warcraft: Ores and Humans
Where in World is Carmen Junior

Where in the World is Carmen

Wild Blue Yonder

Wild Blue Yonder 2

Wing Commander 3

Wing Commander: Armada
Wings of Glory

Wolfpack

X-Wing Complete

X-Com: UFO Defense

X-Com: Terror From the Deep

New Customers

$50

$47

$41

$36 ^
$46

$40

$41

$52

$49

$47

$36

$48

$40

$41

Have we got a deal for you! If

you have never ordered from

us before, just send us a

t receipt for any game previously

purchased from our competition,

mail-order or retail store,

and we will give you FREE

shipping on your first game

order from us. Offer good

through July 31, 1995.

Overnight shipping available in the U.S.

APO/FPO and foreign orders welcomed.
Your card is not charged until your product is shipped.

FedEx shipping times are guaranteed.

Never a hidden surcharge.

COD's now accepted.

due to their weight. No

COD on hardware items.

© 1995 Titan Games

Please send me your catalog.

Standard shipping is UPS, $4.

FedEx 2-day and overnight

delivery available. Foreign

orders subject to additional

shipping charges. Returns

require an RMA and may be

subject to a restocking fee.

APO/FPO orders shipped by

priority mail. Additional

shipping charges may

apply to hardware items

Expert consultation

and game
recommendations.

COD’S now
accepted

Thanks for making us the #1 mail-order game company.

Contact us on GEnie at Titan-Games. On the internet at titangam@netcom.com

1-800-247-5447
Address

City

All titles listed in this ad are CD-ROM titles. Call for 3.5" availability and pricing.

Product Information Number 140
State/Zip



REVIEWS

Power: Die Game
Category: Strategy

Deplpper, Power Games International

Publisher: Power Games International,

280 West 4800 South, Murray,

UT 84107 (800)671-6333

It may not be the sexiest or most in-depth game
around, but Power has a solid design and
strong modem play that make it worth a look.

Required

CD-ROM Drive;

386SX; Windows
3.1; 4MB RAM;
10MB hard-drive

space; Mouse

We Recommend

486SX; Windows-
supported sound
card; 6MB RAM

M.S.R.P.: $49.95 ($69.95 with board game)

S

id Sackson, the legendary
dean of board gaming, has
declared Power "one of the

best strategy games of the
decade;" high praise from a

man who sees and plays

them all. But though this

quote is displayed promi-
nently on the box for the

computer port of Power, I'd

say it's a touch misleading.

That quote was based on the

quite successful board version,

not the computer version.

And at first glance, nothing about Power
the computer game seems to justify the
quote. I've seen shareware with better

graphics and sound, and the design
appears to be of the Risk, Axis and
Allied, Capture the Flag school. It's com-
mendable, but hardly groundbreaking.
Yet when you mess around under the

hood for a bit, you realize there's some-
thing substantial here.

Power is a boardgame for

Several settings mean Power has some slight play variability.

Windows, and like any such game, is

hampered by its cardboard origins.

There's a reason there aren't any board
game equivalents of Doom or TIE
Fighter, and there's also a reason
Monopoly and other box games have
received a tepid reception in their com-
puter incarnations. They are visually flat

and lifeless, and lack the main ingredient

that makes board games fun — human
interaction. Power
suffers from the

first problem, but
has turned to the

modem to solve

the second.

Power's
theme is simple;

crush your oppo-
nent by carefully

maneuvering
game pieces. Four
players compete at

once (never more
or less) on a small,

map-like board
representing an
abstract terrain.

The board is

divided into four

equal quadrants,
with four islands

in the center of the Power is played on a plain.

board and four I !—1

corners where play

begins. Each player (white, yellow, red,

and blue) starts with a selection of units:

two planes, two infantry, two tanks, and
two ships. Each also has a flag, and this

flag is the goal of the game. Once a per-

son's flag is captured, he's

out of the game. The win-
ner is the person who cap-

tures all the flags.

Units maneuver into

position across the four

islands by simply clicking a

piece and a destination. If

two enemy pieces occupy a

single space at the end of a

move, they fight, with a

simple mathematical calcu-

lation deciding the victory

(i.e., tanks worth two
points beat an infantry unit

worth one, and so on). The
winning side then adds the

defeated piece to his forces,

and play continues. By
occupying enemy ground,

you accrue power points,

which can be traded in for

new pieces, right up to a

"megamissile" nuke. Simplicity incarnate.

While understanding the game is as

simple as checkers, there's a fairly high
degree of strategy to consider when
positioning your units for attacks and
counter-moves, which gives Power a

chess-like feel. And while the AI works
pretty well at directing the opposing
forces, it's ultimately a lifeless opponent.
And during player vs. computer

static board: not too pretty, is it?

matches. Power is usually a lifeless

game. What really makes it shine is the

fact that it can be played over modem,
network, or even the internet (with a

standard SLIP connection). The sparse
but effective graphics mean screen
redraw times are reasonable, and with
the net growing as a gaming environ-

ment, Power is sure to find a place on it

as a straightforward, enjoyable game.
It's no Empire, but it has its own merits.

And you won't spill beer on the board.

—T. Liam McDonald

lifl uaivicn fiimal verdict
HIGHS Good strat-

egy game with simple

rules; a potential for

complex strategy.

Lt*¥i b No "chrome"

on this one, just bare-bones graphics and sound.

As a player-vs-computer strat-

egy game it's OK, but the real strength is in modem,

network, and internet play.
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I

n ajutupfi dominated by vast megacorporations

and corrupt governments, a single citizen

stands little chance ol altering the course ol
.

human events. You're about to find out what

happens when one tries.

- Presented with breathtaking graphics and special

effects; The Orion Conspiracy is a murder mystery that

spins an intricate web of intrigue and deceit. In this

graphic adventure, hid trust equals death. And friends

morph suddenly into foes. Don't lose your head.

100 hand painted background scones displayed in stunning SuperVGA. Fell speech with subtitles. CD quality music anil spot FX throughout. Rendered, animated cut scenes. Highly involved storyline.

On CD ROM for IBM PC 8 Compatibles.

©1995 Domark Software. Ltd. All rights reserved.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Spectrum
HoloByte

To order, visit your nearest

software retailer, or call

1 800 695-GAME

Product Information Number 98
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After a time of Peace...

Comes a time of War.
NOW IT’S UP TO YOU TO FIGHT MERCILESSLY,

Struggling to save a galaxy of planets
In the Ultimate Intergalactic War.

First full-screen, fast action, interactive game for Windows !

(640x480x256 Video Mode) Windows '95 compatible

•Graphics rendered in 3D for heightened realism!

•Literally hundreds of 3D animations!

•Multi-channel sound effects

•Tons of strategic weaponry and resources

at your disposal for fighting the enemy!

Product Information Number 1 14

Call 1 -800-465-CDCDto order direct, or for the name of your nearest dealer! DISTRIBUTOR / DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME!

For more information about Microforum and our products, call us direct at (416)656-6406 or write: 1 Woodborough Ave. Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M6M 5A1

©1995 Microforum Inc. All Rights Reserved.



ECO: East Africa
Simulation

Developer: Viridis

You'll have to deal with hungry lions, pesky

poachers, bad weather, and dwindling funds as
Publisher: IVI Publishing, 7500 Flying

Cloud Dr., Minneapolis,

MN 55344 (800)432-1332

the game warden of an African wildlife preserve.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/25;

4MB RAM

Quad-speed CD-

ROM; 486DX50;

8MB RAM;
Supported sound

card; Mouse

M.S.R.P.; $45

T

he environment is a hot topic

these days, and IVI capitalizes

on that interest by putting you
in the middle of Ethemba— a

fictional African wildlife pre-

serve— in their environmental

sim ECO: East Africa. You're

the new game warden,
charged with the nearly

impossible mission of getting

the preserve back into shape.

And the situation doesn't look

good: The last game warden
was killed by poachers, animal

population is low, and the government
will fire you if you don't get the job done
in a hurry.

It ain't easy rebuilding the park, and
as you start the game you don't have

much in the way of staff, money, or even
a place to work. So
the first thing you
better do is get busy
building your head-
quarters and getting

organized.

You'll begin by
using a handy journal

which allows you to

view a map of the

park, info on budget,

staff, water, etc., and
gives you access to

enter the park itself.

From this journal

you'll build your
headquarters and
begin organizing the park— by ordering

supplies and checking your mail. And in

this dark, lonely jungle the mail proves to

be very important; staff is hired through
the mail, and you'll also get contributions

and requests from tourism, hunting, and
environmental groups.

The interface quickly begins show-
ing its weaknesses, though, and makes
even the simple task of answering the

mail a tedious chore. First you have to

Here's a rare glimpse of a poachers' camp;

just click on the fire to torch the place.

click on an envelope to read

a letter, then click on a

notebook full of responses

and choose which one you
want to send. Then you
have to select an address in

your Rolodex to place it

onto your response letter,

then place the letter in your

out box.

The interface doesn't

jjfj fare much better once
you're out in the park. After

accessing the park mode from
your journal, you'll find you
don't actually get to move
around the preserve. Instead,

you use a compass to choose
one of four directions to face.

And you just stand there, look-

ing. While the park views them-
selves are gorgeous — with ani-

mals, trees, grass, and moun-
tains all rendered in vivid detail— the

load times for these screens are terribly

slow, and you really miss the feeling that

you're actually walking through the pre-

serve, or witnessing any of the changes

you've made.
And once you get the hang of man-

aging your park, the day-to-day opera-

tions become terribly monotonous; sort-

ing through mail, looking for poachers,

and feeding your staff fill most of your
time, with very few diversions. On a

really exciting day,

you might see a little

curl of smoke on the

horizon, indicating

the presence of a

poachers' camp. But

even here the excite-

ment is limited.

While you can
attempt to drive off

the poachers by
burning their tents,

the journal mode is

the only way you can

"directly" attack

them, and even then

you won't see what
you've done; you just sit watching the

park map, waiting to see if the ranger or

poacher icon turns red to indicate that

they've been injured. Now that's exciting!

After a while you really don't give a

damn about poachers, villagers, animals,

or money, and will probably find yourself

looking forward to trouble, just to get a

break from the monotony. Getting eaten

by lions is always good for a laugh.

ECO: East Africa has all the ele-

You'll spend a lot of time here in your office, but wouldn’t you rather

be out exploring the countryside? Sorry, not in this game...

Staff bios are available on the staff page in

the journal. The more experience and educa-

tion the person has, the better.

ments needed for a great game: a fresh

concept, beautiful graphics, a struggle of

good verses evil. But without the chal-

lenging interaction that a sim like this

requires, the most important thing — fun
— is lost in the shuffle.

—Lisa M. Howie

FINAL VERDICT

Beautiful

graphics, timely

subject matter,

good concept.

Monotonous

game play, not enough action to keep your interest.

Only those who are interested

in East Africa — and have a great deal of

patience — need apply.
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Download a FREE exciting

Demo from the World Wide Web
http://www.nuke.com/cgr/csponsor/c_ad_05/warrior.zip

MINDSCAPE

For the dealer nearest

or to buy, call
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REVIEWS

Hie Perfect General II

Category: Wargame

Developer: QQP

Publisher: Quantum Quality Productions,

495 Highway 202, Flemington,

NJ 08822 (908)788-2799

Here's fttie perfect wargame for

those grown-up kids who pine for the

days of playing with toy soldiers in a sandbox.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

386/33; 4MB RAM;
SVGA; Mouse

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486;

8MB RAM;
Supported sound
card

M.S.R.P.: $49.95

W

hen you first boot up The
Perfect General II, you'll

see a brief video clip of

someone from QQP
dressed up as a staff offi-

cer, wagging a swagger-
stick and dispensing tacti-

cal tips. The accents are a

hoot, the costumes look to

have been looted from
attics and thrift-shops,

and the acting is straight

from a Monty Python skit.

It's a corny, cheesy

way to start the proceedings (the tactical

tips are good, though!), but somehow it

captures the exuberance and elan that

typifies QQP's whole approach to

wargaming: youfre having fun, and that's

what it's all about.

Blast the railroadsl Blast the bridges!
Blast the roadsl Blast everything with
artillery! Slow your ever present
adversary anywhere and everywhere.

Cheesy as they are, these opening video

clips do contain sound tactical advice.

When the original Perfect General

came out a couple years ago, it seemed to

come from nowhere, from a company few
gamers had ever heard about, with none
of the tentativeness that often character-

izes the initial offerings of new companies.

And it was, hands-down, the best

computer translation of tabletop

wargaming anybody had ever published.

It captured the essence of the experi-

ence: the simple, hands-on pleasure of

moving your tanks and guns individu-

ally, and figuring

out where and
how to use them
to the best advan-

tage.

Along with

that experience, it

seamlessly com-
bined the com-
puter's ability to

calculate, impar-

:
tially and objec-

tively, lines of

sight, terrain effects,

cumulative damage,
rates of movement—
all the little chores

that go with minia-

tures games— and
added the elements

that had previously

been left to the

gamer's imagination:

vivid sound effects,

artillery barrages that

tear up the landscape

and leave smoking
craters, exploding

vehicles, and fully realized landscapes.

And though it's been a long time in

coming, QQP pulled out all the stops in

designing The Perfect General II, and it

shows. The original experience has been
expanded, enriched, deepened, and made
even more compelling.

Take the new SVGA graphics: crisply

detailed hills, towns, roads, bridges, rivers,

deserts that are lovely to behold. The
effects of terrain on movement and com-
bat have been enhanced, and as you play,

you'll discover more and more
ways to use the environment. If a

certain deployment seems sensi-

ble, it usually works that way in

the game: putting artillery on the

reverse slopes of hills, hiding

tanks in the woods, ringing a

besieged city with mines and
bunkers, using rail lines to shift

heavy units— such tactics give

you advantage, and if you don't

use them to the fullest, you can be

sure the hard-charging computer
opponent will.

Clearly, the best way to

enjoy TPGU is to fight against

another human opponent, but

QQP has invested much thought

and labor in making the comput-

erized enemy a foe to be reckoned

with. You can set the AI on five

different levels of sophistication,

Unit purchase for the Defender, no

Buy Points Remaining: 1 Used:

| Units Purchased: 10

84

Unit Cost Units Purchased

I Mine 3 f Ji 0 JJ
Infantry 1 J 0 JJ
Machine Gun 3 JJ 1 .JJ

j:/;
Engineer 5 ' JJ 2 JJ
Bazooka 3 JJ 1 jj

£? Armored Car w/MG 6 J S
0 JJ

| Armored Car 5 t 1 *

Light Tank 6 JJ 1 JJ
P Medium Tank 8 JJ 0 JJ

Heavy Tank 12 U 1 JJ
Mobile Artillery 14 ti 0 JJ
Light Artillery 9 jj 0 t j

Heavy Artillery 20 jj 0

Fort ification 2 Ji 0 Jj
Elephant Tank 15 JJ 3 Jj

Placement hexes avail.

:

12 Max planes: 0

—
T-wjim

In each scenario, you purchase units with a number of "buy points." Usually, it's

best to start off with a lot of cheap, fast, armored cars, so you can claim posses-

sion of as many objectives as possible during your first turns.

Even on level 3, it gives you a real scrap.

New unit types have been added: air

support, offshore bombardment, anti-air-

craft fire, and even great, lumbering "ele-

phant tanks" that really amount to land

battleships. It takes patience and luck to

deploy these slow-moving behemoths, but

they pack devastating firepower and they

can shrug off artillery barrages as if they

were hailstorms.

The new scoring system adds con-

siderable depth. It's not enough, in most

and on 4 or 5, it's tough to beat.

Craters, burning towns, blown-up bridges, and spiffy explosions

all add visual spice to the beautifully rendered maps.

PC GHMER RugusriSBS
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Island battles are interesting; since no amphibious

movement is allowed, they often turn into intense

artillery duels.

About those
Airfields...
Since airstrikes have a two-in-three chance of destroy-

ing their targets, air support can be a crucial ingredient

to victory. Obviously, one of the first objectives you want
to seize with your fast-moving units is the airfield closest

to your initial starting zone.

Possession of airfields is given to the side which

last touched them with any of its units (you don't need to

actually park a tank nearby in order to retain possession,

although that's a wise thing to do if the enemy is within

one-turn's striking distance).

Several times, I quickly established control over

an airfield and then waited expectantly for the computer

to grant me my airplanes during the next reinforcement

phase...and I waited and waited and waited...and still

never got any planes.

Airfields are vital objectives in many scenarios. If you

can't capture the enemy
1

s, at least try to neutralize them

with long-range fire.

Although this is not explained anywhere in the

manual, you can only obtain planes on airfields that lie

within your initial zone of deployment. If a given field is

not within those boundaries, the only advantage you get

from taking it is denying it to the enemy. In some scenar-

ios, this rule seemed to give the computer an unfair

advantage— and the only remedy is to seize any func-

tioning enemy fields as quickly as possible. Of course, in

some scenarios, the advantage goes to you.

Aircraft parked on the tarmac are very vulnerable

to ground assault; a single, puny armored car can

destroy them all in one move. Watch out for sneak

attacks, and remember that artillery can neutralize

enemy airfields from a distance.

Heavy armor carries integral anti-aircraft protec-

tion (the chance of shooting down an enemy plane is

one-in-three), but you should, if possible, station

machine gun units near your artillery batteries, to give

them some protection from air assault.

of the scenarios, just to

blow up a lot of enemy
units; you must seize

and hold objectives

(usually towns or vital

road junctions) in order
to win. So skillful

maneuvering of all

your troops becomes,
quite rightfully, the pri-

mary element of suc-
cess. Relatively weak
units — infantry squads
and light armor— can
win the battle for you,

ifyou can get them to

their objectives safely.

Scenarios are

grouped in categories.

Some offer compact
engagements suitable

for playing during your
lunch hour, while others

include battles of enor-

mous complexity and scope. There are
full-blown campaigns, too, featuring

linked scenarios. Some battles take place

on and around clustered islands, some are
fought on deserts, and still others in dense
forests. But all the maps have been care-

fully designed to include lots of tactically

important features, such as narrow
passes, strategic crossroads, commanding
elevations, critical bridges.

In all, there are 98 unique scenarios,

each with its own challenges and quirks.

On the basis of the 50-plus hours I've

spent sampling the various set-ups, 1 can
testify that the ingredients of victory are
significantly different from one scenario to

the next. You have to think, and you have
to study the maps (which are handsomely
reproduced in two accompanying vol-

umes). Such variety and depth of chal-

lenge assure hundreds of hours of replay

value, especially ifyou play as the defender
one time and the aggressor the next.

I found the campaigns to be less

appealing than the individual scenarios,

though, because the rules governing them
seemed too arbitrary. When playing as

the Japanese defender (in a huge cam-
paign called "Eclipse of the Rising Sun"), I

managed to annihilate the Americans on
Guadalcanal, only to have the computer
inform me that, since "the attacker has
failed in his objectives, the campaign
mode is now terminated."

Now wait a minute! Shouldn't a suc-

cessful defense earn carry-over points for

the next chapter in the campaign?

°ii>i iMmm

Use the Recon Map to keep track of placement zones, units, objectives,

and victory points.

Massed field artillery can be devastating, but

it doesn't move anywhere unless you divert

vehicles to tow the guns— which makes it

very vulnerable to counter-battery fire.

Shouldn't I be able to take some of those

victorious units from Guadalcanal and
deploy them on New Guinea or Guam or
Tinian? What gives?

And, while I know the folks at QQP
are as tired of reading this as I am of writ-

ing it, they simply must do something about
their manuals. This one is wretchedly orga-
nized, clumsily written, incomplete, and rid-

dled with atrocious English. The violent

overthrow of a government is a coup d'etat,

fellas, not a "Coup dTat."

These complaints pale when com-
pared to the game's impressive achieve-

ments, though. It's not a spelling bee, after

all, but a wargame. And one hell of a fine

wargame at that.

—William R. Trotter

Engineers are the most expensive foot sol-

diers, but are extremely valuable for repair-

ing roads, bridging rivers, and clearing

pesky minefields.

M GAMER FINAL VERDICT

HE A beauti-

ful, addictive,

smooth-playing

game, with terrific

replay value.
91

The manual is a disgrace and fails to

explain adequately a number of elements.

A sequel worth waiting for! It

will make you long for those days of playing with

toy soldiers in the sandbox. A masterpiece.
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IMPULSE GAMES - ENTOMBED DIGGERS - MILLENNIUM MEDIA
In the tradition of MYST™ comes a

complete ray-traced mystery of entrapment

and intrigue - ENTOMBED. Designed by

the Australian software magicians at

CHAOS CONCEPTS, Entombed will pit you
against an ancient civilization’s technology;

their insidious (and potentially lethal) traps;

and a deep underlying mystery of

monumental consequence. You must solve

the mystery of your failed predecessors and
unravel the riddle of... the Entombed.

If you liked playing LEMMINGS,
you’ll love DIGGERS! Stories of the

planet ZARG's mineral wealth are in

abundance. Huge amounts of

minerals and ores can be found

below the planet’s surface. But the

enormous volcanic activity that

created these riches has thrown up
a large number of perils as well. As
a result, mining the Planet ZARG is

an extremely hazardous
undertaking. Few have left richer

than when they arrived; indeed if

they’ve left alive at all!

f

APOGEE - RISE OF THE TRIAD DOOM - ID SOFTWARE
You are a member of the

HUNT, the top secret High-risk

United Nations Taskforce, sent on
extremely covert operations to

possible trouble spots outside the

three-mile boundary waters of

> member countries. You are

investigating a breakout of cult

activity on a small island in the

Gulf of Santa Catalina. Little do
you know that your battle here is

only the beginning of the Dark
War about to be waged.

DOOM is THE virtual reality

game in which you are plunged

into a brutal 3D world. To escape
alive, you must outfight legions of

grisly fiends and solve Doom’s
lethal puzzles. You play a marine
soldier equipped with a variety of

weapons and technological

artifacts, but in the end it comes
down to who’s tougher; you or

them. DOOM. Where the Only
Safe Place... Is Behind the

.. ™ Trigger...

j

rtMMli, .HfertLTH

EPIC MEGAGAMES - ONE MUST FALL

In the year 2097 steel will bend and
sparks will fly as you control a 90 ^ iaN

foot robot in a futuristic fight of Epic

proportions. OMF 2097 will rip your

heart out with full screen, ultra fast

fighting action. In OMF’s
.
•.**/>*

"Tournament Play", you enter the .

arena as an inexperienced 98,000 C ' *

pound weakling. Fighting through - •

match after match of opponents, + ^ k
you earn cash and experience for

every fight you win. If you enjoyed

Street Fighter II or Mortal Kombat,
take on One Must Fall 2097.

PLUS 26 MORE TITLES JUST AS GOOD
AS THESE, AND EVEN BETTER. .

.

If you’re looking for new games to play and you don’t have a

lot of money to blow on junk; pick up a SHAItliWAUli

SOURCE demo title and see what you're missing. For about

$5 bucks you can preview hot new games and a few

classics you might have missed out on. You don’t even

need a modem or a CD-ROM drive. And if your retailer

doesn't carry SHAREWARE SOURCE, give them this ad and

tell em’ you want some quality demos to try out from THE
SHAREWARE SOURCE.

The Hottest Commercial Software Demos.

AVAILABLE AT:

Attention Retailers: Shareware Source product is one of the fastest selling product lines our software retailers

carry. We consistently rank in the top 10 title sales. Our packaging is the best in the industry and our prices leave

you with huge margins compared to other software products. Excellent terms and service have made Shareware

Source THE source for quality demo software. Call 'Kevin' at Beaucomm Software at 1-800-266-3281 for a free

information kit with service, terms and prices that will have you wishing you'd called sooner.

All lilies, copyrights and trademarks are property of their respective c<mpantes
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REVIEWS

Category: Action

Developer: Millennium Media Group

Publisher: Millennium Media Group,

234 N. Columbus Blvd.,

Philadelphia, PA (215) 625-8928

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

486/25; 4MB RAM;
500K free base
memory

Double-speed CD-

ROM; 486DX33;

8MB RAM;
Supported sound
card; Gamepad or

joystick

M.S.R.P.; $39.95

T

his is supposed to be a first-per-

son shooter for kids, set in a

Doom-style environment without
all the blood and gore. Or the

character. Or fun. Instead of rid-

ding the world of demonic beasts,

in H.U.R.L. you play as a Special

Undercover Dirt Zapper trying to

clean up a world that's been
trashed by Bob the Slob and his messy
minions. But before you can defeat Bob,

you'll have to face down his sloppy
helpers, who toss eggs, throw up on you,

and blow smoke rings in your face. If

you get hit by these attacks, you get

dirty; if you get too dirty, you lose the

game and have to start all over.

You'll fend off your attackers with
such non-violent weaponry as water bal-

loons, bars of soap, and deodorant
sticks. To get these weapons, you need
to earn money by collecting trash and
cleaning up each level. Then you spend
your cash at a vending machine, buying
your choice of prime janitorial and per-

sonal hygiene equipment.

The idea sounds great, but the

game just doesn't deliver. The graphics
look nice from a distance, but up close

they become incredibly pixelicious. And
the levels use the same predictable

graphics, with only a few minor varia-

V Swamp Breath blew smoke rings at yon, but

|

you have reduced him to a slobbering fool.

tions. To top it off, there just isn't any
real challenge to the game, and when
you finally face Bob on the last level, he's

no harder to beat than any of the other
baddies. And unfortunately, you won't
be able to choose a more challenging

difficulty level.

I found the game more frustrating

than fun. And if I were still a kid, I would
no doubt seek excitement elsewhere.

—Dean H. Renninger

[i!j GAMER
The idea

is there for a great,

non-violent kids

game with Doom-

like qualities.

There isn't much challenge, satisfac-

tion, or fun here.

It fills a void in the kids mar-

ket, just not very well.

FINAL VERDICT

You can make pigs fly by cleaning them up with

|

some soap, water balloons, or deodorant sticks.



REVIEWS

SuperKarts
Category: Arcade racing game

Developer: Manic Media Productions

Publisher: Williams Entertainment;

Distributed by: GT Interactive,

16 East 40th St., New York,

NY 10016 (212)686-9432

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM; 386DX/20;

4MB RAM; VGA
Double-speed CD-

ROM; Supported

soundcards;

Joystick or

gamepad

1

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

D

on't even try to compare
SuperKarts to those kiddie-cart

games where you're racing

against magic mushrooms, giant

frogs, and smiling wallabies. This

is realistic driving action, set in

the competitive world of interna-

tional go-kart racing. And it's

surprisingly good fun.

It may not look as exciting as being

in the cockpit of a 600HP
NASCAR racer, but after trying

to keeping these little carts on
the track for a few laps ofjumps
and grinds, you'll see that in

some ways, these buggies can

be as challenging as taking laps

in any stock car. And the best

part is, there's no shifting,

weight jacking, or any of the

hassle that can sometimes make
sims a pain.

The tracks play a big part

in keeping SuperKarts a con-

stant challenge, with plenty of

extremely tight hairpin turns, walls

that seem to magnetically attract

your cart, and everyday hazards like

snow, ice, and water.

Thankfully, it doesn't take long

to get a feel for maneuvering your
i|i cart around these obstacles.

Whether you use the keyboard, joy-

stick, or gamepad, you can really slap

your cart through the turns; driving with

the Thrustmaster T1 driving wheel is

especially satisfying.

The best part of SuperKarts is its

balance of realism and playability. It

never turns into simple, mindless action;

it's tough, but not too tough — and when
you've beaten the pack of computer
opponents, you can always go head-to-

head with friends thanks to the game's
network and modem options.

W.S-J , .

M¥T|

With a variety of tracks located around the world, you’ll see

some pretty strange sights lining the track, like these golden

Buddhas from in India.

It ain't fancy, but with its smooth
control, consistent challenge, and fast

action, SuperKarts is just the thing to fill

the gap between arcade-style excitement

and the full-bore driving sims.

—Todd Vaughn

US GAMER FINAL VERDICT
Lots of

tracks with clever

hazards; good modem
and network options.

On tough

settings, you'll have a hard time keeping your

cart on track; single-player mode gets repetitive.

If you're frustrated by the

demands NASCAR, SuperKarts is a sure-fire way
to driving excitement.

Yeah! Check out the INN Web Site at

http://www.imaginationnet.com

There’s more where that

came from rookie!

you think youn just Ram it into the
ENP ZONE, ONiy THAT MlCROglOlOtjlVT

FROM FttfNO UUFFf the piAy *CREAMlN<j

"not TOPAy, touqh c,uy

Dang!
Who’s
that new
quarter-

back?

This isn’t just another football game.
rpi • ^

|

yY\n t
+’o rv?rennal

This isn t just another t

This time it’s personal.

' Join thousands of other members on the

ImagiNation Network GNN), where you’ll play

against each other rather than mindless microchips.

Match -wits against another "coach” using

real NFL players and actual '94-95 stats. Make

strategic player substitutions and see the

action from up to nine viewing angles. Is
No wonder Front Page Sports:

j-j
Football has been named the PremierSports AT&T

FOOTBALL
N l 1 N

Gameoffieyearby

Computer Gaming World

for the last three years.

So check it out.

Start playing today with the free INN software on

the CD-ROM bundled with this magazine, or call us

at 1-8(XHMAGIN-1, ext. 942 . When you do, you’ll get

dozens cf other cool games, like 3D-Golf™ Red Baron®

andThe Shadow cfYserbius™

Come on, hot shot.

Are you INN or out?
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STEVE KANALY

ANDY ROBINSON

AMI DOLENZ

BLOCGWM PUI/ ^HEAD'S REVENGE ISaTRADEMARK OF MPCAS199S MOTION PICTURE CORPPORATION OF AMERICA. ALL BIGHTS RESERVED. AN AFFILIATED IABEL OF ELECTRONIC ARTS.

SOLEIL MOON I

ROGERtLINTON

BLOOD
NOW!
ASKME HOW This fast-paced

splatter-packed CD
ROM movie-based

interactive adventure

featuresjeal movie
clips (from the movie
Pumpkinhead II:

Bloodwings), real *

movie music, and real

movie stars, such as .

Pumpkinhead himself, smiling above,

and Roger Clinton, the President's

more successful brother! You'll get |

everything but real blood on your v
computer. This game is sure to

get your blood pumping!

Motion picture
Corporation < America

Product Information Number 101



REVIEWS
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Category: Graphic Adventure

Developer: Coktel Vision

Publisher: Sierra On-Line,

Bellevue, WA 98007

(209) 683-4468

The folks who brought us Gob-

lins are back with a hit— and a

strangedudenamed

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

486/25; 4MB RAM;
5MB hard-drive

space; Windows 3.1

or later; SVGA;
Windows-supported
sound card; Mouse

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; Pentium

M.S.R.P.: $52

I

f you've played any of the Goblins

games from Coktel Vision, it'll come
as no surprise that this latest Coktel

offering makes for some good gam-
ing. Coktel has a real flair for creat-

ing zany worlds, loveably bizarre

characters, and excellent puzzle con-

tent— and most importantly, for

combing these parts to create some
of the most cohesive and believable

graphic adventures out there.

This time out, there's more
emphasis on storyline than in past

Coktel titles. In The Adventures of

Woodruffand the Schnibble, you play as

Woodruff, the son of a scientist who's
been kidnapped by the evil Big Wig just

before the game begins. You don't

remember what happened, or even who
you are, as play starts. You'll have to put
a lot of pieces together to get a sense of

just who this Woodruff guy is, and even
more to fully understand the complex,
cartoony world he lives in.

But learning about the world is

never dull. It's many-layered and full of

detail — good versus evil, an oppressed

About half way through, you’ll be given the transport-

ozon. With it, you'll be able to zip around to different

locations a whole lot faster than by foot.

underclass, wisemen with

amnesia, and interesting,

almost Dr. Seuss-like charac-

ters and settings throughout.

You'll learn that your father

was an agitator, a human try-

ing to restore hope and
equality to the enslaved

Boozooks by advancing the

worship of the mythical

Schnibble. To free him and
continue his noble work,

you'll have to take on the Big

Wig and his evil bureaucracy.

This all may sound a bit

dramatic, but Woodruffand the

Schnibble manages to present its

storyline without ever becoming
heavy or self-indulgent; it's hard
to get too serious when faced

with puzzles like sticking a plas-

tic finger in a big nose to open a

secret doorway.
The puzzles — really, the

meat of any graphic adventure — are

almost uniformly bizarre. But the design-

ers and writers have done such a good
job of crafting the game world that even
odd puzzles like the nose-door make per-

fect sense in their context. In fact, the

puzzles are almost always fair and logi-

cal, once you understand the world in

which they're set. That's not to say

they're all easy, because they're not;

you'll find yourself frustrated at times,

but when you do eventually find your
solution, you won't feel cheated.

There are a few minor annoyances
to Woodruff, though — none of them
serious, but certainly worth mentioning.
Probably the biggest pain is the fact that

all the dialog is spoken, with no text to

back up the actors' performances.
And while that's just fine most of

the time, there are a few charac-

ters that are just too tough to

understand. Then there's the fact

that once started, there's no way
to just end dialogs; even if you've

already heard a character's spiel,

you're just gonna have to sit

through it again.

My only other complaint

involves moving from location to

location. There are plenty of dif-

ferent spaces to explore in this

game, and it can get pretty tedious

waiting as Woodruff shuffles from
one to the next. As with the

dialogs, there's no way to speed
through these little animations. I

think the designers realized this,

though, because about half way

^ The artwork in this intro sequence, depicting baby Woodruff and

his dad in happier times, is great. But best of all, the art in the

game itself is just as impressive.

This thing, the Tobozon, is like a little video-

phone— and you'll use it very often. The

young lady is Coh Cott, and Woodruff would

like to be her friend...

through the game you're given a device

that lets you transport from one area to

another. And man, will you appreciate it.

None of these little details obscures
the originality, fun, or fairness of

Woodruffand the Schnibble, though.

This is great gaming, and recommended
to all.

—Matt Firme

UU5 UMIVinn FIINIAL VERDICT

Looks great,

fun and detailed

storyline, solid, logi-

cal challenges.

LOW> Some char-

acters are tough to understand, the inability to skip

through dialogs and some animations gets tiresome.

A great graphic adventure, and

further reason to praise Coktel Vision.



Extended Play
ADD-ONS • SCENARIO DISKS • UPGRADES • BUG PATCHES

.

II Feui Neui flees

Venture back
to the days of

yesteryear, as

our resident

replay-value

ranger looks at

some add-ons

that bring new
life and greater

gameplay to

some classic

historical sims

and wargames
Hi-yo, Tommy,
away! ! !

!

some diverting game play. All

in all, Dynamix did well with

this disk— though a few more
historic missions, especially

more featuring the XXI, would
have been welcome.

Wargaming
With Novastar
David Landry over at Novastar

continues to flood my mailbox
with quantities of top-flight

scenarios for SSI's Tanks! In

case you're tuning in late.

Tanks!: Wargame Construction

Set II was a nifty wargame
with a rock-solid core design

that allowed gamers to create

their own scenarios, with any
number of units from the age
of armor onward. Novastar is

supporting Tanks! aficionados

with some well-done and
heavily documented disks from
a stable of knowledgeable and
enthusiastic designers. They
are also now turning out disks

for the ancient-but-still-fondly-

thought-of Battles ofNapoleon.

That's part of the big

"non-scenario" news from
Novastar, but it's a two-fold

announcement: An update

(version 1.27) of Battles of

Napoleon , and a new Modem
Database Disk. Version 1.27

continues game creator Norm
Roger's efforts to refine and
perfect the system, with some
modest patching and rules

clarification. (Please note that

this patch is not supported by
SSI: it's from Roger and
Novastar exclusively.) Bigger

changes, however, are made in

the Modern Database Disk,

which includes about 152

countries and over 350 mod-
ern units. This is a pretty big

data overhaul, and Novastar is

supporting it with twenty new
scenario disks concentrating

ing ballast and
the water level

inside the boat.

One new
hunting ground
comes with this

disk: The Medi-
terranean. There
are six new his-

toric missions set

there, but cap-

tains will not be
ordered there in

the course of a

game. As an
environment for

Wolfpacks, the Mediterranean
was a wash, with low tonnage
and only a modest effect on
the course of the war. Still,

slipping past Gibraltar to

prowl new waters makes for

packed with batteries, the

sub's underwater operating

time and speed were greatly

increased. And thanks to new
torpedo tubes, the XXI could

fire at depths up to 100 feet,

and mechanized torpedo load-

ing shaved precious time off

reloading. Probably the great-

est innovations were in the

electronic sensor suite, which
included an active sonar,

radar, and enhanced underwa-
ter listening capabilities.

As sub commander, you
can now use sonar while sub-

merged, or radar while on the

surface. There are also two
new torpedoes to deploy.

These include a G7e ("LUT")

Pattern Runner, which allows

for a second run-leg and angle

in pattern setting, greatly

increasing the chance of a hit;

and the Gtes ("Gnat II"), an
acoustic homing torp with a

wider acoustic range. A pair of

new gauges have been added
to check buoyancy, detailing

the air left available for blow-

ces of the Deep
took its share

of awards last

year, and
earned a fairly

loyal following

of both sim
fans and sub-

marine enthu-

siasts. Though
it's about to be
challenged by
SSI's Silent

Hunter, it will

undoubtedly

remain a lead-

ing U-boat
game for many
people.

So it

comes as good
news indeed that Dynamix has

just given users a chance for a

little bit more action with their

new Aces of the Deep expan-

sion disk, incorporating one
new sub, new technology, and
a whole new theater of action.

The result is a well-balanced

enhancement disk that

;
actually gives gamers some-

;
thing truly new.

The big deal here is the

; Type XXI submarine, now
available to career comman-

: ders in 1943 and in a number
of single missions. The Type
XXI was designed to meet a

pressing need for faster boats

:
with better underwater per-

formance capabilities. In

reality, the boats didn't enter

service until just shortly before

of the war, so turning

loose in '43

the progress of

drastically.

si

;

si



on these additional units. The
first Modem Database

Scenario Disk #21, features the

U.S. Armored Cav (Heavy) in

10 missions against Chinese,

Russians, North Korean,

Serbian, Iranian, and other

modern forces. Cool stuff.

Four more Tanks! disks

featuring World War II battles

are also now ready: #3 (Utah

and Omaha Beaches), #9
(North Africa: Battleaxe, Alam
Alfa, and Sidi Rezegh), #14
(North Africa: Tobruk, Mersa
Matruh, Sidi bouzid. Cauldron

North, and Cauldron East),

and #13 (1973 Arab/Israeli

War: Egyptian and Syrian

fronts). For Battles of
Napoleon, a massive American

Revolutionary War
set is available with

almost four dozen
battles!!! Some
oddball Napoleonic

Battles (Toulon,

Lutzen, etc) are also

modelled in BON
Scenario Disk #8,

with a dozen bat-

tles in toto. You
simply will not find

simulations for

many of these bat-

tles anywhere else,

so wargame enthu-

siasts should keep
an eye on Novastar. Better yet,

if you've always wanted to

game a particular battle, call

them up and tell them.

Man, those guys are

busy. What's more, they're

working with SSI to distribute

out-of-print classics like

Gettysburg, Shilo, and others

(possibly in new VGA ver-

sions); creating scenario edi-

tors for several Gary Grigsby

games; and planning to sup-

port the forthcoming Age of

Rifles: Wargame Construction

Set III and Steel Panthers.

These are some real wargame
enthusiasts, and if you want to

know more about any of their

titles, contact them at Novastar

Game Co., 3505 Midas Ave.,

Rocklin, CA 95677, (916) 624-

7113. Tell 'em you saw it in the

pages of PC Gamer.

PCC

Bug
Patches
1830 Upgrade; Allows the game to

run with 2700 EMS and corrects

lock-ups found when trying to buy

a train from the bank when the

bank has no trains.

1942: Pacific Air War v. 1.5

Alien Logic v.1.1

Bioforge Gravis Ultrasound

Patch: Fixes music only, but not

the digital sound effects.

F-14 Fleet Defender v.2.0

Ifor original Fleet Defender only).

Adds fixes found in Fleet

Defender Gold.

Great Naval Battles III v. 1.

1

Harpoon Classic for Windows

v.1.55: Fixes more general protec-

tion faults.

Iron Cross v. 1.01 Sound Patch

and Added Scenarios: Provides

new sound drivers and adds six

new scenarios.

Jagged Alliance v.1.11: General

maintenance patch.

Bavenloft: Stone Prophet v.1.1

Rules of Engagement 2 v. 1.07

Tank Commander v. 1. 1: Handles

data loss in serial and modem
play found on faster PCs, as well

as some other bugs and crashes.

The Daedalus Encounter v. 1. 1:

General maintenance.

Tigers on the Prowl v.1.23: Fixes

all reported problems and adds a

few new options that can be

selected to speed up game play

(with just a slight loss in game

accuracy).

Tornado Patch: Corrects lockups

on the preferences screen.

U.S. Navy Fighters v. 1. 1: Fixes

various bugs and hangups.

Wareraft v. 1.21 Upgrades: Offers

improved sound card support,

increased 2 -player game speed

and many more fixes. Also

includes the unit editor!

Warlords 2AWE 32 Patch: Va stly

improves the sound quality for

SoundBlaster AWE 32 users.

t
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IN SPACE, NO ONE CAN HEAP YOU CLEAN.
Take home the newest adventure in the award-winning series that has sold over one million

games. Fight grime and battle evil adversaries with Roger Wilco, janitor turned space

adventurer, as he joins farces with video games, TV and sci-fi movies, past and present —
in the wildest Space Quest ever.

©1995 Sierra On-Line, Inc, All rights reserved. Space Quest* is a registered trademark of The Children's Museum of Indianapolis, Inc. and is used by license.

Product Information Number 128
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The Learning Game

n the World
Wide Web, no
one can hear

you scream.

And I've done
a lot of

screaming
since I discov-

ered this

friendly and
vast Internet

resource.

Most of my
screaming has

been gleeful

and amazed,
although some
has been born
of frustration.

I usually

talk about
commercial educational soft-

ware in this column, but this

month I'll discuss the Web
because, to my mind, it could

be the most important break-

through in electronic educa-

tion. It brings information

from all over the world to

your desktop, creating the

illusion that all those giga-

bytes of data are right there

in your home.
To understand the

impact of this new technol-

ogy, imagine you're fixing

sandwiches for your kids

who are napping in the next

room. Suddenly, you realize

you're out of bread. So you
type a code on a keyboard,
and, within seconds, a fresh

loaf is delivered directly to

your bread box. The Web
can satisfy information short-

ages — or even cravings — in

much the same way.

Ladies and
Gentlemen,
the Web
To access the Web, you first

need to find a good source of

information, some special

software, and a pathway onto

the Internet. For information,

I relied on two books: The
Internet Roadmap by Bennett

Falk (which I highly recom-
mend as a meaty, well-writ-

ten introduction to many ser-

vices in addition to the Web),
and The World Wide Web
Bible by Bryan Pfaffenberger.

The World Wide Web Bible

not only explains the Web
clearly, but it also includes

some software — a program

THE LATEST TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

It s a Wonderful Neb

that connects your PC to the

Internet, and a very basic

program that lets you browse
the resources on the Web. 1

don't recommend the Web
browser program, but the

book is clear and enjoyable.

As for actually finding

an Internet access route,

many people check at work,

local universities, or public

libraries. You can also get to

the Web through a commer-
cial Internet provider, or an
online information service

such as CompuServe or

America Online.

This column is too small

to include all the information

you need to get up and run-

ning on the Web. However,

web. There are

many different

kinds of Web
pages: home
pages, which
serve as menus
of the info avail-

able at a particu-

lar Web site;

starting point

pages, which are

a public index of

many Web
sources on vari-

ous topics.

Almost all pages
will include links

to other, related

pages; in fact, it's

rare to find a

page that doesn't

NETCOM NetCrulser - [WotId Wide Web: Heidi's Home Page!

|

File Edit View Internet WWW Sewings Window Help

Places to Oo, Things to Do, People to See

Great Cliffs From Which to Jump

Yahoo

Timely Information

To make Web browsing easier, people create home

pages that include links to their favorite locations,

such as a good starting points page, a weather

forecast, and news.

include at

Heidi E. H. Aycock

to understand the rest of this

column, you may need a few
quick concepts.

Web browsers are soft-

ware packages that allow you
to explore the Web. Some,
like Lynx, are text-based; if

you access the Internet by
logging on from your PC at

home to a workstation at

your office or school, a text-

based browser may be your

only choice. These browsers
are fast and simple to use,

but they lack the graphical

user interface and the ability

to display graphics that more
sophisticated browsers offer.

So a good, full-featured

browser is essential if you're

to access the images, sounds,

and all the other multimedia

elements that help to distin-

guish the Web from other

Internet resources.

If you think of the Web
in visual terms, pages are the

intersections of a spider's

Heidi took a

quick spin on
the Net this

month, and
discovered that

a whole new
world full of

educational

value for kids

and adults is

just a few
clicks away on

the World
Wide Web.

least one link to another page.

Links are the pathways
through the Web, the strands

that connect the pages of the

Web. Links go in many direc-

tions, a lot like the hypertext

in a good multimedia ency-

clopedia. They basically move :

you from page to page and
even between separate Web
sites by automatically feeding

your browser the right URLs,
for Universal Resource Loca-

tor; URLs are Web addresses,

and while they look as cryptic

as DOS file names, good links

mean you won't have to pay
much attention to them.

What's So
Great About
the Web?
The Web is a potentially lim-

itless information source for

the masses, and just about

anyone can learn to navigate

it. In a text-based browser,

you tab to a highlighted word
and hit the return key. If

you're using a graphical

browser, you click on a high-

lighted phrase with your

mouse, and you'll jump to a

new page of interesting infor-

mation. Then you're off on a

great trip through new arti-

cles — some with sound clips,

video, and graphics.

The beauty is that the

trip is transparent. You might
jump from a supercomputer
in Switzerland to a worksta-

tion at the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

but to your computer it feels

like you've never left that

browser program. It really

seems like you've got this



ArtServe
Art & architecture

mainly from the

Mediterranean Basin

This Australian National University server contains over 1.2 gigabytes of data which are

no/available elsewhere. It offers a variety of image collections and small presentations,

all ofwhich deal in some way with Art History. The current setup will be improvedwhen
time, money and assistance permit Your opinions and suggestions on the content,

arrangement and display of materials on this server are earnestly sought: please email

imi
Go to previous document.

NETCOM NetCruiser - [World Wide Web: ANU Art History top Level Menu Pagel
File Edit View internet WWW Settings Window Help

f

This server offers access to around 10,200 images, to a full-length book, and to a mechanism for

searching text via a forms interface, as well as a way of “dialing up" the images you want via forms

ir

Because of the graphic density of this art history page, it took more than two
minutes to complete the data transfer, but it was worth the wait.

enormous hypermedia docu-
ment on your desktop, when
in fact you're logging on and
off of computers all over the
world. Referring to the URLs
embedded in the Web pages,
your computer can find

whatever link you choose to

jump to. And your graphical
browser knows how to dis-

play the information in living

color (and sound and animation).

Thanks to its friendly

design, the Web will lure

more people onto the Inter-

net, possibly creating a bet-

ter-informed public, in turn
creating a healthier and more
productive society. Though
no one can vouch for the
Web page authors — anyone
with the right resources can
put up a Web site, so not all

the Web's content is of the

same caliber, and an alarm-
ing amount of it is purely
commercial — it is possible to

communicate with some of
the finest minds in the world.

For all of its positive

qualities, though, there are

some negative ones too. First

of all, the Web can be incred-

ibly slow. Dialing in

through a local univer-

sity, my access time was
noticeably slower than I

would experience if I

were accessing informa-
tion from my hard disk.

And through a commer-
cial Internet access

provider, connections
were occasionally so
slow that I played

Minesweeper while
browsing the Web so I

wouldn't get too bored
waiting for transmis-
sions to finish.

There are other dis-

advantages of a more
philosophical nature,

such as easy access to

pages that are inappro-
priate for kids (sex sites,

for example — which, to

their credit, ask children

and prudes to head for

higher ground). But my

biggest concern is that many
lower income families will be
left out of the loop; ideally, an
information source as poten-
tially enlightening as the Web
would be as affordable as radio

or television.

Balancing the pros
against the cons, though,
these disadvantages hardly
nudge the scale. Despite the

slowness and other possible

problems with the Web, it's a

wonderful tool, and parents
can use it to great educa-
tional advantage.

So What's Up
There?
Though I haven't made an
exhaustive survey of educa-
tional resources on the Web,
I have linked with some
excellent pages that I want to

pass along. As 1 discuss these
pages. I'll include the URLs
for those of you who already
know how to use them. If you
haven't entered the Web yet,

ignore the URLs for now, but
save them for your first trip.

Because my kids love

books, I particularly enjoyed
the Children's Literature Web
Guide at http://www.ucalgary.

ca/~dkbrown/index.html. From
this page, you can link to a

nice collection of resources: a

list of Children's Book Award
winners, a list of recom-
mended reading, a list of
banned books, and even a list

of upcoming movies based
on children's books (would
you believe a Muppet Trea-
sure Island?). Besides lists,

there are links to discussion
groups on authors, articles

on child development, and
brochures on helping kids

learn to read.

Then there are the links

just for kids: links to cyber-
magazines that publish sto-

ries and pictures by kids,

links to discussion groups
about their favorite books,

and links to games.
On another topic perti-

nent to kids, the National Sci-

ence and Technology Week
page at http://soundprint.

brandywine.american.edu/~n
tsw/activities/activities.html

offers project ideas related to

the 25th anniversary of Earth
Day. For example, the page
offers links to interactive

lessons on earthworms,
paper-making, solar energy,

and constellations. For more
science resources, try the

Cornell Math/Science Gateway
at http://www.tc.cornell.

edu:80/Edu/MathSciGateway.
Though it's probably
intended exclusively for

teachers, the Math/Science
Gateway is a treat for par-

ents, and kids will find links

especially for them.
For one example of the

many children's creative

writing magazines, try

Cyberkids at http://www.
woodwind.com/mtlake/index.
html. If you want to see the

graphics that go with the sto-

ries, prepare yourself for a

long wait; but this page
shows how children can eas-

ily publish on the Web.
But all this is just for

starters, and really all I have
room for this time. But you
can expect to hear more
about the Web in this col-

umn; I plan to keep an eye on
this powerful resource from
here on out.

PCfi
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Open the book mark He.

Educational resources on the World Wide Web, such as this science unit on earth-

worms, sport graphics to rival CD-ROM-based software.
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1 “...a breathtaking white knuckle racing game in the

truest form of 3D virtual environments.” -Dimension 3

• Players compete as one of ten different pilots, each
with their own Slipstream aircraft equipped with
specialized features and weapons.

• Head-to-head competition via split-screen or
two computers networked.

• Full track preview to analyze any of the ten

Jp exotic circuits.

• Instant replay feature.

) • Available for PC CD-ROM.

5000

Speech 3Slstpn

,.oe*d: ieSe&W

SLIPSTREAM 5000 Includes Bonus CD
FEATURING Mr ENEMY AND AN ADDITIONAL TRACK

i from Skid Row.

SUBHUMAN rACE

THE SOFTWARE REFINERY AVAILABLE ON

ATLANTIC RECORDS,

CDS AND CASSETTES

- IN STORES NOW!

Distributed By.

Front Street Publishing

303 Sacramento Street

San Francisco, CA, 94111

Gremlin Controls

FRONT STREET

Slipstream © 1 995 Gremlin Interactive L,miter. All Rights Reserved. Front Street Publishing is a Tradfmark of U S. Gold, Inc.

Skid Row© I995Wordiks Music. ASCAP, All Rights Reserved.® 1995 Atlantic Records Corporation for the U.S.
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I

hew! I

almost blew
my deadline

this month,
and you'll

NEVER
guess why;
I've actually

been play-

ing Pacific

Strike, that's

why! After

flying Wing
Commander
III and
Wings of

Glory, I was
in the mood
for an
Origin-style

WWII sim,

and since I've got that new
Pentium 100, 1 decided to give

the old girl another chance.

Now that frame rate and
detail aren't a factor, the only

remaining annoyances are the

single-channel digital sound
and occasional lock-ups. PS
producer Eric Hyman once

told me that he was going to

continue tweaking the game
on his own time, despite its

"dead issue" status, and I hope
that's true. I'm reserving a CD-
ROM slot for it, just in case.

Logon
America Online's Preview of

Version 2.5 for Windows has
been available for a while, and
it's got lots of cool new fea-

tures, most notably a speedy
World Wide Web browser.

Unlike CompuServe's
NetLauncher, which estab-

lishes a PPP link with the

Internet outside of WinCIM,
AOL's Internet Connection
services are integrated within

AOL itself. This addresses the

common Web-surfer's com-
plaint that finding what you
want is often a random, diffi-

cult, and time-consuming task.

Each of AOL's 14 service

categories features a high-

lighted selection of the most
popular Web sites, categorized

by topic. The best music-

related material, for example,

will be grouped together

under Music (gosh!), regard-

less of whether the content is

stored on AOL itself or on
Web servers. So you'll be able

to have Web Pages and AOL
screens open simultaneously.

Lupine Online
SHAREWARE NEWS & THE ONLINE SCENE

Neui GUI Goodies

and chat, send E-mail and
Instant Messages, and down-
load at the same time. The final

release of 2.5 should be avail-

able by the time you read this.

CompuServe has just

released WinCIM 1.4 (GO
WINCIM to download) that

allows you to navigate CIS

using linked hypertext docu-

ments, and use enhanced ver-

sions of existing Internet fea-

tures, like File Transfer Protocol

(FTP) and Usenet Newsgroups.
WinCIM 1.4 also sup-

ports the Windows Sockets

(Winsock) interface, which
gives members direct access to

CompuServe using an existing

Internet account - perfect if

you can't access a local CIS

dial-up number, or don't have

impressive demo,

VPDEMO. EXE, from
the Windows Games
library on AOL, or GO
GAMAPUB - Library

16 - Other Publishers

on CompuServe. Of
course, ifyou bought
the CD-ROM edition

ofPC Gamer, you've

already got the demo
on The CD.

And since you
already trust Ian's

"Judgment," you
might also enjoy a

Windows utility he
recommended. It's a tasteless

little piece of Beerware (any

money you send the author

will be spent on beer) by Tom
Zahorik called The Virtual

0: 0 "0 0 0 ’"'

-_ZL Em 4

a modem but do have a LAN
connection to the Net.

GEnie, too, has gotten a

beautiful new graphical front

end (Version 2.0) with some
new features and redesigned

interfaces for existing services

like Electronic Mail, Software

Libraries and Real Time
Conferences. At press time,

GEnie's Internet access was
still in beta test, and their Web
browser, LYNX, was a text-

mode VT-100 emulator that,

while not pretty, was fast.

A Momentary
Lapse of Reason

]

You may not know that Ian

Firth, author of the popular

Prairie Dog Hunt 2: Judgment
Day, has also written the neat

commercial submarine game
for Windows, "Grey Wolf:

Hunter of the North Atlantic,"

and is finishing up a space

strategy adventure, "Void

Pirates.” You can download the

It's Christmas

time in August,

with online

gifts for all in

The Wolf's

goodie bag.

It's just full of

software

updates,

sneak peeks,

programming
tips, new utili-

ties, and just

plain fun.

GEnie’s lovely new (Version 2.0) GUI for Windows.

Mighty Nice, dontcha think?

Anus. It places a guy on your

screen who randomly drops his

pants, bends over and gives you
a sphincter salute. V-ANUS.ZIP
is in the General Games/Fun
library on C-Serve.

Are you having trouble

programming your Thrust-

Master equipment (or are you
just lazy, like me)? Calana

Software is now shipping the

final release version ofThe
Commander, a Windows util-

ity that makes customizing

FCS and WCS II configura-

tions a breeze. Take a look at

the demo, CSCDEMO.ZIP, in

CompuServe's library 13

(Hardware) or E-Mail Calana-

Soft on AOL for details.

Fans of Electronic Arts'

U.S. Navy Fighters will find a

new world opened up to them
courtesy of David Maschino,

who's written two utilities that

allow you to fly EVERY aircraft

in the game— even the helos!

Download USNFCH.ZIP and
USNFPL.ZIP from AOL in the

Flight Simulation library using

Keyword Aviation.

Hey, remember Broder-

bund's classic helicopter game
Choplifter? Well, David
Fleming has written a nice

Shareware version of that little

sideways scroller. Airlift

Fescue. You've got three chop-

pers available for a rescue mis-

sion of 64 hostages being held

...hmm...somewhere, I guess...

with tanks, UFOs and planes

all attempting to stop you. It's

no graphic extravaganza, but

the gameplay is still there.

Airlift Fescue is on AOL
in the arcade library, on
CompuServe in the Action and
PCFun forums and, of course.

Software Creations BBS as

AIRLIFT.ZIP.
PRC
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Cyber Heist
Cyber Judas
Cyberia
CyberWar
Daedalus Encounter
Dark Forces
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Great Naval Battles Vol. 3
Hard Ball 4
Harvester
Hell Cyberpunk Thriller

Heretic
High Seas Trader
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Master Of Magic 49
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Mortal Kombat II 50
Mlyst 52
Nascar Racing 53
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NHL Hockey ‘95 39
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Space Pirates 44
Space Quest VI: R Wilco 42
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Star Trek Technical Manual 44
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Tank Commander 54
The Orion Conspiracy 49
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Free CD and
Special Insider

Prices on
Games*
Came Shopper1

" Your
Quarterly Window on
the World of Interactive

Entertainment.

Came Shopper’" covers the

creative stars and studios

of the exploding new
multimedia entertainment

industry plus reviews,

reviews, reviews.

*AII subscribers get reduced prices on
many titles.

INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT QUARTERLY

Order Your Subscription Now!
Only $9.95 for an entire year.

YES! 1 want to order Came Shopper' for only $9.95!
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Panzer General 44
Perfect General 2 47
PGA Tour Golf 486 50
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Pizza Tycoon 43
Project Polar 29
Quantum Gate 2 Vortex 44
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Raiden 39
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Renegade 44
Retribution 38
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Sam & Max 42
Shadow of Comet 44

Third Reich 37
Top Gun 40
Total Distortion 50
Transport Tycoon 47
Ultima VIII Pagan 52
Under a Killing Moon 58
Unnecessary Roughness 95 34
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USS Ticonderoga 46
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Wing Commander III 56
Wings of Glory 45
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IS, 1995 is automatically entered into the contest. You may also

enter by sending in a postcard the words “Interactive Quarterly”

along with your name, age, date of birth, and address, and mail

to: IQ Contest PCG0895, 551 Valley Road, Montclair, N] 07043, post-

marked by December 15, 1995. • Only one entry per household.

No mechanical reproductions. • You must be 2
1

years of age or

older to enter this contest. • Winners will be selected in random

drawings and notified by mail. A list of the prize winners may be

obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the

above address. • Odds of winning depend on the number of

entries received. • Void where prohibited by law.
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ACM Game Card 36

Send Orders To: Mission Control, 7 Oak Place, PCG0895, Montclair, NJ 07042

MC, Visa, Discover, Checks & Money Orders. Checks held 14 days. Please

Include Phone ft. Shipping $7 OVERNIGHT (most areas) Inti Shipping $25.
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You’re smart if you enter

our contest and subscribe to

interactive Quarterly , the hot new

magazine that gives you the inside

track on Adult CD-ROM

software. IQ features stories on the

incredible lifestyles and creative break-

throughs of the stars and

star-makers of Adult CD-ROMs

plus product reviews to guide

you in your search for interactive plea-

sure and perfection.

INTERACTIVE
QUARTERLY
AMERICA’S PREMIERE
ADULT CD-ROM MAGAZINE

A one-year subscription includes

your choice of a FREE Adult

CD-ROM sampler, all for only $9.95!

And all new subscribers are

automatically entered in

our contest...

YOU MAY WIN ONE OF THESE
FANTASTIC PRIZES:

I First Prize: A Vacation For Two

at a Luxury Resort in Cancun*

50 Second Prizes: IQ T-shirts

100 Third Prizes: IQ Mouse Pads

* Airfare not included.
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Right Control Pro 116

Formula T1

Mark 2 FCS
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Mark 2 WCS 96 F-16 TCS

Phone (201) 783-3600 • Fax (201) 783-3686 • FAXBACK Line (201) 783-3374

YES! Start my subscription to

Interactive Quarterly' for $9.95 & send

my FREE Adult CD sampler: (check one)

H
New Machine Pixis Interactive

Arcus Digital Playground

State Zip

Payment enclosed: Q check or money order

(allow 14 days to clear)

D DiscoverMC Visa (Tmm
;

Exp. Dal

;

Signature

Mall to: IQ, PCG0895, 5

5

1 Valley Road, Suite 3:

Montclair, NJ 07043, fax: 201-783-3686 or

E Mail at: IQMAG@aol.com.
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You're Ben - deserted, left for dead and framed for murder. You’ll do anything to

dear your name. Liiie running big rigs off the road at 100 mph. ftnd if a few

butt- ugly fjiSrers get the crap kicked out of them in the process, hey, that’s life.

It’s big bad bikes, big bad gangs in a big bad world. It’s Full Throttle.

Where the courtroom is the street, and the judge is a tire iron.
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irtual Reality is

a term that's

being thrown
around to

describe just

about every-

thing from
high-dollar

hardware units

to wrap-around
movie screens.

Several devices

are now avail-

able for the PC
that will allow

users to jump
into an immer-
sive, three-

dimensional

world and view

computer envi-

: ronments in much the same

:
fashion that they would look

;
around their own backyards.

But even as the advanc-

;
ing technology offers new

:
options for future developers

:
to explore, the concept of a

: virtual world is not all that

i new to roleplaying gamers,

i
And with each release, the

; roleplaying "pocket universes"

: continue to become more
: believable and absorbing.

A Look Back
;

When you take it down a peg,

:
virtual reality is nothing more

: than a way to work with your
• computer in an easier, more
;

natural way. In the first text

:
adventures, like Zork,

:
Adventure, and Suspended,

:
players were forced to read

;

text from a text-only screen,

;
create a mental picture of the

:
situation being described,

: decide the proper action to be
I taken, and then formulate a

;
way to make that proper

; action clear to the computer.

The addition of computer

;
graphics added a hook. With

;
titles like Wizardry, Bard's Tale,

: and Ultima, a few steps were
! taken out of the translation

! process, since players could

;
now clearly see everything

: that was taking place around

: them. Developers could give

; players a whole new experi-

;
ence, and be sure that their

; vision of the world was being

; delivered exactly as they

:

wanted it to be.

Even so, there's a kind of

: abstract thought required to

; make yourself believe that a

Alternate Lives

Virtual Worlds

FANTASY AND ROLEPLAYING GAMES • NEWS • TRENDS
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small, pixelated icon represents

you. And so no matter how
good the storyline or action

was, turn-based action and
overhead perspectives con-

stantly reminded that you were
playing a computer game.

The next step was to

eliminate the turn based move-
ment and combat system.

Titles like Ultima Underworld

and Arena: The Elder Scrolls

let players feel as if they were
walking around in another

world. Time passed, sleep was
necessary, and non-player

characters went on with their

lives in a normal fashion

instead of sitting around wait-

ing for the player to show up
and talk to them. If an object

was dropped or thrown, it

headsets for the home are all

based on a low density LCD
matrix," Garriot continued,

"and have one of two prob-

lems: either they've spread the

pixels out over a large dis-

tance, which makes the picture

look grainy; or makes it look

like they're looking at a screen

through a pinhole.

"In a generation or two of

that technology, when the

machine speeds are high

enough and resolutions are up,

we should have VR hardware

that will be absolutely phenom-
enal," he said. "This is what I've

been waiting for. As soon as

the technology reaches the

right point, rest assured that

we'll be creating living, breath-

ing virtual worlds."

stayed put until someone (or

something) else came along

and picked it up. The end
result was a game that pulled

the player into another dimen-

sion. Real-world physics, open
storylines, and the deeper per-

sonalities of the NPCs all

worked together to create a

believable fantasy realm.

An Expert
Opinion
Richard Garriot, founder of

Origin Systems, is still trying

to push the limits of what can

be achieved in a fantasy simu-

lation. He discussed the virtual

reality concept in a recent inter-

view. "I think there are two
ways to look at virtual reality,"

he said. "You can look at it

from the sensory side— head-

sets, gloves, and technology—
or you can view it from the

intellectual side, the creation of
|

realistic computer simulations.

"The current round ofVR

Trent gets the

lowdown on

how meshing

virtual reality

technology with

the traditional

computer role-

playing game
might just

change the RPG
niche market

into a mass
market of alter-

nate realities.

Achieving
"True 3D"
Now Bethesda is preparing to

release Daggerfall, the sequel

to Arena. This is the game that

hardcore FRPG fans have been :

waiting for since the begin- ;

ning. More than just an adven-

ture tale, Daggerfall will intro-

duce players to a mirror land

inside their computer that

looks and feels like real-life.

Less dangerous, maybe, but

just as exciting.

The first improvement
you'll notice is a true 3D envi-

ronment. There are hills,

mountains, and rooftops that

can be explored, with gradual

slopes instead of sharp drop-

offs. Even more impressive is

the idea that your character

will be able to own property

above and beyond the typical

knife, backpack, and armor of

most RPGs. Houses and ships

can be bought and sold, goods ;

can be traded, and their prices

will fluctuate depending on the
j

political and civil situations in

the game. If they accumulate

enough cash, players can even i

build their own dungeons.
Conversations between a char-

acter and an NPC are remem-
bered, and favors done for one

j

man may be remembered by

his heirs years later.

Head-mounted displays

(HMDs) will also be supported,

so that players can view the

world around them in the

same manner that they would
if they were actually an adven-

turer in an alternate dimen-

sion. All of this, running on
machines that even three years

ago would have been but a

dream for the average com-
puter owner, are bringing

users ever-closer to the perfect :

virtual content world that

Garriot talked about. i

There will always be a

place for the traditional com-
puter RPG (not everyone

wants to be immersed all the

time), but virtual roleplaying is :

on its way. Over the next few

years, RPGs have the potential i

to change from what is now a

niche market into a mass-mar- i

ket of alternate realities. I really

think this is the future for the

RPG — a move from the game
;

board to the game world, from :

fantasy to near-reality.
PCB
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The Desktop General
WAR GAMES • HISTORIC 8 MILITARY SIMULATIONS • TACTICAL COMBAT

Idylls of Summer

:

j

;

.

he "toy soldier"

roots of The
Perfect General

tl are plain to

see: battlefields

designed not to

conform to his-

torical maps,
but to provide

as many tasty

and tantalizing

tactical options

as possible; a

finite number
of "pieces"

rather than

abstractions of

large units;

visual and
sound effects

with all the

blood-and-thunder details that

tabletop wargamers must other-

wise supply with imagination.

There are times, playing

it, when your mouse becomes
a metaphysical extension of
your hand, when you actually

feel as though you were liter-

ally moving units, or getting

down on your knees and
squinting over a tank turret to

determine your line of sight to

an enemy target.

1 became a collector of

toy soldiers sometime around
1950, and soon acquired a

small circle of friends who
shared that passion. Until that

time, our boundless energies
had been mostly channeled
into cowboy scenarios, com-
plete with epic cap-pistol

shootouts that were usually

staged in our parents' garages
or in a weedy vacant lot con-
veniently close to our houses.

What turned me from
cap-guns to howitzers was the

discovery, in my elementary
school library, of a book enti-

tled A Green Field for

Courage. It was published, I

think, in 1944, and I have long
since forgotten the author,

(when I lived in New York, six-

teen years later, I searched all

the secondhand bookstores,

;
but never turned up a Copy),

but the book exerted a hyp-

;

notic spell whose effects

haven't left me to this day.

Like me, the boy who
was the book's hero was an
only child and an introvert

;
whose fantasy life was intense.

: His pride and joy was a toy

. soldier collection and he was,
in a very real sense, their com-

: V :

ms

:

»

mander, their leader. His back-

yard was his domain, and his

troops protected it— tiny, mag-
ical guardians of an imaginary
kingdom. Because me boy's fam-
ily was poor, his "army" was
small and poorly equipped with

armor and artillery.

One day, a snotty and
bullying rich kid moved in next
door— a kid whose parents

had bought him the biggest,

most heavily armed collection

of toy soldiers imaginable. The
rich kid rebuffed me poor
boy's overtures of friendship,

spurned his offers of an
"alliance" between their two
armies, and eventually

launched a massive invasion of
his yard.

The hero's little army

William Ft. Trotter

fought magnificently, but even-
1

tually succumbed to sheer
numbers and firepower.

Inconsolable, the boy surren-

dered and bade farewell to his

beloved troops, while the rich

kid gloated and fortified his

newly annexed territory.

There was a reversal of

fortune, of course: the hero's

father, sensitive to the boy's

desolate sadness, worked extra
|

hours for weeks and bought
him a new army. The book cli-

maxed with an apocalyptic

struggle to regain the yard and
|

defeat the arrogant bully.

My army filled four or
five shoeboxes: odds and ends
from both world wars, in dif-

ferent scales, in plastic and
lead and rubber, from crude
mass-produced GIs to an elite

force of exquisite, hand-
painted Vickers gunners
imported from Great Britain. 1

Most of the armor was by
Dinky Toys (God, those were
wonderful things!), and

included everything from Bren-
gun carriers to Centurian tanks.

My grandfather, who
seemed to understand my pas-

sion better than any other

adult, gave me the perfect

birthday present: a 15-foot

square sandbox in the back-
yard, shaded by a big oak tree.

In all my little-boy fan-

tasies, I couldn't have wished
for a more perfect field of bat-

tle. Together with a friend

named Ken Jordan, I spent
wonderful hours constructing

elaborate trenchlines, bunkers,
and pillboxes made from
Lincoln Logs. Ken and I spent
three weeks cutting me neigh-
bors' lawns in order to raise

money for a battery of beauti-

fully crafted "Long Tom" how-

When General

Trotter booted
up QQP's
Perfect

General II, he

discovered

that it was a

time machine
as well as a

wonderful

wargame. Who
says nostalgia

ain't what it

used to be?

itzers fitted with spring-loaded

mechanisms that hurled lead

shells out to a range of about
15 feet.

How fine it was to wake
up on a summer morning and
know that mere was no school,

and that me sandbox was out

there waiting— my own
domain, my own small world,
where desperate but bloodless

battles could be waged, where
epics of valor could be lived in

all me richness of a ten-year-

old's imagination, until twilight

deepened and the lightning

bugs began to glow and our
parents' voices would summon
us ih for supper.

Our toy-soldier days
lasted until the onset of early

adolescence (when the

Testosterone Imperative began
to reorder our priorities) and
climaxed with me acquisition

of a HUGE carbide-gas can-
non that produced a terrific

flash and bang. We soon dis-

covered mat the thing would
fire pine cones thirty feet or
more— and that pine cones
soaked in lighter fluid would
ignite and provide a most grat-

ifying spectacle.

Our final series of battles

took place at night: in various
locations in the sandbox, we
dug in dixie-cups full of gaso-
line ("ammo dumps," of

course), and men tried to hit

them with flaming pine cones.

We only did mis on nights

when my parents were not
home, for they would have
been quite properly appalled if

they had caught us doing it.

My Lord, what a rush it was
when we scored a direct hit!

How long ago it seems,
and how innocent it was...

There aren't any vacant lots

left in my home town of
Charlotte, not in my neighbor-
hood anyway, and the last time
I saw an ad for carbide can-

nons, the damned things were
going for almost a hundred
bucks. But mat old passion still

comes bubbling up when I get

my hands on a really good
wargame. And as all good
gamers know, it's never too late

to have a happy childhood...

And by the way, if any-

body out mere knows where
to get a copy ofA Green Field

for Courage, I'd sure like to

hear from you.
Ptifi



Bounty
Hunter,

you will be
equipped with a j
six-shooter and
sometimes a shotgun

Careful- one of the
_____

gunfighters that protects

the four outlaws is a world

record holder in

|
fast draw competition

The pursuit of each outlaw will take you through different shootout

PC CD-ROM

scenarios and challenges. Plus, the order in which you stalk each

outlaw will change the play action responses and difficulty

level making for a different game each time you play!

Play The Last Bounty Hunter with the PC GAMEGUN™ jM|
^

on your 486 IBM compatible computer. Receive free

Crime Patrol™ CD-ROM with purchase of PC GAMEGUN™.

ES INFORMATION 505-880-1718 • FAX 505-8
American Laser Games, Inc. • 4801 Lincoln Road NE • Albuquerque,NM S'
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Customer Service:

(415 ) 348-7535

Editorial:

(415 ) 696-1678
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Rocket through this amazing,
category-defying adventure as
you judge first

through full-motion 3-V rendered
worlds for over twenty hours of

hyper-interactive laughter/

free internet *7^
& $10,009

ON LINE COwf^l
Free internet connectivityy

r
jtnd

on-line time are included W&S\
this incredible 2-disc Set«®Bfflggi^ '•>

http: //www.VirtualVegasWwSW/jjk:
and experience the first annual
Ms- Metaverse on-line contest..

Free CD-Boms, Las Vegas Vaca-
tions or even $10,000 can be '''

yours...find outhowby logging on!

ONLY $34 CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER! 1.800.999.7995
FAX 1 .20 1 .783. 3686.VOICE: 20 1 .783.3600. EMail: MissionCD@aol.com. Send Orders To: Mission Control. 7 Oak Place, PCG0895,
Montclair, NJ 07042. Visa, MC Discover, Checks & Money Orders. Checks Held 14 days. Please include Phone Number. Shipping $7 Overnight

(Most Areas). Int’l Shipping $25 (Most Countries).
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insane weapons. Maximum destruction.Thunderin? engines.

m
i

Reality is our game.

3D Realms Entertainment

P. 0. BOX 496419

Garland, TX 75049
1 -800-3D REALMS

Fast texture mapped 3D flight with full 360 degree movement.

9 Planets and 11 levels to explore-with over

400,000 sg miles of terrain.

CD ROM includes over JO Mb of cinematics.

8 player network and Z player modem support.

Non-stop air-to-air and air-to-ground realistic action

and futuristic (omm-Dat"

Professional music soundtrack and fully digitized sound effects.

Nigh resolution SVGA support.

Kick some asteroid I

“The 30 environments are

simply breathtaking...the

worlds are like nothing seen

before in computer games."

-Computer Player, April
'95

"It's a 3D vehicle shooter that's

part Star Wars and part

Descent."

-Computer Gaming World, March '95

“Terminal Velocity is a symphony

of titillating action and g-force

slurping excitement..."

-Strategy Plus, March '95

(all I-800-3D REALMS

2A flour Order Line

Or, download for free, the shareware version of Terminal Velocity from

Software Creations, the officially sponsored home BBS of 3D Realms.

(508) 365-2359 0 2AOO baud

(508) 368-7036 0 9600-IU v.32bis

(508) 365-4035 0 28.8k v.fast class (v.fc)

Available on Disk for $29.95 and CD-ROM for $39.95.

m^l! '9 u |p£_
The Apogee Model: Try before you buy!

Developed by Terminal Reality, Inc. Published by 3D Realms Entertainment.

3D Realms Entertainment is a division of Apogee Software, Ltd. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Sim Column

Online Racer
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racing. In league races, players

will compete for season points

and championships, racing a

schedule of events held on a

regular basis.

Papyrus plans to assign

administrators for each league.

Those lucky players will be

able to determine the racing

parameters, set schedules, and
keep track of scoring. League
administrators will act as sort

of a sanctioning body for their

events. If someone's not play-

ing nicely— driving the wrong
way, or intentionally wrecking

other racers — the administra-

tor can blackflag them, force

them to the pits, or remove
them from the event altogether.

Papyrus will ship the

multi-player version free to

owners of the game, or players

can download the new ver-

sion. For licensing reasons,

Papyrus will also include a

generic car set for use in multi-

player games, though players

will be able to use any car set

they want.

To get up and racing,

players will call an 800 number
and Papyrus will charge by the

hour, though Martin isn't

ready to specify a fee quite yet.

The call will be free, but not

really. Papyrus will build the

cost of the 800 number into the

online rate.

"We aren't going to be a

$2-an-hour type of service, as

much as we'd like to be,"

Martin says. "But we're not

trying to gouge people by any

stretch of the imagination.

We're going after a niche mar-

ket, and we have to make a lit-

tle profit."

PCG

apyrus is get-

ting set to roll

out an online

service that will

make the

dream of

online racing a

reality. It's

code-named
Hawaii, and it's

sure to drive

up the tele-

phone bills of

auto racing

fans all over

the country.

NASCAR
Racing from
Papyrus is

already the

flat-out best

racing sim on the planet, but

by this fall it's going to be even

more exciting. The multi-

player version of the game is

set for release in September,

and it'll let you race online

against as many as 31 other

hell-bent-for-leather drivers in

a variety of races.

If you've rubbed fenders

with a friend in a modem
race, you already know how
much more exciting head-to-

head play can be. Now imag-

ine a field of 30 cars with real

people behind the wheel.

Heck, there might be a real

Winston Cup racer or two in

the starting grid. A few of the

drivers actually play the com-
puter game, and Papyrus is

trying to get them to compete
in this virtual version.

The multi-player service

has just entered the beta-test-

ing stage; the folks at Papyrus
have selflessly volunteered to

test the program, often staying

late at the office. Don't you feel

sorry for them?

"It's just a blast. The strat-

egy is totally different, because

you can't predict what the

other players are going to do,"

says Ed Martin, producer of

the multi-racing version.

"There's just nothing like it."

How intense is the action? At

the recent E3 trade show,

eager racers broke several joy-

sticks as they raced against

one another...

To keep the competition

fair for people of different skill

levels. Papyrus will track each

player's performance and
assign him or her a skill rating.

Everyone starts at a level-0 rat-

ing, then their ability is judged

based on the first three races,

and they're given a new rating.

So somebody who's blowing

the doors off experienced

Open events

will be geared to

players who just

want a taste of the

action. Each event

will include a 10-

minute practice, fol-

lowed by a 10-

minute race, with

the races cycling

through all the

tracks. The open
races will be just

that— no garage

settings, no skill lev-

els, just slam-bam
racing. "I'm sure

there'll be some
demolition derbies,"

Martin says.

The third option— and
the one that hard-core racers

are gonna love— is league

Lee Buchanan

Papyrus' online racing service will pit

real gamers— and maybe a couple of

real-life Winston Cup drivers— against

each other on any course, including the

tough Sears Point track.

competitors can'tjump down
to a lower skill level and run

circles around a field of begin-

ning drivers.

"We've looked at some
other online games, and our

favorite is probably Air

Warrior," Martin says. "But

one of the problems I had with
|

Air Warrior is that you get

in there, hop in a plane, fly

around a bit, and then get

shot down in a heartbeat.

There's no place for begin-

ners to learn."

Papyrus' multi-player

service will feature three

types of events: open races,

pick-up races (no. Junior,

not trucks), and league rac-

ing. In pick-up races, play-

ers schedule an event to

their liking, then wait for a

field to sign on. Callers can

scan the schedule to find a

race that suits their style

and skill level.

Are you
dreaming of

taking to the

speedway in

head-to-head

competition

with real play-

ers driving

the other

cars? Papyrus

is set to make
that dream of

online racing

a reality.
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PCs vs. Game Systems: Is it Even a Contest?
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ou probably
already know
that there are

some terrific

videogame
systems on
the way.

Sega's Saturn

is already on
the market,

Sony's Play-

Station is

nearly ready,

and Ninten-

do's Ultra 64
should come
along by early

'96. With CD-
ROM drives,

powerful new
processors,

and killer graphics hardware,
game consoles are getting

more sophisticated — and so
are the games that they run.

There was a time when a

PC game and a cartridge

game were two completely
different animals. PC games
had lots of depth and strategy,

but limited processing power
and CGA graphics made the

games sluggish and ugly.

With just the built-in PC
speaker, they didn't sound
very good, either. Cartridge
games were fast and they
looked and sounded great, but

|

most of them involved little

more strategy than ducking
and jumping or shooting
everything that moved.

Modern PCs have faster

CPUs, better graphics, and
much, much better sound,
while the latest CD-ROM game
systems can run deeper, more
sophisticated games than ever

fit in a cartridge. The PC and
consoles are starting to look

more alike, and the idea's been
circulating that one might pose
a threat to the other.

Sony, Sega, and Nintendo
are battling to be the next

standard as game boxes move
from 16 to 32 bits — but the

PC is already there as an
established, successful 32-bit

standard. And with some of

the changes Windows 95 is

bringing, the PC should easily

rival the arcade performance
of the new consoles.

PCs have made phenom-
enal progress in the last few
years, but the game machines
will hit the streets priced at

around $300— a sum that

barely even pays for the 8MB of

RAM in a typical PC. So as

cheap and powerful as the next

generation of game systems
will be, you may be wondering
ifwe should just get Nintendo
or Sega boxes to play games,
and let PCs get back to word
processing and spreadsheets.

I say no, we shouldn't.

One of the rules of computer
hardware is that everyone's

engineers graze on the same
technological prairie. They all

have access to the same basic

processor technologies and sil-

icon fabrication processes. If

one company can put terrific

3D rendering hardware in a

cheap game machine, then
another company should be

ing, an aspect that game boxes
will never be able to match.

PCs are also open sys-

tems, unlike proprietary game
machines. No one needs any-

one's permission to get into

the PC business, which is why
there are so many different

models and brands to choose
from. Competition keeps
prices down, and the variety of

machines on the market lets us
weigh a PC's performance
against its cost, or to trade off

CPU power versus graphics

speed versus memory capacity

at a given price. And they all

run the same software.

An open system also

makes it pretty darned easy to

become a software developer.

able to build affordable PC
graphics cards that are just as

whizzy. Which is what a host

of companies are doing,

including Diamond, Matrox,
ATI and Creative Labs. With
the 3D graphics accelerator

cards that are appearing, PC
games should be able to hold

their own against anything on
a Sony or Sega system.

Polygons aside, one of

the PC's biggest advantages is

that, simply enough, it's a real

computer. All those expensive

components that game con-
soles don't have— a key-

board, lots of RAM, a big hard
|

disk, a high-resolution video

monitor— are worth some-
thing. Among other things,

they mean that you can use

your PC to modify and cus-

tomize the games that you
play on it. Extras like the suite

of world-editor programs for

Doom and the car-painting

toolkit for NASCAR Racing
are a unique part of PC gam-

The next gener-

ation of game
systems like

Sega and Nin-

tendo are going

to be so cheap

and powerful,

shouldn't we
just let our PCs
go back to

spreadsheets

and word
processing?

Tim doesn't

think so.

Add a $100 C compiler, share-

ware painting and ray-tracing

software, and a couple of

books, and the PC becomes a

sophisticated game develop-

ment system. The distribution

options for PC games run a

range from downloadable
shareware to floppies to CD-
ROMs, so developers can get

started on a modest scale.

Programming might not

be your Jolt Cola, but that low
entry barrier is one reason

why the most creative game
ideas are coming from PC
game designers. And why the

console machines, despite their

newfound sophistication, are

dominated by platform games
and Street Fighter clones.

In general, PCs are

incredibly flexible machines.
The same system that you use
to play Dark Forces would
work just as well as an engi-

neer's CAD workstation, as a

financial data server in an
office, or as a page-layout sta-

tion at a publishing company.
No matter how well PCs run
games or how much fun the

games are, most of us at least

considered some of the very
important extras you can only

get from a personal computer:
connecting with the Internet

and other online services,

helping out with schoolwork
or office work, or to finally

start writing that novel. Games
are just a part of the picture.

In the end, it simply isn't

fair to compare a PC with a

dedicated game system— not

to either machine. It's like the

difference between a car and a

motorcycle: either one will get

you from place to place, but if

you're shopping for one, you
probably aren't even consider-

ing the other. PCs and game
systems might have similar

graphics and sound hardware
and run some of the same
games, but the differences

between them are just as

important as the similarities.

Game systems are inex-

pensive, but they're built for

just one purpose; PCs do an
amazing range of things,

including games, which
arguably makes them a better

value despite their initially

higher cost. You just have to

decide which is more impor-

tant to you.

PRfi
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Actual screen of a GCS game. This could be YOUR game!

Check out the tall ceilings, crates you can

jump on, and the lighting effects! This is

not a dumb toy, this is a real system for

making REAL GAMES!

P
ictured below is the layout editor complete with

pulldown menus and icons. Building your levels i;

accomplished with simple drag-n-drop operations

to make your own
C, or .BMP images.

Make 3D action games
with NO programming!

Sell them for $$$
No Royalties or Fees! HiflHHHpW W m m I A then you're done with your levels, one click makes^ VV your game in a seperate directory on your hard drive

whichyou can then sell or give away to your customers.

•256 color smooth scrolling 3D graphics.

• Can use our graphics, or import from any source.

• Full featured artwork painting program included.

• Use our .WAV sound effects, or record your own.

• Easy to use mouse-driven level editor.

• Your games can have up to 39 levels.

• 100+ Page manual, and demo levels included.

• Your finished games stand alone, no GCS req'd.

"PIE 3D Game Creation System"
Rated 81% 'Excellent' by PC GAMER magazine.

'A very nice 3D engine' - Electronic Entertainment

B ut don't take OUR word for it.

Examine the screen pictures, or r - -

download our demo to see for yourself

Our customer satisfaction rate is so

high that despite brisk sales we are

less than one

returned per month! So

us the no-hassle full

policy has cost

almost nothing! Order to;

we will BOTH be happy!

S pie in the sky software
^ Developers of 3D entertainment software

"Web http://www.psky.com (WWW on Prodigy and AOL)
Get a DEMO from the following sources: BBS (716)425-2962, or internet FTP

ftp.psky.com Or you can access the Web page above via Prodigy or AOL. We can system requirements: m pc compa«b« ^sgjoc.),

also be reached via email at pie@transit.nyser.net. Or send $6.00 for demo on 3.5"

FAX YOUR ORDER (716) 425-8842

OR PHONE 800-537-3344 (24 hour)

OR MAIL A CHECK TO US:

pie in the sky software
1596 Ayrault Rd. Fairport, NY 14450
(716)425-8782
NAME:

DOS, 4 megs RAM. VGA, hard disk, 3.5‘ drive, S3 optional.

CITY:..

ZIP: ..PHONE #: (

CHECK/MO (Payable to Pie in the Sky Software)

Charge my credit card: MC VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS

Signature:..

US Priority Mail (Add $4.00 shipping & handling = $73.95)

C.O.D. (Add $9.00 shipping & handling = $78.95)

Federal Express (Add $14.00 shipping & handling = $83.95)

8% Sales Tax ($5.60 - New York only)

Product Information Number 125



SOLUTIONS • TECHNIQUES • QUICK TIPS

e ve

searched

and
scoured the PC Gamer
archives (a converted
wine cellar, really), and
called upon our inside

sources to provide you

with cheats, hints, and
solutions to those gaming
dilemmas you've been
asking about. And to get

things off to an explosive

start, we've uncovered a

complete listing of Dark
Forces codes...

Darh Forces
We admit it— we're rebels at heart. And here are the cheat codes we live by.

Last month we took you on a guided tour through the toughest mission
of LucasArt's Dark Forces, and while a lot of you found the information

helpful, we've been inundated with e-mail, faxes, and letters wanting to

know if there are any cheat codes to make life a little easier when trying

to take out those hostile Imperial types. So if you're among those
looking for a little relief, help is on the way!

Just type the following codes during any
mission...

LABUG - BUG MODE:
This cheat lets you squeeze through
narrow passages and greatly reduces

your size when crouching (very

helpful in the garbage crusher).

LACDS - REVEAL MAP:
Use this cheat to get a full map of

your current level and locations of all

enemies, objects and doors.

FINDING YOUR WAY
„ .. . Blue square— Ammo
Yellow — Shows live

enemy soldiers .

Blue triangle — Shield units

This map is revealed when you use the LACDS cheat code. Symbols not

shown above: gray triangle— dead enemy: orange triangle— door switch.

LADATA
REVEAL NAVIGATION
COUNTER:
Useful in marking the

exact coordinates of items

and important corridors.

LAIMLAME - INVINCIBILITY

TOGGLE:
No shoot-'em-up would
be complete without a

God Mode, and when
you type LAIMLAME in

Dark Forces you'll get

exactly that.

LAMAXOUT -

Full ammo, shields and
weapons; plus complete

inventory of items all

maxed out.

LANTFH -

This cheat allows you to

teleport to the current

map position one level

above or below your cur-

rent location.

LAPOGO
Disables height checking:

Allows you to reach those

high precipices and
ledges without any cum-
bersome climbing gear.

LAPOSTAL -

Get all weapons and ammo.

Write to us at:

KjjGAMER
1350 Old Bayshore Hwy., Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010

or e-mail:

peeceegee@aol.com
74431,3433@compuserve.com

djee52a@prodigy.com

LARANDY -

This cheat produces the same effect as

the weapon super charge power-up,

giving you an increase in rate of fire from
all weapons for 50 seconds.

LAREDLITE -

Freezes enemies in their tracks. All ene-

mies take damage in this mode, but you'll

need to toggle it off before it takes affect.

LASKIP -

Typing this cheat successfully completes
the current level.

LAUNLOCK

-

Get all keys, code cards, the broken Dark
Trooper gun, data tape, ice cleats and
Phrik metal.

Level Codes

And for those of you stuck in the early

levels of the game, the following cheats are

just the thing to let you take a peek at the

adventures ahead. Just type in the cheat
during the game, and you're on your way.

LASECBASE

-

Level 1: Secret Base (The Death Star

Plans)

LATALAY -

Level 2 Talay: Tac Base
LASEWERS -

Level 3 Anoat City (The Subterranean
Hideout)

LATESTBASE -

Level 4 Imperial Weapons Research

Facility

LAGROMAS -

Level 5 Gromas Mines
LADTENTION -

Level 6 Imperial Detention Center

LARAMSHED -

Level 7 Ramsees Hed Docking Port

LAROBOTICS -

Level 8 Robotics Construction Facility

LANARSHADA -

Level 9 Nar Shaddaa
LAJABSHIP -

Level 10 Jabba's Ship

LAIMPCITY -

Level 11 Imperial City

LAFUELSTAT -

Level 12 Fuel Station

LAEXECUTOR -

Level 13 The Executor

LAARC-
Level 14 The Arc Hammer
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Lost Eden
Gettin' on the good foot in Virgin's mammoth new adventure game.

n r* 4

* “ *
------

Jlrr nnh! Heuhh moonnq euhh nnnq heuhh mmaa.

m 4> s
Understanding anything this blue-faced fellow says is pretty difficult, but if you strengthen Dina s

courage with a certain talisman, she'll translate his words for you.

Back to Monk's room

Even though you now have the Architect's

flute, you're still not going to be able to

convince the king that you should leave

without proof that the Tyrann leader

Moorkus Rex poses a real threat to all of

Eden. Return to Monk's room. Use the

transparent cube on the strange tablet, and

you'll see and hear Moorkus Rex describe

his plans to rule all of Eden. Take the tablet

from Monk once you're done, and go back

to the king. The king will now agree to let

you leave the palace to begin uniting

dinosaurs and humans to fight Moorkus

and attempt to restore peace to the world.

Chamaar

In the beginning...

Before Prince Adam can fulfill his destiny

as the architect of a peaceful new empire,

he'll need to gain his father's permission

to leave the Citadel of Mo. To do that,

Adam must first enlist the help of some of

the castle inhabitants, and find the flute

that his great grandfather used to unite the

humans and dinosaurs.

First, guide Adam to the king's cham-
bers and listen to all that the king has to

say. Then look at the murals behind the

throne (this will prompt the king's aide,

Eloi, to excuse himself and go to Adam’s
room). Leave the Throne Room and enter

Adam's room and talk to Eloi, where he'll

tell you the young dinosaur Dina awaits

beyond the locked gate of the central room,

and urgently needs to speak with you.

Go and meet with Dina. She'll tell

you of her dying uncle Tau, who also

wants desperately to meet with Adam. So
naturally, travel with Dina and meet Tau.

Listen closely to what he has to say and,

before he dies, he'll give you a shell that

will allow you to talk to him in the spirit

world (don't forget to take his dagger from

the nightstand, too). Now return to the

Citadel of Mo and journey to the room just

left of the King's throne room.

Monk's Room,

The Executioner and Beyond

Once inside Monk's room, talk to Monk
and he'll tell you some of the history of

Mo. Then he gives Prince Adam a talisman

as a gift for his coming of age. By using

the shell that Tau gave you, you'll discover

that the talisman can help Dina overcome
her fears.

Now go to the central room, and

enter the room on the left— the

Executioner's Chamber, Dina will say she

is frightened, and will refuse to enter until

you give her the talisman.

Inside, talk to the executioner; Dina

will translate his garbled words for you. He
will give you another gift (Adam's lucky

day!); a tooth and instructions that will get

you into the secret passage in Monk's

room. Go back to Monk's room and use

the tooth on the mummified corpse (natu-

rally) to reveal a hidden passage. Use the

tooth again on the skeleton in the next

room to open a hidden doorway. Once
inside this second room, take the trans-

parent cube from the floor and examine

the frescoes on the far wall (be sure to

have Dina explain what you're looking at).

Once you've seen ail of the frescoes, Dina will

give you the Architect's flute.

With the architect's flute, you'll be able

to build your first citadel in Chamaar.

But first you must gain the trust of the

people and dinosaurs of the valley. Go
to the forest and gather mushrooms to

give as gifts to Chong, the Apatosaurs,

and the Brontosaurs (be careful to pick

only the big mushrooms, as the others

are poison.)

Chong and his people will happily

join you after you present them with this

gift, but the brontosaurs will need a little

proof that Adam is the true heir of the

Architect before they'll begin working

with humans to build the citadel. Use
the flute with the brontosaurs, and the

first citadel will be built.

fluoust 199S 1^1
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Reader's Requests

Theme Park

Dear Strategy Central,
I really enjoyed the tips you gave in the

December '94 issue for Bullfrog's fun eco-

nomic sim Theme Park, and after following

your advice, I was able to build an amazing
park that brought in customers by the thou-

sands. And while the tips certainly helped

me beat the game, you seem to have left

out one very important thing that makes it

a little easier to get your park built— and
can even make the experience more fun.

There are four really neat cheats that

are available with just a few simple

keystrokes. When you're at the startup

screen, (where you're asked to type in a

nickname) type HORZA in order to enable
the cheats. Then just start a new game and
add the name HORZA to the name list.

Now you're ready to begin cheating!

Syndicate

Dear Strategy Central,
Help me! I recently purchased Bullfrog's

Syndicate Plus CD-ROM, and it's definitely

one of the coolest games I've ever played.

And while I love the challenge of the dif-

ferent missions and moving my team
through the cities, I haven't be able to get

past the first few missions due to the tough
opposition from the rival syndicates. I was
wondering if you know of any cheats that

might help me get better weapons, money,
or maybe one that would let me skip some
of the missions so I can finish the game.
Any help would be appreciated.

Michelle Eiger

Tacoma, Washington

Don't worry Michelle, we've gotjust what
you're looking for. These cheats will help

you get back on track, and make the job of

cleaning those mean streets a little easier.

Just rename your team one of the fol-

lowing names (depending on which cheat

you want to enable) and you'll be all set.

NUK THEM - Select any country on the map.
COOPER TEAM - Get money and items.

WATCH THE CLOCK - Speeds up the clock

allowing for faster research completion.

First off, press

CTRL + C, and
you'll be able to

score yourself a

pretty healthy

bankroll of $50,000

to begin building

your dream
amusement park.

And the best part

of this cheat is you
can use it as many
times as you want.

But that's

only the beginning.

By pressing Alt-Z,

you'll be able to get

all the rides—
from coasters to

merry go-rounds
— without using

any of your newfound wealth. Press Ctrl+Z

to get all those shops that help you keep
your customers happy while they're

enjoying the rides, and last but not

least, by pressing Shift + Z you'll get

access to trees, bathrooms, and other

facilities that make your park such a

pleasant playground for all those

paying patrons.

I hope these cheats will help any-

body who might have missed your
tips, or just wants an easy way to get

their dream park under construction.

Thanks for such a great mag!
Joshua Ryan

Waikiki, Hawaii

Aloha, and thanks for the cheats. Josh.

We had a good time trying'em all out,

and had a top-notch amusement park

built in a matter ofminutes.

Jazz Jackrubbif
Energize your Bunny!

Never let it be said we don't enjoy a good
arcade game, and we’ve certainly found
just that in Epic Megagames' Jazz

Jackrabbit. And while the action is as good
as it gets, our years of being spoiled by
cheats for all our favorite action, adventure,

and strategy games left us wondering if

there were any hidden codes that might
help us get through some of the tougher
Jazz levels.

After talking to all our sources, we
came across a treasure chest of cheats that

let you become invincible, get all the

weapons, and even a few that provide

some really fun surprises. In order to

enable these cheats you'll need to pause
the game by pressing the "P" key, then hit

the Backspace key before you type in the

code for the cheat you want to enable.

Note: In some ver-

sions of Jazz

Jackrabbit, you have

to add the letters DD
before each cheat.

SABLE - Turn Jazz

red and get a big

increase in speed.

CSTRIKE - Gives

you a flying surf-

board.

BAD - Gives you the

escort bird.

DOOM - Makes the enemies tougher.

KEN -Exit to DOS.
HOOKER - Collect a gem.
MARK - Kills Jazz.

APOGEE - 16 color mode which runs at half

the speed.

VOv,

n\ f /X \ T Ii

You can mix and match these cheats to make Jazz a high-powered killing

machine. Here he has all weapons, a surfboard and an escort bird to blast

through the levels.

LAMER - Skip the current level.

HOCUS - Teleport around the current level.

BOUF - Become invincible.

GUNHED - Get all weapons + 100 rounds

of ammunition for each.

_jjU



/-SOO-CDROM- /3
Fax orders: 214-488-2109 (US, Canada and Mexicc

Phone:214-241-0724 Ka icm

Mon-Thur 9am-9pm Fri-Sat 9am-6pm Sun 12 -6pm CST

We offer the only NO RISK return policy.
If not completely satisfied with your purchase, exchange it for something else!

1 PCG 0895

Mexico only)

Download our Catalog with our entire selection and descriptions. BBS 214-241-4754.

THE RAUNCHIEST STILLS EVER!

Hot Pix 1Nascar Racing Panzer General Rebel Assault

Get ONE of the above specials with the purchase of 2 additional titles at our regular low prices

or First-time customers get 10% off all titles. Not val id with other specials.

1PC BUSINESS (NEW)
Home & Office Legal Guide $ 10

Phone Disc Residential 95 $55
PhoneDisc Business Winter95 $55
Phonedisc Combo $79
Select Phone 1995 $149

PC FILM (NEW
Bugs Bunny Cartoon $ 10

Three Stooges $ 10

TV Commercials 1950s/1960s $ 12

\PC RELIGION (NEW
Bible Complete Multimedia $35
Bible Library $25
Bibles and Religion $ 11

Illustrated Holy Bible $ 17

Logos Bible Software Coll. $35
Multimedia Family Bible $ 19

\PC GRAPHICS (NEW
2000 True Type Fonts $24
Beavis/Butthead Screensaver $25
ClipArt Warehouse $ 10

Clipart Heaven II $25
Fonts Platinum $ 12

GIFs Galore $ 19

Graphic Textures $ 19

Kodak Photo CD $ 15

MS Art Gallery $25
MS Publisher $29
Mother of ClipArt $ 12

1PC MULTIMEDIA (NEW
Beethovens Fifth $ 19

Encyclopedia of Sound II $ 10

Learn to Play Guitar $29
Massive Midi Collection $ 12

Midi Master Collection $ 10

MIDI Music Shop Profession! $22
MPC Wizard 3.0 $ 12

MS Musical Instrument 94*** $39
Multimedia Mega Bundle $ 19

Sound Mod Vol. 1 $25

Sound Sensations $ 10

World of Sound $25

IPC HEALTH (NEW
ADAM Inside Story $49
Family Doctor ver 3 $ 19

Home Medical Adviser Pro $45

Home Remedies $ 18

Mayo Clinic Family Health $ 18

Mayo Clinic Pharmacist $25
Southern Living Cookbook $27

Ultimate Human Body $47

IPC TRAVEL (NEW
AAA Trip Planner. $ 19

London Multimedia Tour $ 19

Street Atlas USA v2.0 $69
World Atlas 5.0 $ 19

World Traveler $ 10

PC ADULT (NEW
APL Adult Picture Lib 1 .0

APL Adult Picture Lib 2.1

APL Adult Picture Lib 3.0

Adult Reference Library

All Beauties

Amateur Models 2

Amateur Photo Gallery

American Swingers 2

Asian Fantasy Girls

Asian Pearls

Blondage

Busty Babes 3

California Beauties

Celebrity Nudes

Cheap and Dirty

Come Play with Me
Cyberstrip Poker

Deep Throat Girls

Digital Delights 2

Domin-a-tricks

Dream Machine

Erotic Virtual Sampler DP
Erotik Gigant

FAO Gold 1

FAO Gold 2

FAO Gold 3

Flame 1.1

Forbidden Pleasures

Girls Doing Girls II

Hard Core! 2

Hidden Obsessions Quicktin

Hot Pix 1

Lipstick Lesbians

pc ADULT (NEW 1IPC GAMES (NEW
$ 19 My Private Collection I $29 101 of the Best Games 2 $ 19

$ 19 Night Watch 2 $39 Aces Over Europe. $22

$22 Oriental Action $22 Aegis Guardian of Fleet. $25

$25 Oriental Hot Night 1 $ 15 Bio Forge $49

$ 15 Penthouse Select A Pet $25 Dark Forces $52

$25 Photo Gallery $29 Dark Legions. $21

$23 Pixis Adult Sampler $ 9 Dark Sun - Wake of Ravager. $21

$29 Playboy Screen Saver $25 Descent $39

$29 Poker Party $39 Doom 11 $49

$29 Private Line $ 18 Dragons Lair. $29

$25 Seymour Butts 2 $39 Gabriel Knight $25

$29 Seymour Butts Interactive $49 Hell. $ 19

$29 Shaved Pink $ 19 Incredible Machine 11 $39

$25 Space Sirens $45 Journeyman Project Turbo $25

$ 15 Spicy Pics $25 Legend of Kyrandia 11 $25

$35 Superstars of Japanese Pom $39 Leisure Suit Larry 6. $22

$43 Sweet Cheeks $25 Lode Runner. $ 19

$23 T&A to the Max 1 $ 19 Mad Dog Macree 2. $25

$22 T&A to the Max 2 $ 19 Mad Dog Macree. $ 19

$25 T&A to the Max 3 $ 19 Magic Carpet $45

$45 T&A to the Max 5 $ 19 Myst. $39

$ 7 T&A to the Max 6 $ 19 NASCAR Racing. $29

$21 Taste of Erotica 1 $ 9 Outpost. $29

$29 Tokyo Nightlife $39 Panzer General $22

$29 Traci I Love You $28 Police Quest 4. $25

$29 Tranz $29 Raven loft. $ 19

$29 Treasures of Spice Sampler $ 9 Rebel Assault. $35

$33 Vampire Kiss $39 Return To Zork. $22

$ 19 Virgins 2 $29 Rise of the Robots. $25

$25 Virtual Vixens $45 Rise of the Triad $44

$25 Wet Dreams $ 19 Seventh Guest. $25

$79 World of Pin Ups $ 19 Sim City 2000. $29

$25 Worlds Best Breasts $ 19 Sim City Enhanced. $39

PC GAMES (NEW
Star Trek 25th Anniversary.

Star Trek Technical Manual

UFO/X-Com.
US Navy Fighter

Under A Killing Moon
War Craft

Wing Commander 3

Wolf

X-Com: Terror From the Dee|

Zork Anthology

PC REFERENCE (NEW

PC CHILDREN (NEW
Alladin /Disney

Arthur’s Teacher Trouble

Arthurs Birthday Suprise

Barney Bear Goes to School

Berenstein Bears.

Carmen Sandiego /World $19
Cool School $ 29

Doctor Ts Singalong $16
Gus Goes to Cybertown

Just Grandma and Me
Kids Zoo/Undersea/American $ 25

Learning Fun for Kids

Lion King

MS Magic Schoolbus Solar

Math Blaster 2

Mathematics Library

Putt Putt Joins the Parade.

Reader Rabbit 1 Deluxe

Rich Scary How thing Work $ 32

Tortoise and the Hare

Tuneland

$25 Amer Heritage Talking Diet $25
$39 Audubon Birds $ 15

$25 Complete Bookshop $ 12

$45 Dictionaries and Language $ 10

$59 Encyclopedia of Science $47

$39 Family Tree Maker $59
$59 Forbidden Subjects 3 $29

$ 19 Gardening $ 10

$44 Government Giveaways $29

$ 19 Great Literature Plus. $ 19

Hacker Chronicles 2 $35H Haldeman Diaries. $ 19

$29 How things Work $33

$ 19 JFK Assasination. $ 15

$36 Learn to Speak Spanish 4.0 $69

$ 12 Leonardo the Inventor. $22

$ 15 Library of the Future 2. $ 19

Check this out! CD's as low as
We Buy/Sell and Trade Used CD's. Call

$4*00 each!
us for a Quote.

7TH GUEST
AMATEUR MODELS
BATTLECHESS
BLUE FORCE
BODY COUNT
BROTHEL
BUSTY BABES 3

CASTLES II

CELEBRITY NUDES
CORRIDOR 7

CRITICAL PATH
DIZONE
DARKSEED
DIGITAL DREAMS 2

DOOM2
DRAGON LORE
DRAGONS LAIR
ELEMENTS OF DESIRE
ERIC THE UNREADY
FAMILY DOCTOR

Sorry, Due to the

$15 FAO GOLD 3

$16 FORBIDDEN SUBJECTS
$ 6 HARD CORE 2

$ 6 HELL
$ 10 HELLCAB
$ 12 HIDDEN OBSESSIONS
$ 20 HIGH VOLUME NUDES
$12 HOW THINGS WORK
$16 INCA 2

$14 INTERNET TOOLS
$ 1 1 IRON HELIX
$ 16 MS PUBLISHER
$ 12 SEYMORE BUTTS
$ 12 JFK ASSASINATION
$ 32 JONES THE FAST LANE
$18 JURRASIC PARK
$18 KING QUEST 6

$ 22 KINGS QUEST V
$15 DAGGER OF AMON

6

All Used CD's
overwhelming popularity

$ 18 LINKS $ 10

$ 14 LOOM $ 10

$16 MAD DOG $12

$12 MAN ENOUGH $16

$ 10 MANTIS $ 8

$16 MASTER OF MAGIC $28

$ 20 MEGARACE $ 10

$ 16 MICROCOSM $ 8

$ 6 MPC WIZARD 3.0 $ 8

$ 14 MS BOOKSHELF ’93 $ 5

$8 MS WORD/BOOKSHELF $12

$ 9 MYST $ 26

$ 32 NHL HOCKEY 95 $ 30

$ 7 NIGHTOWL 14 $ 12

$10 PHYSICAL THERAPY $12

$16 PLEASURE ZONES $25

$12 QUANTUM GATE $8
$ 6 RELENTLESS $ 28

$ 12 RINGWORLD $ 6

SAM AND MAX $ 12
|

MONKEY ISLAND $ 8

SEX AND MONEY $20 I

SHERLOCK HOLMES $16
SIMCITY 2000 $12 1

SOUTHERN BEAUTIES $ 20

STAR REACH $ 20

STAR TREK TECH MANL $ 29

THE HORDE $12
THE PSYCHOTRON $12
TOOLWORKS REF LIB $12
TRIPLE PLAY FRENCH $ 12

|

TURBO TAX $ 4

ULTIMA VII $20 I

ULTIMATE FOOTBALL $10
UNDER A KILLING MOON$ 30

VAMPIRES KISS $26
WANDERLUST $ 18

|

WING COMMANDER II $11

WORLDS BEST BREASTS $ 14 I

are Fully Guaranteed!
o£ our used CD's, our prices and titles subject to change.

MS Bookshelf 94

MS Encarta 95

Monarch Notes.

Call

Call

$29

$ 15 Multimedia World History $ 19

$ 19 National Geographic Mammals$ 19

$25 North American Indians $27

$ 15 Oceans Below $ 19

$35 Our Solar System $ 10

$45 Parenting $ 19

$36 Project Guttenberg $ 19

$ 15 QRZ Ham Radio Winter 95 $ 15

$ 18 Redshift $49
$39 Simply House $45
$32 Triple Play Spanish $ 19

$36 US Air Force Aircraft $ 12

$32 US Aircraft Carriers $ 12

US Navy & Marine Aircraft $ 12

1 PC SHAREWARE (NEW
C Source Code /Walnut Creek $ 19

C Users Group $ 24

CICA 2 Disc 2/95 $17
CICA 3 Disk Set 12/94 $19
DOOM Accessory Pack 4 $ 19

Doom Fever II $15
Doom II Explosion $ 15

Education Master 4 $ 15

Five Foot Ten Pack v2 $ 33

Free BSD Unix 2.0 $ 25

Games Platinum $ 12

Hobbes OS/2 Ready to Run $ 19

Internet Access $ 2

1

Internet Info $ 25

Just for Kids $12
Linux 3 CD Set /InfoMagic $ 25

Linux Plug n Play /W.Creek $ 25

Night Owl 15 $25

Night Owl Pack $ 25

Overload Trio 3 Disc set $ 19

Simtel-20 Walnut Creek $15

Software Vault Sapphire $18

Techno Tools $ 10

Top 100 Games $ 19

Utilities Platinum $13

Way Cool Windows Games 2 $ 13

Win Platinum $ 12

Price and^v^Mty^s^^^^ng^^rder$-$5 Shipping tor entire ordet $ 1 0 UPS 2-day, j 1 8 UPS overnight. Call for shipping charges to Canada and Mexico No other internatCTajordere.

NEW CD-ROM TITLES UNDER
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE IN THIS PUBLICATION!

National CD-ROM • 800-237-6613 • 11005 Indian Trail Suite 101-A Dallas, Texas 75229

Product Information Number 121



hough we
get hun-

dreds of

them each

and every

week, we read all your let-

ters; after all, you guys are

ultimately the bosses

around here, so we'd bet-

ter make sure we know
what's on your mind.

This month. Descent

seems to be the hot topic,

although most of the let-

ters have been about the

same: "This game is

great!" There were a few
dissenters, though...

top honors as the Best Game of All Time
(see Vol. 1, No. 3, August 1994).

Most importantly, though, we think

you should give Descent a second
chance. You obviously love the first-per-

son thing, and you're missing one of the

best if you don't play Descent. Just take

a look at the next letter...

Dear PC Gamer,
You guys almost always do right by me
as far as reviews are concerned, but you
really screwed up on Descent. My prob-
lem with your rating is simple: Why
didn't it get 100%? How could you find

anything to dislike about this amazing,
true 3D, smooth-scrolling, fast-action

masterpiece?!? I know, you gave it a

good rating, but jeez! You guys are sup-
posed to be the experts, and here you
come across the most perfect game ever
created and you don't even recognize it

for what it is! If it had been a snake...

Still a fan, though,
Neal Chesnykowski

via CompuServe

See? Descent really is a great game,
Benjamin! Old Neal wouldn't steer you
wrong! And sorry, Neal. We figured giv-

ing Descent that mighty, almost unat-

tainable 96% would be good enough —
although we didn't count on the sheer
passion the game obviously inspires.

DescenNng

Opinions

Sorry Guys,

But I have to dis-

agree with you
about Descent. I

don't think that

it's even half the

game Doom is.

When I first

played Doom, I

was totally blown
away by the real-

istic feel of the

controls, and I

actually yelled

once when I

turned a corner and saw a shotgun-
wielding mutant standing before me.

When my friend brought me the
demo of Descent, I sat and blew away
robot after robot, rescued hostages, la

de da de da, and quit after 10 minutes.
It's boring. Doom held my attention;

Descent is just dull.

And on the subject of first-person

shoot-'em ups, I don't think you're giv-

ing Dark Forces enough credit. If you
ask me. Dark Forces blows Doom out of
the water; the graphics are far superior,

and it runs more smoothly. On top of
that, the levels actually have a point to

them, and there are some bitchin' cut

scenes. Dark Forces has more options,

like crouching, jumping, and looking up
and down.

Basically, I'd rank these titles (1)

Dark Forces (2) Doom, and coming in

dead last, (3) Descent. Sorry, fellas, but I

think you're just way off base on these
games. Love the mag, tho.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Siders

Milwaukee, WI

We've been getting a lot of mail about
Descent, but it hasn't changed our
minds: Descent beats out Dark Forces,

96% to 92%. And Doom, which came out
before the magazine started so wasn't
given a rating, did manage to take our

Let's Hear From You!

Write to:

PC Gamer Letters

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010

or e-mail to:

peeceegee@aol.com

74431,3433@compuserve.com

djee52a@prodigy.com

Nem filood Wanted
Dear PC Gamer,
I'd like to say that your CD-ROM edi-

tion is very fairly priced, even up here
in ever so faraway Canada; and if

you're wondering, no, it is not that cold
way up here, and I do not say "eh" at

the end of every sentence. Only every
second or third.

The real reason I'm writing is

because I'm getting a little tired of see-

ing the same old computer game manu-
facturers. I think there's a real need for

some new blood in the industry. Sure
there are some really interesting titles

out their, but where are the companies
that are willing to take a risk and try a

totally new game — not a copy of
Doom? I'd really like to see some really

neat, new, innovative games. The rea-

son we don't is probably that the com-
puter game market is, unfortunately,

getting harder and harder to break into.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Keen
Halifax, Nova Scotia (on the Atlantic

coast if you have a map),
Canada (ranked No. 1 by the U.N.,

if ya didn't know)

P.S.: Who says that Canadians don't
have any Patriotism...Eh?

You're right, it can be tough to break
into game design. But as the market
grows, so will the opportunities — and
hopefully, we'll start seeing the variety

you're talking about, eh? We'll keep our
fingers crossed, OK?

RnoHier Memoni

Management Tip

Dear PC Gamer,
When I read the article "DOS for

Gamers," I noticed there was one trick

missing. If you're running DOS 6.x,

there's a file in the DOS directory called

MEMMAKER.STS. And in this file is a
listing of all the files that are loaded
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through CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT, complete with final

and maximum sizes for each. Open this

file with a text editor, then scroll down
to a subheading called SIZE DATA, and
write down each TSR program or dri-

ver and its maximum size.

Next, open your CONFIG.SYS and
re-order the way the programs are

loaded. Put the program with the

largest max size first, the program with

the second largest max size second, and

so on. Do the same with your
AUTOEXEC.BAT, and then rerun

MEMMAKER.
If you want more info on this, it's

buried in the DOS manual in the chap-

ter on "Making More Memory
Available." I tried it, and gained 5K of

conventional memory without having to

remove any of my drivers or programs.

I managed, through far too much
tweaking, to push my conventional

memory to 604K free. Of course now
I'm running into programs like Wing
Commander III that want all the

expanded memory I can free up. When
does the hurting stop?

Many Kudos,
Kevin Roughley
via CompuServe

Now that's a fine memory tip! Thanks,

Kevin. Armed with this info, those of us

who thought we had squeezed every last

drop of free conventional memory from

our systems may be able to do even bet-

ter. And if you haven't yet begun to opti-

mize your memory, Kevin's tip is the

ideal way to get the job done.

Harp Power
Dear PC Gamer,
I recently purchased OS/2 Warp —
with, I must admit, a great deal of skep-

ticism. I was worried that OS/2 would
not support many of my games prop-

erly. Well, I got it home, installed it, and
boy, was I surprised!! Warp ran my
games just as well as regular MS-DOS
does, and without the annoying prob-

lems of the occasional crash. I have

been very pleased with Warp, and I

think that those who are having trouble

with it should:

1) read the directions

2} download drivers for unsup-

ported peripherals (joysticks, sound
cards, etc.)

3) speak with someone who has

had success with Warp.
With Windows 95 delayed (again),

OS/2 has a shot at becoming a domi-

nant operating system, if people would
just take the time to understand it. Until

then, however. I'll be

Happily WARPing along.

Bob Nielsen

via AOL

Can't argue with you on Warp's ability to

run DOS games. Bob. It really does the

job. But as we point out in this month's

cover story, DOS games won't be the

only titles gamers need to consider. We
figure that most publishers will jump on

the Windows 95 bandwagon within a

year, simply because Windows is

Windows, and will be shipping with so

many new systems. And nothing is

gonna run Windows 95 games as well as

Windows 95.

Bill for Bullfrog!
Dear PC Gamer,
I think the gaming gods
have smiled down upon
us; Peter Molyneux
and Bullfrog are

going to do a

super-hero
game! It

amazes me that

such an obviously

great subject for

gaming has been
neglected for so long.

After the King-o-
Vaporware,
Champions, bit the

dust a few years ago,

it seems like every-

body just forgot about

the idea. But I have faith

in Bullfrog to make us

feel that the wait was
worth it.

Best Regards,

Bob "Smoke" Smolka
Staten Island, NY

Always nice to hear

from The Smoke. And
yeah, we're just as

excited as you are,

Bob. And for those of you who don't

know what Champions was, it was a pro-

posed Superhero RPG based on a popu-
lar pen-and-paper system. Just another

one of those dead-ends in gaming his-

tory...

The Waiting Game
Dear PC Gamer,
My first computer was a 386SX/16Mhz
with 1MB RAM — which I bought just

as the 486/50s were hitting the market.

Needless to say, I didn't get much use

out of it on the gaming side. So when 1

moved to upgrade, I figured I'd save a

few bucks by going for a 486/33

"Multimedia" machine with 4MB RAM.
But within a few months, I was kicking

myself for not going with at least a

DX2 66Mhz.
Which brings me to my question. I

want to get rid of the old 486, and I've

been watching Pentium prices fall over

the last few months. I was just about to

buy a P90, when all of a sudden the

100s and 120s started showing up. Then

I read in PC Gamer that the next-gener-

ation P6 may be out this year! So what
do I do? Should 1 wait for the P6, or

should I go with a fast Pentium? I don't

want to "upgrade" into something I'll be

itching to replace in another six

months. Help!

Yours,

Kathy Hauser
via AOL

OK, Kathy. First off, you're right to want
to get as fast a machine as you can cur-

rently afford. That really is the only

way to make sure you won't have to

upgrade again any sooner than is

absolutely necessary. But the loom-

ing P6 does complicate matters —
mostly because we haven't

seen a next-generation

CPU come out so soon
after the release of the

previous chip.

The P6 will undoubtedly

give you a performance boost

over the current Pentiums. But as

a new CPU, you can expect it to

premier at a pretty high price-

point. So our recommendation
would be to buy the fastest CPU
currently available — namely, the

120MHz Pentium — and not

worry about the P6. Because even if

it was already available, you can bet

someone would announce something

even faster on the horizon, and then

you might decide to wait for that

chip. And in the meantime, you're

gaming on a 486/33!

So go for the 120 now, and
enjoy it. Yes, there will be faster

chips coming. But at least you'll be

up and running for the time being,

and enjoying yourself until it's once

again time to step up.

I Shoulda Listened...
Dear PC Gamer,
OK, I admit it. I didn't listen to your

advice, and man did I ever get burned.

See, I read your review of Slam City

with Scottie Pippen, and even though
you dogged it, I went out and bought

the thing. What can I say, I'm a Scottie

Pippen fan. Anyway, you were right.

The gameplay is so incredibly limited, I

couldn't believe it!

I still have the game, by the way.

It's sitting face-forward on my shelf, to

serve as a reminder that I should listen

to PC Gamer from now on!

A Doubter No More,
Mike Olsen,

NY City

We're glad you learned your lesson,

Mike. Sorry it had to come at such a

high price.

PCG
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A revolutionary

phenomenon
demands a

new kind of

magazine...

subscribe and
save over 50%.
Don't let the

revolution start

without you!

ifjfnatc Guidl^^Ljic internet

Firedup- for onl

:*5« Net PtovUr
And treks through tfw

‘A. .1 ,?f J3. If JZSJjk .

NEW! 1r7ie \e7 is your unique

guide to cyberspace. We’ll

show you how to get involved

in the Internet and how to get

the most out of it.

Beginning with August ’95, each

issue of T7ie \ef will include a

3.5" HD disk, packed with

great software to help you get

more out of your time online.

Subscribe today to receive 12

issues with disks for only $39.95.

For faster service, call us at

800-706-9500. Outside the

U S call 415-696-1661. Or,

e-mail your subscription to

subscribe@thenet-usa.com.

Send to: The Net, P.O. Box 56141, Boulder, CO 80322-6141

Send me the next issue and disk of-T7ie Kef
with no risk! If I'm pleased with-t?ie Kef, I’ll

send $39.95 for 11 more issues (12 in all). This

offer saves me over 50% off the cover price.

name

address

city state zip

county phone

payment method check enclosed Visa MC AmEx bill me

account number expiration date

signature __ .

Canada: $US 53.95 (includes GST). Foreign: $US 63.95. Prepaid in US funds.
No Obligation: If I’m not pleased with my FREE copy, I’ll return your invoice marked "cancel," keep the FREE issue and owe
nothing. Offer expires 9/30/95. Basic rate is $49.95. Single copy price for 12 issues is $83.40. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.



ADULT

Dream Machine

Interactive Impressions is your

complete source for the finest

in adult interactive CD-ROM

gaming entertainment.

Interactive Impressions

PSBox 241296

Omaha, M 68124-5296

Nightwatch II

NueroDancer

Virtual Vixens

MMVY MMK TI11£S MMIAHUEI j

ordw your

Product Information Number 1 1

1

ADULT up TO 6 CDSK $129
CD-ROM'S FREE CD SAMPLER WITH PURCHASE.

COUNTS AS 4

RomAntics 5 PACK
Penthouse Photo

Shoot 1 ,2 or 3

2 The Maxx T&A6 Pack

FAO 6 Pack

COUNTS AS 2

Vampire's Kiss

Space Sirens

Superstars of Japanese P*m

Private Dancers

Nightwatch 1 or 2

Dirty Debutantes

Texas Table Dance

Maddams Family

Virgins 1 or 2

Hot Slots

Samurai Perv*rt

Tokyo Nightlife

Interactive

Pleasure Zones

Spy Club Interactive

Virtual Vixens

Dream Machine

Seymore B*tts 1 or 2

Giffy Gold 1 or 2

FAO Platinum 3 Pack

FAO Gold 3 Pack

Peep Show
See Some 3 Some
Elite Amer Girls 1 &2
Elite Euro Girls 1 & 2

American Girls 1 & 2

Tabloid Beauties

Asian Heat and

Bikini Beach

Private Video Mag and

Lady In Spain

The Adv. of Snatchman
Double Play 1 & 2

Girls Doin' Girls 1 & 2

Legends Of P*rn 1 & 2

New Wave H*’kers 1 & 2

Model Wife and

Girls On Girls

The Adv.Of Mikki Finn

101 S’x Positions 1 & 2

ALL SALES FINAL

Order 1-800 6161CMS Shipping • 2nd Day, $7.25

Fax Order 1-805 495-3644 Next Day, $13.00

Join Our BBS • 1-805 373-2965 Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, Checks

CD ROM
Multimedia
& Specialties

1336 Moorpark Road, Suite 200, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 • Call Local 1-805 373-6945
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OUR NEW CD-ROM IS SO
THEY WON’T LET US SHOW IT TO YOU.

Play Intimate Possibilities and participate in our 35 hot, intimate encounters! There are literally

thousands of possible storylines with the exclusive company of 4 eager female hardbodies exposing

15 erotic tropical locations in this 2 1/2 hour , l ah#fl^fc interactive experience. We

broke all the rules and defied most laws of physics in creating the most talked about game of 1995.

I n T E R R C IJ.W" C I It E til fl

_ 1
-80 (^ 71 4-7349

Quicklime and the Quicktime Logo are trademarks of

BE Apple Computer, Inc, used under license.
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Get Your Bade Issues IMow!
o understand what's ahead, you

need to know what's come before.

Order PC Gamer back issues

with interactive demos for only $5.95 with flop-

py demo or $9.95 with CD-ROM!

We've received hundreds of phone calls,

letters, and e-mails requesting back issues—
and now they're finally here! Now you can

pick up the issues you want— with your

choice of floppy disk or CD-ROM disc! Many of

our first issues are already collector's items,

so don't miss this chance to complete your col-

lection. (Sorry, our first issue, "The Future is

Here,” is sold out.)

Ordering couldn't be much easier. Just

send check, money order, or your VISA, Master

Card, or American Express card number (with

the expiration date) to:

PC Gamer Back Issues

1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Specify issue(s).

m ?

Vol. 1, No. 7

(December 1994)

"Wing

Commander III"

On the floppy

disk: Star

Crusader

Featured on the

CD-ROM: Wing

Commander III

Vol. 2, No. 2

(February 19951

"Is Beauty

Enough"

On the disk:

Cannon Fodder

Featured on the

CD-ROM: Cannon

Fodder

Vol. 2, No. 1

(January 1995)

“Transpnrt

Tyceun"

On the floppy

disk: Transport

Tycoon

Featured on the

CD-ROM:

Transport Tycoon

Vol. 1, No. 6

(November 1994)

"Cyberia"

On the floppy

disk: Blackthorne

Vol. 1, No. 5

(October 1994)

"Dark Forces"

On the floppy

disk: Master

of Magic

Vol. 1, No. 4

(September 1994)

"The Year

of the PC"

On the floppy

disk: CyClones

Vol. 1. No. 3

(August 1994)

"The Top 40

Games
of All Time"

On the floppy

disk: Detroit

Vol. 1, No. 2

(July 1994)

“Eat lead, Fritz!
1

On the floppy

disk: Pinball

Fantasies and

Sink or Swim

The World's Best-Selling PC and CD-ROM Games Magazine

Vol. 2, No. 3

(March 1995)

"Aliens"

On the disk:

The Incredible

Machine 2

Featured on the

CD-ROM: Dark

Forces
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WANT TO PLAY THE
LATEST GAMES?

How about make some CASH?

How about BOTH?

CALL BARE BONES!
1 -800-638-1123

Sell us your used software, then pick

up the latest games at great prices!

Call with list of your software for fast

quotes. Prompt payment. NO WAITING!

Call for free used software

listing. Ask about latest

ADULT CD’s!
(over 21

,
please)

3060 East Rt 60 Hurricane, WV 25526

Product Information Number 88

Experience the

High Return

of the

Low Budget Feature

Film Phenomenon.

Join forces with a national film, video &
animation company that turned

60 thousand into 6 million in 3 years

while producing 250 national TV shows.
Our project, a movie with puppets,

animation & live action, has unlimited $$$
in merchandising potential.

Serious inquiries only. Must be
immediately liquid for $15,000 to receive

our package & track record.

(800) 763-3749

Product Information Number 89

f-AMi TAMM

GAME
TAMERS

COMPUTER RNIMRTION

A* THE ART INSTITUTE OF PITTSBURGH®
526 PENN AVENUE. PITTSBURGH. PA 15222-3269

ATTENTION FLIGHT SIM FANS:

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR GAMES WITH THE

GAME TAME!?'

• CONVERTS YOUR KEYBOARD INTO A CUSTOM CONTROL
PANEL FOR EACH GAME

• FITS RIGHT OVER YOUR STANDARD 101 KEY KEYBOARD

• CUSTOM OVERLAYS AVAILABLE FOR ANY PC GAME

' COMES WITH ONE UNIVERSAL OVERLAY THAT CAN BE

CUSTOMIZED FOR USE WITH ANY GAME

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-337-6577

GAME TAMER (GT600R) $19.95 EACH I

CUSTOM OVERLAY (C15X) $5.95 EACH
|

(For any PC game)

UNIVERSAL OVERLAY (T01S) $3.99 EACH I

(Can be customized for any game)

Additional shipping charge of $4.95 tor each order

California residents add 7.75% sales tax

GAME TAMERS"
P.0. BOX 51207

RIVERSIDE, CA 92517

Y O
CARE

U
E R

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN - ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONIC IMAGING

Two-year comprehensive program

Housing

Employment assistance

Financial aid to those who qualify

Call for information or to arrange your visit

Inquire about video, commercial art and other career preparation

CALL TODAY! CLASSES START JULY 10.

t (8001 275-2470

ONLY $19.95

GAME T/MP

CUSTOM OVERLAY TCP- ANY PC GAME

<MY $5.95

APE YOU Tf?ED Of MISSING THE SHOT
BECAUSEVOU COUtXW'T FIND THE
WEAPONS KEY OP THROTTLE
CONTROL?

DO YOU FEEL LK£ SOME GAMES'

CONTROLS ARE JUST TOO HARD
TO MEMORIZE^

WITH THE GAME TAMER YOU CAN
START ENJOYWGYOUR GAMES FASTER
BECAUSE YOU ONLY SEE THE KEYS YOU
NEED AND EACH KEY IS LABELED

PC GAMER August 1995 Product Information Number 87 Product Information Number 104



The Lost Collection of id

Attention
DOOM fans!
Before writing DOOM, the id Software guys warmed up by creating

ten EGA games for Softdisk Publishing. Now you can own the entire

collection for only $39.95. This collection is only available through

Softdisk Publishing and is not sold in stores. All programs are full

versions (not shareware). Just look at what you get...

3-D Games
• Hovertank (pictured)

• Catacomb 3-D

Top-Down Game
• The Catacomb

Side Scrollers

• Keen Dreams
• Shadow Knights

• Slordax

• Dangerous Dave in ORDER NOW TOLL FREE!

the Haunted Mansion
|.g00-831-2694

Puzzle Games *WI
• Tiles of the Dragon

or Send a check or mone>' order to:

^ j
5 R 1

Softdisk Publishing • Offer # LID085
escue over

606 Common Street • Shreveport, LA 71 101
• Rescue Rover II Allow 2.3 weeks for de | ivery! FREE shipping!

Ail games require a 286 PC, 2 MB RAM, EGA or better graphics, and DOS 3.3.

%'f% ||||
' \

' \ Doom is a trademark of id Software.
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FREE CD-ROM Titles * & Catalog
(Choose Any 3 CD Titles & Get a Selected Title for FRF.F.l*

Over 800 CD-ROM Titles In Stock, CALL NOW 1-800-386-3388

11 Mill. Business Ph.'95...

Ace Over Pacific/Europe..

Aegis Guardian of Fleet....

Arthurs Teacher Trouble..

Battle Chess Enchanced..

Beauty & the Beast

Car Care (2 CD Sets)..

Comptons Inter. Ency'95..

Cyberia

Cyberwar(4 CD Sets)..

17 Dragon Lore ( 2 CD Sets). 18 MM US History 17
15 Drug Wars (Shooting G.). . 28 MM World History . 17

19 24 29
18 Family Doctor 3rd . 17 MS Bookshelf '95 NEW.. 39
19 Font Compendium . 10 MS Encarta '95

. 39
19 Full Throttle NEW!! . 44 MM ComputerTutor 16

18 Grolier's Ency '95 19 Nascar Racing 25
19 Hell: A Cyberpunk Thriller. 18 NBA Live by EA Sports.. . 39
18 Heretic + Accesories 10 NHL Hockey '95 .39

19 . 18 18

17 . 10 . 18
17 Indiana Jones . 17 Play & Learn the Bible ... 10
18 Indy Car Racing . 19 Power Ranger 16
13 18

10 Internet Access '95
. 18 Privateer 19

10 18 23
10 Key Gourmet 16 Renegade 19

39 Key Travel Map 16 Return to the Zork 15
19 Kids Games for Window.. . 10 Rise of the Robots 21

24 16 27
14 Learning Games for Win.. . 10 Sam & Max 23
18 Learning Windows 3.1 13 Space Ace 26
10 Linux (4 CD Sets) NEW.... 19 Strike Commander 19

14 18 19
19 . 22 14
10 Lord of the Rings 19 Top 201 Games 13

10 Mad Dog 1 / or II 17 Top 201 Learning Game. 13
29 39 21

10 Man Enough (2 CDs) 18 Under a Killing Moon 39
25 Master Technician 17 US Navy Fighter 39
35 18

45 Medical Dictionary 15 USS Ticonderoga 19
38 MegaRace (Car Racing)... 14 Virtual Vegas 18
18 Middle School Suite 17 Webster's Inter. Ency'95.. 19
10 MIDI Music Shop Profess. 17 World of Trains 16

We Got the Latest Selection & the Lowest Price on Adult Titles
Seymore Butt 2 (2 CDs) 39 Dream Machine Interactiv 39 Night Watch 2 Interactiv 39
Virtual Vixens Interactive 39 Scissors N Stones Intera. 39 Space Siren Interactive 39

Dirty Debutantes 2 (NEW) 39 Private Prison Interactive 39 Best of Legends Inter. 10

(ALL other Adult Movie Titlesforjust $19.95ea.) CALL NOW for Our Complete Catalog.

S+H $5 per order / COD+S4 / 2-day+$5 / Next Day+$15
Price & Availability subject to change without notice. Not Responsible for Type Errors.

Multimedia Depot, Inc. Fax Orders: (408) 654-7688 Dealers Welcome!
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SSI's Classic IBM Wargames For Only $15!! WCS II: Tanks! Scenarios $15
Battles ofNapoleon Gettysburg B-24 #1 East. Front #9 N. Africa

Battle of Antietam Rebel Charge Warship #2 France '40 #10Remagen
Shiloh: Grant's Trial Kampfgruppe Star Command #3 Utah/Omaha #1 1 France '44

Conflict: Middle East Mech Brigade Stellar Crusade #4 Gold/Juno #12 73 Israeli

Wargame Constr. Set Second Front Red Lightning #6 Desert Storm #14 N. Africa

Storm Across Europe Western Front Sons Liberty #7 Sicily #15 Vietnam

Battles ofNapoleon Scenario Disks: #1-6: $10 Each $7 ARW: $25 #8-9: $15 Each

$39 WCS II: Tanks! $12 Carrier Strike $39 Panzer General $42 Tigers on Prowl

$12 War in Russia $12 Pacific War $39 Award Win Bundle $42 Stalingrad

Wargame Construction Set II: Tanks! has won Strategy Plus' Wargame of the Year! It

has an editor to build your own battles with 1300 platoon-sized units from 1918-1990's.

Novastar and Norm Koger continue to support new versions of the game (v. 1 .27) with

many new rules and have developed a Modem Database with 350 units/150 nations!

Add $4.50 Shipping. CA add 7.25% tax. Novastar Game Co.

Hours: 8:00 am to 5:00 pm PST M-F PO Box 1813, Rocklin CA 95677
Accept Visa, M/C, Checks, Money Orders (916) 624-7113
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The Affordable

and Effective Way
to Sell Your

Product to the

Growing

Computer Game
Market!

Call Emilij Wilson al:

[415] 595-1588

Ext. 163

WINDOWS CD-ROM

“TCwtcp

There is no choice. The Emperor ofChina has

chosen you to secure the sacred Book of

Governance that holds the secrets to world

order. Can you outsmartyour adversaries?

Escape the

“Western World”?

Ifyou decide to

make the perilous

journey, you

won't be alone.

The power of

WuKunp will be

with you.

«duDOE SOFTWARE, INC.

320 1 08th Ave NE, Suite 500, Bellevue,WA 98004 USA
Tel: 206 462-8303 Fax: 206 462-9265
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Try and remember the kind of

September when ah, hell. Next

month's issue will be named
September, after the Month, and it'll be filled with

many wonders. Among them, we hope to have...

OPERATION

.fi j

.:Ji" U I J £»

This project is so cutting-edge, so impres-

sively backed, and so hush-hush that for

now, we can only hint about it. So let's just

mention a few general concepts — Origin,

Electronic Arts, Chuck Yeager's Air

Combat, Choppers, The Next Generation

in Flight Sims. Memorize them. Now tear

this page out and burn it before it falls

into enemy hands.

(o as The ftoioct

fcO'gfa simulation .. fer,il/S£!iSZJ

:

afce

I've gof an idea

for a game...
Sure, who doesn't?

It's one thing to

think up a concept,

though; getting it

to market is quite

another matter.

That's exactly what
the best shareware
authors do all the

time— and next

month, we'll show you a few of their secrets...

.
. UWSflEi KAE

2 5800 3 tf in W

And don't forget

PC Gamer online!
Ifyou haven't already, don't forget to check out

our brand-spanking new PC GamerWeb site!

The first incarnation is up now, ready for your

perusal. So check it out, and get back to us; we
want to hear your comments and suggestions!

H

And Reviems!
It’s going to be a very good month on

front, with the lowdown on some of

the hottest titles we’ve seen yet

this year.

Star Trek: A Final Unity

Space Quest 6:

Roger Wilco in the Spinal Frontier

Kingdom: The Far Reaches

Flight Unlimited

FX Fighter

Orion Conspiracy

...and more!

PC GAMER HugusH995

We'll be following all the latest in Windows
95 gaming, as well as working on a spe-

cial Peripheral Visions to fill you in on
the latest Windows 95 hardware. And of

course, all your favorite columnists will be
back with their usual expert insights and
witty repartee, and we'll have a new batch of

Scoops! to help you with your holiday wish-

lists (never too soon to start, you know).

nil Itiis and more,

next lime In PC Gamer.
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Chris Anderson

Tom Valentino

Shocked into a state of inaction similar to the

effects of the paralysis ray. Chip could only

stare. In his confusion. Chip's only thought
was, "my, but isn't that a big wrench?"

Suddenly, a sharp pain pierced his neck,

and seemed to travel down the length of his

spine. Falling to the ground, he turned enough
to see Pip the Battery Boy watching him fall

with an evil grin, the thumbs on his forehead
twitching.

He rammed me with his thumbs, Chip
thought as he landed with a hard thump. How
rude. After that, everything went black.

Chip awoke with the General staring

down at him, thumbs still sticking out of his

head. "Chip? Are you alright?" Chip could see

Pip standing behind the General, a look of con-

cern on his face.

Chip checked himself. He seemed to be in

working order. "Yes, I'm fine. Where am I?”

"A safe place," he replied. "Soon we'll

have to move again. Are you up to it?"

Chip looked at the thumbs on both Pip

and Henderson’s head. "Your thumbs..."

"Yes, we know. We were finally fixed. You
are, too."

Chip looked past the General at a mirror
hanging on the wall. His thumbs were now on
his forehead. As suddenly as he woke, he
slipped back into darkness.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH!



Experience the best-selling Sid Meiers Civilization® as a multiplayer Windows game!

With Sid Meier’s CIVNET™ play on-line via the Internet, over a local network or go

head-to-head by modem. Build the Pyramids and the Great Wall. Conquer Earth or an

undiscovered planet. Play history’s greatest leaders and your friends - in any combination,

up to seven players at once! Broadcast messages simultaneously to your opponents.

Become allies with some. Taunt others. You decide. Because once you get your hands

on Sid Meier’s CIVNET™, Civilization will never be the same.

AfEROPROSE
For IBM®-PC & Compatibles on CD-ROM. 1-800-879-PLAY, http://www.microprose.com

©1995 MicroProse Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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After hearing his

favorite games on
a Souna Blaster,

Vincent regretted

ffc:

Inferior sound cards can drive you to some

crazy ends. Sound effects built into this year’s

hottest new games might seem muffled and

flat. Like you’re only getting half the experience.

But a Sound Blaster" sound card can spare you that

insanity. You get real 16-bit, CD-quality sound that brings

games to life. You hear ships explode, swords clash, tires

squeal. That’s why Sound Blaster is the PC sound standard.

So only buy genuine Sound Blaster cards. And look for

the Sound Blaster Compatibility Logo on software and

multimedia kits as well. That way, your software will sound

exactly like it should. And you won’t feel a tinge of regret.

There are six different Sound Blaster sound cards to satisfy

the most discerning ear.

To find the one that’s best for

you, call 1-800-998-5227 Ext. 114.

CREATIVE'
multimedia iSS- Creative

1995 Creative Technology Ltd. Sound Blaster and the Creative, multimedia is Creative, and Sound Blaster Compatibility Logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd.

International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore. TEL: 65-773-0233 FAX: 65-773-0353. All rights reserved.
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